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Val d'Isere 11th advanced course on shoulder arthroscopy
Sunday 20th January 2019 04:00-7:00 PM
34 Countries: 51participants from France, 32 Spain, 28 Belgium, 8 Slovenia, 2 Swiss, 2 Italy, 2
Germany

04:00-05:00 PM
NEW TECHNOLOGIES Chairman: E. CALVO

-Is planification, navigation, augmented reality relevant in arthroscopic shoulder surgery?
Alexandre LÄDERMANN 15’
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Sponsors: FX SOLUTION, CONMED, VIRTA MED, VIMS, ORTOMED, S SONOSKLILS
NO Sponsors: ARTHREX, MITEK, SMITH&NEPHEW, ZIMMER, BIOMED, ACUMED, WRIGHT, MEDACTA
JBJS, 1972, C. NEER: Anterior ACROMIOPLASTY for chronic Impingement Syndrome: retrospective
study, 29 patients, F/U 2y with RTG 23 patient
Lateral Acromioplasty also based on retrospective study. A correlation between lateral extensions
(NYFFELER) or CSA (Moor) and RCT has been found. Based on shoulder simulator model the
correlations become a cause. We began to perform Lateral Acromioplasty to change CSA
Convictions are dangerous: the convictions are more dangerous enemies of truth than lies
(NIETZSCHE). WOLFF 1892: bone in a heathy person or animal will adapt to the loads under which is
it placed. Activities create remodeling of our body. The swimmers presented a foot posture with a
tendency towards pronation and a Q angle with tendency towards valgus, while the results for
footballers where within normal range (LOPEZOSA-RECA, Res Sports Med 2018). The scapula being
suspended in space by the muscle acting upon it, developmental or adaptive modifications of the
Acromion are commonly seen when disharmonious un-habitual muscle stress. Extend of the
Acromion process indicating he more dominant position occupied by the Deltoid. In other words:
different morphologies of the scapula may not be responsible or do not represent in themselves a
risk factor for the different observed pathologies but simply reflect of a bone adaptation. In other
words: is the lateral overhanging of the acromion responsible for the RCT or are the stress/activities
that create 1. Lateral overgrowth of acromion 2. RCT?
Done a prospective comparative study: 19 pro tennis players, sample size calculation 8 patient was
required to confirm if a difference in CSA of 3,5° +- 2,5° between dominant and non-dominant arms is
statistically significant, with a power of 90%. The CSA was greater in dominant than non-dominant
shoulder by 2, 3° +- 2, 3° (median 2, 6°: range 2, 9°to 5, 2°, p˂0,005). Unilateral overhead sports may
lead to bone adaptation and increase in CSA on the dominant shoulder compared to the nondominant. Tennis: responsible for RCT.
Acromioplasty: -do not question the whole CSA philosophy, -premature to state that CSA is
responsible for RCT, -on the contrary activities or underlying pathology could be responsible of bone
remodeling creating lateral extension of acromion, -further high-level prospective study seems
mandatory.
Acromioplasty Planification? -impingement is dynamic, -not same morphology, -not same
expectation, -compare persistent sub acromial impingement in patient operated from RCR with or
without a computer assisted planning solution for acromioplasty, -multivariable analysis revealed
more extensive removal of impinging bone significantly improved rotations with the arm at 90°
abduction (β=27,5; p=0,048) at 6 months, - we may all plan our acromioplasty in some year (a la
carte)
Applications of AR/VR: education, diagnosis, planning, training, treatment, rehabilitation, surgery and
minimally invasive, navigation for RSA.
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Superposition: allows generating holograms from the extracted meshes which were then
subsequently mapped with respect to their respective surgical frames.
Future: we’ll be able to navigate-RSA, graft positioning during LATARJET, control reduction during ACJ
stabilization, control reduction during PHF osteosynthesis, and measure automatically ROM

-Shoulder imaging. What’s new in shoulder imaging (MRI, AI, US and elastography)? KOLO
C. FRANK 15’
RC muscle FI –new concept and technology: severity of pre surgical fatty degeneration of rotator
muscle is linked to higher frequency of re-tear and worse functional outcome after repair. Accurate
determination of fatty degeneration is crucial in evaluating surgical indication and prognosis.
GOUTALLIER classification has become a standard of reference for determining fatty infiltration (FI)but it is qualitative and has a poor reproducibility-at least for MR. Recently several methods that
allow quantification of fat within tissue by using MR imaging have been introduced and applied to
clinical research.
Two-point Dixon technique for quantification of Fatty muscle infiltration on MRI.
Chemical shift-based fat-water separation method described by Dixon in 1984. Two images
acquisition with different TEs in each image to decompose the fat signal from the water signal in the
same voxel. H water and H fat spin processes at different frequencies. Their magnetization vector is
alternatively ‘’in phase’’ (pointing in same direction) and ‘’ out of phase’’ (pointing in different
direction). Because the acquired signal is proportional to the vector sum of the magnetization when
the spins are in phase, the total signal is proportional to the sum of the magnitude, when the spins
are out of phase; the signal is proportional to the difference. At 1,5T the difference in echo time (TE)
between the two states is about 2, 2 m. sec (out of phase TES 2, 2 m. sec; in phase TEs 4, 4 m. sec,
etc.).

Ultrasound Elastography (UE)-new mode of US
UE measure tissue stiffness in response to an applied mechanical force. Two most common form of
UE-strain elastography (SE) and shear wave elastography (SWE).
SE: operator exerts external force. Inability to measure accurately the force limits the ym calculus.
Qualitative assessment. Strain map=ELASTOGRAM. (My comment: ym could be Young's modulus)
SWE: force created by a US pulse to form shear waves with known velocity allowing ym calculus.
3 level of stiffness: hard, medium, soft. Generally agreed that injured RCT are softer than healthy.
Recently significant correlations were found between T2 value on MRI and SE.
SE was able to find alterations in more than 80% of cases in symptomatic patients with normal US.
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Tendon quality is one of the most important prognostic factors for surgeon preforming RCR. In case
of small SSP tear several authors reported the torn tendon to be softer compared with healthy
contralateral shoulder.
In patient with clinical findings suggestive of ACS, SWE showed that the CHL is stiffer in the
symptomatic shoulder than in the unaffected shoulder.
Limitation: even if the results are promising the absolute lack of randomized controlled trails does
not allow making any definitive recommendation about the use of SE as a gold standard diagnostic
tool for tendon pathology. More ever SE in operator depending on and requires a long learning
curve.

Ultrasound Elastography: Review of Techniques and Clinical Applications
Rosa M.S. Sigrist,1 Joy Liau,1 Ahmed El Kaffas,1 Maria Cristina Chammas,2 and Juergen K. Willmann1,
This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. THERANOSTICS. 2017; 7(5): 1303–1329 Published
online 2017 Mar 7. Doi: 10.7150/thno.18650

Abstract
Elastography-based imaging techniques have received substantial attention in recent years for noninvasive assessment of tissue mechanical properties. These techniques take advantage of changed
soft tissue elasticity in various pathologies to yield qualitative and quantitative information that can
be used for diagnostic purposes. Measurements are acquired in specialized imaging modes that can
detect tissue stiffness in response to an applied mechanical force (compression or shear wave).
Ultrasound-based methods are of particular interest due to its many inherent advantages, such as
wide availability including at the bedside and relatively low cost. Several ultrasound elastography
techniques using different excitation methods have been developed. In general, these can be
classified into strain imaging methods that use internal or external compression stimuli, and shear
wave imaging that use ultrasound-generated traveling shear wave stimuli. While ultrasound
elastography has shown promising results for non-invasive assessment of liver fibrosis, new
applications in breast, thyroid, prostate, kidney, and lymph node imaging are emerging.
Ultrasound elastography physics
Elastography assesses tissue elasticity, which is the tendency of tissue to resist deformation with an
applied force, or to resume its original shape after removal of the force. Assuming that a material is
entirely elastic, and its deformation has no time dependency (i.e. viscosity), elasticity can be
described by Hooke's Law:
There are three types of elastic moduli Γ defined by the method of deformation: Young's modulus
(E), shear modulus (G), and bulk modulus (K).
1) Young's modulus E is defined by the following equation when a normal stress (σn) produces a
normal strain (εn), where normal is perpendicular to the surface:
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2) Shear modulus G is defined by the following equation when a shear stress (σs) produces a shear
strain (εs), where shear is tangential to the surface:
(eqn.3)
3) Bulk modulus K is defined by the following equation when a normal inward force or pressure (σB)
produces a bulk strain or change in volume (εB).
(eqn.4)
The higher the elastic modulus Γ, the more a material tends to resist deformation, which can be
thought of as increased stiffness.

Advanced muscular skeletal MRI at ultra-high field 7T/11,6T
Higher field strength implies a gain in SNR (2x) and high-resolution morphological image and
especially biochemical image (0, 2 mm isotopic voxel ˂ CT). Limitation at 7T that has been solved at
3T is the specific absorption rate (˃in RF frequency, ˃SAR, 1, 5T=64 MHz, 3T 300MHz) needed for
more dedicated multichannel coils for parallel imaging; inhomogeneity of magnetic field: limitation
of gradient strength.
Advanced functional imaging of articular cartilage. -SODIUM imaging. GAGs of cartilage matrix are
negatively charged (Fixed Charge Density-FCD) and attract positive counter ions-sodium.
Loss of proteoglycan with the onset of OA results in reduction of FCD in cartilage. Since the FCD is
counterbalanced by the sodium ions, loss of proteoglycan results in the loss of sodium ions.

-Office arthroscopy: is this the future? JOSHUA DINES 5’

Trice-medical mi-eye2; first truly disposable system, technical specification: mi-eye 2 arthroscope=
120° field of view, 5-35 mm depth of field, retractable 2,2 mm needle, image and video capture,
integrated optic and light source, ergonomic handle for one handed/ambidextrous use.
Trice tablet: HD screen, 10.8°disply, live video with playback, save and share video and images,
1,6GHz Intel atom processor, Go-anywhere portability
Initial indication: Diagnostic Imaging required: pacemaker, cardiac stent, spinal cord stimulator,
metal ocular foreign bodies, severe claustrophobia
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Expending indication: busy patient, prior surgery? Surgical planning-RSP vs RC repair, cartilage
procedure, guided injection.
ARTICLE: Diagnostic Evaluation of the Knee in the Office Setting Using Small-Bore Needle
Arthroscopy; Karan A. Patel, M.D., David E. Hartigan, M.D., Justin L. MAKOVICKA, M.D., Donald L.
DULLE III, P.A.-C., and ANIKAR Chhabra, M.D., M.S.
Advantages and Limitations of In-Office Arthroscopy:
Advantages of In-Office Arthroscopy

Limitations of In-Office Arthroscopy

Minimal risk compared with diagnostic

Surgeon unfamiliarity in using a 0° scope.

arthroscopy.

Visualization not as clear as operative

No risk of anesthesia.

Arthroscopy.

Can be used when MRI is contraindicated

Contraindicated with acute hem arthrosis

because of medical reasons or claustrophobia.

because of the inability to flush knee out.

Improved accuracy compared with MRI.

Scar tissue from previous surgeries limits

Allows visualization of previous repair without

excursion of small-bore needle.

diagnostic arthroscopy.
Cost-effectiveness and cost savings.
In-office arthroscopy has been available for use since the early 1990s.
MRI

Mi-Eye

Time to diagnosis

+++

Articular cartilage visualization

+

Patient preference

++

tolerability

+

coast

++

Invasive/risk

+
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Patient preference study: 25 consecutive patient, diagnostic imaging demand necessary MRI,
option for Mi-Eye discussed: 23/25 would prefer needle/immediate diagnosis.
By choosing Mi-Eye technology the average patient is back to his or her active life at least 2 weeks
sooner than when choosing MRI.
Technique: total time-15 min, doctor time-4-5 min/the future will be more than diagnosis.
Now it’s reimbursement in USA, but preauthorization required. For now, he has no infections. Most
doctors that uses are Sports and Rheumatologist.
Discussion COLLIN/KOLO/DINES/SUGAYA/FUNK/Participant 15’
5:00-5:20 PM

ULTRASOUND Chairman: Funk
International J Shoulder Surg. 2008 Jan-Mar; 2(1): 4–6. Doi: 10.4103/0973-6042.39580
PMCID: PMC3022143, PMID: 21264148

Are shoulder surgeons any good at diagnosing rotator cuff tears using ultrasound? A
comparative analysis of surgeon vs radiologist
Muthu JEYAM, Lennard Funk, 1 and Jonathan Harris

Predictive values of ultrasound diagnosis by the radiologist:

Full thickness tear Partial thickness tear

Sensitivity

94% (15/16)

100% (6/6)
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Full thickness tear Partial thickness tear

Specificity

85.7% (6/7)

100% (6/6)

PPV

94% (15/16)

100% (6/6)

NPV

85.7% (6/7)

100% (6/6)

PPV - Positive predictive value, NPV - Negative predictive value

Predictive values of ultrasound diagnosis by the shoulder surgeon:

Full thickness tear Partial thickness tear

Sensitivity

92% (12/13)

86% (6/7)

Specificity

100% (14/14)

93.3% (14/15)

PPV

100% (12/12)

86% (6/7)

NPV

93.3% (14/15)

93.3% (14/15)

PPV - Positive predictive value, NPV - Negative predictive value

Results of ultrasound diagnosis by the shoulder surgeon:
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Ultrasound results Surgical Findings

FTT

PTT NT

FTT

12

0

1

PTT

0

6

1

NT

0

1

14

FTT - Full thickness tear, PTT - Partial thickness, NT - No tear

Results of ultrasound diagnosis by the radiologist:

Ultrasound results Surgical Findings

FTT

PTT NT

FTT

15

0

1

PTT

0

6

0

NT

1

0

6

FTT - Full thickness tear, PTT - Partial thickness, NT - No tear
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DISCUSSION
Ultrasound of the shoulder is a reliable, safe, and cheap method to diagnose pathology of the rotator
cuff and the long head of biceps. MATSEN et al. [10] have proposed it as a primary mode of imaging
for the soft tissues of the shoulder. IANNOTTI et al. [11] have shown in a multi-institutional study
that in an orthopedic surgeon's office setting ultrasound can be an effective adjunct to accurate
diagnosis of rotator cuff pathology. In addition, this may be an opportunity for patient education and
explanation of management options. [12] A study by MOOSMAYER and SMITH [13] has shown that
orthopedic surgeons with relative inexperience can diagnose accurately rotator cuff pathology using
ultrasound.
To our knowledge there has been no study comparing the ultrasonography skills of an equally trained
surgeon and a radiologist. The overall accuracy of the surgeon and the radiologist were comparable
at 91.4% and 93%. The sensitivity of ultrasound diagnosis by surgeon and the overall accuracy of the
surgeon and the radiologist were comparable at 91.4% and 93%. The sensitivity of ultrasound
diagnosis by surgeon and radiologist were comparable for full thickness tears (92% and 94%),
however the radiologist was better at diagnosing partial thickness tears with sensitivity of 100%
compared to 86% by the surgeon. This could be due to the difference in quality of the machines use,
as more subtle pathology is more difficult to discern on current portable machines. Likewise, the
lower specificity of the radiologist in this study could be attributed to the higher resolution machine
detecting intra-substance tears that are not seen at shoulder arthroscopy. However, neither of these
factors would have altered the clinical management of the patients.
J Bone Joint Surge Am. 2013 Feb 6; 95(3):266-72. Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.K.00706

An independent learning method for orthopedic surgeons performing shoulder ultrasound
to identify full-thickness tears of the rotator cuff.
Murphy RJ1, DAINES MT, CARR AJ, Rees JL
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
There is an evolving interest in shoulder ultrasound performed by orthopedic surgeons as part of
routine clinical assessment of the rotator cuff in a so-called one-stop clinic. This study investigated
the accuracy of ultrasound assessment of rotator cuff integrity performed by orthopedic surgeons
without prior experience of ultrasound who were following our proposed learning protocol.
METHODS:
We studied four surgeons without previous experience with shoulder ultrasound and monitored
their ability to evaluate rotator cuff integrity using ultrasound compared with findings at arthroscopy.
The surgeons attended a formal training course and were taught a protocol to identify and size fullthickness tears of the rotator cuff. The surgeons performed preoperative scans on the day that
patients underwent shoulder arthroscopy. This allowed the surgeons to receive same-day feedback
with comparison of arthroscopic images and ultrasound images.
RESULTS:
One hundred and fifty-nine (159) shoulders were scanned by the surgeons in the study. In the initial
training period, surgeons who performed >100 scans demonstrated a sensitivity of 94% and a
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specificity of 88% (a positive predictive value of 79% and a negative predictive value of 97%) for the
identification of a full-thickness tear and agreed with intraoperative sizing of the defect in 84% of the
scans. In the later training period, the predictive values showed a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity
of 97% (a positive predictive value of 95% and a negative predictive value of 94%) for the
identification of a full-thickness tear and agreement with intraoperative sizing for 95% of the scans.
CONCLUSIONS:
The predictive values obtained in this study for the evaluation of rotator cuff integrity were
comparable with published results from experienced radiologists. This study demonstrates the
capacity of our proposed learning protocol to train surgeons without previous ultrasound experience
to reliably evaluate rotator cuff integrity using ultrasound within fifty to 100 scans.
Learning curve: -4 surgeons; 159 shoulders, correlated with Arthroscopy, surgeons > 100 scans:
94% sensitivity, 88% specificity

Vote: Who is using US in clinic?
Using: YES 28, 57%, NO 71, 43% (Answer-A: 35) (my comment: but only 35 people vote, out of
around 100 in the room)
Debate: US performed by the surgeon CLAVERT/SAVOIE vs by the radiologist KOLO 15’
Felix H. ‘’Buddy’’ SAVOIE:

Ultrasound-excellent way to evaluate post op RC, better than MRI? Easy to learn basic, allows us to
monitor healing and RC integrity
Why do US in office yourself. Positives: excellent way to evaluate post op RC integrity, patients love
to see the image-feel more involved, can direct therapy to be more or less aggressive based on
individual variation of healing. Negatives: can take some time, if you want to charge you have to
dictate a full report
Patient routinely set for US on return visit, US exam and picture done first, rest of visit to follow
05:20-6:30 PM
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DATABASE AND BIG DATA Chairman: Funk Debate: Local but shared Collin vs Institutional
SIRVEAUX vs National GERBER vs Own by scientific societies vs Own by companies DENARD 30’ Vote

Discussion: Big data and artificial intelligence. When will we be all unemployed? What will
change? NOURISSAT 20’:
-GEOFFROY NOURISSAT MD, PhD, Paris: AI and shoulder surgery

Is it the biggest change in humanity? Nicolay Copernicus-1473-1543, Charles Darwin 1809-1882,
Sigmund Freud 1856-1939, Alan Turing 1912-1954
Short history of AI:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turing machine-1936: mathematical decision can be performed by machine,
Turing test: 1950 communication man / machine
The Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence
Stop research (limited computers/money).

A Turing machine is a mathematical model of computation that defines an abstract machine,[1] which
manipulates symbols on a strip of tape according to a table of rules.[2] Despite the model's simplicity,
given any computer algorithm, a Turing machine capable of simulating that algorithm's logic can be
constructed.[3]
The Turing test, developed by Alan Turing in 1950, is a test of a machine's ability to exhibit intelligent
behavior equivalent to, or indistinguishable from, that of a human. Turing proposed that a human
evaluator would judge natural language conversations between a human and a machine designed to
Val d'Isère 2019 11th Course 20.01.-25.01.
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generate human-like responses. The evaluator would be aware that one of the two partners in
conversation is a machine, and all participants would be separated from one another. The
conversation would be limited to a text-only channel such as a computer keyboard and screen so the
result would not depend on the machine's ability to render words as speech.[2] If the evaluator
cannot reliably tell the machine from the human, the machine is said to have passed the test. The
test results do not depend on the machine's ability to give correct answers to questions, only how
closely its answers resemble those a human would give.

Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence

Date

1956

Duration

eight weeks

Venue

Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire

Organized

John McCarthy

by
Participants Marvin Minsky, Nathaniel Rochester, and Claude Shannon (who proposed the
workshop), with others

3. The Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence was the name of a 1956
summer workshop now considered by many[1][2] (though not all[3]) to be the seminal event
for artificial intelligence as a field.
The project lasted approximately six to eight weeks and was essentially an
extended brainstorming session. Eleven mathematicians and scientists were originally planned to be
attendees, and while not all attended, more than ten others came for short times.
Dartmouth Artificial Intelligence (AI) Conference

We propose that a 2-month, 10-man study of artificial intelligence be carried out during the
summer of 1956 at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire.
The study is to proceed based on the conjecture that every aspect of learning or any other
feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a machine can be made to
simulate it. An attempt will be made to find how to make machines use language, form
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abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and improve
themselves.
- Dartmouth AI Project Proposal; J. McCarthy et al.; Aug. 31, 1955.
4. Stop research (limited computers/money); development of memory
Understanding AI: Artificial vs Augmented vs Nothing; multilayer neuronal network
Do we need AI: Surgeons: simulation: education/training/evaluation; learning; improve quality
diagnosis. Patient: reduce accident; reduce subjectivity; remove learning curve/experimental
Government and business? By 2030-THR +171%, TKR + 189%, revision THR + 142%, revision TKR
+190%; by 2060 + between 330% and 400% (AAOS media center)
AI robotic surgery decreases 21% hospital stay, save 20% nurse time, timesaving administrative
workflow 17% for MD, 51% for register nurse, security, and control
BUSINESS-application (A), value (V):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A-robot assisted surgery V-$40 B
A-virtual nursing assistance V-$20 B
A- administrative workflow assistance V-$18 B
A-fraud detection V-$17 B
A-dosage error reduction V-$16 B
A-connected machines V-$12 B
A-clinical trial participant identifier V-$13 B
A-preliminary diagnosis V-$5 B
A-automated diagnosis image V-$3 B

AI and health care: august 2017-XIAOYI robot China (53 books, 1M images, 2M medical information,
400 000 reports): doing triage for patient
What is missing in AI today: what is the immediate risk? Where is the danger? Subjectivity, selection
of important elements, confidence. Cognitive revolution: imagination/ innovation

ROTATOR CUFF PATHOLOGY / I Monday 21rd January 2019 8:00-10:45 AM
8:00-8:50 LONG HEAD OF THE BICEPS Chairman: LAFOSSE

-MRI vs US in LHB pathology KOLO C. FRANK 8’
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Loss of fibrillary structure, partial loss of anisotropy, swelling, hypo-echogenicity, an echogenicity if
tear
US:
-

Full Thickness Tear (FTT) +subluxation/luxation-sensitivity
90-100%
Partial Thickness Tear (PTT) – or non-tear abnormality -sensitivity 0-30%
Gold standard=arthroscopy

MRI/MRA:
-

Full Thickness Tear (FTT) +subluxation/luxation-sensitivity
80-100%
Partial Thickness Tear (PTT) – or non-tear abnormality -sensitivity 75-83%
tendinosis 15-38% (increased T2 signal)
Gold standard=arthroscopy

No significant difference between MRI and MRA
Conclusion: US is accurate and sensitive for the diagnosis of complete tear.US in not reliable for PTT
or non-tear abnormality. MRI and MRA are accurate and sensitive for the diagnosis of complete tear,
less reliable for PTT but better than US. MRI and MRA are not reliable for tendinosis; no difference
between MRI and MRA.

Bicep’s pathology in the groove. Myth or reality? Josh Dines 5’
How does ‘’bicipital tunnel’’ anatomy contribute to pathogenesis of biceps tendinopathy

‘’bicipital tunnel’’ has 3 distinct zone:
•
•
•

Zone 1 (bony groove): articular margin (AM) to distal margin (DM) of SCP tendon
Zone 2 (‘’No Man’s Land): DMSCP to Pec Major Tendon (PM)
Zone 3 (Sub Pec): distal to PM
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The Extra Articular Bicipital Sheat is Clinicaly Relevant
Tenotomy/Tenodesis
n=127

Sheat intact

20,6% Failure

Sheat released

6,8% failure

Arthroscopy. 2016 Jun; 32(6):1155-64. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.02.020. E pub 2016 Apr 28.
The Clinical Impact of Bicipital Tunnel Decompression during Long Head of the Biceps Tendon
Surgery: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis.
Taylor SA1, Ramkumar PN2, Fabricant PD3, Dines JS2, GAUSDEN E2, White A2, Conway JE4, O'Brien SJ2.
PURPOSE:

(1) To identify existing outcomes studies and (2) to use meta-analysis techniques to summarize
pooled clinical outcomes for surgical techniques that decompress the bicipital tunnel and those that
do not, to identify important areas for future clinical investigation.
METHODS:
A systematic review of the PubMed database was performed in accordance with PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) guidelines. Patients were categorized
into 2 groups for analysis. Group 1, the "tunnel decompressed" group, included open sub pectoral
tenodesis, long head of the bicep’s tendon transfer procedures, and proximal tenodesis techniques
that explicitly released the bicipital sheath. Group 2, the "tunnel not decompressed" group, included
proximal tenodesis techniques and tenotomy. Validated clinical outcome measures (Constant;
University of California, Los Angeles; Simple Shoulder Test; visual analog scale for pain; and American
Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons) and revision rates were summarized using inverse-variance weighting
in a random-effects model. Because the constituent studies were largely single-cohort observational
studies, direct between-group statistical comparisons could not be made.
RESULTS:
Thirty studies (comprising 1,881 patients) met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The Constant
score was the most reported outcome measure (16 cohorts, 961 patients) and was seemingly higher
in group 1 (88.3 v 81.7). Revision rates; University of California, Los Angeles scores; Simple Shoulder
Test scores; visual analog scale scores for pain; and American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons scores
appeared to be similar between groups. The mean patient age was 50.7 ± 5.7 years for group 1 and
58.9 ± 6.3 years for group 2. The Egger intercept method showed an intercept of -13.29 (P < .001) for
the Constant score, indicating a high likelihood of publication bias in the included studies.
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CONCLUSIONS:
Bicipital tunnel-decompressing techniques showed apparently higher Constant scores compared with
non-decompressing techniques but may have been affected by differences in mean patient age
between groups. Existing literature consists of largely single-cohort retrospective observational Level
IV studies, which are likely influenced by significant publication bias.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:

Level IV, systematic review of Level II through IV studies.

Clinical result: 37% had multiple BLC (Biceps Labrum Complex) lesion; 45% with intra articular (IA)
LHB lesion had tunnel lesion; 27% had tunnel lesion despite a normal IA LHBT. Frequency of Tunnel
lesion (n=129): 48% Scarring, 23% Instability, 16% Stenosis, 12% Tear, 9% Loose bodies, 7% Vincula
(my comment: if one adds all together = 115 %? Probably due to mixed pathology).
3-Pack (active compression test [O'Brien sign], throwing test, and bicipital tunnel palpation)
Traditional examination (Speed test; YERGASON test; full can test; empty can test)
Conclusion: the pathology in the Tunnel exists! The bicipital Tunnel is a closed space that is poorly
visualized by standard AS and commonly harbor hidden lesion. O’Brien Sign and TPP have high NPV
for bicipital Tunnel disease. Negative tests efficiently ‘’rules out’’ hidden lesion
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Arthroscopy.2017 Jan; 33(1):28-38. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.05.015. E pub 2016 Jul 21.
The "3-Pack" Examination Is Critical for Comprehensive Evaluation of the Biceps-Labrum Complex
and the Bicipital Tunnel: A Prospective Study.
Taylor SA1, Newman AM2, Dawson C3, Gallagher KA4, Bowers A5, Nguyen J4, Fabricant PD4, O'Brien SJ4.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
To determine the diagnostic value of the 3-Pack examination for biceps-labrum complex (BLC)
disease, assess interobserver reliability, and generate an evidence-based diagnostic and therapeutic
algorithm.
METHODS:
A total of 145 consecutive patients were enrolled in this prospective comparative study. The study
included 116 chronically symptomatic patients indicated for arthroscopic subdeltoid transfer of the
long head of the bicep’s tendon to the conjoint tendon and 29 asymptomatic comparison subjects.
Each patient underwent examination that included the 3-Pack (active compression test [O'Brien
sign], throwing test, and bicipital tunnel palpation) and traditional examination (Speed test;
YERGASON test; full can test; empty can test) in a blinded, randomized fashion by 3 investigators.
Intraoperative BLC disease was prospectively categorized by location (inside, junctional, or bicipital
tunnel).
RESULTS:
3-Pack tests were highly sensitive (73% to 98%), but less specific (46% to 79%) for BLC in all 3
locations than some of the traditional tests, which were less sensitive (20% to 67%), but more
specific (83% to 100%) for BLC disease in all 3 locations. Regarding hidden bicipital tunnel lesions,
palpation and O'Brien sign were highly sensitive (97.8% and 95.7% respectively) and revealed high
negative predictive value (NPV, 96.4% and 92.6% respectively). Speed and YERGASON tests,
conversely, were poorly sensitive but had high specificities (86.7% and 97.9%, respectively) and
positive predictive value (76% and 92.3%, respectively). Inter-rater reliabilities were substantial to
almost perfect for the 3-Pack examination (kappa 70% to 85%) and fair to moderate for the 4
traditional examinations (kappa 25% to 56%).
CONCLUSIONS:
The 3-Pack has excellent inter-rater reliability, sensitivity, and NPV and is a critical screening tool for
BLC disease in all zones. Hidden extra-articular bicipital tunnel disease can reliably be excluded based
on negative tenderness to palpation or a negative O'Brien sign (NPV 93% to 96%).
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Level III, case control study.
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-Reasons to keep the biceps when repairing supraspinatus tear ? ARNAUD GODENÈCHE (FRA)
5’

1 year of repair in 15 centers 2003 (France/Swiss), approved by ethics committee
Population 511 isolated SSP tear-lost for F/U 227, revision 35; population included N=249, MRI
evaluated 182 patients. Surgical technique: open 39%, AS 61%, AC plastic 95% in open and 12, 5% in
AS. LHB torn in 7%; LHB pathology in 45% (preserved 7%, Tenodesis 54%, Tenotomy 39%),
LHB
normal in 48%(preserved 88%, Tenodesis 8%, Tenotomy 4%),
Clinical results N=249
PAIN
ACTIVITY
MOBILITY
STRENGHT
CONSTANT absolute pts

Pre op
5
10
29
6
51

At F/U
13
18
36
11
78

STATS
p<0.001
p<0.001
p<0.001
p<0.001
p<0.001

CONSTANT pondered %

65%

104.5%

p<0.001

SSV
85%
Anatomical results (Classification SUGAYA N=182; 1, 2, 3=81% healed tendon/4, 5=19% re-torn
tendon
Clinical results LHB normal N=120, LHB pathologic N=129 (no adjuvant therapy N=9, Tenodesis N=70,
Tenotomy N=50)
Conclusion: isolate SSP repair LHB normal-leave it alone. LHB pathologic: <60 Y-Tenodesis and >60
Y Tenotomy
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-Reasons to remove it L. Funk (GB) (address of lecture: Biceps at Risk)

Bicep’s function is poorly understood, significant pain generator, management controversial (limited
good science, randomization and methodological flaws, outcome measurement inconsistencies)
An Evidence based decision, by
Andrew R. Hsu & co.
Satisfied /very satisfied

Tenotomy

Tenodesis

84%

73%

Fair / disappointed

11%

14%

Poor / dissatisfied

5%

7%

My comment (not 100% in Tenodesis group?)
Choices: intra-articular (IA), Biceps Groove, Supra Pectoral, Sub Pectoral/ soft tissue, suture anchor,
interference screw, endo button, keyhole/ what tension, do we immobilize - how long, what type of
rehab / so do a tenotomy: quicker, easier, faster recovery, not much difference, less chance of
revision, the shoulder won't miss you, if you crash can always do a tenodesis later (unlikely)
Debate #1 12’ Postoperative Popeye sign not acceptable in USA Josh Dines 5’

Patients don’t care in Brittany Collin 5’ Vote “Who do you agree with?” 2’

Popeye sign unacceptable in N.Y. (and in Paris and in…)
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Tenodesis

Tenotomy

More technically demanding

Simple

Better maintained length/tension relation

Less post op rehab

Improved cosmetic

Quicker return to activity

Decreased cramping pain

Cosmetic deformity
+/- cramping/fatigue

Systematic review: 16 studies all level 4 only one level2: 433 Tenodesis-74% good/excellent and 8%
cosmetic defect; -699 Tenotomy -77% good/excellent and 43% cosmetic defect
Patient satisfaction after Biceps Tenotomy by Brett D. Meeks & co; Orth J Spot Med: Biceps
Tenotomy as part of larger shoulder surgery, -95% satisfied, -Cosmetic deformity 14/104 (13%), Spasm/Cramping 20%, -Bicep’s pain/weakness 19%
Patient Preference for the Treatment of Shoulder and Proximal Biceps Disorders are Associated with
Patient Age, Race, Sex and Activity level by Matthew V Smith & co; Orth J Spot Med: -350 Patient
with average age of 45, -woman and Afro-American more concerned about scars and deformity, high activity level people and men more concerned about fatigue
Take home point: Biceps Tenotomy provides a reliable outcome when selected for the appropriate
patient. But who is the appropriate patient? -no one who cares about cosmetic, cramping, fatigue!
Meta-analysis 8 article
level 4 study

Biceps Tenotomy vs
and Biomechanical

Tenodesis: a review of Clinical outcomes and
Results; by Andrew R.
Hsu & co.
N=533
Tenotomy N=416
Tenodesis N=117
p
Popeye
41%
25%
S
Pain
17%
24%
NS
Systematic review: Biceps Tenotomy vs Tenodesis: clinical outcome by Nicholas R SLENKER & co;
Arthroscopy 2012:
N=1132
Tenotomy
Tenodesis
p
Excellent results
77%
74%
NS
Popeye
43%
8%
S
Pain
19%
24%
NS
Strength
2
1
NS
Patient acceptance of long head of biceps brachii Tenotomy by SAMEL J Duff; JSES 2012: 95%
satisfaction, pumping improves with time
Tenotomy or Tenodesis for LHB lesion in shoulder with reparable RC tears: a prospective study, level
I; by QIANG Zhang & co; KSSTA 2013 (patient >55 y):
N
Constant
Popeye
Pain/VAS
Pumping

Tenotomy N=77
96
9%
2
12%
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P
NS
NS
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Strength

0,9

0,9

NS

Tenodesis, Tenotomy, Tomidesis (Popeye sign only 8, 4% in 278 patients, Pain: NS, CS: NS, SSV: NS)
What you should not do: overtightened LHB=source of pain +++; what every you do respect Bicep’s
isometry
Debate #2 12’ Interference screw fixation: Why I still use it BOILEAU 5’ why I stopped DENARD 5’
Vote “Who do you agree with?” 2’
09:30-10:30 AM
SUBSCAPULARIS TEARS Chairman: ATHWAL

-A new (FUSSI) lesion A. LÄDERMANN 5’ (University de Genève) (address of lecture: MGHL
Abrasion Causing Upper SCP Tear (FUSSI, SAM lesion))

-Acronym of the SAM lesion (for SCP Abrasion from the MGHL)
-FUSSI lesion described by Snyder (for Frayed Upper SCP with impingement)
FUSSI=SAM tears? Lesion may differ in some ways: FUSSI caused by capsular reflection, medial (not
visible), worse in ER; SAM caused by MGHL, lateral to MGHL, compress SCP in IR
Clinical examination/imaging: vague and non-descript anterior shoulder pain, imaging typical non
diagnostic
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Arch Bone J Surgery. 2016 Apr; 4(2): 177–180. Published online 2016 Apr. PMCID: PMC 4852047
PMID: 27200399

Interstitial Tear of the Subscapularis Tendon, Arthroscopic Findings and Technique of
Repair
Hossein SAREMI, MD

Abstract
Tears of the subscapularis tendon have been significantly recognized as a source of shoulder pain and
dysfunction in the past decade, thanks to arthroscopic evaluation of the shoulder and biomechanical
and anatomical studies of the tendon. Current classification of subscapularis tendon tear is based on
insertion site of the tendon. Recently, a classification for non-insertional types of subscapularis
tendon tear has been published. Interstitial tear of subscapularis tendon has not been described in
classifications available in the literature. This report describes significant interstitial tear of the
subscapularis tendon. This tear looks normal in superior, bursal, and articular sides. Then their
specific arthroscopic finding as “Air bag sign” and repair technique of the pathology is explained.
Arthroscopy. Tech. 2017 Dec; 6(6): e2151–e2154. Published online 2017 Nov 13.
Doi: 10.1016/j.eats.2017.08.008 PMCID: PMC5765527,PMID: 29349011
Middle Glenohumeral Ligament Abrasion Causing Upper Subscapularis Tear
Paul C. Brady, M. D., Grubbs Alexandre LÄDERMANN, M.D. and Christopher R. Adams, M. D.
Abstract
The middle glenohumeral ligament (MGHL) typically contributes partially to the anterior stability of
the shoulder. In a very limited number of cases, the MGHL can cause abrasion on the upper edge of
the subscapularis causing persistent pain symptoms for patients. The condition is exacerbated by
internal rotation of the arm. In this Technical Note, we describe this entity and call it the SAM lesion
(Subscapularis Abrasion from the MGHL). We present a technique of addressing this lesion.
Snyder and colleagues described frayed upper edge subscapularis with impingement (FUSSI) lesion which is
fraying of the upper border of the subscapularis tendon and is often associated with sub acromial
impingement
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-Hidden lesion: don’t miss the subscapularis Detachment from lesser tuberosity Lionel
NEYTON (Lyon, France) 5’

Hidden lesion of RI described by G. WALCH: lesion of CH ligament, SGHL and superior part SCP does
not visualize until exploration of RI, presented in 19 of 116 consecutive ‘isolated SSP’ tears. Clues:
SENTINEL sign (lesion, fraying of LHB at medial side), HOLE under the PULLY,
Conclusion: complete SCP tendon detachment from upper LT, hidden by intact upper ligamentous
pulley, open the pulley, look for the hidden lesion and repair the lesion.
Knee Surge Sports Traumata Arthroscopy. 2016 Dec; 24(12):3745-3749. E pub 2014 Aug 31.

Sentinel sign: a sign of biceps tendon which indicates the presence of subscapularis tendon
rupture.
SAHU D1, Fullick R2, Giannakos A2, LAFOSSE L2.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
Subscapularis tendon ruptures, which are small, can be missed on CT or MRI imaging and are also
difficult to diagnose by arthroscopy. Here we discuss a new sign of biceps tendon, which may point
towards rupture of the subscapularis tendon. The biceps tendon may have scuffing, abrasion, or
partial tear of its anterior portion. We have named this as sentinel sign as it signals the presence of a
coexisting subscapularis rupture.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
This study was a retrospective analysis of available arthroscopic rotator cuff repair surgery videos of
2009-2010. The videos were studied, and data recorded for number of cases showing the presence of
sentinel sign and coexisting subscapularis rupture. Sensitivity, positive predictive value of the sign,
was calculated.
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RESULTS:
Out of 330 available videos, 79 showed the presence of subscapularis rupture. Ten patients had a
positive sentinel sign, but an intact biceps pulley that obscured the visualization of the subscapularis
tendon tear. This tear became apparent after removal of anterior part of biceps sling.
CONCLUSION:
The presence of sentinel sign of the biceps tendon indicates the presence of a coexistent
subscapularis rupture. If the rupture is not apparent, obscuring parts of the biceps sling should be
removed to see the upper fibers of subscapularis tendon.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Study of diagnostic test, Level III.

-I repair SCP: HIROYUKI SUGAYA 5’

SCP tears prevalence is high-AS 27% to 37%; variety oy symptoms: pain, weakness, catching &
impingement. Symptoms related to loss of transverse force couple; combined with SSP/ISP tears

SCP footprint: WHOLE footprint: a lat. margin 37, 6 mm, b med margin 40, 7 mm; SUPERIOR
INSERTION: c lat. margin 12, 5 mm, d med margin 6, 2 mm (data from 34 Japanize cadaveric) SCP
tear: tear initiate from this area, even if small SCP can deteriorate, concern about future tear
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propagation, full thickness SCP tear should be repaired!! Footprint reconstruction type repair
preferred. CHL ligament restrict the mobility of retracted anterior-superior Cuff. Preserve the
‘’comma’’ and utilize it for repair.
Summary: SCP is important anterior cuff for shoulder function, most cranial insertion is anatomical
important, and tear initiate from there, even if small tear repair is strongly recommended to remove
future concern, biceps Tenotomy or Tenodesis is mandatory, suture bridging repair is easy and
outcome promising-why not repair???

-Biceps tenodesis is enough P. BOILEAU 5’ (Nice, FR.) (Address of lecture: SCP Cleavage:
what to do)

Voting: in the presence of a cleavage of the superior (round) SCP tendon with a painful shoulder
do you repair cleavage? Y/N (my comment: problem with voting)
Clinical illustration: 53y, male builder, right shoulder pain (VAS7/10), history of fall with shoulder
impact; EXAM-anterior lateral shoulder pain (VAS7/10), AFE and AFP- 140°/160°, AER and PER60°/80°, AIR-S3/D12, Palm up +, O’Brien +, BEST +, SSV 30%

SCP cleavage why do nothing? SCP tendon has 3 parts: -upper Round Tendon (proximal), -middle Flat
Tendon (intermediary), -lower Muscular portion (distal). During rotation the LHB tendon is pulled
medially. BEST= Biceps Extension Supination Test.
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There is NO separate identifiable transverse humeral ligament, but rather the fibers covering the
intertubercular Groove are composed of a sling mainly formed by fibers from SCP Tendon with
contribution from SSP Tendon and the CHL. (AJSM 2006, 34, 1, 72-77).
JUST DO the Tenodesis or Tenotomy. Treating the cause (biceps subluxation) allows treating the
lesion (SCP cleavage). Two different entities: subluxation of LHB (upper 1/3 Round Tendon tear) is
not same as luxation of LHB (2/3 (round +flat) tendon
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-Comma sign Case Presentation: CHUNYAN JIANG (Beijing, Peking) How to manage?
(Address of lecture: AS management of SCP tear with comma sign)

Comma sign: super lateral border of SCP, medial sling of biceps (medial head of CHL, part of SGHL);
Lo & Burkhart, Arthroscopy, 2003.
Case presentation: 43y, male, fall with outstretched arm 3 months, pain & weakness during daily
activity, night pain. EXAM: A-movement FF 170°vs 140°, ER 50° vs 40°, IR TH 8 vs L4-5, P-ROM
FF170°vs 160°, ER 50° vs 60°, IR TH 8 vs L1, NEER+, HAWKINS+, JOBE+, LIFT OFF+, BELT+, BEAR-HUG+,
LAG-; VAS 6 at rest and 8 daily activity.

ROTATOR CUFF PATHOLOGY / II Monday 21st January 2019 5:00-07:00 AM
05:00-5:45 PM
IRREPARABLE SUBSCAPULARIS TEARS Chairman: PALADINI

-What do they complain about (loss of strength, pain?) PAOLO PALADINI (CERVESI
Hospital-Catholica-Italy) 5’

The superior 2/3 of the muscle converge and form a Tendon that inserts to LT.
At the most superior aspect, SCP muscle fiber interdigitate with the anterior fibers of SSP. The
inferior 1/3 of SCP inserts as a muscular attachment to the proximal humeral metaphysis and the
average size of its footprint is 25, 8 X 18, 1 mm. The SCP is the largest and most powerful muscle of
RC.
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The SCP function is IR the shoulder, dynamically stabilize the HH. Depending on the position of the
shoulder the SCP can assist in flexion, abduction, and adduction
Patient with SCP tear usually are characterized by pain and difficulty in lifting movements across
chess or twisting inwards, which interfere with activity of daily life.
Case 1: main problem pain, pseudo-paralyzed shoulder (Passive ROM-complete)

-Debate#1 Retracted subscapularis with stage 4 fatty infiltration they need a transfer
Bassem T. Elhassan (Mayo, clinics) 5’ (Address of lecture: Why they need a transfer???)

When patient have anterior Glenoid bone Defect along with irreparable SCP? -case: 33y, male, 5
prior soft tissue stabilization followed by LATARJET, complicated by bone resorption, SCP failure,
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recurrent instability. Has complete SCP tear with FI. Failed attempt at SCP repair and
recommendation was for Fusion or RSA.
Other indication: irreparable SCP tear in the setting of arthroplasty. Reported tendon transfer option:
Pec Minor (over or under conjoined tendon), Pec Major (over or under conjoined tendon). Pectoralis
vs Latissimus transfer (study: 72 P average age 53 with irreparable SCP, - 16 P wit G bone
reconstruction where excluded, -average prior surgery 2(range 1-6), -concomitant SSP tear in 37 with
mild arthritis Hamada 1 in 7, -anterior subluxation in 27)

-They don’t need any transfer! P. BOILEAU (Nice, FR.) 5’ (Address of lecture: Retracted SCP
tear with stage 4 FI-no transfer in needed!) Vote “Who’s your winner?” 2’

Q.1: what does it mean? Retracted SCP tear with stage 4 FI; chronic (>6 M), Tear or (wear)
Q.2: what are the symptoms? For the same lesion- Retracted SCP tear with stage 4 FI; may have 3
different clinical pictures: 1. asymptomatic pain free shoulder, 2. painful shoulder, 3. pseudoparalyzed shoulder
Clinical presentation 1: Retracted SCP tear with stage 4 FI: pain free, functional shoulder-70 y, M,
former gymnast, pain 0/10, normal active ROM, SSV=90% (shows pictures of P=leave alone, don’t
touch)
Clinical presentation 2: Retracted SCP tear with stage 4 FI: pain full, functional shoulder-67 y, F,
retired-Bank, pain 3/10, no trauma, SCP tear + subluxation LHB, Clinical exam-Bell press+, Lift off +,
SSP, ISP, TM-all intact, what to do: 1. Nothing (medical treatment), 2. Tendon transfer (PM, LD), 3.
RSA, 4. RSA + Tendon transfer. What has he done: almost nothing-1 injection + FTH and 6 months
later P is pain free, SSV 80%
Clinical presentation 3: Retracted SCP tear with stage 4 FI: pseudo-paralyzed shoulder-69y, F, initially
pain full functional shoulder, two previous attempts at cuff repair (2006- 1 AS, 2012- 2 AS attemptsmall SSP + large SCP tear stage 4 FI) →2013: pseudo-paralyzed shoulder, proximal migration + partial
HH necrosis→2015 BIO RSA (my comment-don’t know what BIO means)
Summary: do not operate RTG, MRI, A-CT, and MRA. 2. Please don’t operate:’’ SCP tears’’! 3. Made
the effort to understand why the Patient is to see you? Look for symptoms/Clinical presentation
(pain free shoulder, pain full-functional shoulder, pseudo-paralyzed shoulder)
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Summary: only the RSA can reverse a true pseudo-paralyzed shoulder
Retracted SCP tear with stage 4 FI= no transfer in needed! because Tendon transfer DO NOT’’
reverse’’ pseudo-paralyzed shoulder, DO NOT improve AIR= Do NOT negative Lift- off test

Comparison of the subjective shoulder value and the Constant score.
GILBART MK1, Gerber C.
Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the subjective shoulder value (SSV) and to compare it with
the Constant score (CS). The SSV is defined as a patient's subjective shoulder assessment expressed
as a percentage of an entirely normal shoulder, which would score 100%. Patients who underwent
operative treatment for rotator cuff repair (n = 247), arthroplasty (n = 83), or stabilization for
recurrent anterior instability (n = 111) were included in this study. Correlation between the SSV and
CS was highest postoperatively and was higher in the rotator cuff group (0.80) than in the
osteoarthritis (0.69) and instability (0.61) groups. The relative CS could reliably predict the variance in
the SSV in patients with rotator cuff tears (54%) and osteoarthritis (41%) and, to a lesser extent, in
instability patients (23%). The SSV is an easily administered, responsive, and valid measure of
shoulder function. The SSV may offer an improvement over the CS in assessing shoulder instability
patients, as the CS may overestimate the results of these patients.
Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation rating, which is determined by the subject's written response
to the following question: “How would you rate your shoulder today as a percentage of normal (0%
to 100% scale with 100% being normal)?”
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-Relive surgery Arthroscopic Latissimus Dorsi transfer Jean KANY 5’

Indication: Clinical findings: pain full Shoulder, limited active AEE, excessive ER passive,
reduced strength in IR, BP+, BH+ with no pseudo-paralyzed shoulder and no anterior
instability and must be young and motivated patient with failure of FTH →altogether very
RARE condition. Indication: superior SCP atrophic and FI>2, good inferior SCP, good ISP, TM
and intra operatively irreparable superior SCP. Contraindication: pseudo-paralyzed shoulder,
GH arthritis Hamada IV/V, chronic anterior dislocation (Do the RSA)
-Case presentation PALADINI How to manage? (Address of lecture: P Minor Tendon Transfer
for irreparable ant-sup Cuff Tears)
Group-27 P, average 60 y, (pain relief, Constant: 30→71, AEE: 127°→177°, ER-11°, LO: +69%, BP: +
22%) (My comment LO-probably Living activity, BP-don’t know)
Conclusion1: AS P Minor Tendon Transfer is effective for: 1. Relieve pain, 2. Restore AEE, 3. Strength
in IR. Indication are: LAFOSSE grade 2/3 irreparable SCP tear, muscle atrophy & FI>2
Conclusion2: superior tear (LAFOSSE 3) →Pm, complete tear (LAFOSSE 4) →LD/PM, complete tear
(LAFOSSE 5) → LD+/-Pm

-Clinical Case Discussion #1 10’ CASTAGNA/KANY/COLLIN/El HASSAN/BOILEAU/Participant
Case: 31y, M, Bristow OP 10y ago, pain, feeling of instability, weakness, inability to perform heavy
work or sports; Clinical: ROM almost complete, difficulty in rotating the arm, JOBE+ - -, PATTE - - -,
Lift-off + + -, Bear-hug+ + -, Apprehension test+ + -, Relocation test+ + -

-Critical analysis of BIGLIANI’s classic article: Morphology of the acromion and its
relationship to rotator cuff tears. Orto Trans 10:228, 1986, MATTHIAS ZUMSTEIN (BERN,
SWIS)
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-Luis BIGLIANI was first shoulder fellow of Dr. Charles NEER 1977-1978; pioneer in describing the
normal anatomic variants of the Acromion; cited in 1268 articles. Point out the problem of finding
the original article if one search for: BIGLIANI, L.U., Morrison, D.S. and April, E.W. (1986) The
Morphology of the Acromion and Its Relationship to Rotator Cuff Tears. Orthopedics Transactions,
10, 228.
Point out the problem that in original article says study of 140 shoulder in 71 cadavers (2x71=142,
the Q-what is with those 2). Summary of abstract in original article:
Semi quantitative description
in radiographs (n=140)
Flat
n (%)
Type I
24 (17,1)
Curved n (%)
Type II
60 (42,1)
Hooked n (%)
Type III
55 (39,3)
Point out the problem of consistency and accuracy: if 24+60+55=139 and ∑%=98, 5%. Only 49/71
(58%) have the same Acromion on both side; but 49/71 is not 58% but 69%. All together he finds 4
calculating errors in this article

-Critical analysis of the Lancet acromioplasty paper by BARTH JOHANNES (Grenoble, FRA)
5’

Article published by A. CARR group: THE LANCET:
ARTICLES| VOLUME 391, ISSUE 10118, P329-338, JANUARY 27, 2018: Arthroscopic subacromial
decompression for subacromial shoulder pain (CSAW): a multicenter, pragmatic, parallel group,
placebo-controlled, three-group, randomized surgical trial by Prof David J Beard, DPhil, Prof Jonathan
L Rees, FRCS, Jonathan A Cook, PhD, Ines ROMBACH, MSc, CUSHLA Cooper, MSc, Naomi Merritt, BSc
et al. /Open Access Published: November 20, 2017DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736
(17)32457-1
Another interested article of my choice: Acta ORTHOPAEDICA:
Correlation of acromial morphology with impingement syndrome and rotator cuff tears
Maurice BALKE, 1 CAROLIN Schmidt, 2 Nicolas Dedy, 2 Marc Banerjee, 1 BERTIL Bouillon, 1 and
Dennis LIEM 2
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J. BARTH points-conflict of interest with present topics: I’m a surgeon and vast majority of my income
are from my surgical operation. As VP of SFA (Societies Francophone’s d’ Arthroscopy) I defend the
interests of AS Colleagues.
If one put in Pub Med words for search on: SAD or acromioplasty or Impingement = 1-20 pages with
9149 articles. Is this relevant question today? What is the place of SAD in our practice? Point out that
ISOLATED not same as ADJUVANT
N=18/27 (18-surgeons
in 27 articles
Mean
Min-max
Percentage
Min-max
In case of RCR SAD is

Shoulder
Arthroscopy
447
(180-700)

performed in 68%

RCR

Isolated SAD

286
(100-500)
65%
(33-93)
(7- 100)

5
(0-30)
2%
(0-17)

The CSAW study (can Shoulder AS work)
Background AS SAD is a common surgery for sub acromial shoulder pain but its effectiveness is
uncertain
Method
Multicenter, blinded, randomized: SAD vs placebo-controlled vs non-OP; 32
hospitals in the UK with 51 surgeons. Primary outcome measurement: Oxford
Shoulder score
Conclusion ''Equipoise'': surgery might not provide clinically significant benefit over no
treatment and there is no benefit of decompression over AS alone
''Equipoise'' Clinical and personal equipoise exists when a clinician has no good basis for a choice
between two or more care options or when one is truly uncertain about the overall benefit or harm
offered by the treatment to his/her patient. For most manual therapy trials, equipoise does not likely
exist.
The potential flaws in this study: he points several studies with positive result and put some Q:
acromioplasty comes to an end after 40-year run? Problem with cited study is short FU (6M), what
about long term? (Natural history/tendon abrasion) what should we offer patient who have not
responded sufficiently to non-surgical approach? (My comment-the wrong Q, if something is proved
not to work, we should not offer this even if non-surgical approach didn’t work, but in concrete case
we don’t have proof that SAD don’t work!)

AJSM:
Subacromial Decompression Yields a Better Clinical Outcome than Therapy Alone: A
Prospective Randomized Study of Patients with a Minimum 10-Year Follow-up
STEFANOS FARFARAS, MD, MSc*, NINNI SERNERT, RPT, PhD, Lars ROSTGARD Christensen, MD,
First Published March 15, 2018, Research Article https://doi.org/10.1177/0363546518755759
Abstract
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Background: The long-term outcome after the treatment of subacromial impingement syndrome
(SAIS) with either nonsurgical or surgical methods has not been thoroughly investigated.
Hypothesis/Purpose: The purpose was to evaluate the long-term clinical outcome and the presence
of rotator cuff injuries and osteoarthritis (OA) after the surgical and nonsurgical treatment of SAIS.
The hypothesis was that, at a minimum 10 years after the initial treatment, patients who had
undergone acromioplasty would have a better clinical outcome and run a lower risk of developing
rotator cuff ruptures and OA as compared with those treated with physical therapy.
Study Design: Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 2.
Conclusion: After a minimum 10 years of follow-up, the surgical treatment of SAIS appears to render
better clinical results than physical therapy alone. No significant differences were found among the
groups in terms of the presence of full-thickness rotator cuff ruptures and
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06:30-7:00 PM
ZUMSTEIN/BARTH/CLAVERT/GERBER/Participant 10’ what is more important today about the
acromion? CSA, inclination, GT angle or none of these guys? SIRVEAUX 5’

-POSTOPERATIVE CARE, COMPLICATIONS AND FAILURES Chairman: FRANCOIS SIRVEAUX
(Nancy, FRA)

CSA, inclination, GT angle -what is more important today about the acromion?
Acromion & RC tear: -acromion morphology (Armstrong 1949, NEER 1972, BIGLIANI 1986); -large
lateral extension (NYFFELER et al 2006 = acromion index=GH/GA (GH-glen humeral, GA-glen acromial
distance measurement on AP view)
CSA: Moor et al 2013: CSA >35°→RCT and CSA<30°→OA (30 publication in 2018)

CSA the ‘’PROS’’
Measurement is reproducible on standard X-rays (CHERCHI et al OTSR 2016)
High performance for RCT diagnosis (meta-analysis from Song et al KSSTA 2018)
Correlated with the size of the tear (Rhee et al JSES 2018)
CSA correlated by Arthroscopic lateral acromioplasty (Gerber et al Arthroscopy 2018)
Higher CSA correlated with re-tear risk (Garcia et al JSES 2017; SCHEIDERER et al
Arthroscopy 2018; Li et al, AJSM 2018)
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CSA the ‘’CONS’’
Osteophytes correlated more with RCT than CSA (Kim et al JSES 2017)
No correlation with post OP clinical outcome after repair (Kirsch et al OJSM 2017)
The CSA doesn’t change over time and is not correlated with tear progression (Chalmers et
al CORR 2017)
Glenoid inclination: Hughes CORR 2008, DAGGETTE JSES 2015; measurement of β angle not
acceptable on AP RTG – DAGGETTE, 2D CT reformatted is most accurate; MRI measurement –

Chalmers et al JSES 2018

Greater tubercular angle (GTA): Cunningham et al JSES 2018; GTA 72°→RCT vs 65° control; GTA
>70°-92%Sensitivity and 94% Specificity
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Humeral head angle: Rhee et al JSES 2018
Conclusion: the CSA must be considered: biomechanics, standard imaging, acromioplasty, prevention
from re-tear. Pope said: Christian’s life should point to truth → Christian (meaning Gerber) is pointing
to truth!
-Clinical case Discussion #1 10’ Case presentation LÄDERMANN. What’s your option?

Discussion: ZUMSTEIN/BARTH/GERBER/CLAVERT/Participant.
Case: 46 Y, male, nurse-OR. Know him for 18 y, good guy-hard worker, fall cycling 22.10.2016,
shoulder pop out and back in (on RTG/MRI-Os Acromial, MRI-SSP Rupture).
What is your attitude? -7M after trauma: RCR, ACROMIOPLASTY and tenodesis done by another
surgeon; -persistent pain; -colleague do not listen to the complaint; -proposed US and MRI. Clinical
exam: 8M after RCR, -very painful-particularly Acromion, -pathologic reaction, -feel unstable, -fear to
be fired-can’t work.
What is your attitude? -knowing that he asked for 3rd opinion. A LATARJET has been proposed. What I
did 25.01.2018: LATARJET and fussed Oss Acromial with 2 screws. 1 Y FU: -almost no pain, - work
100% since September, -very happy, -cycle 50 K per day; but still has a dynamic instability
What did I learn: -no ACROMIOPLASTY when 1. Traumatic RCL and 2. Oss Acromial, - trust and listen
to Your patient, -treat all the problems at the same time (no salami surgery, one is already too much,
you must be the last one), - if HH can go down it can go up

-Rehabilitation: state of the art. Postoperative care and rehabilitation. Sling vs nothing?
ALEXANDRE LÄDERMANN 5’

Case: 55 Y, RCT, suture bridge technique, tenotomy, ACROMIOPLASTY. Q: How do you manage post
OP?
1.
2.
3.
4.

No immobilization
8, 82%
Sling for 4 W
32, 35%
ABD pillow for 4 W
44, 12%
ABD brace or cast for 6W 14, 71% (A=32; by sending SMS)
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From the panel- Discussion: PALADINI/GODENÈCHE/CALVO/DENARD/Participant, no one uses ABD
pillow, most Sling in IR for 4 W and no movement for 4-6 W. Rehab from self to FTH, Pool after 5W;
self-mobilized the shoulder-the most important for patient.
Q: how do manage post-op? (A=33)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Strict immobilization
Passive self-mobilization
Passive mobilization/FTH
Rehab center

9, 05%
51, 52%
36, 36%
3, 03%

Q: at 6 M post-op, pain 6/10, normal passive motion. How do you manage? (A=33)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Only clinical exam & X-ray
US evaluation
MRI in every case
MRI in selected case
Arthro-CT

18, 18%
42, 42%
21, 21%
12, 12%
6, 02%

-Should we use the SUGAYA classification?
PALADINI/GODENÈCHE/CALVO/DENARD/Participant 10’ Vote
SUGAYA Classification:
SUGAYA Hiro, Arthroscopy 2005; 21:1307 Postoperative cuff integrity Classification
•
•
•
•
•

Type I = sufficient thickness compared with normal cuff with homogenously low intensity on
each image
Type II = sufficient thickness compared with normal cuff associated with partial high
intensity area
Type III = insufficient thickness with less than half the thickness when compared with normal
cuff, but without discontinuity, suggesting a partial-thickness delaminated tear
Type IV = presence of a minor discontinuity in only 1 or 2 slices on both oblique coronal and
sagittal images, suggesting a small full-thickness tear
Type V: presence of a major discontinuity observed in more than 2 slices on both oblique
coronal and sagittal images, suggesting a medium or large full-thickness tear.
Show study: Knee Surg. Sports Traumatology. Arthroscopy. 2017 Jul; 25(7):2089-2099. Doi:
10.1007/s00167-017-4481-2. E Pub 2017 Mar 2.

Influence of patient and diagnostic parameters on reported re-tear rates after arthroscopic
rotator cuff repair. By Müller AM1, 2, FLURY M3, ALSAYED HN2, 4, AUDIGÉ L5, 6.
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this meta-analysis was to investigate patient and diagnostic parameters influencing
the reported rates of recurrent rotator cuff defects after ARCR.
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METHODS:
PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane Library and Scopus databases were searched for clinical studies on
tendon defects after ARCR. Imaging modalities, definitions, detection time points, and other known
patient risk factors (patient age, tear severity, grade of fatty infiltration, repair technique) as well as
reported defect rates were extracted. A meta-analysis of proportion and meta-regression analysis
were used to investigate independent variables influencing reported defect rates.
RESULTS:
Of 109 articles reviewed, the diagnostic studies used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) only (n = 56),
ultrasound (US) only (n = 28), MRI or computed tomography (CT) arthrography (CTA, n = 14) or a
combination of US, MRI, and CTA (n = 11) up to 57 months after ARCR. Definitions of tendon defects
were highly variable, including those of partial tendon healing with insufficient thickness defined as
either an acceptable outcome (n = 72) or a recurrent defect (n = 22). Reported defect rates
demonstrated highly significant heterogeneity between studies and groups. Follow-up time and the
evaluation of partial tendon healing were independent factors of the defect rate alongside age, tear
severity and repair technique. The type of imaging did not significantly alter defect rates.
CONCLUSION:
Several specific factors significantly alter the rates of rotator cuff defects reported after ARCR.
Standardized protocols in clinical practice are required for consistent diagnosis of recurrent defects
after ARCR.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: IV. (GODENÈCHE Arnaud makes other conclusions from same article: 1. the
rate of RC defect increase with increased FU, 2. No difference between MRI, A-MRI, and US. He says
that SUGAYA III is not a failure for him)

Q: Pain at 6M with SUGAYA III Classification, what to do? (A=35)
1. Nothing or SA injection
62, 86%
2. I wait for 1Y before any re-OP 31, 43%
3. Revision surgery
5, 71%
GODENÈCHE Arnaud makes another Q.: Indication for revision surgery-is it SUGAYA type 3 or
4? But no answer pop out!
Isolated supraspinatus tear Single row / Double row / Triple row / No row No surgery? Do not vote.
We don’t care! Let’s speak of that with a drink at the bar!

ROTATOR CUFF PATHOLOGY / III Tuesday 22nd January 2019 08:20-10:00 AM
08:20-8:40 AM
- « PSEUDOPARALYTIC » SHOULDER Chairman: Gerber (Gerber was not present-back pain;

lecture was presented by COLLIN PHILIPPE-Introduction and state of the art Collin 10’
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Pseudo paralytic shoulder-problem start with definition; asked 20 experts:
-reduction of all passive ROM (agree 7) and less than 45° ABD, less 60°, less 90° (agree5), less 90°and
no ER, less 90° after 6 M of REHAB
-drop arm sign from 30° ABD; inability to raise the arm to horizontal or if raised it can’t be maintained
against gravity above the horizontal
-arm in 90° ABD/90° ER and patient told to resist-TM involved
-forward flexion less than 90° and full passive ROM (PROM)
PSEUDOPARALYSIS as described in the literature as less than 90° of elevation should be called pseudo
paresis, …however that the term PSEUDOPARALYSIS should be reserved for those patients with 0°
of active elevation usually associated with anterior-superior escape statically or dynamically (JSES
2018, 27, e54-e55; TOKISH et al: PSEUDOPARALYSIS: a systematic review of term, definition,
treatment approaches and outcome of management technique). My comment-posted the wrong
citation on slide since original goes:

Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Volume 26, Issue 6, June 2017, Pages e177-e187
Online Articles
PSEUDOPARALYSIS: a systematic review of term definitions, treatment approaches, and
outcomes of management techniques
Author links open overlay panel John M. TOKISH MD a, Michael J. KISSENBERTH MD a,
Richard J. Hawkins MD, FRCS a
Background: Pseudo paralysis remains one of the most challenging conditions in shoulder surgery.
Long thought of as an unsolvable problem, recent advances in surgical techniques offer potential
return of overhead motion in the setting of massive irreparable rotator cuff tears. This article
summarizes the available literature including existing definitions and the results of different
treatment approaches regarding range of motion, outcome scores, and reversal.
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Methods: In accordance with Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines, a systematic review of the MEDLINE database, Cochrane
database, Physiotherapy Evidence Database, and Google Scholar database was performed for studies
that defined a preoperative shoulder group as having pseudo paralysis. A secondary search included
preoperative active forward elevation less than 90°.
Results: In 16 studies, the most consistent definition was a massive rotator cuff tear with active
elevation less than 90°, but studies inconsistently included stiffness, external rotation loss, arthritic
changes, neurologic status, and pain. There were 6 different techniques: nonoperative rehabilitation,
rotator cuff repair, muscle transfer, hemiarthroplasty, reverse total shoulder arthroplasty, and
reverse total shoulder arthroplasty with muscle transfer. Postoperatively, all approaches showed
improvement.
Conclusion: Pseudo paralysis of the shoulder has a variable definition in the literature without
consideration of degree or sub stratification of other confounders such as the presence of arthritis or
pain. Thus, the literature supports treating this condition with any variety of treatment. We propose
that pseudo paralysis be more restrictively defined to allow comparisons. In addition, we propose
an algorithm to serve as a treatment guideline to aid in surgical decision making for this condition.
- Pseudo paralysis as a description should include elevation limited up to 45° and not 90°. The patient
should also be described as having a chronic and essentially atraumatic onset and RC tear with least
FI 2 to 3. If Pseudo paralysis involves an arthritic situation, then would require arthroplasty and
would be a more specific group (article: should we have a better definition of Pseudo paralysis in
patient with RCT by Robert T Burks et al).
His (C. PHILIPPE) suggestions/Clinical findings: 1. Pseudo paralysis is all passive ROM with EA<90°
→+/- anterior-superior escape; →+/- shrug; →+/- pain. At this step: no diagnosis! (Pseudo paresis?
Paresis=almost paralysis; False almost paralysis; consider: Pseudo paralytic or nor; repairable or not;
functional or not)

-Debate about the “true” definition
Elhassan/JIANG/PROVENCHER/DENARD/COLLIN/Participant 10’
Q.: decide that RCT is irreparable-what time? A: A. LAEDERMANN: sometime before surgery,
sometime during surgery. ATROPHY=lower volume of the muscle ≠ as FI= fat in the muscle!
COLLIN: if one has static (whatever position) HH migration –his opinion=can’t repair RC.
El HASSAN: it’s important to talk time and Collin: never see acute -static (whatever position) HH
migration.
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LAFOSSE: if one can’t reduce HH=irreparable! And to relay only on FI is not enough concerning RC
repair. FI never recover-fat will never go away even if one repair RC. Fibrosis of muscle is a problem!

-State of the art: Geoffroy NOURRISSAT (Paris) 5’ (Address of lecture: State of the art on
massive RC tear)

Definition: a tear is irreparable if the defect can’t be closed intraoperatively, or it has empirically
been determinate that a successful closure during surgery will almost certainly be associated with
structural failure of the repair (GERBER). Definition before surgery: -static superior subluxation-ACHH ≤ 7mm, -FI 3 or 4, -muscle atrophy: + tangential sign, -Tendon retraction: > stage 3/ Ante-Superior
tears: -static ant-superior subluxation, -dynamic ant-superior subluxation.
Definition during surgery: attempt repair? -complete healing is unlikely but: -partial healing, -3
tendon tear → 1 or 2 tendon tears, -restoration of force –couple, -symptomatic tear→ asymptomatic
tear
Treatment options: 1. FTH, 2. LHB-release, 3. Partial repair, 4. Tendon graft, 5. LDTT, 6. RSA, 7.
SCR/Balloon
RSA for everybody? -MHU-JBJS 2013; N=66P, <60 average Years Old (a-YO), 3 Y FU-15% complication,
-improvement, -unsatisfactory /EK –JSES-2013; N=46, <65 a-YO, > 5 Y FU-37% complication, -15%
removal, -25% change partial to total (my comment are talking about RSA?)

-MRI of head migration how to analyze? KOLO 5’
Prospective study 53 P-Acromia-Humeral space was measured on all the projections:
1. With a treasure hold of 6 mm the strict anterior superior straight beam decubitus view is
sensitive and specific to diagnose large RC tear
2. Inferior glenoid-humeral distance
3. Best fit humeral circle technique
When CT is used to evaluate FI-degeneration of the SSP, axial image should be used. Axial plane
provides the highest level of inter observer agreement. The fish backbone sign is indicator of grade 3
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FI. The ZANETTI Tangent sign is reliable and reproducible indicator of the presence of SSP atrophy. A
+ Tangent sign correlate directly with advance FI- degeneration (grade 3-4). FI increases with age
(medium =2 if >70 Y)
Conclusion:
1. with a treasure hold of 6 mm the strict anterior superior straight beam decubitus view is
sensitive and specific to diagnose large RC tear
2. tendon retraction to or beyond the G, increased Inferior glenoid-humeral distance and a+
Tangent sign are associated with irreparability of large and massive RCT
3. When CT is used to evaluate FI-degeneration of the SSP, axial image should be used.
4. The ZANETTI Tangent sign is reliable and reproducible indicator of the presence of SSP atrophy

-What is the SCR rationale? Lennard Funk 5’

Cited the study: J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2014 May; 23(5):642-8. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2013.09.025. E pub
2013 Dec 31.

Role of the superior shoulder capsule in passive stability of the glenohumeral joint.
Ishihara Y1, MIHATA T2, TAMBOLI M3, Nguyen L3, Park KJ3, MCGARRY MH3, TAKAI S4, Lee TQ3.

Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The shoulder capsule is the main static stabilizer of the glenohumeral joint. However, few studies
specifically address the function of the superior shoulder capsule, which is usually damaged in
patients with complete rotator cuff tears. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the
biomechanical contribution of the superior shoulder capsule to passive stability of the glenohumeral
joint.

METHODS:
Seven cadaveric shoulders were tested with a custom testing system. Glenohumeral translations,
subacromial contact pressure, and glenohumeral external and internal rotations were quantified at
5°, 30°, and 60° of glenohumeral abduction. Data were compared among 3 conditions: (1) intact
superior capsule, (2) after detaching the superior capsule from the greater tuberosity (tear model),
and (3) after complete removal of the superior capsule from the greater tuberosity to the superior
glenoid (defect model).
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RESULTS:
A tear of the superior capsule significantly (P < .05) increased anterior and inferior translations
compared with those in the intact capsule. Creation of a superior capsular defect significantly (P <
.05) increased glenohumeral translation in all directions, subacromial contact pressure at 30° of
glenohumeral abduction, and external and internal rotations compared with those of the intact
capsule.

CONCLUSION:
The superior shoulder capsule plays an important role in passive stability of the glenohumeral joint. A
tear in the superior capsule at the greater tuberosity, which may be seen with partial rotator cuff
tears, increased anterior and inferior translations. A defect in the superior capsule, seen in massive
cuff tears, increased glenohumeral translations in all directions.

Arthroscopy. 2016 Dec;32(12):2628-2637. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.08.011
The Rotator Cuff and the Superior Capsule: Why We Need Both.
Adams CR1, DEMARTINO AM2, REGO G2, DENARD PJ3, Burkhart SS4.
Abstract
Tears of the rotator cuff are frequent. An estimated 250,000 to 500,000 repairs are performed
annually in the United States. (For SLO=1666-3333/Y=od 6 do 12 on working day) Rotator cuff repairs
have been successful despite fatty infiltration and atrophy of the rotator cuff muscles. Although the
emphasis in rotator cuff repair has historically focused on re-establishing the tendon attachment,
there is growing interest in and understanding of the role of the superior capsule. The superior
capsule is attached to the undersurface of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus muscle-tendon units,
and it resists superior translation of the humeral head. Herein, we propose that it is the defect in the
superior capsule that is the "essential lesion" in a superior rotator cuff tear, as opposed to the defect
in the rotator cuff itself. We propose that rotator cuff repair must restore the normal capsular
anatomy to provide normal biomechanics of the joint and thus a positive clinical outcome.
-Indication for SCR:
1. High functional demand
2. Irreparable superior cuff tear
3. Weak elevation
4. Intact /reparable post & ant cuff
5. Failed Deltoid rehab
6. Hamada grade 1-2
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His results so far: N=44 P, 2Y study, 55Ayo (42-66), 75% male, 60% manual worker, 45% revisions of
repair, FU at min. 5M, 73% pain free, 70% FROM (Full ROM), OSS (Oxford Shoulder Score)-28,5;
QDASH-50,7, 31/34 graft intact on MRI (my comment-31 is 70% of 44), 1 infection.
My comment: OSS-each answer is 5 point and max are 60 points

1. How would you describe the worst pain you had from your shoulder?
2. Have you had any trouble dressing yourself because of your shoulder?
3. Have you had any trouble getting in and out of a car or using public transport because of your
shoulder?
4. Have you been able to use a knife and fork at the same time?
5. Could you do the household shopping on your own?
6. Could you carry a tray containing a plate of food across a room?
7. Could you brush/comb your hair with the affected arm?
8. How would you describe the pain you usually had from your shoulder?
9. Could you hang your clothes up in a wardrobe, using the affected arm? (Whichever you tend to
use)
10. Have you been able to wash and dry yourself under both arms?
11. How much has pain from your shoulder interfered with your usual work (including
housework)?
12. Have you been troubled by pain from your shoulder in bed at night?
NICE guidelines are evidence-based recommendations for health and care in England-for SCR: current
evidence on the safety and efficacy of superior capsular augmentation for massive RCT is limited in
quantity and inadequate in quality. Therefor this procedure should only be used in the context of
research (25.07.2018)

-SCR technical update. Patrick J DENARD (USA)

Indication for SCR:
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1. Young-<70 YO
2. Minimal to no arthritis- Hamada grade 1-2
3. Advanced atrophy (grade III or> SSP/ISP)
4. Reparable or intact SCP
Absolute contraindication for SCR:
1. Lack of active ER at the side (<10°)
2. Hamada grade 4
Relative contraindication for SCR:
1. Hamada grade 3 (unless very young-didn’t specify what that means)
2. Age >70 (accept partial repair or RSA)
Indication for RCR and SCR:
1. Anatomically similar to SCR
2. Age <60 with reparable SSP/ISP but advanced atrophy (grade III/IV)
Why the age cutoffs? –why age >60 repair cuff alone vs combined SCR for younger patients? – Why
not SCR > 70 Y. His value (value=outcome/cost) assumptions: ↑age=↓activity demand & ↓RSA
longevity concerns; -cuff repair can still improve symptoms with grade 3 atrophy; -partial repair
results deteriorate
Symptomatic irreparable RCT Treatment options:
1. LHB tenotomy /debridement
2. Partial repair
3. Balloon
4. Tendon transfer
5. SCR
6. RSA
He does 15-20 cases a year out of 300 RCR (6, 6%; I should do 4-5/year)

-I will do it HIROYOUKI SUGAYA (Japan) 5’ -rotator cuff surgery in Japan:

No reverse for a long time!
-AS patch replacement (SUGAYA et all, JJSS, 2011),
-SCR (MIHATA et al, Arthroscopy, 2013),
-AS DEBEYRE & PATTE (Hirata et all, JJSS, 2012),
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-Small head Hemi +cuff repair (Taniguchi et all, JJSS, 2012),
-AS rotator cuff transfer (ASATO et all, JJSS, 2017)
J Orto Sci. 2018 May; 23(3):495-503. Doi: 10.1016/j.jos.2018.01.009. E pub 2018 Feb 16.

Therapeutic outcomes of muscular advancement by an arthroscopic-assisted modified
DEBEYRE-PATTE procedure for irreparable large and massive rotator cuff tears.
MORIHARA T1, Kida Y2, Furukawa R2, SUKENARI T2, Kabuto Y2, KUROKAWA M2, Fujiwara H2, Kubo T2.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
In cases of the large or massive rotator cuff tears, re-tear rates after rotator cuff repairs remain high.
We introduced an arthroscopic-assisted modified DEBEYRE-PATTE procedure which enables to
decrease the tension of torn rotator cuff by sliding supraspinatus and infraspinatus laterally keeping
fascia connection to the rhomboids.
PURPOSE:
The objective of this study was to examine the clinical outcomes and re-tear rates after an
arthroscopic-assisted modified DEBEYRE-PATTE procedure for irreparable large and massive rotator
cuff tears.
METHODS:
Thirty-three rotator cuff tear patients (34 shoulders) were selected. These patients underwent
arthroscopic-assisted modified DEBEYRE-PATTE procedures and were observed postoperatively for at
least 24 months. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used to evaluate the preoperative location
of the torn rotator cuff stump and fatty infiltration of the muscles composing the rotator cuff, as well
as the repaired rotator cuffs. Shoulder functional evaluations using the Constant and MURLEY scores
and the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) shoulder score were compared before and after
surgery, and the preoperative global fatty degeneration index (GFDI) was compared between re-tear
and healed shoulders.
RESULTS:
MRI showed that 77% of shoulders were healed and 23% exhibited re-tear postoperatively. The
mean preoperative GFDI was 1.99 among the 26 healed shoulders and 2.54 among the 8 re-tear
shoulders (p < .05). When the GOUTALLIER'S classification was grade 3 or lower for all 3 cuff muscles
for fatty infiltration, the re-tear rate was 14.3%. The mean Constant and MURLEY scores in healed
and re-tear groups respectively improved from 34.7 ± 15.8, 30.0 ± 15.1 points (p = 0.47)
preoperatively to 70.8 ± 8.3, 53.9 ± 14.0 points (p < .001), and UCLA scores in healed and re-tear
groups from 13.8 ± 3.9, 12.4 ± 5.0 points (p = 0.46) preoperatively to 32.8 ± 2.7, 28.4 ± 3.6 points
(p < .001).
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CONCLUSION:
The clinical outcomes of healed shoulders after the arthroscopic-assisted modified DEBEYRE-PATTE
procedure were favorable. If the torn rotator cuff stump is retracted near the glenoid fossa, and the
rotator cuff muscle scored GOUTALLIER grade 3 or lower, this modified DEBEYRE-PATTE procedure would
be a viable option.

Indication for SCR:
1. young and active patient (didn’t say anything how old)
2. massive irreparable tear
3. reparable- irreparable border line patients
SCR concerns: using Arthro-FLEX-thin graft (3mm), technically easy, long-term result?
Original SCR: restore superior stability (superior capsular reconstruction to restore superior stability
in irreparable RCT: a biomechanical cadaveric study- MIHATA, Lee et al, AJSM, 2012. Use of thick
fascia Lata 8mm graft (graft size-twofold, long: 5 -5, 5 cm, width: 3-4 cm, thickness 6-8 mm). Slides
shows how to do it! - Original is technically demanding. Real indication is not yet conclusive!

-I will not do it Oliver VERBORGT (Belgium) 5’

Biomechanical concept, clinical data, cost, alternatives.
BIOMECHANICAL CONCEPT: SCR theoretically improve-force couple, -superior stability, -functional
outcome score (MIHATA et al, AJSM, 2013). Weakness: at time zero, static sub physiological muscle
loading. What happens after time zero? Tissue contracture? Soft tissue interposition (scar balloon)?
What if it fails?
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Indication? What is the ‘ideal patient’? Pre-op function? Tear size? Age? Graft type and thickness?
ALLO or auto? 3-8 mm? Long-term effect and clinical outcome-compared with current alternatives?
COST: 5-7 anchors, Cannulas, Patch, Combi kit ∑3000€/6000$. Performance bias! Learning curve: 2-3hour surgery, insert of graft most difficult (>35mm) (Frank, Romeo et all, JBJS Reviews, 2018). Start
with open/ AS assisted?
Proven joint preserving alternatives: conservative treatment (don’t forget!), debridement and LHB
tenotomy (elderly; WALCH et all, JSES 20005), tendon transfer (if lag sign), partial repair (only 12%
conversion to RSA; Cuff et al, JESE 2016, GODENECHE et al, 2017)
Q.: who will start SCR? -YES 27, 91% and NO 72, 09% (A-43)

-Alternative to dermal allograft: Preliminary results of the Chinese way Johannes Barth 5’

Arthroscopy Tech. 2017 Oct; 6(5): e1559–e1566 Published online 2017 Oct 12.

Long Head of the Biceps as a Suitable Available Local Tissue Autograft for Superior
Capsular Reconstruction: “The Chinese Way”
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ACHILLEAS BOUTSIADIS, M.D., Ph. D., a SHIYI Chen, M.D., Ph. D. ,b CHUNYAN Jiang, M.D., Ph.
D., c Hubert Lenoir, M. D. ,a PHILIPPE DELSOL, a and Johannes Barth, M. D. a,∗
Abstract
Surgical treatment of massive irreparable rotator cuff (RC) tears remains challenging during daily
clinical practice. Muscle fatty infiltration and excessive chronic tendon retraction and degeneration
are the main irreversible factors predisposing to high failure rates of their direct repair.1 Alternative
treatment options such as interval slide techniques, despite their initial functional improvement,
have not resulted in good healing rates and longstanding good outcomes.2 Furthermore, recent
studies with partial repairs and restoration of the anteroposterior force couple have reported
unsatisfactory results in almost 50% of cases 2 years postoperatively.3 Patch autograft or allograft
application4, 5 and latissimus dorsi tendon transfer6have also shown mixed results, including a
considerable risk of complications.
In relatively young patients with irreparable tears, with a decrease in the acromiohumeral distance
but no excessive arthritic changes, MIHATA et al.7 originally described superior capsular
reconstruction (SCR) using fascia Lata autograft. They reported successful restoration of superior
glenohumeral stability, a postoperative increase in the acromiohumeral distance, and promising
clinical results.7 More recently, to minimize possible donor-site morbidity, some authors have
proposed the same surgical technique using a human acellular dermal patch.8, 9 despite the growing
interest in the use of these technologies, their price remains a potential issue in terms of
socioeconomic aspects.
Based on the principles of SCR, the purpose of this article is to propose a technical modification of
the original reconstruction using the long head of the biceps tendon (LHBT). The tendon's insertion
into the glenoid is left intact, whereas laterally, it is tenotomies and sutured with anchors onto the
greater tuberosity, preventing possible superior head migration.

Take home message: no clinical difference between classic repair and SCR/LHB, -structural
outcome of Biodegradable patch deteriorate with time (>6M), - SCR/LHB protects the RC
repair in short term (15M FU)
-Fight #1 in space Balloon 15’ Referee ATHWAL better in the air BOILEAU 5’ than in the
shoulder LAFOSSE? 5’ Vote “Who’s your winner?”
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Space Balloon better in the air than in the shoulder P. BOILEAU and Mikael CHELLI

Massive irreparable RCT Treatment options:
1.

LHB tenotomy /Tenodesis

2.

Partial repair

3.

Tissue patches

4.

Biodegradable Space Balloon

5.

SCR

6.

LD Tendon transfer

7.

RSA

8.

RSA + LD Tendon transfer

Biodegradable Space Balloon-no proven clinical results now (at the moment). How good is balloon-is
it as good as LHB tenotomy /Tenodesis? The Nice experience and what are the contraindication
Space Balloon-SAVARESE & Romeo, 2012; poly L-Lactose-co-Ɛ-caprolactone (co-polymer)biodegradable over 12M. Not a new idea: temporary AS distraction-SARTORETTI 1996: ankle; KILINC
2009: sub acromial.
Systematic review of the literature: 15 articles in PubMed + reference-1005 level III & IV study; 12
clinical series with 213 patients-4 surgical technique article. Demographic and surgical technique: 213
patients/64% men, -mean age at surgery 69Y (53-89), -mean FU 21M (2-60), - 2% had previous cuff
repair, -21% had torn biceps at time of surgery. Long biceps management: - 3 series with systematic
tenotomy; 54% LB tenotomy, -0% LB tenodesis. 12% partial repair of MICT.
Results: CS: Pre-OP 35, last FU 65-all series showed a significant improvement. Pain: Pre-OP 6, 2/10
last FU 3/10-all series showed a significant improvement. Only 2 series provide forward elevation. –
One of cited study: SENEKOVIC, Arch Orth Trauma Surge, 2016
In massive irreparable cuff tears the LHB is recognized as a major cause of shoulder pain: LHB can
either: -be entrapped (i.e., squeezed between HH and AC→ tenosynovitis, pre ruptured,
delamination, hypertrophy (hourglass); or must escape anteriorly (subluxation, dislocation)
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In massive irreparable cuff tears-biceps tenotomy/tenodesis-good and durable results (pain relief
and good shoulder function)-Walsh et al JSES; BOILEAU et al JBJS 2006.
Results for AS tenotomy for MICT-s (CS:48,4→67,5; PAIN 3,4→11, ADL 7,3→15, MOBILIT 31,5→35,4,
STRENGHT 6→6,4) (my comment-they have a good pre op mobility)
87% of LB subluxation or hypertrophy in the largest series of Space Balloon.
Nice experience: 5 operated patients, -100% massive irreparable cuff tears, -100% painful but
functional shoulder, -100% ruptured biceps tendon. 2 Y results: CS 65→58, SSV 30%→50%; no pain at
night, full function but disappointment because lack of strength.
Common contra-indication in the literature: for most authors: acromion-humeral arthritis-Hamada 3;
glenoid-humeral arthritis-Hamada 4 or 5. For some authors: SCP tear
Massive irreparable RCT Treatment options:

1.

LHB tenotomy /Tenodesis

2.

Partial repair

3.

Tissue patches

from 1 to 5 it’s for functional shoulder

4.

Biodegradable Space Balloon

5.

SCR

6.

LD Tendon transfer

7.

RSA

8.

RSA + LD Tendon transfer

Cuff deficient shoulder-the
Nice classification
Patient-group
Group 1 (PS)-Painful
Shoulder
Group 2 (ILEA)-isolated loss
of active elevation
Group 3 (ILER)-isoletd loss
of active external rotation
Group 4 (CLEER)-combined
loss of active elevation & ER

from 6 to 8 it’s for non-functional shoulder

P. BOILEAU et al, JBJS 2010
Muscle balance
temporary vertical muscle
imbalance
definitive vertical muscle
imbalance
definitive horizontal muscle
imbalance
definitive vertical and
horizontal muscle imbalance
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-In the shoulder LAFOSSE? 5’ (address of lecture: Why a Balloon in the ‘’ irreparable’’ tears
with Balloon)

Role of the Balloon: -center the HH, - flattened an ‘’ear dog’’ created after cuff repair, -protect RC
repair???, -post OP pain reduction??? (Cited study of V. SENEKOVIC).
Conclusion: 1. it’s a disposable device but can pretend to permanent treatment according to
bibliography, 2. but definition of irreparable and pseudo paralytic shoulder is unclear, 3. May be
useful in massive RC repair: in compression of cuff tendon to the bone, in avoiding an excessive
impingement to the Acromion arch, 4. May be useful for temporary re-centering of the HH in case of
partial repair and LDT
He (LAFOSSE) said that he’s not convinced that it works after 6M, but it’s published in the literature.
Vote “Who’s your winner?” =77% for P. BOILEAU and 23% for L. LAFOSSE (A: only 26 participant)
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-Sometimes Felix H. ‘’BUDDY’’ SAVOIE 5’ (address of lecture: of course, you can reverse superior
migration: let me show you how; co-author: Ray J Haddad-both Tulane University, New Orleans, LA,
USA)

Superior migration: -narrow acromion-humeral distance, -ace- tabularization of acromion? -does this
indicate it’s impossible to repair RCT and get a successful result?
Rev Chirr Orto Reparative Appear Mot. 1996; 82(5):379-85.
The acromion-humeral interval. A study of the factors influencing its height.
[Article in French]
NOVÉ-Josserand L1, LÉVIGNE C, Noël E, WALCH G.
Abstract
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY:
The narrowing of the Acromion Humeral Interval (AHI) under 6-7 mm, lower limit reported in normal
shoulder, has been a specific indicator for full-thickness cuff tears. The purpose of this study was to
analyze the factors influencing the AHI.
METHODS:
264 shoulders were operated on between 1984 and 1994 for full thickness tear of the supraspinatus
and infraspinatus associated or not with an anterior cuff lesion. All patients had X-ray with A.P. view
of the shoulder in neutral rotation. The AHI was defined as the shortest distance measured between
the inferior cortex (dense line) of the acromion and the humerus. CT arthrogram was performed in
84 patients to analyze cuff muscular fatty degeneration. A full thickness tear was confirmed and
measured by surgical approach in all cases.
RESULTS:
There was a moderate significant relationship (p < 0.05) between AHI and symptoms duration. There
was a significant relationship between AHI and tear size (p < 0.05). When the supraspinatus tendon
was only torn, the mean AHI was 9.5 +/- 0.17 mm (4.5 per cent of narrowing AHI). When supra and
infraspinatus tendon were torn, the mean AHI was 7.5 +/- 0.4 mm (28 per cent of narrow AHI) and
when an anterior lesion was associated, the mean AHI decreased to 5.4 +/- 0.5 mm and the
percentage of narrow AHI increased to 63 per cent. The AHI was not influenced by the biceps
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rupture: with a similar symptom’s duration, the mean AHI was 9 +/- 0.5 mm with biceps tear versus
9.2 +/- 2 mm when the biceps was normal. However, the mean AHI decreased to 5.5 +/- 0.6 mm
when the long head of the biceps was dislocated, and the AHI was less than 7 mm in 61 per cent of
the cases. A highly significant relationship was found between the AHI and the infraspinatus muscle
degeneration. We have found 100 per cent incidence of AHI narrowing when the infraspinatus was
degenerated (mean AHI 2.2 +/- 1.1 mm). A moderate similar relationship was found concerning the
supraspinatus muscle (p < 0.05) and no relationship was found with the subscapularis degeneration.
DISCUSSION:
The infraspinatus, external rotator of the humerus, seems to be the major active depressor of the
humeral head. The biceps tendon, which is a passive depressor of the humerus, has no influence on
the AHI whatever it is ruptured or not. However, biceps dislocation is associated with significant
humeral head superior migration. Symptom’s duration and cuff tear size seem to be only secondary
factors affecting the AHI.
CONCLUSION:
AHI narrowing should evocate a severe cuff tear with biceps dislocation or muscular degeneration. In
these cases, surgical repair might be questionable. AHI value is more prognostic than diagnostic.
RCR: C. Gerber-JBJS: clinical outcomes generally good, even structural failures remained significantly
subjectively improved at 7,5 years, re-ruptured did not increase in size over time and occasionally
healed, balanced failure with reconstituted cable?
RCR: 1. Healed RCR do better (C. Gerber), 2. ‘’balanced’’ failure can still do well (C. Gerber), 3.
Biology/ balanced trumps all other issues-we need to think differently (FHS-Felix H SAVOIE)
Personal thoughts for massive RCR: release inferior capsule, medial bursal preservation, tuberculous
micro fracture (crimson duvet)-some into marrow to access steam cells, oblique convergence sutures
to minimize tension, 2 to 3 VENTED anchors maximize healing
Rotator Cuff Healing and the Bone Marrow “Crimson Duvet” From Clinical Observations to Science
Snyder, Stephen J. MD; Burns, Joseph MD
Techniques in Shoulder and Elbow Surgery: December 2009 - Volume 10 - Issue 4 - p 130-137
Doi: 10.1097/BTE.0b013e3181c2a940
Abstract

The goal of improving rotator cuff healing has been a high priority for orthopedic shoulder
surgeons since Codman showed the feasibility of repair in 1909. Early efforts were directed
toward improving surgical techniques to optimize the mechanical tendon fixation to bone.
These efforts have been very successful and include improved sutures and bone anchors,
less complicated suture passing and knot tying, better methods to relieve impingement and
release tethered tendons, and advances in postoperative protection and rehabilitation.
Despite these important advances, there continues to be a large percentage of cuff repairs
that fail, leaving the patients with a less-than-optimal function. Recent researchers have
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reported re-rupture rates after open or arthroscopic rotator cuff repairs of between 13%
and 94%. Over the last 20+ years, our shoulder team at Southern California Orthopedic
Institute has repaired more than 3000 rotator cuff tendon tears using arthroscopic
visualization, consistently fixing the tendon edge a few millimeters lateral to the
supraspinatus footprint adjacent to the articular cartilage. We always use a single row of
suture anchors with 2 and often 3 sutures per anchor to obtain the strongest possible repair
with the least possible tension on the construct. In postoperative follow-up magnetic
resonance imaging examinations, we commonly observe that the footprint of the rotator
cuff completely regenerates to cover the greater tuberosity despite having been completely
debrided of all soft tissues at the time of the repair. This paper examines the important
contemporary knowledge of biologic factors relevant to the basic science of tendon healing
and discusses a study evaluating dynamic blood flow imaging of the healing cuff using
contrast ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging and presents several surgical biopsies.
Finally, we present a simple method for initiating bone marrow egress from the proximal
humeral metaphysis and offer pertinent clinical and scientific data to illuminate the
importance of optimizing this natural healing process made available by a robust bone
marrow clot that we call the “Crimson duvet.”

Steps in massive RCR: -release-capsule, CHL, SS nerve; debridement of old anchors and sutures; bone
work-SAD, DCE, trepanation; Repair: tension free- oblique convergence sutures; supplements: RM,
SCR. Look in anterior and posterior cables: 1. SCP/SSP junction anteriorly 2. Lower ISP posteriorly, 3.
‘’middle repair’’ has the worst blood supply (conjoint upper ISP and post SSP)
Post OP course: 1. Slow down, 2. Pillow sling for 8W, 3. supine pain free and aquatic rehab, 4. US
every 6W and let it guide rehab
Key point in RCR: 1. Think blood supply and balance beginning to end-inferior release, CHL release,
get the head down, get the cable secure A & P, 2. secure fixation important but not at expense of
healing. Think blood: trepanation, anchor venting, medial bursa, vascular patch, 3. Slower is better as
far as rehab is concerned: aquatic and supine exercise, scapular retraction
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Conclusion: superior migration can be reversed; it just takes a bit more effort and results are
excellent if you do it right. He thinks (FHS) that MRI most of the times exaggerate superior migration
of HH.

-No Way Gerber 5’ (Not Gerber but Karel WIESER -BALGRIST University, Zurich)

Zurich experience: LD transfer to re-center the HH-long term result: ACHD pre-OP 7, 4 to
post OP 4, 9 mm
SCR: ACHD (mm) 7,1 pre-OP→9,7 post OP
5 pre-OP→7-9 post OP
LDTT: ACHD (mm) 3,1 pre-OP→5,7 post OP

LITERATURE:
Pennington WT et al, Arthroscopy 2018
Lee SEUNG-Jun et all, KSSTA 2018
KANATLI U et al, Arthroscopy, 2017

Conclusion: ACHD: influenced by image acquisition; influenced by humerus rotation. HH: might be
passively pushed down/anteriorly (short term), seems not to be actively re-centered (long term)
If you are still not convinced: rule number 1: the boss is always right. Rule number 2: if the boss is
wrong referring to rule number 1

ROTATOR CUFF PATHOLOGY / IV Tuesday 22nd January 2019 05:00-07:00 PM
-Alternative: Lower Trapezius transfer Relive surgery: Arthroscopic assisted Lower
Trapezius transfer. How do I do? PHILIPPE VALENTI 5’ / El Hassan 5’ Discussion 10’

Lower Trapezius transfer for paralytic shoulder to restore active ER. B. ELHASSAM et al: JBJS
Am, 2009 &: J Hand Surge Am, 2014. JA BERTELLI et al: Microsurgery 2011.
Extended the muscle with an Achilles tendon allograft to reach insertion of the ISP: effective
results+++
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Q: HH can be re-centered: Y36% and N 64% (A=12 person)

Theoretical advantages of Lower Trapezius transfer to restore active ER: -same vector of

action, - is agonist of ISP, excursion is closed to ISP (14, 8 cm vs 8, 6 cm), - less strength than
ISP (2, 7 vs 9, 7)
J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 1999 Sep-Oct; 8(5):430-7
Potential excursion and relative tension of muscles in the shoulder girdle: relevance to
tendon transfers.
Herzberg G1, URIEN JP, Dim net J.
Abstract
Muscles used for transfer ought to have adequate structural properties. The purpose of this study
was to provide a database of potential excursion (muscle excursion without reference to connective
tissue restraints) and relative tension (muscle physiologic cross-sectional area in percentage among a
group) in shoulder girdle muscles. Thirteen muscles in 13 human cadavers aged 17 to 89 years at
death were studied. Potential excursion ranged from 6.7 cm (supraspinatus) to 33. 9 cm (latissimus
dorsi). Relative tension ranged from 1.7% (elevator scapulae) to 20.9% (deltoid). Significant
discrepancies were found between the properties of some of the muscles used as transfers around
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the shoulder and the properties of the muscles for which they are commonly used as substitutes.
Despite the limitations of cadaveric studies and the fact that many other factors are involved in
muscle transfers, this database of structural properties of shoulder girdle muscles may help when
planning tendon transfers around the shoulder.
Indication for Lower Trapezius transfer (LTT)-clinical findings: -painful shoulder, -<70Y ‘’motivated’’
sports, no active ER (dropping sign, Horn Blower sign), - no pseudo paralysis shoulder, -after failure of
FTH >6M
Indication for Lower Trapezius transfer (LTT)-imaging findings: -irreparable PS RCT (SSP, ISP, TM), atrophic muscle >2 FI, - sub acromial space >3mm, -no G-H arthritis
AAE

ER1

ER2

VAS

SSV

Pre-OP
150°
-20°
-10°
7
40
Post OP
160°
24°
40°
2
70
P value
0,09
0,0001
0,0001
0,0001
0,0001
gain
10°
44°
50°
5
30%
VALENTI P, WERTHEL JD: OBERE EXTREM; 2018; 13 (4): 261-268

CONSTANT dropping,
Horn
Blower
35
+
60
0
0,0001
0,0001
25
100%

Conclusion: LTT is an effective procedure-to relive pain, - to restore active ER. Indication: irreparable PS RCT (SSP, ISP, TM), - atrophic muscle >2 FI, - good SCP.

-ISOLATED LOSS OF ACTIVE EXTERNAL ROTATION Chairman: SCHEIBEL. What is this?
Clinical presentation BOILEAU 5’. (Address of lecture: isolated loss of active external (ILER)
of the Shoulder. A new clinical entity, mid-term outcomes of L’EPISCOPO) what can we do?
Shoulder muscle balance: force couple of the shoulder-in horizontal plane SCP-ISP and vertical
plane RC-Deltoid.
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Most cuff deficient shoulder are functional! Nice classification. Some cuff deficient shoulder can keep
active elevation but lose ER= HORIZONTAL imbalance of Shoulder (ILER- isoletd loss of active external
rotation). Clinical presentation: wasting of muscle on scapular back-no ISP, T Minor; Horn blower’s
sign; inability to maintain neutral ER; no ER in ABD. ILER =Loss of spatial control of upper limb.
Imaging studies: CT, MRI-look for ISP, TM=absent, atrophied or FI. Functional effect-patient says:
can’t control my arm (how can one measure this deficit?)-ADLER score Activity of Daily Living
requiring active External Rotation-total 3X10 Questions=30 points
HORIZONTAL muscle imbalance of Shoulder: 4 IR (SCP, LD, TM –major, PM) and only 2ER (ISP, TMminor). Modified L’EPISCOPO through a single (anterior) approach to restore active ER (LATISSIMUS
DORSI and TERES MAJOR Muscles were transferred from their insertion on the anteromedial aspect
to the lateral aspect of the HUMERUS via passing posteriorly to the shaft of the HUMERUS)
Limits for the tendon transfer is Hamada 3, 4, 5. The Modified L’EPISCOPO transfer (or LDT) is
effective and durable for restoring active ER and spatial control of the arm in this population without
losing AFE (Active Forward Elevation). It doesn’t burn any bridges! Indication- Hamada 1, 2.

J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2018 Mar; 27(3):499-509. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2017.07.008. E pub 2017
Dec 28.
Isolated loss of active external rotation: a distinct entity and results of L'EPISCOPO tendon
transfer.
Boileau P1, Baba M2, McClelland WB Jr3, THÉLU CÉ4, TROJANI C5, BRONSARD N5.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The purpose of this study was to characterize a subgroup of cuff-deficient patients with isolated loss
of active external rotation (ILER) but preserved active elevation and to evaluate the outcomes of
the L'EPISCOPO procedure to restore horizontal muscle balance.
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METHODS:
During a 10-year period, 26 patients (14 men, 12 women) were identified with ILER in the setting of
massive irreparable posterosuperior cuff tears. A modified L'EPISCOPO tendon transfer was
performed to restore active external rotation and to improve shoulder function. The mean age at
surgery was 64.5 years (29-83 years). Patients were evaluated with a mean follow-up of 52 months
(range, 24-104 months).

RESULTS:
Preoperatively, despite maintained active elevation (average of 161°), ILER patients complained
about loss of spatial control of the arm and difficulties with activities of daily living. On computed
tomography scan or magnetic resonance imaging, there was severe fatty infiltration of infraspinatus
and absent or atrophic teres minor. After L'EPISCOPO transfer, 84% of patients were satisfied. The
gain in active external rotation was +26° in arm at the side and +18.5° in 90° abduction. Adjusted
Constant score and Simple Shoulder Value increased from 63.6% to 86.9% and from 36.9% to 70.8%,
respectively (P < .001). The ADLER score increased from 10 to 24.5 points (P < .002). Two patients
with advanced cuff tear arthropathy (Hamada stage 3 and 4) required conversion to a reverse
shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) 7 and 9 years after the index surgery.

CONCLUSIONS:
ILER is a distinct entity that is a cause of severe handicap because of loss of spatial control of the
upper limb. This symptom is related to absent or atrophied infraspinatus and teres minor. In properly
selected cases (Hamada stage 1 or 2), the modified L'EPISCOPO transfer is effective at restoring
anterior-posterior rotator cuff force balance. In more advanced cuff tear arthropathy (Hamada stage
≥3), the tendon transfer should be performed with an RSA because of possible secondary
degeneration of the glenohumeral joint.
Hyphenated history: The Sever-L'EPISCOPO procedure.
Mehlman CT1, KOEPPLINGER ME.
Abstract
This article offers historical highlights regarding the 2 men from whom the Sever
L'Episcopo procedure takes its name. James W. Sever and Joseph B. L'Episcopo were both orthopedic
surgeons who were dedicated to improving the care of patients experiencing the ill effects of
neonatal brachial plexus palsy. They developed techniques aimed at enhancing shoulder function
compromised by paralytic contracture and, consequently, became linked in orthopedic hyphenated
history. The Sever-L'Episcopo procedure (along with its variations) has been an important part of the
treatment of children with neonatal brachial plexus palsy for nearly 90 years.

Intern. Orto. 2015 Feb;39(2):309-17. Doi: 10.1007/s00264-014-2592-7. E pub 2014 Nov 23
A modified Sever-L'Episcopo procedure for restoration of shoulder joint function in Erb's
palsy.
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Odeh R1, Odeh M.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
The aim of this study was to analyze the clinical outcome of a modified Sever-L'Episcopo technique
for release of contracted muscles and tendon transfer to restore function of the shoulder joint in
patients with ERB'S palsy.

METHODS:
A case series was conducted from March 1988 to November 2009 for 19 patients. The average age at
operation was 8.4 years. A single incision via an anterior approach to the shoulder joint was used.
Elongation of the pectoralis major and subscapularis was carried out. Excision of most of the coracoid
process was performed. Latissimus dorsi and teres major muscles were transferred from their
insertion on the anteromedial aspect to the lateral aspect of the humerus via passing posteriorly to
the shaft of the humerus. Anterior capsulotomy was done as needed to get concentric reduction of
the glenohumeral joint.

RESULTS:
According to the modified Mallet classification, there was improvement in glenohumeral joint
movement, with a total score increase from 11.5 to 20.1. The improvements of abduction and
external rotation were statistically significant with a p value of less than 0.005 through application of
the paired t test, comparing preoperative with postoperative values.

CONCLUSIONS:
Our modified technique in tendon transfer in treatment of Erb's palsy has led to improvement in
glenohumeral joint function. This procedure can be applied efficiently in patients up to 16 years of
age.

-Results of the open L’EPISCOPO procedure Lionel NEYTON 5’ (and Louis GOSSING; Centre
ORTHOPEDIQUE Santy, Lyon, FRA)

Hypothesis: LD & T Major transfer (modified EPISCOPO procedure): 1. Restore active ER in1 and 2, 2.
Preservation of anterior elevation, 3. Preservation of IR, 4. In ILER patient
Purpose: to report-functional results, -RTG results, -minimum 2 Y FU.
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Surgical technique: single DP approach (P BOILEAU) LD + TM transfer, re-fixation et posterior- lateral
part of humerus (not on the GT. But L. LAFFOSE said: he fixes LD whenever possible-the best on GT
and when he finished put the Balloon on top and he does all AS); metallic anchor (6 cases), plastic
anchor (1 case), and trans-osseous sutures (2 cases)
Population: Demographic: 9 patient-9 shoulders, 8 males-1 females, mean age 58, 6 Y (51-67), and 5
dominant-55%. ILER clinical presentation: -negative ER1, -ER lag sign+, - Horn Blower sign+, IR & AFE
OK.

Cuff status:

Tendon tear
SCP

ISP

T Minor

Intact

100%

0

0

Stage 3

0

100%

100%

Muscle FI

GOUTALIER

GOUTALIER

SCP

ISP

T Minor

0-1

9

1

0

2

4

3

3

4

1

4

0

5

FINAL results:
N=9
Pre OP
Final FU
Gain
P value
AFE
164° (150°/180°) 168° (150°-180°)
+4° (-10°/+20°)
NS
ER1
-28° (-45°/-10°)
+19° (0°-45°)
+47° (30°/60°)
<0,001
ER2
+15° (0° / 30°)
+57° (+20°/+80°) +41° (+20°/+70°) <0,001
IR
7,3 pts
8 pts
0,7 pts
NS
Horn Blower sign NEGATIVE in 8 out of 9 patients. Mean FU 64 M (24-126M), Hamada 2→3 in 5 out
of 9 patients.
Final results
N=9
Constant score
SSV
Satisfaction score
Constant pain

Functional assessments
Pre-OP
41
6,5 (3/8)
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Conclusion: modified EPISCOPO (single DP approach) procedure does: restore (partially) ER 1 and 2,
preserve AFE and IR

-Fight Tendons transfers 15’ Referee: CALVO Transfers are « the solution » for irreparable
and or pseudo paralytic poster-superior cuff tear El Hassan 5’ (address of lecture: Transfers
are ‘’the Solution’’ for irreparable and/or Pseudo Paralyzed Post-Sup RCT)

-what would you do in young/active patient with massive irreparable RCT? Basic biomechanics of
shoulder motion is to role and slide. RC function is essential to create a fulcrum for adequate Deltoid
function. The power of RC muscle is essential to maintain the motion and strength of shoulder.
Deltoid paralysis with normal RC (show the video with full range of motion in patient with Deltoid
paralysis in young boy and good motion in middle-aged woman-saying the importance of RC muscle
in maintaining Shoulder function. New to me-that with Deltoid paralysis one can have normal full
ROM!)

To demonstrate the importance of RC muscle Gerber did study: J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2007
Nov-Dec; 16(6):815-20. E pub 2007 Oct 10.
Effect of selective experimental suprascapular nerve block on abduction and external
rotation strength of the shoulder.
Gerber C1, Blumenthal S, Curt A, Werner CM.
Abstract
The relative contribution to strength of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus to abduction and
external rotation is not precisely known. Optimal testing positions for clinical assessment of
supraspinatus and infraspinatus function are not precisely defined. We sequentially performed
electromyographically controlled, complete nerve blocks of the suprascapular nerve, first at the spin
glenoid notch, to induce complete, isolated infraspinatus palsy. The suprascapular nerve was then
blocked at the scapular notch, resulting in complete supraspinatus and infraspinatus palsy in 11
volunteers. Strength of abduction in the scapular plane and of external rotation was measured at 0
degrees, 30 degrees, 60 degrees, and 90 degrees of abduction, by use of a validated, instrumented
strength-measuring device. Complete isolated infraspinatus palsy was obtained in 11 volunteers and
complete combined supraspinatus and infraspinatus palsy in 9. Infraspinatus palsy alone led to a loss
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of approximately 70% of external rotation strength and approximately 45% of abduction strength.
The degree of loss of strength was not dependent on the angle of abduction. Paralysis of the
infraspinatus and the supraspinatus led to a loss of external rotator strength of approximately 80%
and a loss of abductor strength of approximately 75%. The loss was again independent of the angle
of abduction at which the testing took place. Testing of supraspinatus and infraspinatus strength can
be performed at any angle between 30 degrees and 90 degrees without a change in specificity. The
contribution of the infraspinatus to abduction strength is great. In the acute situation, the teres
minor does not contribute more than 20% of external rotation strength at any degree of abduction.
Reading study above: He (El Hassan) concluded: most patient experienced significant loss of range of
motion of the shoulder in Abduction and ER (my comment: after reading abstract I can’t say the
same. It’s more about loss of power than range of motion). For this reason, we believe (El Hassan)
that active patient who have massive irreparable RCT may benefit from Tendon Transfer to
reconstruct their lost RC before jumping to reverse.
Another study of Gerber not cited in this lecture:
J Orto Res. 2006 Mar; 24(3):491-500.

Effect of experimental suprascapular nerve block on active glenohumeral translations in
vivo.
Werner CM1, WEISHAUPT D, Blumenthal S, Curt A, Favre P, Gerber C.
Abstract
Static superior shoulder instability is associated with long-standing rotator cuff tears. Factors or
mechanisms which can prevent superior migration of the humeral head, and therefore allow
preservation or restoration of shoulder function despite non anatomical cuff repair, are poorly
understood. The question has therefore arisen, whether centering of the humeral head was the
result of active shoulder muscle function. It was the goal of this experimental investigation to (1)
determine the pattern of glenohumeral translations during active shoulder abduction measured by
open-magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques, and to (2) determine the influence of
experimental paralysis of the infra- and supraspinatus muscles on these translations. In contrast to
prior experimental investigations, the humeral head remained always centered in the glenoid fossa
during active abduction. No superior migration of the humeral head could be provoked with
experimental paralysis of the supra- and/or infraspinatus muscles. The hypothesis that static or
dynamic superior humeral head displacement is prevented by active-supra- and/or infraspinatus
muscle function must therefore be rejected, for the shoulder with a structurally intact muscletendon-bone unit.

Tendon transfer options: LD, T Major, Lower Trapezius. The Lower Trapezius muscle fibers
have very similar line of pull to the ISP. The lower trapezius transfer is superior to the latissimus
transfer at restoring native glen humeral kinematics and joint reaction forces. Best indication for
lower trapezius transfer: Brachial Plexus injuries and musculotendinous tear of ISP Chronic SSN
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injuries with complete ISP Fatty Atrophy. Massive irreparable RCT. Proximal migration of HH. ER
lag/weakness because of irreparable ISP tear.
BASIC SCIENCE: Biomechanical comparison between the trapezius transfer and latissimus transfer
for irreparable poster superior rotator cuff tears Reza Omid, MD, Nathanael HECKMANN, MD,
Lawrence Wang, Mph, Michelle H. McGarry, MS b, C. Thomas VANGSNESS Jr, MD, THAY Q. Lee, PhD
b, c.
Background: The purpose of this study was to characterize the biomechanical effects of the lower
trapezius transfer and to compare it with the latissimus dorsi transfer in a cadaveric model of a
massive poster superior rotator cuff tear.
Methods: Eight cadaveric shoulders were tested at 0°, 30°, and 60° of shoulder abduction. Range of
motion, humeral rotational position due to muscle loading, joint reaction forces, and kinematics
were measured. All specimens were tested in 4 conditions: intact, massive poster superior cuff tear,
lower trapezius transfer, and latissimus dorsi transfer. A repeated-measures analysis of variance was
used for statistical analysis.
Results: Internal rotation due to muscle loading increased with massive cuff tear compared with the
intact condition (P < .05). The latissimus transfer corrected this change at 0° abduction, whereas the
trapezius transfer corrected this at all abduction angles. The massive cuff tear decreased glen
humeral joint compression forces at all abduction angles; these forces were restored by the lower
trapezius transfer (P < .05). At maximum humeral internal rotation and 0° of abduction, the humeral
head apex shifted superiorly and laterally with massive cuff tear (P < .05); this shift was more closely
restored to intact values by the trapezius transfer compared with the latissimus transfer (P < .05).
Conclusion: The lower trapezius transfer is superior to the latissimus transfer at restoring native glen
humeral kinematics and joint reaction forces in our cadaveric model. It may be a promising
treatment option for patients with a massive irreparable rotator cuff tear. Level of evidence: Basic
Science Study, Biomechanics. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of Journal of Shoulder and Elbow
Surgery Board of Trustees

-Tendons transfers are useful when you don’t need them Philippe Collin 5’ (address of
lecture: Tendons transfers works very well when you don’t need them)
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LD Tendons transfers started with obstetrics Brachial plexus palsy C5-C6. The goal was to restore ER
and to remove Horn Blower sign.
What was the goal? -restore ER! -not forward flexion. Tendon transfer principles: 1-same lever arm,
2-same tension, 3-same excursion, 4-one transfer for one function.
Conclusion: LDT or LTT works very well when the TM is still intact. But LBT or many other less
aggressive techniques works as well. But when you have NO TM- LDT doesn’t work so well and LTT
seems to be better. He cited the following study:
J Bone Joint Surge Am. 2006 Jan; 88(1):113-20.

Latissimus dorsi transfer for the treatment of irreparable rotator cuff tears.
Gerber C1, MAQUIEIRA G, Espinosa N.
Abstract
BACKGROUND Treatment of irreparable rotator cuff tears remains controversial. Latissimus dorsi
transfer to the greater tuberosity has been proposed for the treatment of irreparable tears
associated with severe functional impairment and chronic, disabling pain.
[67 P-69 RM; 13 deficient SCP; FU 53M; SSV from 28% preoperatively to 66%; CS from 55% to 73%; If
subscapularis function is deficient, the procedure is of questionable benefit and probably should not
be used.]
METHODS:
Sixty-seven patients with sixty-nine irreparable, full-thickness tears of at least two complete tendons
were managed with latissimus dorsi transfer and were reviewed clinically and radiographically after
an average of fifty-three months. The study group included fifty-two men and fifteen women, with
an average age of sixty-one years. Thirteen patients also had deficient subscapularis function
preoperatively. Outcome measures included the Constant and MURLEY score and the Subjective
Shoulder Value. Osteoarthritis and acromion-humeral distance were measured on standardized
radiographs.
RESULTS:
The mean Subjective Shoulder Value increased from 28% preoperatively to 66% at the time of followup (p < 0.0001). The mean age and gender-matched Constant and MURLEY score improved from 55%
to 73% (p < 0.0001). The pain score improved from 6 to 12 points (of a possible 15 points) (p <
0.0001). Flexion increased from 104 degrees to 123 degrees, abduction increased from 101 degrees
to 119 degrees, and external rotation increased from 22 degrees to 29 degrees (p < 0.05). Abduction
strength increased from 0.9 to 1.8 kg (p < 0.0001). There was a slight but significant increase in
osteoarthritic changes (from stage 0.8 to stage 1.3; p = 0.0002). In shoulders with a negative
preoperative lift-off test, significant improvements were observed in terms of both function and
pain, and strength doubled from 1.0 to 2.0 kg (p = 0.0001), but osteoarthritic changes progressed
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from stage 0.7 to stage 1.1 (p = 0.0006). In shoulders with poor subscapularis function, no
improvement in these parameters was observed.
CONCLUSIONS:
Latissimus dorsi transfer durably and substantially improves chronically painful, dysfunctional
shoulders with irreparable rotator cuff tears, especially if the subscapularis is intact. If subscapularis
function is deficient, the procedure is of questionable benefit and probably should not be used.

Vote “Who’s your winner?” Q/A-68% for El Hassan and 32% for Collin; A=25 votes
REVERSE SHOULDER ARTHROPLASTY AND MASSIVE ROTATOR CUFF TEAR Chairman: DENARD
-What is my indications Philippe CLAVERT (University Hospital Strasbourg- France) 5’
(address of lecture: RSA and massive RC tear- What are my indications)

What are we talking about? Hamada classification 1990→5 grades. WALCH classification 2005→
grade 4a and 4b, presence/absence sub acromial arthritis + GH arthritis. Pathogenesis: anteriorsuperior escape=instability center of rotation: additional bone and soft tissue destruction and
mechanical disadvantage for the Deltoid muscle. 3 situations to discuss (Primary arthroplasty):
1. RSA for CTA (IV+V)
2. RSA for MCT without GH OA (I+II+III)
3. RSA after failed RC surgery
RSA for CTA (IV+V): primary indication if painful GH OA; pain relief and improving function (SCP and
TM status) positioning of implants. Complication: notch, instability, infection, loosening. Mean
absolute CS: 29+/-11 → 58+/-19. Mean relative CS: 30%+/-13% → 73%+/-23%. Significant
improvement: -pain score (4 to 12 points), -active anterior elevation (53° to 101°), -ABD (55° to 86°), SSV (27% to 78%). One or more complication in 59%, 27% RSA
RSA for MCT without GH OA (I+II+III): management of massive RCT without OA is controversial.
Clinical presentation varies independently from lesion. Shoulder: painful but functional with
preserved forward elevation above 90° and Shoulder nonfunctional pseudo paralyzed. Best patient:
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older and low demand; chronic, irreparable MCT and pseudo paralyzed. At risk situation: age <60 Y,
good pre-OP ROM, upper extremity neurologic dysfunction
Conclusion from one study: RSA when the patient maintains greater than 90° of pre-OP AAE risk loss
of AEE and lower patient satisfaction.

-Results in young patient population (Gerber 5’)-Karl WIESER (head of Shoulder and Elbow
surgery; BALGRIST University Hospital, University of Zurich) (address of lecture: Reverse
total Shoulder arthroplasty: long term Results in the young (<60))

RTSA is one possibility in young: unknown longevity in young patient-no long-term studies. Possible
clinical deterioration after 6-8 Y (FAVARD, CORR, 2011; 469: 2469/ GUERY, JBJS Am, 2006; 88: 1742).
Indication (N=26): Massive irreparable RCT with pseudo paralysis of anterior elevation and/or failed
conservative management; GH OA: +/-. Excluded: fracture, fracture sequel, failed arthroplasty. N=26
patient=29 shoulders, mean age 57 Y (47-59), min FU-8 Y: included 20 patient-23 Shoulders; (3 death,
3 immigrated); failure 2 Shoulders-longitudinal analysis 21 Shoulders.
Failure 2 Shoulders-RTS explanted- 9%. 1 Glenoid component loosening (76 M) →conversion to Hemi
arthroplasty-Delta; latest FU: rel. CS 42%, no pain, satisfied. 2 Per prosthetic infection (18 M) → RTSA
removal and cemented spacer; latest FU: rel. CS 25%, mild pain, surgery declined.
Complication/revisions: 9/23shoulders – 39%≥1 complication (instability 4, infection 2).
6/23shoulders – 26%≥1 reoperation (5 shoulders had previous operation-83%).
4/23shoulders – 17%≥1 revision surgery (2 exchange of mobile component, 2 explanation of RTSA).
Conclusion: substantial complication rate of 39%. Complication (retained implants): stable, slightly
compromised function, inferior subjective score. No significant clinical deterioration up to 12 Y

-Clinical case Discussion 15’ Case Presentation Patrick DENARD (southern Oregon
Orthopedics, Medford, OR) (address of lecture: MRCT cases) Discussion 15’
CASTAGNA/SIRVEAUX/NOURISSAT/ZUMSTEIN/Participant
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Recurrent tear case I: 65 Y, RHD, male, 4 Y Shoulder pain, open repair 2014 since persistent pain.
Another surgeon said irreparable. Want repair option, looking for strength at shoulder level. PMHx
negative (don’t know what this means)
Exam: FF 160° bilateral, ER 40°, IR L4 vs TH 10, power ISP 4/5 ER at side; SSP 3/5 ER at side, +BH,
Equivocal BP (Equivocal-DVOUMEN, NEZANESLJIV, BH, BP don’t know what this means).

Show RTG-cranial migration of HH no big OA
Patrick DENARD: has done RSA-patient very satisfied.
Alex CASTAGNA: would go for superior capsule reconstruction (SCR).
GEOFFROY NOURISSAT: wouldn’t do RSA.

F SIRVEAUX: says this is Hamada 3 and no indication for AS, suggest hemiarthroplasty or
resurfacing to wait for RSA. Think that pain is due to OA.
Recurrent tear case II: 48 Y, RHD police officer, right Shoulder pain with any activity. Prior
repair 9 M ago with recurrent tear. Exam: Full ROM, weak SSP/ISP. Show RTG.
Patrick DENARD has done SCR.

Debate when should we add an LDT? COLLIN/LÄDERMANN/VALENTI/NEYTON/Participant

ROTATOR CUFF PATHOLOGY / V Wednesday 23rd January 2019 08:00-10:15 AM
08:00-08:35 AM
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HEALING PROCESS Chairman: ZUMSTEIN
Debate Number of preoperative injections, smokers, drinkers & cholesterol I do care SIRVEAUX 5’ I

don’t care CALVO 5’ Vote
- I do care FRANCOIS SIRVEAUX 5’ (I do not remember the name of lecture):

Corticosteroid injection affect healing process in animal model and Lesser biomechanical outcome
after repair in animal model (cited the article with reference-MAMAN ET all, AJSM 2016-but in 2016
not a single article on this topic was published in AJSM and for second statement cited: MIKOLYZK ET
all JBJS 2009), maybe article in 2015 in AJSM:
Detrimental Effect of Repeated and Single Subacromial Corticosteroid Injections on the Intact and
Injured Rotator Cuff: A Biomechanical and Imaging Study in Rats
Eran MAMAN, MD, Chaim Yehuda, MD, Tamir PRITSCH, MD, First Publish Article
https://doi.org/10.1177/0363546515591266
Background: The effect of corticosteroids on tendons is poorly understood, and current data are
insufficient and conflicting.
Purpose: To evaluate the effects of corticosteroid injections on intact and injured rotator cuffs (RCs)
through biomechanical and radiographic analyses in a rat model.
Study Design: Controlled laboratory study.
Methods: A total of 70 rats were assigned to 7 groups. Uninjured rats (no tear) received either a
single saline injection, a single methylprednisolone acetate (MTA) injection, or triple MTA injections.
Injured rats (unilateral supraspinatus injury) received either a single saline injection, triple saline
injections, a single MTA injection, or triple MTA injections (injections were subacromial; repeat
injections were administered weekly). Rats were sacrificed 1 week after final injection. Shoulders
were harvested and grossly inspected, and the supraspinatus tendon was evaluated biomechanically.
Bone density at the tendon insertion site on the greater tuberosity was assessed by micro–computed
tomography.
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Results: Intact RCs exposed to triple MTA injections had significantly decreased maximal load and
stiffness compared with the control group (14.43 vs 21.25 N and 8.21 vs 16.6 N/mm, respectively; P <
.05). Injured RCs exposed to steroid treatment had significantly lower maximal load (single saline:
10.91 N, single steroid: 8.43 N [P < .05]; triple control: 15.77 N, triple steroid: 11.65 N [P < .05])
compared with the control at 3 weeks. Greater tuberosity volume density and connectivity density
were significantly lower in undamaged rats after triple MTA injection (P< .05).
Conclusion: The study results clearly showed that repeated doses of corticosteroids significantly
weaken rat RC and negatively affect bone quality in addition to possibly causing deterioration of the
osteotendinous junction. However, data retrieved from animals must be scrupulously analyzed
before extrapolation to humans. As such, the potential benefits, and harms of subacromial
corticosteroid treatment must be considered before administration.
The potential benefit and detrimental effects of corticosteroid injection should be thoroughly
considered before it is administered subacromial in patients with RC injuries.
I do care (SIRVEAUX): no more than 2 injections before surgery, risk of infection? Inform the

patient if more than 2 injections.
Smoking:
1. Smoking predisposes to RC pathology (syst. Review/Bishop ET all, Arthroscopy 2015).
2. Smoking increases the risk of tear progression (Yamamoto ET all, AJSM 2017).
3. Smoking has a negative influence on RCR clinical outcome & decreased healing (SantiagoTorres ET all, AJSM 2015)
4. 29% healing failure in smokers’ vs 5, 9% in non-smokers (Park ET all, AJSM 2018)
Risk Factors for Tear Progression in Symptomatic Rotator Cuff Tears: A Prospective Study
of 174 Shoulders
Nobuyuki Yamamoto, MD, PhD, MITSUYOSHI MINETA, MD, Jun Kawakami, MD,
First Published June13, 2017 Research Article https://doi.org/10.1177/0363546517709780
Abstract Background:
The risk factors for tear progression in symptomatic rotator cuff tears have not been clarified yet. It is
important for orthopedic surgeons to know the natural course of tear progression when no operative
management is to be chosen.
Hypothesis: Tears in younger patients, high-activity patients, or heavy laborers would progress in size
more than those in older patients, low-activity patients, or light laborers.
Study Design: Case-control study; Level of evidence, 3.
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Methods: Two hundred twenty-five consecutive patients with symptomatic rotator cuff tears visited
our institute between 2009 and 2015. Of these, 174 shoulders of 171 patients (mean age, 66.9 years)
who underwent at least 2 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations were prospectively
enrolled. The mean follow-up was 19 months. Tear progression was defined as positive when the
tear size increased by ≥2 mm. The demographic factors that were analyzed by multivariate analysis
included age, sex, hand dominance, smoking, alcohol drinking, hypercholesterolemia, sports
participation, job type, tear size, and tear type (full or partial thickness).
Results: Of the 174 shoulders, 82 shoulders (47%) showed tear progression. The mean (±SD) tear
length and width in the progression group on final MRI were 23.1 ± 12.5 mm and 17.3 ± 9.6 mm,
respectively; the tear size progressed by a mean 5.8 ± 5.6 mm in length and 3.1 ± 5.2 mm in width.
The mean propagation speed was 3.8 mm/y in length and 2.0 mm/y in width. The size of fullthickness tears significantly increased compared with that of articular-sided partial-thickness tears
(P = .0215). The size of medium tears significantly increased compared with that of other tears (P <
.0001). According to the logistic regression analysis, smoking was significantly correlated with tear
progression (P = .026). Subgroup analyses showed that male sex, hand dominance, and trauma were
correlated with tear progression. Age, alcohol drinking, hypercholesterolemia, sports participation,
and job type did not show any correlation with tear progression.
Conclusion: The tear size of symptomatic rotator cuff tears progressed in 47% of the shoulders during
a mean of 19 months, and the speed of progression was 3.8 mm/y in length and 2.0 mm/y in width.
The risk factors for tear progression were (1) a medium-sized tear, (2) a full-thickness tear, and (3)
smoking.

Effect of Smoking on Healing Failure after Rotator Cuff Repair
Jung Ho Park, MD, Kyung-Soo Oh, MD, Tae Min Kim, MD, First Published August 21, 2018 Research
Article https://doi.org/10.1177/0363546518789691
Abstract Background: No study to date has directly evaluated rotator cuff repair results among
smokers.
Purpose: To evaluate whether smoking affects healing after arthroscopic rotator cuff repair through
propensity score matching (PSM).
Study Design: Cohort study; Level of evidence, 3.
Methods: Among 249 patients who underwent arthroscopic repair of full-thickness rotator cuff tears,
34 current heavy smokers were selected with a smoking history >20 pack-years (mean ± SD packyears, 33.91 ± 12.13). Characteristics between current heavy smokers and nonsmokers were
compared. According to the PSM technique, 34 nonsmokers were selected after 1:1 matching for
age, fatty infiltration, and tear size—the main prognostic factors of outcomes after rotator cuff
repair. Each patient’s outcome evaluation was completed anatomically at a minimum of 6 months
(magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasonography) and functionally at a minimum of 1 year (pain
visual analog scale, range of motion, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons, Constant, University of
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California, Los Angeles, and Simple Shoulder Test scores), and every outcome was analyzed in the
matched smoker and nonsmoker groups.
Results: Current heavy smokers had a higher incidence of male sex (P < .001), heavy manual work
(P = .025), high bone density (P = .036), and poor tendinosis grade (P = .028). After adjustment for the
confounding variables by PSM, the matched smoker group showed a significantly higher healing
failure rate than the matched nonsmoker group (29.4% vs 5.9%, P = .023). However, we failed to
detect significant differences in the functional outcomes between the matched groups (P > .05).
Conclusion: Smoking affected healing failure after arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. Attention should
be paid to smokers, especially current heavy smokers, in cases of rotator cuff repair surgery.
Patient adherence with post op restriction after RCR (Luz M Silverio ET all, JSES 2014): smoking
status has a positive effect on adherence with post op restriction after RCR. Average adherence for
smoker’s was→96% vs 86% non-smokers
Risk factors for short term complication after RCR in USA (William W SCHAIRER ET all, Arthroscopy
2018): 23741 cases-15% (3561) had an history of smoking: no more infection, more unplanned
readmission (OR=1, 39)
His conclusion (SIRVEAUX): he doesn’t operate active smokers for RC repair, 4 weeks of

quitting before surgery, carbon monoxide breath testing HbCo > 2% (sensibility 90%,
specificity 90%); 2%= 0-8 ppm (parts per million), 2-4%, 4-8% (5,5%-8,5%=31-49 ppm)
Alcohol consumption:
1. inhibition of fibroblast proliferation and collagen synthesis
2. excessive consumption is a significant risk factor for RCT (> 2-3 AU (12g)/day for men (1 glass
of wine))
3. rotator tear size increases with increased Alcohol consumption
‘’Patient consuming alcohol 2 to 3 times per week or more achieved better function than those
consuming alcohol 2 to 3 times per month or less’’-he cited the following article:

Predictors of pain and functional outcomes after operative treatment for rotator cuff
tears.
Jain NB1, Ayers GD2, Fan R2, Kuhn JE3, Baumgarten KM4, MATZKIN E5, Higgins LD5.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Optimal patient selection is key to success of operative treatment for cuff tears. We assessed
predictors of pain and functional outcomes in a longitudinal cohort of patients undergoing operative
treatment.
METHODS:
From March 2011 to January 2015, a cohort of patients with rotator cuff tears undergoing rotator
cuff surgery was recruited. Patients completed a detailed health and demographic questionnaire,
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standardized shoulder questionnaires, including the Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI), and
underwent a magnetic resonance imaging scan. Patients received follow-up questionnaires at 3, 6,
12, and 18 months. We assessed longitudinal predictors of SPADI using longitudinal mixed models.
Interactions with follow-up duration after surgery were also assessed.
RESULTS:
In our analysis (n = 50), a lower Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire physical activity score (P = .001)
predicted a lower SPADI score (better shoulder pain and function). Those consuming alcohol 1 to 2
times per week or more had lower SPADI scores than those consuming alcohol 2 to 3 times per
month or less (P = .017). Both variables had a significant interaction with duration of follow-up.
Variables that were not significant predictors of SPADI included sociodemographic characteristics,
magnetic resonance imaging characteristics, such as tear size and muscle quality, shoulder strength,
and variations in surgical techniques/performance of adjuvant surgical procedures.
CONCLUSIONS:
Those with higher fear avoidance behavior and alcohol use of 1 to 2 times per week had worse
shoulder pain and function at 18 months of follow-up. These data can be used to select optimal
candidates for operative treatment of rotator cuff tears and assist with patient education and
expectations before treatment.
My comment: lower SPADI means better function, how this conclusion?

SHOULDER PAIN AND DISABILITY INDEX (SPADI)
Purpose: Self‐assessment of symptoms and function of the shoulder.
Settings: All domains, any disorders of the shoulder joint.
Versions: Original version published in 1991 (30). No revisions.
Content and number of items: 13 items (total score): 5 items for pain and 8 for function (sub scores).
Response options/scale.
All SPADI items are originally scored on a visual analog scale (VAS) from no pain/no difficulty to worst
pain imaginable/so difficult required help. The VAS line was divided into 12 equal intervals to obtain
a 12‐point numerical rating scale (NRS) ranging from 0 (best) to 11 (worst) (30). Later versions used
the 12‐point or an 11‐point NRS (0–10) without a VAS line (31)
Copyright © 2018 Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery Board of Trustees. Published by Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved. KEYWORDS: Rotator cuff; SPADI; cohort; outcomes; predictors; shoulder
pain; surgery 2008 Dec;31(4):337-41. Doi: 10.1097/MRR.0b013e3282fcae09

J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2018 Aug; 27(8):1393-1400. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2018.04.016.
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Shoulder Pain and Disability Index: validation of Slovene version.
JAMNIK H1, SPEVAK MK.
Abstract
The objective of this study was to translate the Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI) into
Slovene language and assess its reliability and validity. A total of 52 participants with shoulder
problems participated in the study. They filled in the questionnaire three times: at the first visit, after
2-7 days, and at the end of the therapy. Severity of perceived disability was self-rated on a four-point
scale and passive shoulder range of motion was taken at the first and the last visit. Test-retest
reliability and internal consistency of SPADI were tested by interclass correlation coefficient and
Cronbach's alpha, respectively. Construct validity was evaluated using principal components analysis.
Nonparametric group comparison was applied to assess criterion validity and standardized response
mean calculations to evaluate responsiveness. The instrument demonstrated high test-retest
reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient SPADI 0.94, pain subscale 0.89, and disability subscale
0.95) and high-to-moderate internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha SPADI 0.92, pain subscale 0.78,
and disability subscale 0.90). Principal components analysis without rotation proved construct
validity of the total SPADI; varimax rotation yielded two factors with little support for separation into
pain and disability dimensions. SPADI proved sensitive to differences in patients' ratings of perceived
disability (P<0.001). Standardized response mean values were high (SPADI 2.19, pain subscale 1.83,
and disability subscale 1.92) for patients experiencing improvement. The Slovene version of SPADI is
a reliable and valid instrument. Support for separation into two dimensions is lacking, so we
recommend the use of total SPADI score only.
PMID: 19008683 DOI: 10.1097/MRR.0b013e3282fcae09
His conclusion (SIRVEAUX): he does care so regularly drinks 1 to 2 glasses of alcohol (didn’t

say how often). He waits 6 W after injection before surgery. E. CALVO: if the patient is very
painful even before 6 W. Comorbidities:
1. cholesterol
2. diabetes
3. hypertension
4. obesities, …
↑ Risk of RCT, (Park JBJS 2018), ↑ risk of complication SCHAIRER (Arthroscopy 2018), ↓ RC
healing (CANCIENNE AJSM 2017)
For stiffness: F. SIRVEAUX-don’t wait any more, do operation and do release.
For stiffness: E. CALVO: do rehab before operation.
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-I don’t care Emilio CALVO 5’ (address of lecture: number of pre-operative injection,
smokers, drinkers and cholesterol: I don’t care)

The science evidence: predictors of non-healing after RCT repair:
• age
• large tears
• FI
• RCT atrophy
• RCT retraction
• Smoking
• Hypercholesterolemia
• Osteoporosis
• Obesities
• Injections
FIRST conclusion: there is evidence proving that different factors may influence RCT healing (but real
life is not always what it seems to be)
SECOND conclusion: patient with repaired RCT show significant successful outcome despite failed
structural healing

The scientific evidence:

prediction of outcome

MODERATE
Age
Large tear size
Multiple tendon involvement
Additional LHB procedure
Workers Compensation

LIMITED
Additional ACJ procedure

Specific patient related
prognostic factors for RCR a
systematic review by Frederik
O LAMBERS et al, JSES,2014
INSUFFICIENT
Smoking
Traumatic onset
Duration of symptoms
Obesities
Comorbidities
Poor tissue quality

THIRD conclusion: evidence on RCT repair outcome of most patient related prognostic factors is
insufficient
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The science evidence: predictors of successful non-operative treatment:
• Being married
• Higher education
• Shorter duration of symptoms
• Light or manual work
• Alcohol use
• Partial thickness
• Absence of FI (JAIN ET all, OJSM, 2018)
FORTH conclusion: evidence on the effect of patient related prognostic factors on non-operative

treatment is insufficient
What is our mission as a shoulder surgeon? (Living with a symptomatic rotator cuff tear ‘bad days,
bad night’: a qualitative study by Catherine J MINNS Lowe):
BMC Musculoskeletal Disord.2014 Jul 9; 15:228. Doi: 10.1186/1471-2474-15-228.

Living with a symptomatic rotator cuff tear 'bad days, bad nights': a qualitative study.
MINNS Lowe CJ1, Moser J, Barker K.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Rotator cuff tears are a common cause of shoulder pain. There is an absence of information about
symptomatic rotator cuffs from the patients' perspective; this limits the information clinicians can
share with patients and the information that patients can access via sources such as the internet.
This study describes the experiences of people with a symptomatic rotator cuff, their symptoms, the
impact upon their daily lives and the coping strategies utilized by study participants.
METHODS:
An interpretive phenomenological analysis approach was used. 20 participants of the UKUFF trial
(The United Kingdom Rotator Cuff Surgery Trial) agreed to participate in in-depth semi-structured
interviews about their experiences about living with a symptomatic rotator cuff tear. Interviews were
digitally recorded and fully transcribed. Field notes, memos and a reflexive diary were used. Data was
coded in accordance with interpretive phenomenological analysis. Peer review, code-recode audits
and constant comparison of data, codes and categories occurred throughout.
RESULTS:
Most patients described intense pain and severely disturbed sleep. Limited movement and reduced
muscle strength were described by some participants. The predominantly adverse impact that a
symptomatic rotator cuff tear had upon activities of daily living, leisure activities and occupation was
described. The emotional and financial impact and impact upon caring roles were detailed. Coping
strategies included attempting to carry on as normally as possible, accepting their condition, using
their other arm, using analgesics, aids, and adaptions.
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CONCLUSIONS:
Clinicians need to appreciate and understand the intensity and shocking nature of pain that may be
experienced by participants with known rotator cuff tears and understand the detrimental impact
tears can have upon all areas of patient's lives. Clinicians also need to be aware of the potential
emotional impact caused by cuff tears and to ensure that patients needing help for conditions such
as depression are speedily identified and provided with support, explanation, and appropriate
treatment.
PMID: 25008095 PMCID: PMC4105791 DOI: 10.1186/1471-2474-15-228
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BMC Musculoskeletal Disorder. 2012; 13: 238.
Published online 2012 Nov 29. Doi: 10.1186/1471-2474-13-238
PMCID: PMC3552995 PMID: 23190941

Population-based consultation patterns in patients with shoulder pain diagnoses
Eva Tekavec,

1

Anna Jöud,2 Ralf Rittner,1 ZOLI Mikoczy,1 Catarina Nordander,1 INGEMAR F

Petersson,2 and Martin Englund2,3
Abstract
Background
To assess the annual consultation prevalence and new onset consultation rate for doctor-diagnosed
shoulder pain conditions.
Methods
We identified all residents in the southernmost county in Sweden who received a shoulder pain
diagnosis during 2006 (ICD-10 code M75). In subjects who did not consult due to such disorders
during 2004 and 2005, we estimated the new onset consultation rate. The distribution of specific
shoulder conditions and the length of the period of repeated consultation were calculated.
Results
Annual consultation prevalence was 103/10 000 women and 98/10 000 men. New onset consultation
rate was 80/10 000 women (peak in age 50–59 at 129/10 000) and 74/10 000 men (peak in age 60–
69 at 116/10 000). About one fifth of both genders continued to consult more than three months
after initial presentation, but only a few percent beyond two years. Rotator cuff - and impingement
syndromes were the most frequent diagnoses.
Conclusion
The annual consultation prevalence for shoulder pain conditions (1%) was similar in women and
men, and about two thirds of patients consulted a doctor only once. Impingement and rotator cuff
syndromes were the most frequent diagnoses.
Table 1
ICD-10 codes for shoulder pain diagnoses, annual consultation prevalence and new onset
consultation rate for adult women and men in 2006 in southern Sweden
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ICD-10

Shoulder pain diagnosis

code

Annual consultation

New onset consultation

prevalence

rate

Women

Men

Women

Men

per 10 000

per 10 000

per 10 000

per 10 000

(N)

(N)

(N)

(N)

M75.0

Adhesive capsulitis

15 (477)

9 (263)

12 (368)

6 (190)

M75.1

Rotator cuff syndrome

30 (978)

32 (967)

25 (764)

24 (722)

M75.2

Bicipital tendinitis

5 (153)

5 (144)

4 (133)

4 (124)

M75.3

Tendinitis with calcification

6 (186)

4 (121)

5 (152)

3 (98)

M75.4

Impingement syndrome

25 (797)

30 (914)

17 (525)

21 (608)

M75.5

Bursitis of the shoulder

5 (163)

4 (109)

4 (128)

3 (93)

0.2 (6)

0.1 (4)

0.2 (5)

0.1 (4)

Other, specific disorder in the
M75.8

shoulder

Other, unspecific disorder in
M75.9 + P

the shoulder

17 (535)

15 (451)

13 (403)

12 (349)

M75

Total

102 (3295)

98 (2973)

80 (2478)

74 (2188)
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What is our commitment with society?
FIFTH conclusion: our commitment with patient and society is improving quality of life treating
Patients equally
J Bone Joint Surge Am.2016 Feb 17; 98(4):251-6. Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.O.00444.

Mental Health Has a Stronger Association with Patient-Reported Shoulder Pain and
Function Than Tear Size in Patients with Full-Thickness Rotator Cuff Tears.
Wylie JD1, Suter T2, Potter MQ3, Granger EK1, TASHJIAN RZ4.
Author information
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Patient-reported outcome measures have increasingly accompanied objective examination findings
in the evaluation of orthopedics interventions. Our objective was to determine whether a validated
measure of mental health (Short Form-36 Mental Component Summary [SF-36 MCS]) or measures of
tear severity on magnetic resonance imaging were more strongly associated with self-assessed
shoulder pain and function in patients with symptomatic full-thickness rotator cuff tears.
METHODS:
One hundred and sixty-nine patients with full-thickness rotator cuff tears were prospectively
enrolled. Patients completed the Short Form-36, visual analog scales for shoulder pain and function,
the Simple Shoulder Test (SST), and the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) instrument at
the time of diagnosis. Shoulder magnetic resonance imaging examinations were reviewed to
document the number of tendons involved, tear size, tendon retraction, and tear surface area. Age,
sex, body mass index, number of medical comorbidities, smoking status, and Workers' Compensation
status were recorded. Bivariate correlations and multivariate regression models were calculated to
identify associations with baseline shoulder scores.
RESULTS:
The SF-36 MCS had the strongest correlation with the visual analog scale for shoulder pain (Pearson
correlation coefficient, -0.48; p < 0.001), the visual analog scale for shoulder function (Pearson
correlation coefficient, -0.33; p < 0.001), the SST (Pearson correlation coefficient, 0.37; p < 0.001),
and the ASES score (Pearson correlation coefficient, 0.51; p < 0.001). Tear severity only correlated
with the visual analog scale for shoulder function; the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.19 for
tear size (p = 0.018), 0.18 for tendon retraction (p = 0.025), 0.18 for tear area (p = 0.022), and 0.20
for the number of tendons involved (p = 0.011). Tear severity did not correlate with other scores in
bivariate correlations (all p > 0.05). In all multivariate models, the SF-36 MCS had the strongest
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association with the visual analog scale for shoulder pain, the visual analog scale for shoulder
function, the SST, and the ASES score (all p < 0.001).
CONCLUSIONS:
Patient mental health may play an influential role in patient-reported pain and function in patients
with full-thickness rotator cuff tears. Further studies are needed to determine its effect on the
outcome of the treatment of rotator cuff disease.
Comment in
•

Once Again, the Status of the Rotator Cuff Does Not Correlate with Patient Symptoms: Commentary
on an article by James D. Wylie, MD, MHS, et al.: "Mental Health Has a Stronger Association with
Patient-Reported Shoulder Pain and Function Than Tear Size in Patients with Full-Thickness Rotator
Cuff Tears". [J Bone Joint Surge Am. 2016]
J Shoulder Elbow Surg.2018 Oct; 27(10):1824-1829. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2018.06.019. E.pub 2018 Aug
16.

A prospective evaluation of predictors of pain after arthroscopic rotator cuff repair:
psychosocial factors have a stronger association than structural factors.
RAVINDRA A, Barlow JD, Jones GL, Bishop JY.
Abstract
HYPOTHESIS:
We evaluated the correlation of preoperative factors with pain after arthroscopic rotator cuff repair
(ARCR). We hypothesized that nonstructural factors, including metrics of psychological well-being
and preoperative narcotic use, would correlate with higher pain levels postoperatively and that
structural factors, such as tear size, would not be predictive.
METHODS:
Ninety-three patients were prospectively enrolled and evenly distributed by tear size. Patient sex,
age, occupation, smoking status, tear mechanism, tear characteristics on magnetic resonance
imaging, visual analog scale (VAS) pain scores, narcotic usage, range of motion (ROM) by goniometry,
and functional and psychological assessments through the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
(ASES) Standardized Shoulder Assessment Form, Simple Shoulder Test, Western Ontario Rotator Cuff
Index (WORC), and RAND 36-item Short Form Survey questionnaires were obtained preoperatively.
VAS scores and ROM were collected postoperatively at 2 weeks, 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, and 1
year. The ASES, SST, WORC, and RAND 36-item Short Form Survey questionnaires were repeated 1
year postoperatively.
RESULTS:
The patients (54% men) were a mean age of 56.4 years. There were 68% traumatic tears, 11%
smokers, and 13% used narcotics preoperatively. ROM, VAS, ASES, and WORC scores improved
significantly from the preoperative to 1-year postoperative assessment. Correlating with increased
pain scores at 1 year were preoperative narcotic use, higher preoperative VAS, and lower scores on
the WORC index and emotion sections.
CONCLUSION:
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Our data show that the factors most predictive of persistent pain after ARCR are psychosocial
characteristics, including poor performance on validated measures of emotional well-being.
Demographic and tear-specific structural factors did not correlate with postoperative pain scores.
Mental health has a strong association with patient reported shoulder pain and function then tear
size in patient with full thickness RCT
SIXTH conclusion: our practice should keep up with patient expectation: psychosocial factors have a
strong association with patient outcome
Co-morbidities in patients with RCT:
•
•

Different factors may affect RC healing
patient with repaired RCT show significant successful outcome despite failed structural
healing

•

science evidence on RCT repair outcome of most patient related factor is insufficient
non-operative treatment does not guarantee a satisfactory result
our commitment with society is improving quality of life treating Patients equally

•

•
•

our practice should keep up with patient expectation: psychosocial factors have a strong
association with patient outcome
Conclusion: he does repair RCT’s in patients with poor prognostic factors whenever he keeps up
with patient expectation

Fight Biology in Rotator cuff repairs. Is there still a place? 15’ Referee: ZUMSTEIN nothing
works VERBORGT 5’ it does work Dines 5’

ZUMSTEIN posts slide:
Summary: ODDS RATIO’S
I CAN NOT INFLUENCE
Genetic factor
12-17
Age
5,8-8,1

I CAN INFLUENCE
Hyperlipidemia
2,0-4,3
Smoking-Nicotine sub
1,7-4,2
Obesity
2,1-2,4
Diabetes mellitus
2,1
Hypertension
2,1
Alcohol
1,8
Fluoroquinolone
repairs
NSAID
repairs
Thyroid pathologies
females
(My comment-don’t know what he means with this numbers)

-Biology nothing works? Oliver VERBORGT 5’ (AZ Monica & University of Antwerp,
Belgium)
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-Osteocyte apoptosis and bone remodeling (first slide, by prof. dr. J. Somerville-couldn’t find on
Google)
-clinical need is strong since re-tear risk for RC is 15%-45%. What do we need from biology? -we need
1. Reduce formation of fibro vascular tissue 2. Increase tendon healing 3. Enhance bone to tendon
interface
1. GF growth factors-RATIONALE: cytokines and proteins regulating tendon to bone healing (mitosis,
matrix production and cell differentiation). BASIC SCIENCE: cocktail rather than single GF. CLINICAL
EVIDENCE: only in vitro studies, no clinical studies (my comment I think there are clinical studies)

GF (PDFG, IGF-1, EGF, TGF-β1, VEGF, HGF) →induce cellular activity and activate healing cascade
→osteogenic and tendon healing effect (BMP) →accelerate repair and increased stability
(native bone to tendon interference)
2. PRP plated rich plasma- RATIONALE: high concentration of GF in plated concentrate; promotion of
neovascularization. BASIC SCIENCE: improved collagen and vascularization of tendon + osteogenic
effect. CLINICAL EVIDENCE: commercialization +++

PRP →release of GF (PDFG, IGF-1, EGF, TGF-β1, VEGF, HGF) → accelerated repair
Study
Jo CH 2011

Sample
42, AS

Jo CH 2013

Design
Cohort, level
II
RCT, level I

FLURY 2016

RCT, level I

120, AS

BARBER 2011

40, AS

RANDELLI 2011

Case-control,
level III
RCT, level I

CASTRICINI2011

RCT, level I

88, AS

BERGESON 2011

Cohort, level
III
RCT, level II

38, AS

Pandey 2016

48, AS

53, AS

102, AS

Type of tear
Full thickness of
various size
Large to
massive
Complete SSP
Full thickness of
various size
Full thickness of
all size
Isolated SSPsmall to
medium size
High-risk for retear
Medium and
large
posterosuperior
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PRP

FU
16 M

Conclusion
No Clinical difference

9M

No Clinical difference

Injection at footprint
(Arthrex)
PRFM globule on
suture anchor (Cascade)
PRB +TROMBIN
(CENTRA)
Plated-rich Fibrin,
matrix gel beads

24 M

No Clinical difference

31 M

No Clinical difference

24 M
20 M

Lower early Pain
Score
No Clinical difference

PRFM gel beads
(Cascade)
Injection above cuff
(Heraeus CRYOFUGE)

27 M

No Clinical difference

24 M

Improved Clinical
Score +integrity on
US

Gel threated to sutures
(COBE spectra)
Gel threated to sutures
(COBE spectra)
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PRP-meta-analysis:
• WARTH (2015): No Clinical difference
• VAVKEN (2018): No cost-effectives
• CHALAL (2012): No Clinical difference
• SALTZMAN (20109: No improved clinical results
What formulation, administration, concentration?
3. Cell therapy -RATIONALE: progenitor cell proliferates and differentiate into MSK tissue. BASIC
SCIENCE: mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) and adipose derived stem cell (AD-MSC) replace dying cell in
tissue

Cell therapy, Progenitor Cell → Mesenchymal Stromal Cell → proliferation into desired tissue
(Angiogenesis + specific GF + cytokines needed)
4. Bone Marrow Stimulation (BMS). Bone venting and micro fracturing. -RATIONALE: bone marrow
stem cells (BMSC) migration to enhance healing and provide osteogenic potential (BMP)
Bone Marrow Stimulation (BMS) → BMSC migration→ enhance healing
5. Scaffolds -RATIONALE: reproduce structural and functional aspect of RC extracellular matrix
(ECM). Tissue Engineering: Biological, synthetic, biodegradable scaffolds. 3D –electro spun structure
close to ECM with integration of bioactive molecules into the scaffolds. CLINICAL EVIDENCE: collagen
patches, acellular human dermal matrix, xenografts for augmented repair of massive tears
Conclusion: clinical need is high, but a lot of questions remain, promising results pre-clinical and in
vitro, evidence clinical application limited, more robust RCT’s needed to validate expensive
treatment

-It does work Josh Dines (New York) 5’ (address of lecture: biology in RC repair: there is a
role!)

Which method of rotator cuff repair leads to the highest rate of structural healing?
Re-tear rate
Tear size < 1cm
SR 17% DR 7% (ns)
Tear size 1-3 cm
SR 30% DR 8%
Tear size 3-5 cm
SR 44% DR 24%
Tear size > 5cm
SR 69% DR 41%
Am J Sports Med. 2010 Apr; 38(4):835-41. Doi: 10.1177/0363546509359679.
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Which method of rotator cuff repair leads to the highest rate of structural healing? A
systematic review.
DUQUIN TR1, BUYEA C, Bisson LJ.
Abstract BACKGROUND:
The purpose of rotator cuff repair is to diminish pain and restore function, and this most predictably
occurs when the tendon is demonstrated to heal. Recent improvements in repair methods have led
to improved biomechanical performance, but this has not yet been demonstrated to result in higher
healing rates. The purpose of our study was to determine whether different repair methods resulted
in different rates of recurrent tearing after surgery.
HYPOTHESES:
We hypothesized that (1) the rotator cuff repair method will not affect re-tear rate, and (2) the
surgical approach will not affect the re-tear rate for a given repair method.
STUDY DESIGN:
Systematic review of the literature.
METHODS:
The literature was systematically searched to find articles reporting imaging study assessment of
structural healing rates after rotator cuff repair, with data stratified according to tear size. Re-tear
rates were compared for trans osseous (TO), single-row suture anchor (SA), double-row suture
anchor (DA), and suture bridge (SB) repair methods, as well as for open (O), mini open (MO), and
arthroscopic (A) approaches.
RESULTS:
Re-tear rates were available for 1252 repairs collected from 23 studies. Re-tear rates were
significantly lower for double-row repairs when compared with TO or SA for all tears greater than 1
cm and ranged from 7% for tears less than 1 cm to 41% for tears greater than 5 cm, in comparison
with re-tear rates for single-row techniques (TO and SA) of 17% to 69% for tears less than 1 cm and
greater than 5 cm, respectively. There was no significant difference in re-tear rates between TO and
SA repair methods or between arthroscopic and non-arthroscopic approaches for any tear size.
CONCLUSION:
Double-row repair methods lead to significantly lower re-tear rates when compared with single-row
methods for tears greater than 1 cm. Surgical approach has no significant effect on re-tear rate.
-factors associated with repair failure:
•

older age

•

increasing size of tear

•

higher grade of GOUTALLIER classification
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•

deficient anterior cable

•

chronicity of tear

•

osteoporotic bone

Arthroscopy.2016 Nov; 32(11):2191-2200. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.03.012. E. pub 2016 May 18.

Risk Factors for Retear After Arthroscopic Repair of Full-Thickness Rotator Cuff Tears Using
the Suture Bridge Technique: Classification System.
Kim IB1, Kim MW2.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
To identify factors that predict re-tears after arthroscopic repair of full-thickness rotator cuff tears.
METHODS:
Factors included age, sex, diabetes, smoking, symptom duration (group I, <12 months; group II,
≥12 months), tear size according to the Kim classification (group I, A and B; group II, C; group III, D),
tendon involvement (group I, supraspinatus; group II, supraspinatus and subscapularis; group III,
supraspinatus and infraspinatus; group IV, all 3 tendons), and degree of fatty degeneration of the
supraspinatus and infraspinatus (group I, GOUTALLIER stages 1 and 2 for each tendon; group II,
GOUTALLIER stages 3 and 4 for each tendon).
RESULTS:
Two hundred eighty-two patients underwent arthroscopic repairs of full-thickness rotator cuff tears.
The overall re-tear rate was 13.1%. Age, sex, diabetes, smoking, and degree of fatty degeneration of
the supraspinatus and infraspinatus did not affect re-tear rates. However, symptom duration (P =
.006), Kim classification (P < .001), and tendon involvement (P < .001) did affect re-tear rates. The retear rates were 8.5% (14 of 165 patients) and 19.7% (23 of 117) in symptom duration groups I and II,
respectively; 8.0% (13 of 163), 15.2% (16 of 105), and 57.1% (8 of 14) in Kim classification groups I, II,
and III, respectively; and 6.6% (11 of 167), 22.2% (18 of 81), 10.0% (2 of 20), and 42.9% (6 of 14) in
tendon involvement groups I, II, III, and IV, respectively. In the multiple logistic regression analysis,
the respective odds ratios of symptom duration group II, Kim classification group III, tendon
involvement group II, and tendon involvement group IV were 2.853 (P = .011), 18.108 (P = .001),
4.184 (P = .001), and 5.727 (P = .021), respectively.
CONCLUSIONS:
To preoperatively predict re-tears after arthroscopic repair of full-thickness rotator cuff tears, the
duration of symptoms before surgery, tear size, and tendon involvement can be used. In addition,
regarding tear size, the Kim classification can be used more effectively than the modified DE Orio and
Cofield classification.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
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Level IV, prognostic case series.
-Ways to augment repairs:
-improve the healing response at the enthesis (inherent biochemical properties have the potential to
modulate host process and influence the biology at the repair) [preoperative modulation, PRP, stem
cell]
-stratified and biologically augmented Scaffold (spatial distribution of cytokines, seeded cell
population) [Patches /Scaffolds + PRP/ stem cell]
-consistently increase the thickness of a RC tendon (induce the formation of a well-integrated and
mature tendon like tissue. Decreasing failure at the tissue interface) [Patches]
PRP plasma in RC repair, a prospective randomized study: No difference in outcome between
groups. No difference in re-tear rate
-Am J Sports Med.2014 Oct;42(10):2446-54. Doi: 10.1177/0363546514541777. E pub 2014 Aug 1.

Platelet-rich plasma in rotator cuff repair: a prospective randomized study.
Malavolta Eduardo Angel, GRACITELLI ME, Ferreira NETO AA, ASSUNÇÃO JH, BORDALO-Rodrigues M,
de Camargo OP. Abstract
BACKGROUND: Although platelet-rich plasma (PRP) has been used in rotator cuff repair, most
authors have been unable to report the advantages of this method in clinical trials.
HYPOTHESIS: The use of PRP promotes better functional and structural results in arthroscopic rotator
cuff repair.
STUDY DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 1.
METHODS: This was a prospective, randomized, double-blind study with 2 groups of 27 patients each
(PRP group and control group). Complete supraspinatus tears with retraction of less than 3 cm were
subjected to arthroscopic single-row repair; at the end of the surgical procedure, liquid PRP prepared
by apheresis was given to the patients in the PRP group with autologous thrombin. The outcomes
were assessed by the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) and Constant scales, visual analog
scale (VAS) for pain, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before and 3, 6, 12, and 24 months after
surgery. The significance level was 5%.
RESULTS: The 2 groups of patients exhibited significant clinical improvement (P < .001). Between the
preoperative assessment and 24-month follow-up, the mean UCLA score increased from 13.63 ±
3.639 to 32.70 ± 3.635 and from 13.93 ± 4.649 to 32.44 ± 4.318 in the control and PRP groups,
respectively (P = .916). The mean Constant score increased from 47.37 ± 11.088 to 85.15 ± 9.879 in
the control group and from 46.96 ± 11.937 to 84.78 ± 14.048 in the PRP group (P = .498). The mean
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VAS score varied from 7.00 ± 1.939 and 6.67 ± 1.617 before surgery to 1.15 ± 1.916 and 0.96 ± 2.244
at the 24-month assessment in the control and PRP groups, respectively (P = .418). The only
difference was in the mean UCLA score at 12 months, with 30.04 ± 4.528 in the control group and
32.30 ± 3.506 in the PRP group (P = .046). The control group exhibited 1 case of a complete re-tear
and 4 partial re-tears, and the PRP group exhibited 2 cases of partial re-tears (P = .42).
CONCLUSION: Platelet-rich plasma prepared by apheresis and applied in the liquid state with
thrombin did not promote better clinical results at 24-month follow-up. Given the numbers available
for analysis, the re-tear rate also did not change.

-Am J Sports Med. 2015 Jun; 43(6):1430-7. Doi: 10.1177/0363546515572602. E pub 2015
Mar 19. [No difference in Function, ROM, strength, pain. No difference in re-tear rate]

Do postoperative platelet-rich plasma injections accelerate early tendon healing and
functional recovery after arthroscopic supraspinatus repair? A randomized controlled trial.
Wang A1, McCann P2, COLLIVER J3, KOH E4, ACKLAND T3, Joss B3, Zheng M5, BREIDAHL B6.
Abstract
BACKGROUND: Tendon-bone healing after rotator cuff repair directly correlates with a successful
outcome. Biological therapies that elevate local growth-factor concentrations may potentiate
healing after surgery.
PURPOSE: To ascertain whether postoperative and repeated application of platelet-rich plasma
(PRP) to the tendon repair site improves early tendon healing and enhances early functional
recovery after double-row arthroscopic supraspinatus repair.
STUDY DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 1.
METHODS: A total of 60 patients underwent arthroscopic double-row supraspinatus tendon repair.
After randomization, half the patients received 2 ultrasound-guided injections of PRP to the repair
site at postoperative days 7 and 14. Early structural healing was assessed with MRI at 16 weeks, and
cuff appearances were graded according to the SUGAYA classification. Functional scores were
recorded with the Oxford Shoulder Score; Quick Disability of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand; visual
analog scale for pain; and Short Form-12 quality-of-life score both preoperatively and at
postoperative weeks 6, 12, and 16; isokinetic strength and active range of motion were measured at
16 weeks.
RESULTS: PRP treatment did not improve early functional recovery, range of motion, or strength or
influence pain scores at any time point after arthroscopic supraspinatus repair. There was no
difference in structural integrity of the supraspinatus repair on MRI between the PRP group (0% fullthickness re-tear; 23% partial tear; 77% intact) and the control group (7% full-thickness re-tear; 23%
partial tear; 70% intact) at 16 weeks postoperatively (P = .35).
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CONCLUSION: After arthroscopic supraspinatus tendon repair, image-guided PRP treatment on 2
occasions does not improve early tendon-bone healing or functional recovery.
-Am J Sports Med. 2011 Feb; 39(2):258-65. Doi: 10.1177/0363546510390780. E pub 2010 Dec 15.

Platelet-rich plasma augmentation for arthroscopic rotator cuff repair: a randomized
controlled trial. [No difference in Functional outcome. 10, 5% re-tear rate in controls vs 2, 5% in
PRP group; p=0, 07]
CASTRICINI Roberto1, Longo UG, De Benedetto M, PANFOLI N, Pirani P, ZINI R, MAFFULLI N, DENARO
V.
Abstract
BACKGROUND: After reinsertion on the HUMERUS, the rotator cuff has limited ability to heal.
Growth factor augmentation has been proposed to enhance healing in such procedure.
PURPOSE: This study was conducted to assess the efficacy and safety of growth factor augmentation
during rotator cuff repair.
STUDY DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 1.
METHODS: Eighty-eight patients with a rotator cuff tear were randomly assigned by a computergenerated sequence to receive arthroscopic rotator cuff repair without (n = 45) or with (n = 43)
augmentation with autologous platelet-rich fibrin matrix (PRFM). The primary end point was the
postoperative difference in the Constant score between the 2 groups. The secondary end point was
the integrity of the repaired rotator cuff, as evaluated by magnetic resonance imaging. Analysis was
on an intention-to-treat basis.
RESULTS: All the patients completed follow-up at 16 months. There was no statistically significant
difference in total Constant score when comparing the results of arthroscopic repair of the 2 groups
(95% confidence interval, -3.43 to 3.9) (P = .44). There was no statistically significant difference in
magnetic resonance imaging tendon score when comparing arthroscopic repair with or without
PRFM (P = .07).
CONCLUSION: Our study does not support the use of autologous PRFM for augmentation of a
double-row repair of a small or medium rotator cuff tear to improve the healing of the rotator cuff.
Our results are applicable to small and medium rotator cuff tears; it is possible that PRFM may be
beneficial for large and massive rotator cuff tears. Also, given the heterogeneity of PRFM
preparation products available on the market, it is possible that other preparations may be more
effective.
Comment in
•

Platelet-rich fibrin matrix augmentation did not improve recovery and healing more than nonaugmented rotator cuff repair. [J Bone Joint Surge Am]
-J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2016 Aug; 25(8):1312-22. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2016.01.036. E pub 2016 Jun 1.
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Does application of moderately concentrated platelet-rich plasma improve clinical and
structural outcome after arthroscopic repair of medium-sized to large rotator cuff tear? A
randomized controlled trial. [Increased re-tear rate in controls vs in PRP group in large tears (35cm)]

Pandey Vivek1, BANDI A2, MADI S3, Agarwal L3, Acharya KK3, MADDUKURI S4, SAMBHAJI C4, Willems
WJ5.
Abstract
BACKGROUND: Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) has the potential to improve tendon-bone healing. The
evidence is still controversial as to whether PRP application after repair of medium-sized to large
cuff tears leads to superior structural and clinical outcome, especially after single-row repair.
METHODS: In a randomized study, 102 patients (PRP group, 52 patients; control group, 50 patients)
with medium-sized and large degenerative posterior superior tears were included for arthroscopic
repair with a minimum follow-up of 2 years. Patients were evaluated with clinical scores (visual
analog scale score, Constant-MURLEY score, University of California-Los Angeles score, and
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score) and ultrasound to assess re-tear and vascularity
pattern of the cuff.
RESULTS: Visual analog scale scores were significantly lower in the PRP group than in controls at 1
month, 3 months, and 6 months but not later. Constant-MURLEY scores were significantly better in
the PRP group compared with controls at 12 and 24 months, whereas University of California-Los
Angeles scores were significantly higher in the PRP group at 6 and 12 months (P < .05). The American
Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score in both groups was comparable at all the times. At 24 months,
re-tear in the PRP group (n = 2; 3.8%) was significantly lower than in the control group (n = 10; 20%;
P = .01). The re-tear difference was significant only for large tears (PRP: control group, 1:6; P = .03).
Doppler ultrasound examination showed significant vascularity in the PRP group repair site at 3
months postoperatively (P < .05) and in peri bursal tissue until 12 months.
CONCLUSION:
Application of moderately concentrated PRP improves clinical and structural outcome in large cuff
tears. PRP also enhances vascularity around the repair site in the early phase.

-Am J Sports Med. 2015 Sep; 43(9):2102-10. Doi: 10.1177/0363546515587081. E pub 2015 May 26.

Platelet-rich plasma for arthroscopic repair of medium to large rotator cuff tears: a
randomized controlled trial. [No difference in Functional score, ROM, strength, satisfaction.
Decreased re-tear rate in PRP group (3% vs 20%). Larger cross-sectional area of tendon in PRP group]
Jo Chris Hyunchul1, Shin JS2, Shin WH2, Lee SY2, Yoon KS2, Shin S3.
Erratum in Corrigendum. Platelet-rich plasma for arthroscopic repair of medium to large rotator cuff
tears: a randomized controlled trial. [Am J Sports Med. 2016]
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Abstract
BACKGROUND: Two main questions about the use of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) for regeneration
purposes are its effect on the speed of healing and the quality of healing. Despite recent numerous
studies, evidence is still lacking in this area, especially in a representative patient population with
medium to large rotator cuff tears.
PURPOSE: To assess the efficacy of PRP augmentation on the speed and quality of healing in
patients undergoing arthroscopic repair for medium to large rotator cuff tears.
STUDY DESIGN: Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 1.
METHODS: A total of 74 patients scheduled for arthroscopic repair of medium to large rotator cuff
tears were randomly assigned to undergo either PRP-augmented repair (PRP group) or conventional
repair (conventional group). In the PRP group, 3 PRP gels (3 × 3 mL) were applied to each patient
between the torn end and the greater tuberosity. The primary outcome was the Constant score at 3
months after surgery. Secondary outcome measures included the visual analog scale (VAS) for pain,
range of motion (ROM), muscle strength, overall satisfaction and function, functional scores, re-tear
rate, and change in the cross-sectional area (CSA) of the supraspinatus muscle.
RESULTS: There was no difference between the 2 groups in the Constant score at 3 months (P > .05).
The 2 groups had similar results on the VAS for pain, ROM, muscle strength, overall satisfaction and
function, and other functional scores (all P > .05) except for the VAS for worst pain (P = .043). The retear rate of the PRP group (3.0%) was significantly lower than that of the conventional group (20.0%)
(P = .032). The change in 1-year postoperative and immediately postoperative CSAs was significantly
different between the 2 groups: -36.76 ± 45.31 mm (2) in the PRP group versus -67.47 ± 47.26 mm
(2) in the conventional group (P = .014).
CONCLUSION: Compared with repairs without PRP augmentation, the current PRP preparation and
application methods for medium to large rotator cuff repairs significantly improved the quality, as
evidenced by a decreased re-tear rate and increased CSA of the supraspinatus, but not the speed of
healing. However, further studies may be needed to investigate the effects of PRP on the speed of
healing without risking the quality.

-Am J Sports Med. 2015 Dec; 43(12):3071-6. Doi: 10.1177/0363546515572777. E pub 2015 Mar 12.

Platelet-Rich Plasma Reduces Re-Tear Rates after Arthroscopic Repair of Small- and
Medium-Sized Rotator Cuff Tears but Is Not Cost-Effective. [Decreased re-tear rate in PRP
group for small or medium tears (< 3cm). No difference in re-tear rate for large or massive tears]
VAVKEN Patrick1, SADOGHI P2, Palmer M3, Rosso C4, Mueller AM5, SZOELLOESY G5, VALDERRABANO
V5.
Abstract
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BACKGROUND: It has been suggested that platelet-rich plasma (PRP) improves healing after
arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. The current literature provides ample but inconsistent data on this
topic.
PURPOSE: To systematically review the current in vivo evidence for the use of platelet concentrates
(PRP) in the arthroscopic treatment of rotator cuff tears to assess effectiveness, safety, and costeffectiveness.
STUDY DESIGN: Meta-analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis.
METHODS: Published evidence from controlled, human trials of rotator cuff repair augmented with
platelet concentrates was systematically gathered, and data on re-tear rates were extracted.
Mathematical and clinical heterogeneity was evaluated, and fixed-effect meta-analysis was
performed to calculate the risk ratio (RR) of re-tears and the number needed to treat (NNT).
Subgroup analyses were made for small/medium tears (n = 404) and large/massive tears (n = 374).
Cost-effectiveness was assessed using data from this meta-analysis and using cost data from the
literature, including extensive sensitivity analyses, to calculate the incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio (ICER).
RESULTS: Thirteen studies published between 2010 and 2014 were identified for analysis. The RR for
re-tear for all patients was 0.87 (95% CI, 0.67-1.12; P = .286). For small- and medium-sized tears (<3
cm), the RR for re-tear was 0.60 (95% CI, 0.37-0.97), consistent with a significant difference in favor
of PRP use (P = .038). This translated into an NNT of 14 (95% CI, 7-125). However, at an ICER of
US$127,893 per quality-adjusted life year gained, assuming a 5% revision rate, the use of PRP was
not cost-effective for small- and medium-sized tears.
CONCLUSION: In large tears, even with double-row repair, the beneficial effects of PRP alone are
insufficient to compensate the progressed tissue damage. The study data suggest that PRP may
promote healing of small- and medium-sized tears to reduce re-tear rates. However, despite the
substantial biological effect, at current cost, the use of PRP is not cost-effective in arthroscopic
repair of small- and medium-sized tears.
-why are there mixed results with PRP?
BMC Vet Res. 2015; 11: 98. Published online 2015 Apr 22. Doi: 10.1186/s12917-015-0403zPMCID: PMC4449579 PMID: 25896610

Platelet-rich plasma in orthopedic therapy: a comparative systematic review of clinical and
experimental data in equine and human musculoskeletal lesions
Patricia M BROSSI, Juliana J Moreira, THAÍS SL Machado, and Raquel YA Baccarin
This article has been cited by other articles in PMC.
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Abstract
BACKGROUND:
This systematic review aimed to present and critically appraise the available information on the
efficacy of platelet rich plasma (PRP) in equine and human orthopedic therapeutics and to verify the
influence of study design and methodology on the assumption of PRP's efficacy. We searched
Medline, PubMed, Embase, Bireme and Google Scholar without restrictions until July 2013.
Randomized trials, human cohort clinical studies or case series with a control group on the use of PRP
in tendons, ligaments or articular lesions were included. Equine clinical studies on the same topics
were included independently of their design. Experimental studies relevant to the clarification of
PRP's effects and mechanisms of action in tissues of interest, conducted in any animal species, were
selected.
RESULTS:
This review included 123 studies. PRP's beneficial effects were observed in 46.7% of the clinical
studies, while the absence of positive effects was observed in 43.3%. Among experimental studies,
73% yielded positive results, and 7.9% yielded negative results. The most frequent flaws in the
clinical trials' designs were the lack of a true placebo group, poor product characterization,
insufficient blinding, small sampling, short follow-up periods, and adoption of poor outcome
measures. The methods employed for PRP preparation and administration, and the selected
outcome measures varied greatly. Poor study design was a common feature of equine clinical trials.
From studies in which PRP had beneficial effects, 67.8% had an overall high risk of bias. From the
studies in which PRP failed to exhibit beneficial effects, 67.8% had an overall low risk of bias.
CONCLUSIONS:
Most experimental studies revealed positive effects of PRP. Although most equine clinical studies
yielded positive results, the human clinical trials' results failed to corroborate these findings. In both
species, beneficial results were more frequently observed in studies with a high risk of bias. The use
of PRP in musculoskeletal lesions, although safe and promising, has still not shown strong evidence in
clinical scenarios.

Autologous Platelets Have No Effect on the Healing of Human Achilles tendon Ruptures: A
Randomized Single-Blind Study
Show all authors
Thorsten SCHEPULL, MD, Joanna KVIST, PhD, RPT, Hanna NORRMAN, RPT, First Published November
3, 2010 Research Article https://doi.org/10.1177/0363546510383515
Abstract
Background: Animal studies have shown that local application of platelet-rich plasma (PRP)
stimulates tendon repair. Preliminary results from a retrospective case series have shown faster
return to sports.
Hypothesis: Autologous PRP stimulates healing of acute Achilles’ tendon ruptures.
Study Design: Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 2.
Methods: Thirty patients were recruited consecutively. During surgery, tantalum beads were
implanted in the Achilles tendon proximal and distal to the rupture. Before skin suture,
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randomization was performed, and 16 patients were injected with 10mL PRP (10 times higher
platelet concentration than peripheral blood) whereas 14 were not. With 3-dimensional radiographs
(roentgen stereo-photo-gyrometric analysis; RSA), the distance between the beads was measured at
7, 19, and 52 weeks while the patient resisted different dorsal flexion moments over the ankle joint,
thereby estimating tendon strain per load. An estimate of elasticity modulus was calculated using
callus dimensions from computed tomography. At 1-year, functional outcome was evaluated,
including the heel raise index and Achilles Tendon Total Rupture Score. The primary effect variables
were elasticity modulus at 7 weeks and heel raise index at 1 year.
Results: The mechanical variables showed a large degree of variation between patients that could
not be explained by measuring error. No significant group differences in elasticity modulus could be
shown. There was no significant difference in heel raise index. The Achilles Tendon Total Rupture
Score was lower in the PRP group, suggesting a detrimental effect. There was a correlation between
the elasticity modulus at 7 and 19 weeks and the heel raise index at 52 weeks.
Conclusion: The results suggest that PRP is not useful for treatment of Achilles tendon ruptures. The
variation in elasticity modulus provides biologically relevant information, although it is unclear how
early biomechanics is connected to late clinical results.
Keywords Achilles tendon, platelet, platelet-rich plasma, tendon healing, biomechanics, roentgen
stereophotogrammetric analysis
Arthroscopy.2015 Feb; 31(2):306-20. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2014.09.007. E pub 2014 Nov 14.

Clinical and structural outcomes after arthroscopic repair of full-thickness rotator cuff
tears with and without platelet-rich product supplementation: a meta-analysis and metaregression.
[No differences in overall outcome scores/healing rate. PRP better when placed at tendon-bone
interface. Better healing in large tears repaired with DR+PRP. Most studies inappropriately powered]
WARTH RJ1, Dornan GJ1, James EW1, Horan MP1, Millett PJ2.
1 Steadman PHILIPPON Research Institute, Vail, Colorado, U.S.A.
2 Steadman PHILIPPON Research Institute, Vail, Colorado, U.S.A.; The Steadman Clinic, Vail,
Colorado, U.S.A. Electronic address: drmillett@thesteadmanclinic.com.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this study was to perform a systematic review, meta-analysis, and meta-regression of
all Level I and Level II studies comparing the clinical or structural outcomes, or both, after rotator cuff
repair with and without platelet-rich product (PRP) supplementation.
METHODS:
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A literature search of the PubMed and EMBASE databases was performed to identify all Level I or II
studies comparing the clinical or structural outcomes, or both, after arthroscopic repair of fullthickness rotator cuff tears with (PRP+ group) and without (PRP- group) PRP supplementation. Data
included outcome scores (American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons [ASES], University of California Los
Angeles [UCLA], Constant, Simple Shoulder Test [SST] and visual analog scale [VAS] scores) and retears diagnosed with imaging studies. Meta-analyses compared preoperative, postoperative, and
gain in outcome scores and relative risk ratios for re-tears. Meta-regression compared the effect of
PRP treatment on outcome scores and re-tear rates according to 6 covariates. Minimum effect sizes
that were detectable with 80% power were also calculated for each study.
RESULTS:
Eleven studies were included in this review and a maximum of 8 studies were used for meta-analyses
according to data availability. There were no statistically significant differences between the PRP+
and PRP- groups for overall outcome scores or re-tear rates (P > .05). Overall gain in the Constant
score was decreased when liquid PRP was injected over the tendon surface compared with PRP
application at the tendon-bone interface (-6.88 points v +0.78 points, respectively; P = .046);
however, this difference did not reach the previously reported minimum clinically important
difference (MCID) for Constant scores. When the initial tear size was greater than 3 cm in anteriorposterior length, the PRP+ group exhibited decreased re-tear rates after double-row repairs when
compared with the PRP- group (25.9% v 57.1%, respectively; P = .046). Sensitivity power analyses
revealed that most included studies were only powered to detect large differences in outcome
scores between groups.
CONCLUSIONS:
There were no statistically significant differences in overall gain in outcome scores or re-tear rates
between treatment groups. Gain in Constant scores was significantly increased when PRPs were
applied at the tendon-bone interface when compared with application over the top of the repaired
tendon. Re-tear rates were significantly decreased when PRPs were used for the treatment of tears
greater than 3 cm in anterior-posterior length using a double-row technique. Most of the included
studies were only powered to detect large differences in outcome scores between treatment groups.
In addition, an increased risk for selection, performance, and attrition biases was found.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Level II, meta-analysis of Level I and Level II studies.
Comment in
•
•

Platelet-rich plasma in arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. [Arthroscopy. 2015]
Authors' reply. [Arthroscopy. 2015] PMID: 25450417 DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2014.09.007
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Int Orto. 2014 Sep; 38(9):1811-8. Doi: 10.1007/s00264-014-2391-1. E pub 2014 Jun 7.

Biologic augmentation of rotator cuff repair with mesenchymal stem cells during
arthroscopy improves healing and prevents further tears: a case-controlled study.
[90 P; SR RC repair-45 with MSCs; 10 Y FU: MSCs-87% healed, control-44% healed; number
of transplanted MSCs most predictable of tendon integrity]
HERNIGOU Philippe1, FLOUZAT LACHANIETTE CH, DELAMBRE J, ZILBER S, DUFFIET P, CHEVALLIER
N, ROUARD H.
Author information
1 Orthopedic Surgery, Hospital Henri MONDOR, 51 Avenue du MARÉCHAL DE LATTRE DE TASSIGNY,
94010, CRÉTEIL, France, philippe.hernigou@wanadoo.fr.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of biologic augmentation of rotator cuff
repair with iliac crest bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). The prevalence of
healing and prevention of re-tears were correlated with the number of MSCs received at the tendonto-bone interface.
METHODS:
Forty-five patients in the study group received concentrated bone marrow-derived MSCs as an
adjunct to single-row rotator cuff repair at the time of arthroscopy. The average number of MSCs
returned to the patient was 51,000 ± 25,000. Outcomes of patients receiving MSCs during their
repair were compared to those of a matched control group of 45 patients who did not receive MSCs.
All patients underwent imaging studies of the shoulder with iterative ultrasound performed every
month from the first postoperative month to the 24th month. The rotator cuff healing or re-tear was
confirmed with MRI postoperatively at three and six months, one and two years and at the most
recent follow up MRI (minimum ten-year follow-up).
RESULTS:
Bone marrow derived MSC injection as an adjunctive therapy during rotator cuff repair enhanced the
healing rate and improved the quality of the repaired surface as determined by ultrasound and MRI.
Forty-five (100 %) of the 45 repairs with MSC augmentation had healed by six months, versus 30 (67
%) of the 45 repairs without MSC treatment by six months. Bone marrow concentrate (BMC)
injection also prevented further ruptures during the next ten years. At the most recent follow-up of
ten years, intact rotator cuffs were found in 39 (87 %) of the 45 patients in the MSC-treated group,
but just 20 (44 %) of the 45 patients in the control group. The number of transplanted MSCs was
determined to be the most relevant to the outcome in the study group, since patients with a loss of
tendon integrity at any time up to the ten-year follow-up milestone received fewer MSCs as
compared with those who had maintained a successful repair during the same interval.
CONCLUSION:
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This study showed that significant improvement in healing outcomes could be achieved by the use of
BMC containing MSC as an adjunct therapy in standard of care rotator cuff repair. Furthermore, our
study showed a substantial improvement in the level of tendon integrity present at the ten-year
milestone between the MSC-treated group and the control patients. These results support the use of
bone marrow-derived MSC augmentation in rotator cuff repair, especially due to the enhanced rate
of healing and the reduced number of re-tears observed over time in the MSC-treated patients.
PMID: 24913770

DOI: 10.1007/s00264-014-2391-1

-ECM Scaffolds: why bridge or reinforce with Biologic Matrix?
•

Older population and large tears

•

Issue with suture pull through (particularly lateral edge of the tendon)

•

Supports cellular repopulation (Matrix)

•

Support early revascularization (Matrix and GF’s)

Arthroscopy. 2017 Mar; 33(3):673-680. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.08.030. E pub 2016 Dec 10.

Graft Augmentation versus Bridging for Large to Massive Rotator Cuff Tears: A Systematic
Review.
[13 study groups: 167 repairs in the augmentation group and 247 repairs in the bridging group.
Healing rates: 64.0% for augmentation and 77.9% for bridging. Good healing rate given that this are
used in the most difficult cases]
Ono Y1, DÁVALOS Herrera DA2, WOODMASS JM3, BOORMAN RS3, Thornton GM4, Lo IK5.
1 Department of Surgery, Section of Orthopedic Surgery, MCCAIG Institute for Bone and Joint
Health, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada; Department of Orthopedic Surgery,
Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine, Nagoya, Japan.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Colombia Universidad Nacional de Colombia Graduate
School of Medicine, Bogota, Colombia.
3 Department of Surgery, Section of Orthopedic Surgery, MCCAIG Institute for Bone and Joint
Health, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
4 Department of Surgery, Section of Orthopedic Surgery, MCCAIG Institute for Bone and Joint
Health, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada; Department of Orthopedics,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
5
Department of Surgery, Section of Orthopedic Surgery, MCCAIG Institute for Bone and Joint
Health, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Electronic address:
ikylo@ucalgary.ca.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
To systematically review the literature on the healing rates and clinical outcomes of the 2 different
graft indications (i.e., augmentation vs bridging) during rotator cuff repair.
METHODS:
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A systematic literature review was performed for clinical studies of rotator cuff repair using grafts for
large to massive tears. The primary outcome was tendon healing on either magnetic resonance
imaging or ultrasound. The secondary outcomes included visual analog scale for pain, American
Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score, and University of California at Los Angeles score, and forward
elevation. Studies were divided into augmentation and bridging groups, and outcomes were
compared statistically.
RESULTS:
Twelve studies with 13 study groups were included: 167 repairs in the augmentation group and 247
repairs in the bridging group. For augmentation and bridging groups, the mean age was 62.2 and
62.8 years and the mean follow-up was 28.5 and 37.7 months, respectively. The estimated healing
rates were 64.0% for augmentation and 77.9% for bridging. Although both procedures had improved
clinical outcomes, no statistical difference between groups was detected except lower visual analog
scale in the bridging group at follow-up.
CONCLUSIONS:
Bridging grafts had no significant difference in healing or clinical outcomes when compared with a
graft used for augmentation. Bridging grafts may be considered for this difficult patient population
with large to massive rotator cuff tears.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Level IV, systematic review of Level II to IV studies.
PMID: 27956233 DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.08.030 [Indexed for MEDLINE]
Am J Sports Med. 2018 Nov; 46(13):3155-3164. Doi: 10.1177/0363546518801014. E pub 2018 Oct
11.

Evaluating the Outcomes of Rotator Cuff Repairs with Polytetrafluoroethylene Patches for
Massive and Irreparable Rotator Cuff Tears with a Minimum 2-Year Follow-up.
SEKER V1, Hackett L1, Lam PH1, Murrell GAC1.
1 Orthopedic Research Institute, Saint George Hospital, University of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Massive and irreparable rotator cuff tears are difficult to manage surgically. One technique is to use a
synthetic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) patch to bridge the tear. However, there is little information
regarding the outcomes of this procedure.
PURPOSE:
To determine the ≥2-year outcomes of patients for whom synthetic patches were used as tendon
substitutes to bridge irreparable rotator cuff defects.
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STUDY DESIGN:
Case series; Level of evidence, 4.
METHODS:
This retrospective cohort study used prospectively collected data. Patients included those with a
synthetic patch inserted as an interposition graft for large and/or irreparable rotator cuff tears with a
minimum 2-year follow-up. Standardized assessment of shoulder pain, function, range of motion,
and strength was performed preoperatively, at 6 and 12 weeks, and at 6 months and ≥2 years.
Radiograph and ultrasound were performed preoperatively, at 6 months, and ≥2 years.
RESULTS:
At a mean of 36 months, 58 of 68 eligible patients were followed up, and 53 of 58 (90%) patches
remained in situ. Three patches failed at the patch-tendon interface, while 1 patient (2
shoulders/patches) went on to have reverse total shoulder replacements. Patient-ranked shoulder
stiffness (P < .001), frequency of pain with activity and sleep (P < .0001), level of pain at rest and
overhead (P < .0001), and overall shoulder function improved from bad to very good (P < .0001) by 6
months. Supraspinatus (mean ± SEM: 29 ± 16 N to 42 ± 13 N) and external rotation (39 ± 13 N to 59 ±
15 N) strength were the most notable increases at the ≥2-year follow-up (P < .0001). Passive range of
motion also improved by 49% to 67%; forward flexion, from 131° to 171°; abduction, from 117° to
161°; external rotation, from 38° to 55°; and internal rotation, from L3 to T10 (P < .0001)
preoperatively to ≥2 years. The most improvement in passive range of motion occurred between 12
months and ≥2 years. The mean (SD) Constant-MURLEY score was 90 (12), while the American
Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score was 95 (8).
CONCLUSION:
At 36 months postoperatively, patients who had synthetic patches used as tendon substitutes to
bridge irreparable rotator cuff defects reported less pain and greater overall shoulder function as
compared with preoperative assessments. They demonstrated improved range of passive motion
and improved strength. The data support the hypothesis that the technique of using a synthetic PTFE
patch to bridge a large and/or irreparable tear has good construct integrity and improves patient and
clinical outcomes.
KEYWORDS:
PTFE; graft; imaging; interposition rotator cuff repair; pain; patient-reported outcome; range of
motion; rotator cuff repair; shoulder; strength; synthetic patch

Am J Sports Med published online 2013 February 19 PMID: 30307743 DOI:
10.1177/0363546518801014
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Massive or 2-Tendon Rotator Cuff Tears in Active Patients with Minimal Glen humeral
Arthritis: Clinical and Radiographic Outcomes of Reconstruction Using Dermal Tissue
Matrix Xenograft
[24 P with massive/irreparable RC tears; human dermal allograft interposition; minimum 2 Y
FU; improved ASES, pain, ROM; US FU: 76% intact] →this’s what he posted up on slide but
doesn’t quite correlate with article→ 26 P and not 24 P; 73% demonstrated a fully intact
tendon-graft reconstruction and not 76% intact
Anil K. Gupta, * y MD, MBA, Kevin Hug, MD, Blake BOGGESS, Molly GAVIGAN and Alison P. TOTH, MD
Investigation performed at Division of Sports Medicine, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Duke
University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina
Background: The management of irreparable massive or full-thickness 2-tendon rotator cuff tears in
active patients with minimal glenohumeral arthritis remains a difficult challenge for the treating
surgeon. Many different treatment options, with varied success, have been proposed.
Hypotheses: (1) Patients undergoing reconstruction of irreparable massive or full-thickness 2-tendon
rotator cuff tears by dermal tissue matrix xenograft would demonstrate improvements in pain, range
of motion, strength, and subjective functional outcomes. (2) Postoperative ultrasonography would
demonstrate intact repairs at a minimum 2-year follow-up.
Study Design: Case series; Level of evidence, 4. Methods: Twenty-six patients (27 shoulders)
underwent reconstruction of irreparable massive or full-thickness 2-tendon rotator cuff tears by
dermal tissue matrix xenograft. Pain level (scale 0-10, 10 = severe pain), active range of motion, and
supraspinatus and external rotation strength were assessed. Subjective outcome measures included
American Shoulder and Elbow Score (ASES) and Short Form-12 (SF-12) score. Clinical and
radiographic analyses were performed at an average 32-month follow-up period (minimum 2-year
follow-up). Ultrasound imaging (static and dynamic) of the operative shoulder was performed at final
follow-up to assess the integrity of the construct.
Results: Mean patient age was 60 years. Mean pain level decreased from 5.1 to 0.4 (P = .002). Mean
active forward flexion and abduction improved from 138.8 to 167.3 (P = .024) and 117.9 to 149.3 (P =
.001), respectively. Supraspinatus and external rotation strength improved from 7.2 to 9.4 (P = .001)
and 7.4 to 9.5 (P = .001), respectively. Mean ASES improved from 62.7 to 91.8 (P = .0007), and mean
SF-12 scores improved from 48.4 to 56.6 (P = .044). Twenty-one patients (22 shoulders) returned for
a dynamic and static ultrasound of the operative shoulder at a minimum 2-year follow-up. Sixteen
patients (73%) demonstrated a fully intact tendon-graft reconstruction, 5 patients (22%) had a
partially intact reconstruction, and 1(5%) had a complete tear at the graft-bone interface caused by
suture anchor pullout because of a fall. There were no cases of infection or tissue rejection.
Conclusion: Active patients with massive or 2-tendon rotator cuff tears with minimal glenohumeral
arthritis continue to be a subset of the population for whom there is no current standard of care.
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Results suggest that the use of porcine xenograft may be an effective means by which to treat these
patients.
Keywords: rotator cuff; tear; xenograft the management of 2-tendon or massive rotator cuff tears
Arthroscopy.2015 Aug; 31(8):1459-65. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2015.02.032. E pub 2015 Apr 17.

Outcome of Large to Massive Rotator Cuff Tears Repaired with and Without Extracellular
Matrix Augmentation: A Prospective Comparative Study.
[Prospective, blinded, nonrandomized, and comparative study, ECM for augmentation of
arthroscopic repairs of large to massive RCTs, Arthro Flex dermal matrices]:
1. reduces the incidence of re tears
2. Improves patient outcome scores
3. Viable option during complicated cases in which a significant failure rate is anticipated.]

GILOT GREGORY J1, Alvarez-Pinzon AM2, BARCKSDALE L1, WESTERDAHL D1, Krill M1, Peck E1.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Cleveland Clinic Florida, Weston, Florida, U.S.A.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Cleveland Clinic Florida, Weston, Florida, U.S.A. Electronic
address: mauricioalvarez07@yahoo.com.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
To compare the results of arthroscopic repair of large to massive rotator cuff tears (RCTs) with or
without augmentation using an extracellular matrix (ECM) graft and to present ECM graft
augmentation as a valuable surgical alternative used for biomechanical reinforcement in any RCT
repair.
METHODS:
We performed a prospective, blinded, single-center, comparative study of patients who underwent
arthroscopic repair of a large to massive RCT with or without augmentation with ECM graft. The
primary outcome was assessed by the presence or absence of a re tear of the previously repaired
rotator cuff, as noted on ultrasound examination. The secondary outcomes were patient satisfaction
evaluated preoperatively and postoperatively using the 12-item Short Form Health Survey, the
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons shoulder outcome score, a visual analog scale score, the
Western Ontario Rotator Cuff index, and a shoulder activity level survey.
RESULTS:
We enrolled 35 patients in the study: 20 in the ECM-augmented rotator cuff repair group and 15 in
the control group. The follow-up period ranged from 22 to 26 months, with a mean of 24.9 months.
There was a significant difference between the groups in terms of the incidence of re tears: 26% (4 re
tears) in the control group and 10% (2 re tears) in the ECM graft group (P = .0483). The mean pain
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level decreased from 6.9 to 4.1 in the control group and from 6.8 to 0.9 in the ECM graft group (P =
.024). The American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score improved from 62.1 to 72.6 points in the
control group and from 63.8 to 88.9 points (P = .02) in the treatment group. The mean Short Form 12
scores improved in the 2 groups, with a statistically significant difference favoring graft augmentation
(P = .031), and correspondingly, the Western Ontario Rotator Cuff index scores improved in both
arms, favoring the treatment group (P = .0412).
CONCLUSIONS:
The use of ECM for augmentation of arthroscopic repairs of large to massive RCTs reduces the
incidence of re tears, improves patient outcome scores, and is a viable option during complicated
cases in which a significant failure rate is anticipated.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Level III, prospective, blinded, nonrandomized, comparative study.

What do I do now to optimize Biology?
Preoperatively: optimize medical condition
•

Control Hg A1C- test measures the amount of blood sugar (glucose) attached to
hemoglobin.

•

Smoking cessation program

•

Vitamin D supplementation /these 3 measurements ALWAYS

Intraoperatively:
•

Scaffolds

•

PRP

•

BMAC /this 3 measurements OCCASIONALY in revision and massive tears

Vote who is the winner: Q: Biology in RCR –NO 71, 43%, YES 28, 57% (A-35)
Discussion 10’ SIRVEAUX/DINES/CALVO/PROVENCHER/VERBORGT/Participant
-Case of E. CALVO-have some photo but I don’t remember the main point anymore

CASE:
•
•
•

36 Y, motocross pilot (my comment-funny name for driver)
Severe L shoulder pain after a race. Cannot drive for a long period of time
NEER, HAWKINS, YOCUM+
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• LHB-, ACJ• Full ROM
• Mild weakness in FF
• MRI: we can see mid substance failure of SSP tendon
Q: what would you do?
1. Conservative treatment
2. Full rotator cuff reconstruction (tendon to tendon)
3. Full rotator cuff reconstruction (tendon to tendon) + PRP/Steam cell
4. Full rotator cuff reconstruction (tendon to tendon) + Patch
5. Full rotator cuff reconstruction (debride, tendon to bone)
6. Full rotator cuff reconstruction (debride, tendon to bone) + PRP/Steam cell
7. Full rotator cuff reconstruction (debride, tendon to bone) + Patch
Answer form panel:
• SIRVEAUX and VERBORGT: Full rotator cuff reconstruction (tendon to tendon)
• DINES: Full rotator cuff reconstruction (tendon to tendon) or 4.
• PROVENCHER: Full rotator cuff reconstruction (debride, tendon to bone) + PRP/Steam cell
Posted the slide with medial cuff failure:
•
•

Preserving the enthesis during repair
Removing enthesis (my comment: Enthesis: the surgical insertion of synthetic or other
inorganic material to replace lost tissue), cited: SU W, Arthroscopy, 2018
Last slide from E. Calvo:
•
•
•

6W immobilization (I don’t remember what procedure has he done)
Satisfactory outcome with post op FTH, complete ROM, but strength is not regained
New MRI: we can see mid substance failure of SSP tendon-almost the same as first MRI

08:35-09:50 AM
SHOULDER AND SPORT SLAP LESION Chairman: SAVOIE

-A lot of pitchers, a lot of SLAP lesions! FELIX ‘’BUDDY’’ H. SAVOIE 5’ (address of lecture:
SLAP lesion: unique to US baseball pitchers?)

US baseball pitchers:
•

Painful shoulder: unable to throw: RTG=rest
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• still unable to throw: MRI
• MRI: SLAP lesion
• SLAP lesion=surgery?
THROWING SHOULDER IMAGING:
• Regular MRI will almost always show pathology: usually SLAP tears
• MRA more accurate
• ABER position during the scan is a necessity in throwers
DISABLED THROWING SHOULDER:
• Increased laxity≠ instability
• Scapular dyskinesia, core and hip issue are usually the culprit
• Internal impingement with peel back SLAP or PASTA lesion: normal adaptation
• Posterior band tightness: GIRD is a normal consequence of throwing activity
SLAP/BICEPS:
MRI SHOWING SLAP TEAR
• in the overhead athlete this is NOT the problem (2/3 asymptomatic overhead athlete have
MRI evidence of SLAP/biceps lesion (LINTNER))
•

SLAP repair

= tightness; often career endings in US baseball/softball players; BT-Rush

group = very poor results with BT in American pitchers
CURRENT CONCEPTS (WILK):
• Laxity in necessary to throw and should be grater in the throwing arm
• There are congenital or adaptive bony changes that must be present to throw well
• Throwing shoulder is a perfect example of muscle balance
• Total arc of motion (T-arm) may be most important concept
• GIRD changes daily-often within the same game
• Muscle balance of kinetic chain essential to avoid injury
HISTORICAL COMPARISON:
•
•
•

Andrews 1985: overhead athletes with SLAP and PASTA lesion treated with debridement
(anchors didn’t exist)
85% returned to play at some level, 95% asymptomatic
Van KLUNEN AJSM: SLAP repair and IS in overhead athletes-42% returned to same level of
play, 85% asymptomatic but most felt they were ‘’not as good’’ as before surgery

J Bone Joint Surge Am. 2009 Jul; 91(7):1595-603. Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.H.00205.

Outcomes after arthroscopic repair of type-II SLAP lesions.
[75-92% ‘’returned’’ but level of play not included]
BROCKMEIER Stephen F1, VOOS JE, Williams RJ 3rd, ALTCHEK DW, CORDASCO FA, Allen AA; Hospital
for Special Surgery Sports Medicine and Shoulder Service.
Author information
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1 Perry Orthopedics and Sports Medicine, 2826 Randolph Road, Charlotte, NC 28211, USA.
sbrockmeier@perryortho.com
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
To our knowledge, there has been no prospective study on the results of arthroscopic repair of
superior labrum-biceps anchor complex (SLAP) tears with use of modern techniques. The purpose of
the present study was to prospectively evaluate the minimum two-year results for patients with
type-II SLAP tears that were treated with arthroscopic suture anchor fixation.
METHODS:
Forty-seven patients with symptomatic type-II SLAP tears were evaluated preoperatively and at least
two years postoperatively with use of the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) and
L'Insalata outcomes instruments and physical examination. The study group included thirty-nine
male and eight female patients with a mean age of thirty-six years; thirty-four of the forty-seven
patients were athletes. Patients with rotator cuff tears requiring repair or concomitant shoulder
instability were excluded.
RESULTS:
At an average of 2.7 years, the median ASES and L'Insalata scores were 97 and 93, respectively,
compared with baseline scores of 62 and 65 (p < 0.05). The median patient-reported satisfaction
rating was 9 (of 10); forty-one patients (87%) rated the outcome as good or excellent. The median
patient-reported satisfaction rating was significantly higher for patients with a discrete traumatic
etiology than for those with an atraumatic etiology (9 compared with 7); however, there was no
significant difference between these groups in terms of the ASES or L'Insalata outcome scores.
Overall, twenty-five (74%) of the thirty-four athletes were able to return to their preinjury level of
competition, whereas eleven (92%) of the twelve athletes who reported a discrete traumatic event
were able to return to their previous level of competition. There were five complications, including
four cases of refractory postoperative stiffness.
CONCLUSIONS:
Our findings indicate that favorable outcomes can be anticipated in most patients after arthroscopic
SLAP lesion repair. While only three of four patients overall may be capable of returning fully to their
previous level of competition, patients with a distinct traumatic etiology have a greater likelihood of
a successful return to sports.
Open Ortho. J. 2018; 12: 271–281.
Published online 2018 Jul 31. Doi: 10.2174/1874325001812010271 PMCID: PMC6110066
PMID: 30197708 Suppl-1, M2

An Age and Activity Algorithm for Treatment of Type II SLAP Tears
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[Non op Rx best]
Michael D. Charles, David R. Christian, and Brian J. Cole*
Abstract
Background:
Type II SLAP tears predominantly occur in males between their third and fifth decades of life. The
mechanism of injury is often repeated overheard activity but can also occur due to direct
compression loads and traction injuries. The treatment options have changed over the years and
include non-operative therapy, direct labral-biceps complex repair, and labral debridement with
biceps tenodesis or tenotomy.
Objective:
To review the existing literature on the management of Type II SLAP tears and provide clinical
recommendations based on patient age and activity level.
Methods:
A review of the existing literature through October 2017 investigating the management of Type II
SLAP tears was performed. Emphasis was placed on distinguishing the outcomes based on age and
activity level to provide an appropriate treatment algorithm.
Results:
Patients with Type II SLAP tears should first be trialed with non-operative management and many
patients will have a successful result with ability to return to their respective sports or activities.
Surgical management should be considered if non-operative management does not provide
symptomatic relief. Young, athletic, or high-demand patients should be treated with a SLAP repair
while biceps tenodesis should be considered for older or worker’s compensation patients. Patients
undergoing revision surgery for a failed SLAP repair should be managed with biceps tenodesis.
Conclusion:
Type II SLAP tears remain a difficult pathology to manage clinically, but the treatment indications are
narrowing. The age and activity algorithm described in this review provides an effective method of
managing this complex clinical condition.
Open Orthopedic J. 2018 Jul 31; 12:331-341. Doi: 10.2174/1874325001812010331. E Collection 2018.
Current Concepts in the Evaluation and Management of Type II Superior Labral Lesions of the
Shoulder.
[Non op Rx=key to good results]
Hester William A, O'Brien MJ, Heard WMR1, SAVOIE FH1.
1 Tulane University School of Medicine, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, New Orleans, LA 70112,
USA.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
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Superior labrum tears extending from anterior to posterior (SLAP lesion) are a cause of significant
shoulder pain and disability. Management for these lesions is not standardized. There are no clear
guidelines for surgical versus non-surgical treatment, and if surgery is pursued there are
controversies regarding SLAP repair versus biceps tenotomy/tenodesis.
OBJECTIVE:
This paper aims to briefly review the anatomy, classification, mechanisms of injury, and diagnosis of
SLAP lesions. Additionally, we will describe our treatment protocol for Type II SLAP lesions based on
three groups of patients: throwing athletes, non-throwing athletes, and all other Type II SLAP lesions.
CONCLUSION:
The management of SLAP lesions can be divided into 4 broad categories: (1) non operative
management that includes scapular exercise, restoration of balanced musculature, and that would
be expected to provide symptom relief in 2/3 of all patients; (2) patients with a clear traumatic
episode and symptoms of instability that should undergo SLAP repair without (age < 40) or with (age
> 40) biceps tenotomy or tenodesis; (3) patients with etiology of overuse without instability
symptoms should be managed by biceps tenotomy or tenodesis; and (4) throwing athletes that
should be in their own category and preferentially managed with rigorous physical therapy centered
on hip, core, and scapular exercise in addition to restoration of shoulder motion and rotator cuff
balance. Peel-back SLAP repair, Posterior Inferior Glenohumeral Ligament (PIGHL) release, and
treatment of the partial infraspinatus tear with debridement, PRP, or (rarely) repair should be
reserved for those who fail this rehabilitation program.
Sports Health.2016 Nov; 8(6): 503–506.
Published online 2016 Oct 7. Doi: 10.1177/1941738116671693 PMCID: PMC5089360
PMID: 27765830

Superior Labral Anterior-Posterior (SLAP) Tears in the Military a Clinical Review of
Incidence, Diagnosis, and Treatment Compared with the Civilian Population
[Poor results with SLAP repair]
William ROSSY, MD, † George Sanchez, BS, ‡ Anthony Sanchez, BS, § and CAPT Matthew T.
PROVENCHER, MD, MC USNR*‡
This article has been cited by other articles in PMC.
Abstract
Context: Given the notable physical demands placed on active members of the military,
comprehension of recent trends in management and outcomes of superior labral anterior-posterior
(SLAP) tears in this patient population is critical for successful treatment.
Evidence Acquisition: Electronic databases, including PubMed, MEDLINE, and Embase, were
reviewed for the years 1985 through 2016.
Study Design: Database review.
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Level of Evidence: Level 5.
Results: Active members of the military are at increased risk of sustaining shoulder injuries,
particularly SLAP tears. Recent trends in management of SLAP lesions have shifted toward operative
intervention. In the correct patient population, repairs of superior labrum tears demonstrate
improved function and pain. Surgical repair of SLAP tears, especially in young and active military
personnel, is supported.
Conclusion: Military personnel are at greater risk of suffering a SLAP tear in comparison with their
civilian counterparts. Surgical repair of these lesions is advocated in this subpopulation when the
patient is younger than approximately 36 years of age, and if older, biceps tenodesis is likely
superior.
Sports Health. 2013 Jul; 5(4):367-76. Doi: 10.1177/1941738113482673.

Return to sport following shoulder surgery in the elite pitcher: a systematic review .
[62% returned to Pitching]
Harris Joshua D1, Frank JM1, Jordan MA1, Bush-Joseph CA1, Romeo AA1, Gupta AK1, Abrams
GD1, McCormick FM1, Bach BR Jr1.
Author information
1 Division of Sports Medicine, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Rush Medical College of Rush
University, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois.
Abstract
CONTEXT:
The ability to return to elite pitching, performance, and clinical outcomes of shoulder surgery in elite
baseball pitchers are not definitively established.
OBJECTIVE:
To determine (1) the rate of return to sport (RTS) in elite pitchers following shoulder surgery, (2)
postoperative clinical outcomes upon RTS, and (3) performance upon RTS and to compare RTS rates
in different types of shoulder surgery.
DATA SOURCES:
Using Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines and
checklist, Medline, Sci Verse Scopus, Sport Discus, and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials
were searched.
STUDY SELECTION:
Levels I-IV evidence were eligible for inclusion if performance-based (e.g., RTS) and/or clinical
outcome-based reporting of outcomes were reported following surgical treatment of shoulder
pathology in elite pitchers (major or minor league or collegiate).
DATA EXTRACTION:
Subject, shoulder, and pre- and postoperative performance-based variables of interest were
extracted. All shoulder surgery types were potentially inclusive (e.g., open, arthroscopic, rotator cuff,
labrum, biceps, acromioclavicular joint, and fracture). Study methodological quality was analyzed
using the Modified Coleman Methodology Score (MCMS).
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RESULTS:
Six studies were analyzed (287 elite male pitchers [mean age, 27 years] who underwent shoulder
surgery, with 99% on the dominant, throwing shoulder). MCMS was 38 (poor). Most pitchers were
professional, with a mean career length of 6.58 years and postoperative clinical follow-up of 3.62
years. In 5 of 6 studies, multiple diagnoses were addressed concomitantly at surgery. Rate of RTS was
68% at mean 12 months following surgery. Twenty-two percent of Major League Baseball (MLB)
pitchers never RTS in MLB. Overall performance did improve following surgery; however, this did not
improve to pre-injury levels.
CONCLUSION: In this systematic review, the rate of return to elite baseball pitching following
surgery was established. Performance tended to decrease prior to surgery and gradually improve
postoperatively, though not reaching pre-injury levels of pitching.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
IV (systematic review of studies level I-IV evidence), therapeutic.
THROWING SHOULDER:

= key

•

Scapular position

•
•
•

Core exercise maintain scapular position
Scapular retraction allows maximum RC function
Proper mechanics/posture protect elbow

THROWING SHOULDER:
• Surgery: SLAP repair-posterior to Biceps-warn that the results are not great
• Debride and inject PRP into Infraspinatus
• KIBLER integrated rehabilitation
SLAP RX 2019:
•
•
•
•
•

What is the answer?
Avoid surgery as much as possible!
Don’t over promise on recovery timeline
In surgery remember less is better in throwers
BT contraindicated in throwers (Romeo)

-No pitchers, (almost) no SLAP! Arnaud GODENÈCHE 5’ (Centre ORTHOPEDIQUE Santy,
PRIVE HÔPITAL Jean MERMOZ, Lyon)
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How many baseball players: France 13 576 in 2018, Japan 160 000 in 2003, USA 12 000 000 in 2010?
But we all have throwing athletes, swimmers, and tennis players. Yes, I see a lot of SLAP lesions-if I
read the reports oy my radiologist (in many cases of cuff tears or arthritis)
If I look at the insertion of LHB? (When I fix the cuff, when I put the prosthesis)-and I preform a
Biceps tenotomy or tenodesis.
Did I operate on patient for isolated SLAP lesion? I conducted researches for all my patient between
2002 and 2018. I found 3 cases:
•
•
•

1 post trauma-SLAP 3
1 followed anterior dislocation 1 year after
1 associated with BANKART lesion

-Debate #2 SLAP lesion: How to treat? LHB TENODESIS CHUNYAN JIANG 5’ (address of
lecture: SLAP lesion-easily over diagnosed):

•
•

‘’false SLAP’’: > 40Y + cuff pathology + non overhead population
‘’real SLAP’’: young + sport related + overhead population

Am J Sports Med. 2013 Apr; 41(4):880-6. Doi: 10.1177/0363546513477363. E pub 2013 Mar 4.

A prospective analysis of 179 type 2 superior labrum anterior and posterior repairs:
outcomes and factors associated with success and failure.
Provencher MT1, McCormick F, Dewing C, McIntire S, Solomon D.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Naval Medical Center San Diego, 34800 Bob Wilson Dr. Ste 112,
San Diego, CA 92134, USA. matthew.provencher@med.navy.mil
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
There is a paucity of type 2 superior labrum anterior and posterior (SLAP) surgical outcomes with
prospective data.
PURPOSE: To prospectively analyze the clinical outcomes of the arthroscopic treatment of type 2
SLAP tears in a young, active patient population, and to determine factors associated with treatment
success and failure.
STUDY DESIGN: Case-control study; Level of evidence, 3.
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METHODS:
Over a 4-year period, 225 patients with a type 2 SLAP tear were prospectively enrolled. Two
sports/shoulder-fellowship-trained orthopedic surgeons performed repairs with suture anchors and a
vertical suture construct. Patients were excluded if they underwent any additional repairs, including
rotator cuff repair, labrum repair outside of the SLAP region, biceps tenodesis or tenotomy, or distal
clavicle excision. Dependent variables were preoperative and postoperative assessments with the
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES), Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation (SANE), and
Western Ontario Shoulder Instability (WOSI) scores and independent physical examinations. A failure
analysis was conducted to determine factors associated with failure: age, mechanism of injury,
preoperative outcome scores, and smoking. Failure was defined as revision surgery, mean ASES score
below 70, or an inability to return to sports and work duties, which was assessed statistically with the
student t test and stepwise logarithmic regression.
RESULTS:
There were 179 of 225 patients who completed the follow-up for the study (80%) at a mean of 40.4
months (range, 26-62 months). The mean preoperative scores (WOSI, 54%; SANE, 50%; ASES, 65)
improved postoperatively (WOSI, 82%; SANE, 85%; ASES, 88) (P < .01). The mean postoperative range
of motion was 159° of flexion, 151° of abduction, and 51° of external rotation at the side, which was
less than the mean preoperative range of motion (164° of flexion, 166° of abduction, and 56° of
external rotation at the side). Of the 179 patients, 66 patients (36.8%) met failure criteria. Fifty
patients elected revision surgery. Advanced age within the cohort (>36 years) was the only factor
associated with a statistically significant increase in the incidence of failure. Those who were deemed
failed had a mean age of 39.2 years (range, 29-45 years) versus those who were deemed healed with
a mean age of 29.7 years (range, 18-36 years) (P < .001). The relative risk for failure for patients older
than 36 years was 3.45 (95% CI, 2.0-4.9).
CONCLUSION:
Arthroscopic SLAP repair provides a clinical and statistically significant improvement in shoulder
outcomes. However, a reliable return to the previous activity level is limited; 37% of patients had
failure, with a 28% revision rate. Age greater than 36 years was associated with a higher chance of
failure. Additional work is necessary to determine the optimal diagnosis, indications, and surgical
management for those with SLAP injuries.
PMID: 23460326 DOI: 10.1177/0363546513477363
Am J Sports Med. 2014 Sep; 42(9):2128-35. Doi: 10.1177/0363546514540273. E pub 2014 Jul 22.
Subpectoral biceps tenodesis for the treatment of type II and IV superior labral anterior and
posterior lesions.
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[TENODESIS works well]
Gottschalk MB1, KARAS SG2, GHATTAS TN3, Burdette R4.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Atlanta Falcons, Atlanta, Georgia, USA spero.karas@emoryhealthcare.org.
3 Ortho Atlanta Sports Medicine, Southern Orthopedic Specialists LLC, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
4 Department of Sports Medicine, Ochsner Health Systems, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Surgical repair remains the gold standard for most type II and type IV superior labral anterior and
posterior (SLAP) lesions that fail non-operative management. However, most recently, there have
been data demonstrating unacceptably high failure rates with primary repair of type II SLAP lesions.
Biceps tenodesis may offer an acceptable, if not better, alternative to primary repair of SLAP lesions.
HYPOTHESIS:
Subpectoral biceps tenodesis provides satisfactory, reproducible outcomes for the treatment of type
II and type IV SLAP lesions.
STUDY DESIGN:
Case series; Level of evidence, 4.
METHODS:
Patients who underwent subpectoral biceps tenodesis and labral debridement for type II and type IV
SLAP lesions by a single board-certified shoulder surgeon from 2006 to 2012 were evaluated.
Exclusion criteria included those patients who underwent biceps tenodesis with an associated rotator
cuff repair, anterior labral repair, or posterior labral repair. Outcome measures included the visual
analog scale (VAS) for pain, the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) score, and
demographic data.
RESULTS:
Between 2006 and 2012, a total of 36 subpectoral biceps tenodesis procedures were performed in 33
patients for type II or IV SLAP lesions. Twenty-six patients with 29 shoulder surgeries were available
for follow-up. The average age was 46.7 years, with 16 male and 10 female patients participating in
the study. The average follow-up was 40.17 months. There was a significant improvement in ASES
and VAS scores: 48.1 and 6.4 preoperatively compared with 87.5 and 1.5 postoperatively,
respectively (P < .001). There was no significant difference based on SLAP lesion type, patient age, or
patient sex. Of 29 shoulders, 26 (89.66%) were able to return to the previous level of activity.
CONCLUSION:
This study adds to the evolving literature supporting biceps tenodesis as a viable treatment for type II
and IV SLAP lesions. Patient age had no effect on the outcomes. Based on these results, biceps
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TENODESIS is a safe, effective, and technically straightforward alternative to primary SLAP repair in
patients with type II and IV SLAP tears.

Arthroscopy.2016 Jun; 32(6):976-81. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2015.11.044. E pub 2016 Feb 20.

SLAP Lesions: Trends in Treatment.
[Over the past 10 years, the total number of biceps tenodeses has increased, whereas the number
and relative percentage of SLAP repairs within our practice have decreased.]
Erickson BJ1, Jain A2, Abrams GD3, Nicholson GP2, Cole BJ2, Romeo AA2, VERMA NN2.
1 Midwest Orthopedics at Rush, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. Electronic
address: berickso.24@gmail.com.
2 Midwest Orthopedics at Rush, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
3 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Stanford University, Veterans Administration, Palo Alto,
California, U.S.A.
Abstract
PURPOSE: To determine the trends in SLAP repairs over time, including patient age, and percentage
of SLAP repairs versus other common shoulder arthroscopic procedures.
METHODS: The records of 4 sports or shoulder/elbow fellowship trained orthopedic surgeons were
used to identify the total number of common shoulder arthroscopic cases performed between 2004
and 2014 using current procedural terminology codes (CPT): 29822, 29823, 29826, 29827, 29806,
29807, 29825, and 29828. The number of SLAP repairs (CPT code 29807) as a combined or isolated
procedure were recorded, and the classification of SLAP type was undertaken using operative
reports. Patient age was recorded. Linear regression was used to determine statistical significance.
RESULTS: There were 9,765 patients who underwent arthroscopic shoulder procedures using the
defined CPT codes between 2004 and 2014 by our 4 orthopedic surgeons. Of these, 619 underwent
a SLAP repair (6.3%); average age 31.2 ± 11.9. The age of patients undergoing SLAP repair
significantly decreased over time (P < .001, R (2) = 0.794). Most SLAP repairs were performed on
type II SLAP tears (P = .015, R (2) = 0.503). The percentage of SLAP repairs compared with the total
number of shoulder arthroscopic surgeries and total number of patients who underwent SLAP repair
significantly decreased over time (P < .001, R (2) = 0.832 and P = .002, R (2) = 0.674, respectively).
Conversely, the number and percentage of biceps tenodeses are increasing over time (P = .0024 and
P = .0099, respectively).
CONCLUSIONS: Over the past 10 years, the total number of biceps tenodeses has increased,
whereas the number and relative percentage of SLAP repairs within our practice have decreased.
The average age of patients undergoing SLAP repair is decreasing, and most SLAP repairs are
performed for type II SLAP tears.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Level IV, therapeutic case series.
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Am J Sports Med.2009 May;37(5):929-36. Doi: 10.1177/0363546508330127. E pub 2009 Feb 19.

Arthroscopic treatment of isolated type II SLAP lesions: biceps tenodesis as an alternative
to reinsertion.
BOILEAU P1, PARRATTE S, CHUINARD C, ROUSSANNE Y, Shia D, Bicknell R.
1 Department of Orthopedics and Sports Traumatology, HÔPITAL de l'Archet 2, 151 Route de St
Antoine de Ginestière, 06200 Nice, France. boileau.p@chu-nice.fr
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Overhead athletes report an inconsistent return to their previous level of sport and satisfaction after
arthroscopic SLAP lesion repair.
HYPOTHESIS:
Arthroscopic biceps tenodesis offers a viable alternative to the repair of an isolated type II SLAP
lesion.
STUDY DESIGN:
Cohort study; Level of evidence, 3.
METHODS:
Twenty-five consecutive patients operated for an isolated type II SLAP lesion between 2000 and 2004
were evaluated at a mean of 35 months postoperatively (range, 24-69). Patients with associated
instability, rotator cuff rupture, posterior-superior impingement, or previous shoulder surgery were
excluded. Ten patients (10 men) with an average age of 37 years (range, 19-57) had a SLAP repair
performed with suture anchors. Fifteen patients (9 men and 6 women) with an average age of 52
years (range, 28-64) underwent arthroscopic biceps tenodesis performed with an absorbable
interference screw. Arthroscopic diagnosis and treatment were performed by a single experienced
shoulder surgeon, and all patients were reviewed by an independent examiner.
RESULTS:
In the repair group, the Constant score improved from 65 to 83 points; however, 60% (6 of 10) of the
patients were disappointed because of persistent pain or inability to return to their previous level of
sports participation. In the tenodesis group, the Constant score improved from 59 to 89 points, and
93% (14/15) were satisfied or very satisfied. Thirteen patients (87%) were able to return to their
previous level of sports participation following biceps tenodesis, compared with only 20% (2 of 10)
after SLAP repair (P = .01). Four patients with failed SLAP repairs underwent subsequent biceps
tenodesis, resulting in a successful outcome and a full return to their previous level of sports activity.
CONCLUSION:
Arthroscopic biceps tenodesis can be considered an effective alternative to the repair of a type II
SLAP lesion, allowing patients to return to a pre surgical level of activity and sports participation. The
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results of biceps reinsertion are disappointing compared with biceps tenodesis. Furthermore, biceps
tenodesis may provide a viable alternative for the salvage of a failed SLAP repair. As the age of the 2
treatment groups differed, these findings should be confirmed by future studies.

Arthroscopy: Volume 34, Issue 7, July 2018, Pages 2019-2029

Treatment for Symptomatic SLAP Tears in Middle-Aged Patients Comparing Repair, Biceps
Tenodesis, and Non-operative Approaches: A Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Author links open overlay panel:
ALBIT R.PAOLIB.S.E.A,HEATHER T.GOLDPH.D., M.A.ASIDDHARTH A.MAHUREM.D., M.B.A.ADAVID
H.MAIM.D., M.P.H.ACHRISTOPH A.AGTENM.D.BANDREW S.ROKITOM.D.AMANDEEP S.VIRKM.D.A
Referred to by
Benedict U. NWACHUKWU, Nikhil N. VERMA
Editorial Commentary: Pursuit of Value-Based Care for SLAP Lesions: More Work to Be Done
Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery, Volume 34, Issue 7, July 2018, Pages
2030-2031
Purpose: To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of non-operative management, primary SLAP repair, and
primary biceps TENODESIS for the treatment of symptomatic isolated type II SLAP tear.
Methods
A microsimulation Markov model was constructed to compare 3 strategies for middle-aged patients
with symptomatic type II SLAP tears: SLAP repair, biceps tenodesis, or nonoperative management. A
failed 6-month trial of non-operative treatment was assumed. The principal outcome measure was
the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio in 2017 U.S. dollars using a societal perspective over a 10year time horizon. Treatment effectiveness was expressed in quality-adjusted life-years (QALY).
Model results were compared with estimates from the published literature and were subjected to
sensitivity analyses to evaluate robustness.
Results
Primary biceps tenodesis compared with SLAP repair conferred an increased effectiveness of 0.06
QALY with cost savings of $1,766. Compared with non-operative treatment, both biceps tenodesis
and SLAP repair were cost-effective (incremental cost-effectiveness ratio values of $3,344/QALY
gained and $4,289/QALY gained, respectively). Sensitivity analysis showed that biceps tenodesis was
the preferred strategy in most simulations (52%); however, for SLAP repair to become cost-effective
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over biceps tenodesis, its probability of failure would have to be lower than 2.7% or the cost of
biceps tenodesis would have to be higher than $14,644.
Conclusions: When compared with primary SLAP repair and non-operative treatment, primary biceps
tenodesis is the most cost-effective treatment strategy for type II SLAP tears in middle-aged patients.
Primary biceps tenodesis offers increased effectiveness when compared with both primary SLAP
repair and nonoperative treatment and lower costs than primary SLAP repair.
Level of Evidence Level III, economic decision analysis.
Editorial Commentary: Pursuit of Value-Based Care for SLAP Lesions: More Work to Be Done
Benedict U. NWACHUKWU, M.D., M.B.A., and Nikhil N. VERMA, M.D., Associate Editor Emeritus
Abstract: Type II SLAP tears are considered the most common type of SLAP lesions. However, the
management of type II SLAP tears in middle-aged patients is challenging because recent evidence
suggests that there is a high prevalence of type II SLAP lesions in the asymptomatic middle-aged
shoulder. Treatment options for type II SLAP lesions in middle-aged patients may include biceps
tenodesis, SLAP repair, or non-operative treatment. Value-based research suggests that biceps
tenodesis is the preferred cost-effective treatment modality in middle-aged patients. However, the
treatment of type II SLAP lesions in younger patients is more nuanced, and isolated type II SLAP
lesions in middle-aged patients are a rare, frequently misdiagnosed, and over treated entity. As such,
more work is needed to better understand the health economics of SLAP treatment across different
age groups and activity levels.

Am J Sports Med. 2014 Apr; 42(4):820-5. Doi: 10.1177/0363546513520122. E pub 2014 Feb 11.

The efficacy of biceps TENODESIS in the treatment of failed superior labral anterior
posterior repairs.
[TENODESIS can bail-out failed SLAP repair!!]
McCormick F1, NWACHUKWU BU, Solomon D, Dewing C, GOLIJANIN P, Gross DJ, PROVENCHER MT.
1 CDR Matthew T. PROVENCHER, MC USNR, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical
School, 175 Cambridge Street, Suite 400, Boston, MA 02114, USA. mtprovencher@partners.org.
Erratum in Corrigendum. [Am J Sports Med. 2014]
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The incidence and arthroscopic treatment of superior labral anterior posterior (SLAP) tears have
increased over the past decade. Recent evidence has identified factors associated with poor
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outcomes, including age, overhead activity, and concomitant rotator cuff tears. Biceps tenodesis has
also been suggested as an alternative treatment to repair. Moreover, there are no studies
demonstrating effective treatment strategies for failed type II SLAP repairs.
PURPOSE:
To prospectively evaluate the surgical outcomes of biceps tenodesis for patients who undergo
elected revision surgery after an arthroscopically repaired type II SLAP tear.
STUDY DESIGN: Case series; Level of evidence, 4.
METHODS:
After institutional review board approval, 46 patients who met failure criteria for an arthroscopically
repaired type II SLAP tear elected to undergo open sub-pectoral tenodesis by 2 fellowship-trained
surgeons from 2006 to 2010 at a tertiary care military treatment facility. Objective outcomes were
preoperative and postoperative assessments with the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
(ASES), Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation (SANE), and Western Ontario Shoulder Instability
Index (WOSI) scores and an independent physical examination. Statistical analysis was performed via
analysis of variance.
RESULTS:
Of the 46 patients, 42 completed the study (91% follow-up rate). The mean age of the patients was
39.2 years, 85% were male, and the mean follow-up period was 3.5 years (range, 2.0-6.0 years). The
rate of return to active duty and sports was 81%. There was a clinically and statistically significant
improvement across all outcome assessments after revision surgery (preoperative mean scores: ASES
= 68, SANE = 64, WOSI = 65; postoperative mean scores: ASES = 89, SANE = 84, WOSI = 81) (P < .0001)
and shoulder range of motion (preoperative mean values: forward flexion = 135°, abduction = 125°;
postoperative mean values: forward flexion = 155°, abduction = 155°) (P < .0001). There was 1 case
of transient musculocutaneous nerve NEURAPRAXIA.
CONCLUSION:
Biceps tenodesis is a predictable, safe, and effective treatment for failed arthroscopic SLAP tears at a
minimum 2-year follow-up. Most patients obtained good to excellent outcomes using validated
measures with a significant improvement in range of motion.
KEYWORDS: SLAP; biceps tenodesis; outcome analysis; revision; shoulder

J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2014 Aug; 23(8): e179-84. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2013.11.020. E pub 2013 Dec 12.

Biceps tenodesis is a viable option for salvage of failed SLAP repair.
[TENODESIS can bail-out failed SLAP repair!!]
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Werner BC1, PEHLIVAN HC1, Hart JM1, Lyons ML1, Gilmore CJ1, Garrett CB1, Carson EW1, DIDUCH
DR1, Miller MD1, BROCKMEIER SF2.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, University of Virginia Health System, Charlottesville, VA, USA.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, University of Virginia Health System, Charlottesville, VA, USA.
Electronic address: sfb2e@virginia.edu.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Outcomes of arthroscopic superior labral anterior-posterior (SLAP) repairs have been well reported
with generally favorable outcomes. Unfortunately, a percentage of patients remain dissatisfied or
suffer further injury after SLAP repair and may seek additional treatment. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate the surgical outcomes of biceps tenodesis for failed SLAP repairs.
METHODS:
A retrospective review of all patients undergoing biceps tenodesis was completed. Inclusion criteria
were previous SLAP repair and subsequent revision biceps tenodesis. Exclusion criteria were
additional shoulder procedures including rotator cuff repair, instability procedures, and preoperative
frozen shoulder. Objective outcomes were postoperative assessments with Constant score, American
Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score, Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation, Simple Shoulder Test,
and Veterans RAND 36-Item Health Survey. Physical examination was conducted to determine
postoperative range of motion and strength compared with the non-operative shoulder.
RESULTS:
A cohort of 24 patients was identified, and of these, 17 patients (71%) completed the study at 2
years' follow-up. The average postoperative Constant score was 84.4; American Shoulder and Elbow
Surgeons score, 75.5; Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation score, 73.1%; Simple Shoulder Test
score, 9.2; and Veterans RAND 36-Item Health Survey score, 76.1. Postoperative range of motion of
the operative shoulder returned to near that of the asymptomatic non-operative shoulder. Workers'
compensation status led to inferior results.
CONCLUSIONS:
Options for patients with a failed prior SLAP repair are limited. As a salvage operation for failed SLAP
repair, biceps tenodesis serves most patients well, with favorable outcomes by validated measures
and excellent shoulder range of motion and elbow strength at 2 years' follow-up. Workers'
compensation status may predispose patients to poorer outcomes.
SLAP lesions-treatment options:
• Should we kill it?
• Should we repair it?
Killing Biceps- will there be a problem?
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• Age?
• Altering shoulder biomechanics?
• Baseball players?
• Pitchers?
SLAP lesions-treatment options:
•
•

Do NOT repair!
Surgical indication for throwers (pitchers): further study warranted

Orthopedic J Sports Med.2017 Jul; 5(7 suppl6): 2325967117S00395.
Published online 2017 Jul 31. Doi: 10.1177/2325967117S00395 PMCID: PMC5565030

Biceps Tenodesis vs. Repair for Type II SLAP Tears in Patients under 30 years-old
[Primary biceps TENODESIS provides improved functional results in active patients under 30 when
compared to SLAP repair]
Dominic Van NIELEN, MD, 1 Matthew Wilson, 2 James Hammond, 2 and Patrick Wakefield Joyner, MD2
Abstract
Objectives:
Recent literature has demonstrated good results with biceps tenodesis (BT) following failed SLAP
repair. However, it is still unclear if repair or BT provides better outcomes for treatment of type II
SLAP tears. We hypothesize that treatment of type II SLAP tears with sub pectoral biceps tenodesis vs
SLAP repair improves functional outcomes while providing for shorter rehabilitation times.
Methods:
A retrospective chart review was conducted for patients under 30 who underwent an open sub
pectoral biceps tenodesis or primary SLAP repair performed from Jan 1, 2007, to Jan 1, 2014. Patients
were contacted and asked to fill out a questionnaire over the phone or via email. American Shoulder
and Elbow Score (ASES), visual analog pain scale (VAS), demographics, and subsequent ipsilateral
surgical procedures were collected.
Results:
55 patients underwent primary BT, and 398 patients underwent primary SLAP repair during included
period. 33 BT patients (60%) were successfully contacted, these were age and follow-up matched
with 33 randomly selected SLAP repair patients. Average age was 25.7 and 26.4 for the SLAP and BT
groups, respectively. Follow up averaged 3.5 years for the BT group and 5.1years for the SLAP group.
Two patients in the BT group (6%) had a subsequent ipsilateral procedure compared to 5 in the SLAP
group (15%), OR 2.78 (p=0.24). Average VAS scores (2.2 BT vs 2.8 SLAP) and ASES Scores (80.9 BT vs
71.7 SLAP) were both improved in the patients who underwent BT vs. primary SLAP repair.
Conclusion:
Superior labrum injuries are a common cause for shoulder pain. Our results suggest that primary
biceps tenodesis provides improved functional results in active patients under 30 when compared to
SLAP repair at minimum 2-year follow-up.
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Orthopedics. 2014 Mar; 37(3): e292-7. Doi: 10.3928/01477447-20140225-63.

Arthroscopic biceps TENODESIS compared with repair of isolated type II SLAP lesions in
patients older than 35 years.
[Older than 35 years with an isolated type II SLAP lesion had a shorter postoperative recovery, a
more predictable functional outcome, and a higher rate of satisfaction and return to activity with a
biceps TENODESIS compared with a biceps repair].
DENARD Patrick J, LÄDERMANN A, Parsley BK, Burkhart SS.
Abstract
This study compared arthroscopic biceps tenodesis with biceps repair for isolated type II superior
labrum anterior and posterior (SLAP) lesions in patients older than 35 years. The authors identified
isolated type II SLAP lesions that were surgically managed over a 5-year period. Minimum 2-year
follow-up data were available for 22 patients who underwent biceps repair (repair group) and for 15
patients who underwent a primary biceps tenodesis (tenodesis group). Mean age at surgery was
45.2±5.5 years in the repair group and 52.0±8.0 years in the tenodesis group. In the repair group,
functional outcome improved from baseline to final follow-up using the American Shoulder and
Elbow Surgeons (ASES) (47.5 to 87.4, respectively; P<.0001) and University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA) scores (18.5 to 31.2, respectively; P<.0001). In the tenodesis group, similar findings were
observed for the ASES (43.4 to 89.9, respectively; P<.0001) and UCLA scores (19.0 to 32.7,
respectively; P<.0001). No difference was found in functional outcome between the groups. Full
range of motion recovery was delayed by approximately 3 months in the repair group compared with
the tenodesis group (P=.0631). Two patients in the repair group required a secondary capsular
release. Seventy-seven percent of patients in the repair group and 100% of patients in the tenodesis
group were satisfied and returned to normal activity (P=.0673). In the current study, individuals older
than 35 years with an isolated type II SLAP lesion had a shorter postoperative recovery, a more
predictable functional outcome, and a higher rate of satisfaction and return to activity with a biceps
tenodesis compared with a biceps repair. Based on these observations, biceps tenodesis is preferable
to biceps repair for isolated type II SLAP lesions in non-overhead athletes older than 35 years.

Am J Sports Med.2014 Dec;42(12):2825-36. Doi: 10.1177/0363546514551924. E pub 2014 Oct 17.

Postoperative restoration of upper extremity motion and neuromuscular control during
the overhand pitch: evaluation of tenodesis and repair for superior labral anteriorposterior tears.
[While both BT and SLAP repair can restore physiologic neuromuscular control, pitchers who undergo
SLAP repair may exhibit altered patterns of thoracic rotation when compared with controls and
pitchers who undergo BT].
Chalmers PeterN1, TROMBLEY R2, CIP J3, Monson B2, Forsythe B2, Nicholson GP2, Bush-Joseph
CA2, Cole BJ2, WIMMER MA2, Romeo AA2, VERMA NN2.
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1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois, USA
p.n.chalmers@gmail.com.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
3 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Academic Teaching Hospital LANDESKRANKENHAUS,
FELDKIRCH, Austria.
Abstract
BACKGROUND: Superior labral anterior-posterior (SLAP) tears are a common cause of shoulder pain
and dysfunction in overhand throwers. Treatment outcomes remain unpredictable, with a large
percentage of athletes unable to return to sport. There is considerable debate about the optimal
treatment between debridement, repair, and tenodesis.
HYPOTHESIS: Labral repair more closely restores neuromuscular control and motion during the
overhand pitch than tenodesis of the long head of the biceps.
STUDY DESIGN: Controlled laboratory study.
METHODS: Eighteen pitchers, including 7 uninjured controls, 6 players pitching after SLAP repair,
and 5 players pitching after sub-pectoral biceps tenodesis (BT), underwent simultaneous surface
electromyography measurement at 1500 Hz and motion analysis at 120 Hz with a 14-camera marker
less motion analysis system and high-speed video (120 Hz) to confirm accurate motion tracking.
Patients had undergone surgery at least 1 year previously and had returned to pitching with a
painless shoulder.
RESULTS:
No significant differences were observed in the long head of the biceps muscle, short head of the
biceps muscle, deltoid, infraspinatus, or latissimus activity between controls, patients after SLAP
repair, and patients after BT. The variability from pitch to pitch for each study participant was similar
between groups. Based on visual inspection of the activity time plots, BT appeared to restore the
normal pattern of muscular activation more closely within the long head of the biceps muscle than
did SLAP repair. There were no significant differences between controls and postoperative patients in
the majority of pitching kinematics; however, pitchers after SLAP repair showed significantly altered
patterns of thoracic rotation (P = .034) compared with controls and were significantly less likely to
fall into previously published normal values for lead knee flexion at front foot contact (P = .019).
CONCLUSION:
While both BT and SLAP repair can restore physiologic neuromuscular control, pitchers who undergo
SLAP repair may exhibit altered patterns of thoracic rotation when compared with controls and
pitchers who undergo BT.
CLINICAL RELEVANCE:
While both tenodesis and SLAP repair can restore physiologic neuromuscular control, SLAP repair
may alter pitching biomechanics.
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Clinical Orthopedic Related Research.2012 Jun; 470(6): 1595–1600.
Published online 2012 Mar 1. Doi: 10.1007/s11999-012-2295-6 PMCID: PMC3348316
PMID: 22395873
Return to Play After Type II Superior Labral Anterior-Posterior Lesion Repairs in Athletes: A
Systematic Review
[Only 63% of overhead athletes returned to their previous level of play].
William M. SAYDE, MD, Steven B. Cohen, MD, Michael G. CICCOTTI, MD, and Christopher C. Dodson,
Abstract
Background
Superior labral anterior-posterior (SLAP) lesions are a common cause of pain and disability in
athletes. Individual studies have suggested low patient satisfaction with SLAP repairs in throwing
athletes and it is unclear how frequently athletes return to their previous level of competition.
Questions/purposes
We systematically reviewed the literature to determine (1) patient satisfaction and (2) return to play
at previous level of competition among throwing athletes compared to all athletes who underwent
repair of Type II SLAP tears using various types of fixations.
Methods
We searched databases for English-language articles in peer-reviewed journals from 1950 to 2010
reporting Type II SLAP repairs with 2-year follow up for our systematic review. A total of 506 patients
with Type II SLAP tears were reviewed from 14 studies; of these, 327 had SLAP lesions repaired by
anchor, 169 by tacks, and 10 by staples. Of the 506 patients, 198 were overhead athletes with a
pooled subset of 81 identified baseball players.
Results
For the entire patient population, 83% had “good-to-excellent” patient satisfaction and 73%
returned to their previous level of play whereas only 63% of overhead athletes returned to their
previous level of play. Anchor repair in overhead athletes resulted in a higher percentage of “goodto-excellent” patient satisfaction (88% versus 74%) and a slightly higher return to play rate (63%
versus 57%) compared with tack repair.
Conclusions
Repair of Type II SLAP tears leads to a return to previous level of play in most patients. Overhead
athletes appear to have a lower rate of return to level of previous of play. Anchor fixation appears to
be the most favorable fixation in both subjective scores and return to previous level of play.
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Am J Sports Med.2014 May;42(5):1155-60. Doi: 10.1177/0363546514528096. E pub 2014 Mar 27.

Return to play after treatment of superior labral tears in professional baseball players.
[The rate of return after surgical treatment of SLAP lesions was low for pitchers].
FEDORIW WasylW1, RAMKUMAR P, McCulloch PC, LINTNER DM.
1 David M. LINTNER, Houston Methodist Orthopedics and Sports Medicine, Houston Methodist
Hospital, Smith Tower, 6550 Fannin Street, Suite 2600, Houston, TX 77030, USA.
DLintner@HoustonMethodist.org.
Erratum in Corrigendum. [Am J Sports Med. 2015]
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The published return-to-play (RTP) rates for athletes who have undergone surgical repair of superior
labrum anterior-posterior (SLAP) tears vary widely and are generally accepted to be lower in the
subset of competitive throwers. The efficacy of nonsurgical treatment for this group is unknown.
HYPOTHESIS:
Nonsurgical treatment of SLAP tears in professional baseball players leads to RTP before
consideration of surgical treatment. Incorporating performance statistics and level of competition
will result in lower calculated RTP rates than have been previously reported.
STUDY DESIGN:
Case series; Level of evidence, 4.
METHODS:
A retrospective review of 119 consecutive patients in a single professional baseball organization with
persistent shoulder pain that limited the ability to compete was performed. Sixty-eight patients had
magnetic resonance imaging-documented SLAP lesions. All patients had failed 1 attempt at
rehabilitation but had continued with supervised physical therapy. Treatment was according to an
algorithm focusing on the correction of scapular dyskinesia and posterior capsular contracture with
glen humeral internal rotation deficit (GIRD), followed by pain-free return to throwing. Those who
failed 2 cycles of nonsurgical treatment were treated surgically. Success was defined by 2 different
standards: (1) RTP, in accordance with previous studies; and (2) a more stringent standard of return
to the same level/quality of professional competition (A, AA, AAA, etc.) with the incorporation of a
return to preinjury individual performance statistics (earned run average, walks plus hits per inning
pitched), termed "return to prior performance" (RPP).
RESULTS:
Sixty-eight athletes were identified with SLAP lesions. Twenty-one pitchers successfully completed
the nonsurgical algorithm and attempted a return. Their RTP rate was 40%, and their RPP rate was
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22%. The RTP rate for 27 pitchers who underwent 30 procedures was 48%, and the RPP rate was 7%.
For 10 position players treated none surgically, the RTP rate was 39%, and the RPP rate was 26%. The
RTP rate for 13 position players who underwent 15 procedures was 85%, with an RPP rate of 54%.
CONCLUSION:
Nonsurgical treatment correcting scapular dyskinesia and GIRD had a reasonable success rate in
professional baseball players with painful shoulders and documented SLAP lesions. The rate of return
after surgical treatment of SLAP lesions was low for pitchers. The RTP and RPP rates were higher for
position players than for pitchers. Nonsurgical treatment should be considered for professional
baseball players with documented SLAP lesions, as it can lead to acceptable RTP and RPP rates.

-Debate #2 A specific baseball pitcher pathology? Repair: Joshua Dines 5’ (Hospital for
Special Surgery)

disclosure: consultant-Arthrex, Trice; Royalties -CONMED LINVATEC
-no surgery/SHAM surgery:
British journal of Sports Medicine:

Sham surgery versus labral repair or biceps TENODESIS for type II SLAP lesions of the
shoulder: a three-armed randomized clinical trial
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CECILIE PIENE Schrøder1,
ØYSTEIN Skare1,
Olav Reikerås2,3,
PETTER Mowinckel2,
Jens Ivar Brox2,3
Abstract
Background Labral repair and biceps tenodesis are routine operations for superior labrum anterior
posterior (SLAP) lesion of the shoulder, but evidence of their efficacy is lacking. We evaluated the
effect of labral repair, biceps tenodesis and sham surgery on SLAP lesions.
Methods A double-blind, sham-controlled trial was conducted with 118 surgical candidates (mean
age 40 years), with patient history, clinical symptoms and MRI arthrography indicating an isolated
type II SLAP lesion. Patients were randomly assigned to either labral repair (n=40), biceps tenodesis
(n=39) or sham surgery (n=39) if arthroscopy revealed an isolated SLAP II lesion. Primary outcomes at
6 and 24 months were clinical Rowe score ranging from 0 to 100 (best possible) and Western Ontario
Shoulder Instability Index (WOSI) ranging from 0 (best possible) to 2100. Secondary outcomes were
Oxford Instability Shoulder Score, change in main symptoms, Euro Quoll (EQ-5D and EQ-VAS), patient
satisfaction and complications.
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Results There were no significant between-group differences at any follow-up in any outcome.
Between-group differences in Rowe scores at 2 years were: biceps tenodesis versus labral repair: 1.0
(95% CI −5.4 to 7.4), p=0.76; biceps tenodesis versus sham surgery: 1.6 (95% CI −5.0 to 8.1), p=0.64;
and labral repair versus sham surgery: 0.6 (95% CI −5.9 to 7.0), p=0.86. Similar results—no
differences between groups—were found for WOSI scores. Postoperative stiffness occurred in five
patients after labral repair and in four patients after tenodesis.
Conclusion Neither labral repair nor biceps tenodesis had any significant clinical benefit over sham
surgery for patients with SLAP II lesions in the population studied.
-next he posted same article as Jiang before (see Jiang lecture)

•

Arthroscopic treatment of isolated type II SLAP lesions: biceps tenodesis as an
alternative to reinsertion.

-next he posted:

Arthroscopy. 2012 Apr; 28(4):451-7. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2011.09.005. E pub 2012 Jan 21.

Long-term outcome after arthroscopic repair of type II SLAP lesions: results according to
age and workers' compensation status.
DENARD PJ1, LÄDERMANN A, AND BURKHART SS.
1 The San Antonio Orthopedic Group, San Antonio, Texas, USA.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this study was to determine the long-term functional outcome of anatomic
arthroscopic repair of type II SLAP lesions with suture anchors.
METHODS:
We examined all arthroscopic repairs of isolated type II SLAP lesions from January 2002 through
December 2007. Fifty-five patients were available for long-term follow-up at a mean of 77 months.
The mean patient age at the time of surgery was 39.7 years (range, 17 to 65 years); 23 patients were
aged younger than 40 years, and 32 patients were aged 40 years or older. Fourteen cases involved
Workers' Compensation claims.
RESULTS:
Overall, functional outcome was improved from baseline compared with final follow-up for both
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons scores (44.1 points v 86.2 points, P < .001) and University of
California, Los Angeles scores (19.1 points v 31.2 points, P < .001). According to the University of
California, Los Angeles grading system, 87% of cases had good or excellent results. Although the
percentage of good and excellent results among patients aged 40 years or older (81%) was lower
than that among patients aged younger than 40 years (97%), this difference did not reach statistical
significance (P = .219). The percentage of good and excellent results among the non-Workers'
Compensation cases (95%) was significantly higher than that in Workers' Compensation cases (65%)
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(P = .009). Overall, patient satisfaction was reported in 91% of cases, and return to normal sport or
activity was reported in 82% of cases.
CONCLUSIONS:
In 87% of cases, a good or excellent functional outcome can be anticipated after arthroscopic repair
of type II SLAP lesions with the described techniques. Variables associated with a poor outcome
include Workers' Compensation cases and possibly older age (≥40 years).
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Level IV, therapeutic case series.
Arthroscopy. 2018 Mar; 34(3):747-751. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2017.08.251. E pub 2017 Nov 13.

Incidence and Return to Play After Biceps Tenodesis in Professional Baseball Players.
[17 professional baseball players; RTP after BT was 35%-pitchers have only a 17% rate of RTP;
without a concomitant reconstructive procedure was 44% RTP]
Chalmers PN1, Erickson BJ2, VERMA NN2, D'Angelo J3, Romeo AA2.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A. Electronic
address: p.n.chalmers@gmail.com.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
3 Commissioner's Office, Major League Baseball, New York, New York, U.S.A.
Abstract
PURPOSE:
To determine return to play (RTP) rates after biceps tenodesis (BT) in professional baseball players.
METHODS:
Major League Baseball has maintained a prospective database containing all major and minor league
baseball players who have undergone shoulder surgery since 2010. All players who had undergone
BT were included. Minimum follow-up was 24 months, and thus we included data from 2010 to 2013.
Using this database, we determined the incidence, demographics, prior surgery history, concomitant
procedures, RTP rates, and time to RTP.
RESULTS:
Between 2010 and 2013, 17 professional baseball players underwent BT. Seventy-one percent of the
17 were pitchers, and 29% of the 17 were in the major league. Forty-seven percent of the 17 had a
history of a prior shoulder surgery and 47% of the 17 underwent concomitant labral repair. For all
players, RTP after BT was 35%, whereas RTP after BT without a concomitant reconstructive
procedure was 44% in 10 ± 6 months, and 25% for those who underwent both BT and a concomitant
reconstructive procedure (P = .620). All players who RTP were able to return to at least 20 games at
their preoperative level of play. Return to professional play was 80% among position players and 17%
among pitchers (P = .028). For those pitchers who RTP, performance was not statistically changed.
CONCLUSIONS:
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Professional baseball players who undergo BT have a 35% rate of return to their prior level of play.
Whereas pitchers have only a 17% rate of RTP, position players have an 80% rate of RTP. Of those
who returned, all returned to their prior level of play. The pitchers who returned had no significant
change in performance statistics.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Level IV, therapeutic study, a case series.
-TREATMENT CONTROVERSY; superior labrum important to both transitional and rotational stability
of the GH joint (anatomic SLAP repair vs BT Tenodesis)
-CAUSE OF FAILURE:
•

TECHNICAL-over constrained biceps and/or capsular ligaments; additional capsular plication
unnecessary -prominent– implants-suture abrasion and knot irritation

•

FAILURE TO TREAT CO EXISTING PATHOLOGY

•

POOR PATIENT SELECTION

-how do we know which SLAP to fix? (The good, the bad and the ugly)

-GOOD-purposeful beneficial adaptation allowing greater labral mobility, for AB, ABER, velocity, and
performance. Ignore or debride the GOOD SLAP

-BAD-Pathologic process causing transitional and rotational micro instability, pain, and lost
performance. Fix the BAD SLAP
-good or bad SLAP? GOOD: pattern type I or posterior type II, good tissue, Chronic, smooth
compensated margins. Labrum rolls back on ABER but BT stable
Bad: positive DLS test- Dynamic Labral Shear Test for SLAP Lesion, modified O’Brien test. No biceps
tunnel pain. Pattern anterior type II or type III, IV. Acute, raged, or disrupted margins. Labrum rolls
back on ABER but BT unstable. Rotator cuff tear
The UGLY: superior and posterior suture knots cause Rotator cuff injury after SLAP repair!
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Old SLAP method:
• Trans-tendinous cannulas
• Superior capsule injury
• Anterior suture
• Bicep’s tendon strangulation
• Hard prominent suture knots
Current SLAP method:
• Percutaneous kit
• MENISCOID rim debridement
• Anterior repair for instability only
• No BT cross-over
• No knots
CONCLUSION:
• SLAP repair has gotten a bad name
• Need to fix the BAD one with the appropriate, knotless technique
• Biceps TENODESIS for biceps tendon lesion and SLAP tears in older patients

-Sham surgery works too! CECILIE PIENE SCHRÖDER 5’ (address of lecture: What’s the story
of the treatment of SLAP II lesion)

No randomized trials, few prospective studies:
•
•

Good to excellent result:
40 to 94%
Returned to previous level of sports:
20 to 94%
(Gorantla et all, 2010; HURI, McFarland et all, 2014)

Increasing incidence in repairs past 10 years, especially in middle aged and elderly (Vogel et
all, J Shoulder Elbow Surgery 2014; Weber et all, Am J Sports Med 2012)

The incidence of repair is associated with significant rate of complication and poor
outcomes (Weber et all, Am J Sports Med 2010, Katz et all, Am J Sports Med 2009)
Biceps TENODESIS may represent a viable treatment for SLAP repair because of high failure
rate of SLAP repair (Gorantla et all, 2010; HURI, McFarland et all, 2014)
N° & % of SLAP repair has decreased, the age undergoing repair has decreased, while
biceps TENODESIS is increasing (Erikson BJ et all, Arthroscopy, 2015)
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Arthroscopy. 2012 Nov; 28(11):1601-7. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2012.02.025. E pub 2012 May 19.

Long-term results after SLAP repair: a 5-year follow-up study of 107 patients with
comparison of patients aged over and under 40 years.
[Was no significant difference in the results for patients aged 40 years or older and those aged under
40 years].
SCHRØDER CP1, SKARE O, GJENGEDAL E, UPPHEIM G, REIKERÅS O, BROX JI.
1 Orthopedic Department, LOVISENBERG DEACONAL Hospital, Oslo, Norway. cecilie.schroder@lds.no
Abstract
PURPOSE:
The aims of this prospective cohort study were to assess the long-term results after isolated superior
labral repair and to determine whether the results were associated with age.
METHODS:
One hundred seven patients underwent repair of isolated SLAP tears. There were 36 women and 71
men with a mean age of 43.8 years (range, 20 to 68 years). Mean follow-up was 5.3 years (range, 4 to
8 years). Of the patients, 62 (57.9%) were aged 40 years or older. Follow-up examinations were
performed by an independent examiner; 102 patients (95.3%) had a 5-year follow-up.
RESULTS:
The Rowe score improved from 62.8 (SD, 11.4) preoperatively to 92.1 (SD, 13.5) at follow-up (P <
.001). Satisfaction was rated excellent/good for 90 patients (88%) at 5 years. There was no significant
difference in the results for patients aged 40 years or older and those aged under 40 years. Difficulty
with postoperative stiffness and pain was reported by 14 patients (13.1%).
CONCLUSIONS:
Our results suggest that long-term outcomes after isolated labral repair for SLAP lesions are good and
independent of age. Postoperative stiffness was registered in 13.1% of the patients.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Level IV, therapeutic case series.
-We originally designed a two-armed study comparing labral repair and biceps tenodesis, but were
challenged by critics in our group asking how we could know that it wasn’t just the FTH, natural
course or regression to the mean that could explain our results-and that we should include a placebo
arm
-we designed a prospective, double-blinded, sham-controlled trail

Design, patient, and outcome:
•
•
•

Approval from the ethics committee, study registered in CLIN. Gov.
Inclusion from January 2008 to January 2014
118 P, age 40,1 Y (18-60)
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•
•

No difference in base line characteristic
Validated outcome measure for SLAP lesion (ROWE, WOSI, OISS) (SKARE et all, JSES, 2011,
BMC Research Notes, 2013)
• The P where informed that if they were not satisfied with their shoulder function at 6M, the
blinding could be unfolded
• All P received standardized, but individually adjusted FTH
-adjusted between group difference (age, gender, base line score, trauma, manual work and time):
• No significant difference except base line score and time, p=0,001
-prolonged post-operative stiffness:
• Labral repair 5
• BT
4
• Sham
1
Reoperation (from 6 M to 2Y post OP; N=24):
Labral repair
Sham

12

Biceps
tenodesis
2

AC joint
resection
-

Biceps
3
1
tenodesis
Labral repair
3
1
25/39 (64%) of P in the sham group were satisfied
excellent
19
25

good
12 (84%)
9 (89%)

fair
6
1

poor
0
3

Capsular
release
-

Total

2

14 crossed
over
6

-

4

total
37
38

EQ-5 VAS
77,3
80

Sham
Biceps
TENODESIS
Labral
23
6 (83%)
5
1
35
81,9
repair
CONCLUSION:
• There is significant improvement for all groups, both for objective and subjective scores
• No significant difference between the three treatment groups (intention to treat or Per
Protocol)
• The groups are not large enough to perform sub-group analysis and further studies are
needed to establish whether younger and more active P will receive greater benefit from
operative than non-operative treatment
-POSTEROSUPERIOR GLENOID IMPINGEMENT Chairman: Jiang
-Clinical case presentation Europe (Handball) NEYTON 5’
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Posterior-superior glenoid impingement – Handball player:
• 34 Y old female
• Handball 2nd division
• Pain since 10 Y, Last 2 Y ++
• right dominant
Physical exam:

Expectation:
pain relief, return to play if possible

• AAE 170°
-ABD ER: max pain
• ER1 40°
-Relocation test +(pain)
• ER2 90°
-No Apprehension (ant or post)
• IR TH 10
- I.A. injection: better for 3 months
• JOBE negative
-ER1 and ER2 weakness and pain
• No lag sign
- <<slight>> atrophy of IS fossa
-show RTG: normal; CT-A: partial articular tear of SSP and ISP atrophy, minimal posterior LABRUM
lesion, No Bankart, minimal Bone Spur on post GLENOID (if he wouldn’t point out with arrow I’d not
notice)
-show SCOPE picture: minimal fraying of SSP-he did debridement and repair. Post LABRUM- frayinghe did GLENOPLASTY/ and shaving
-Question-how to treat? Answer from panel:
• JIANG: fix RC
• DINES: fix RC
• SCHRÖDER: fix RC
• GODENÈCHE: fix RC
-results at 2Y FU:
•
•
•
•

Return to Handball
Took 1 Y to go back
Inferior level (but competition)
CS 76 points, VAS 2

-Clinical case presentation US (Pitcher) J. Dines 5’ (name of lecture: Internal Impingement

in Pitcher)
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Models of Internal Impingement:
• Physiological Contact:
(WALCH, HALBRECHT)
• Primary Capsular Laxity: (F. JOBE, C. JOBE)
• Retroversion loss:
(RIAND)
• Scapular Dyskinesis:
(KIBLER)
• Peel-Back/:
(MORGAN, BURKHART)
Models of Internal Impingement:
SKIN RUSH THEORY (RYU):
• Many different causes for same problem
• Understand potential causes
• Systematic algorithm to make diagnosis
• Appropriate management
Hyper angulation/ hyper ER →MICROTRAUMA↔ muscle weakness/ Scapular Dyskinesis
Thrower dysplasia ↔ MICROTRAUMA; IR Deficit → Impingement → SLAP, RC tear, Biceps
Tendinopathy, Capsular injury → Instability
Case presentation -History:
•
•
•
•
•

27 Y RHD proffesional pitcher
Previous LHB tenodesis 2Y earlyer
Return to pitch 1 full Y
Ant/post shoulder pain during and after pitching beginning in early spring training
MRI: RC Tendinosis
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Case presentation -Exam:
•
•

No focal atrophy
PROM:
AROM:
R-ext. rot in scaption 105°
R with painful catching sensation on elevation
R-int. rot in scaption 30°
in scapular plane between 60°-90°
L-ext. rot in scaption 95°
L- int. rot in scaption 60°
• + Relocation, + Speed
• + O’Brien, + NEER & Hawkins
• Mild weakness and pain with resisted ER
Done MRI-not much, repeat MRI-A: articular sided cuff tear
Surgical decision making: when to debride vs fix? Guidelines for treatment:
If 25% to 50% of cuff is torn: DEBRIDE.
If delaminated >1cm: INTRATENDINOUS repair
If 50-75% of cuff is torn with ER/SSP weakness and pain: articular sided repair to cable footprint
If more than 75% of cuff is torn and remaining tissue poor quality: complete and repair both laminae
(based on work by Neal ElAttrache and John Conway)
Preliminary result CONWAY: 2Y FU, 8/11 (73%) play 1Y, average time to return to play 1Y

-Para-labral cysts: isolated labral repair CECILIE PIENE SCHRÖDER 5’ (name of lecture:
Clinical and Radiological Consequences of Para labral Cysts of the Shoulder)

SPINOGLENOID cysts:
Suprascapular nerve: lies approximately 1,8 cm from the upper Glenoid rim (BIGLIANI 1990)
• SSP muscle
• AC joint
• ISP muscle
• Posterior capsule and T Minor muscle (Van LANZ et all, 1959)
SYMPTOMS:
•
•
•
•

Chronic posterior shoulder pain, reduced force for ABD and ER
Neuropathic pain caused by compression of the nerve
Atrophy of the ISP +- SSP/T Minor muscle
Tenderness on palpation of the same muscle
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Skeletal Radio. 2008 May;37(5):397-404. Doi: 10.1007/s00256-007-0409-0. E. pub 2007 Nov 16.

MRI appearance of muscle denervation. Kamath S1, VENKATANARASIMHA N, Walsh MA, Hughes
PM.
Abstract
Muscle denervation results from a variety of causes including trauma, neoplasia, neuropathies,
infections, autoimmune processes, and vasculitis. Traditionally, the diagnosis of muscle denervation
was based on clinical examination and electromyography. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers a
distinct advantage over electromyography, not only in diagnosing muscle denervation, but also in
determining its etiology. MRI demonstrates characteristic signal intensity patterns depending on the
stage of muscle denervation. The acute and sub acutely denervated muscle shows a high signal
intensity pattern on fluid sensitive sequences and normal signal intensity on T1-weighted MRI
images. In chronic denervation, muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration demonstrate high signal
changes on T1-weighted sequences in association with volume loss. The purpose of this review is to
summaries the MRI appearance of denervated muscle, with special emphasis on the signal intensity
patterns in acute and subacute muscle denervation.

Tabele1. Summary of MRI appearance of muscle denervation at various stage and correspondent
histological features (Skeletal Radio. 2008 May-author: S. Kamath)
Temporal stage (approximate
Histological features of
MRI features; signal changes within
time)
denervated muscle
the muscle
Acute (<1month)
Edema like
T1-weighted normal
T2- weighted increased
STIRincreased
Subacute (1-6 months)

Further increase in
extracellular water

T1+contrast +/- Enhancement
T1- weighted normal/decreased
T2- weighted
increased
STIRincreased/decreased

Chronic (>6 months)

Progressive fatty infiltration,
atrophy with loss of fluid from
the intra and extracellular
space
Extensive fatty infiltration

T1+contrast +/- Enhancement
T1- weighted increased
T2- weighted increased
STIRdecreased
T1+contrast No Enhancement

MRI findings: edema and atrophy of ISP muscle; ISP and T Minor edema & atrophy
Background: the cysts may be hard to detached arthroscopically. If the labral defect is repaired and
the valve closed, will the cysts resolve without decompression?
J Bone Joint Surg Am.2008 Mar;90(3):523-30. Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.F.01534.

Treatment of labral tears with associated spin glenoid cysts without cyst decompression.
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(42 P, from 1998-2005, MRI controlled, 35 M and 7F, mean age 43Y (23-68) In 37 (88%) of the 42P
patients, the cysts had resolved completely)
Schroder CP1, SKARE O, STIRIS M, GJENGEDAL E, UPPHEIM G, BROX JI.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, LOVISENBERG DEACONAL Hospital, LOVISENBERGGT 17, 0440
Oslo, Norway. cecilie.schroder@lds.no
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The treatment of symptomatic spin glenoid cysts has varied from observation, needle aspiration, and
open excision to arthroscopic decompression. The purpose of the present study was to prospectively
assess whether labral repair alone would lead to cyst resolution and pain relief.
METHODS:
Forty-two patients with a posterosuperior labral tear and a ganglion cyst at the spin glenoid notch
were treated with arthroscopic debridement of the glenoid rim and labral repair, either with a
resorbable tack or a suture anchor. Patients ranged in age from twenty-three to sixty-eight years.
Seven patients had clinical and/or radiographic evidence of atrophy of the infraspinatus muscle; one
had atrophy of both the infraspinatus and the teres minor muscles, while two had atrophy of the
teres minor muscle. All patients had postoperative magnetic resonance imaging performed twice, at
an average of fifteen months and again at an average of forty-three months postoperatively. The
clinical outcome, including the Rowe score, was assessed for all patients at a median of forty-three
months postoperatively.
RESULTS:
In thirty-seven (88%) of the forty-two patients, the cysts had resolved completely. In five patients, a
cyst was still present but with a clear reduction in size. These five patients had remission of pain and
were satisfied with the shoulder function. Three patients with preoperative muscular atrophy
without fatty infiltration regained normal appearing muscle, while the seven with preoperative fatty
changes continued to demonstrate those changes postoperatively. The median Rowe score improved
from 61.5 points preoperatively to 98.0 points at the time of follow-up. Thirty-one patients assessed
the result of treatment as excellent; nine, as good; and two, as fair.
CONCLUSIONS:
Most SPINOGLENOID cysts resolve, and patient satisfaction can be expected to be high after labral
fixation without cyst decompression.
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Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Volume 21, Issue 11, November 2012, Pages 1456-1463
Shoulder

Ganglion cyst of the SPINOGLENOID notch: comparison between SLAP repair alone and
SLAP repair with cyst decompression
(-decompression is unnecessary)
Author links open overlay panel Doo-Sup Kim MD, PhD HYEUN-Kook Park MD, Jang-HEE Park, MD
Won-SIK Yoon, MD
Show more https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jse.2012.01.013 Get rights and content

Background
Some authors have described the ganglion cyst of the SPINOGLENOIDAL notch as related to
repetitive overhead activities and labral tear caused by trauma, while others have explained lesions
of the capsule labral complex and ganglion cysts to have separate pathologies. The purpose of this
study is to compare clinical and radiological outcomes between 2 groups: 1 with superior labrum
anterior and posterior (SLAP) repair only and the other with SLAP repair and cyst decompression
prospectively.
Materials and methods
From August 2000 to March 2007, 28 patients matching the inclusion criteria were selected for the
study. They were divided into 2 groups: 1 who received SLAP repair and the other with concomitant
SLAP repair and cyst decompression. A visual analogue scale (VAS) and Rowe and Constant scores
were used to make evaluation. Preoperative magnetic resonance images (MRIs) of 2 patient groups
were compared with 2 follow-up MRIs taken 3 months after the operation and at final follow-up.
Results
Mean VAS and Constant and Rowe scores in groups I and II improved significantly from mean
preoperative score compared to last follow-up score; however, there was no statistically significant
difference between the 2 groups (P > .05). Preoperative MRI and arthroscopy revealed type II SLAP
lesions and a type V lesion, respectively, as accompanying lesions in 24 cases.
Conclusion
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The hypothesis stating 1-way valve mechanism of SLAP lesion as an initial cause of ganglion cysts has
been proved indirectly in this study. Furthermore, direct decompression of the cyst does not lead to
different results.
J Shoulder Elbow Surg.2018 Jul;27(7):1283-1289. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2017.12.022. E pub 2018 Feb 13.

PARALABRAL cysts of the shoulder treated with isolated labral repair: effect on pain and
radiologic findings.
SCHRØDER CP1, LUNDGREEN K2, KVAKESTAD R3.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, LOVISENBERG Diaconal Hospital, Oslo, Norway. Electronic
address: CeciliePiene.Schroder@lds.no.
2 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, LOVISENBERG Diaconal Hospital, Oslo, Norway.
3 Department of Radiology, LOVISENBERG Diaconal Hospital, Oslo, Norway.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Para labral cysts emanating from posterosuperior labral tears may compress the suprascapular nerve
and induce neuropathy. This study prospectively assessed patients with labral tears and symptomatic
para labral cysts treated with isolated labral repair. Pain relief, time to cyst resolution, reversibility of
muscular edema, atrophy, fatty infiltration, and bone erosion were evaluated.
METHODS:
Forty-seven patients with symptomatic posterosuperior para labral cysts were treated with isolated
labral repair. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was repeated 6 and 12 weeks postoperatively or
until cyst resolution. In a subgroup of 15 patients, MRI was performed the day before the operation,
the first postoperative day, and at 2 weeks.
RESULTS:
Median cyst size was 6.8 cm3 (range, 2.1-88.9; standard deviation [SD], 18.3 cm3). Preoperatively, 20
patients (43%) presented clinical muscle atrophy and radiologic edema on MRI, 8 had fatty
infiltration, and 3 presented bony scapular erosion caused by cyst compression. Median time to cyst
resolution and regression of muscular edema was 11 weeks (range, 3-20; SD, 8.8 weeks) and 14
weeks (range, 3-52; SD 10.6 weeks), respectively. Preoperative fatty infiltration grade I and II of the
supraspinatus and infraspinatus muscles was reduced in two patients. Bony erosions remodeled after
cyst resolution. Mean pain ratings (1-10 scale) improved from 7.7 (SD, 1.8) to 1.3 (SD, 1.3; 95%
confidence interval of difference, 5.5-6.8; P < .001).
CONCLUSION: Labral repair leads to significant pain relief with cyst resolution within 2 to 3 months
in most patients. Secondary muscle pathology (i.e., edema, atrophy and fatty infiltration) may
partially or completely reversed. Bony erosion caused by cyst compression may be remodeled after
cyst resolution.
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-CONCLUSION:
• The cysts in not drained by the glenoid debridement
• Labral repair will lead to cysts resolution in most Patient within 2 to 3 months post OP
• P with muscular edema on MRI pre-OP have a good prognosis for regaining normal muscle
• FI pre-OP are in some cases reversible
• Scapular bone erosion caused by cysts compression can be resolved when the cysts has
resolved, eliminating the need for bone grafting
Discussion 10’ DINES/NEYTON/FUNK/Participant:
L LAFOSSE: AC joint stiffness should be treated. Look for Scapula-Thoracic motion and treat it
Buddy SAVOIE: high level standard of expectation-return to same level to play, if no-failure
Buddy SAVOIE: key to SLAP is micro instability-do good exam! type SLAP II-post-sup lesion is hard to
see on MRI
09:50-10:30 AM

WHY DO WE NEVER SPEAK ABOUT SCAPULA? Chairman: Paolo PALADINI (CERVESI
Hospital-Cattolica-Italy)

Scapular movement: is a composite of three motions-upward/downward rotation around a
horizontal axis perpendicular to the plane of scapula, internal/external rotation around a vertical axis
through the plane of the scapula and anterior/posterior tilt around a horizontal axis in the plane of
scapula
Scapular problem: two primary type-winging and dysrhythmias.
Two different features-static and dynamic

Scapular winging: anatomical review, diagnosis, and treatments; Ryan M. Martin and David E.
Fish; Cur. Rev Musculoskeletal Med 1, 1–11 (2008). https://doi.org/10.1007/s12178-007-9000-5
[commonest cause of scapular winging is serratus anterior paralysis, a dysfunction attributed to
traumatic, non-traumatic, and idiopathic lesions of the long thoracic nerve. Reported causes of nontraumatic injury to the long thoracic nerve include viral illness (influenza; tonsillitis-bronchitis;
poliomyelitis), allergic-drug reactions, drug overdose, toxic exposure (herbicides and tetanus
antitoxin, muscular dystrophy-facioscapulohumeral dystrophy, C7 radiculopathy, and aortic
coarctation]
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Abstract
Scapular winging is a rare debilitating condition that leads to limited functional activity of the upper
extremity. It is the result of numerous causes, including traumatic, iatrogenic, and idiopathic
processes that most often result in nerve injury and paralysis of either the serratus anterior,
trapezius, or rhomboid muscles. Diagnosis is easily made upon visible inspection of the scapula, with
serratus anterior paralysis resulting in medial winging of the scapula. This is in contrast to the lateral
winging generated by trapezius and rhomboid paralysis. Most cases of serratus anterior paralysis
spontaneously resolve within 24 months, while conservative treatment of trapezius paralysis is less
effective. A conservative course of treatment is usually followed for rhomboid paralysis. To allow
time for spontaneous recovery, a 6–24-month course of conservative treatment is often
recommended, after which if there is no recovery, patients become candidates for corrective
surgery.
Keywords: Scapular winging, Serratus anterior, Trapezius, Rhomboid, Long thoracic nerve
Introduction
Scapular winging is a rare, but potentially debilitating condition that can affect the ability to lift, pull,
and push heavy objects, as well as to perform daily activities of living, such as brushing one’s hair and
teeth and carrying grocery bags [1]. Cosmetically, some patients may be distressed by pronounced
winging [2]. Disrupting scapulohumeral rhythm, scapular winging contributes to loss of power and
limited flexion and abduction of the upper extremity and can be a source of considerable pain [3–8].
A condition due to several etiologies, most cases are due to lesions of the long thoracic and spinal
accessory nerves that innervate the serratus anterior and trapezius muscles, respectively. Rarely, it
may also be due to a lesion to the dorsal scapular nerve that innervates the rhomboid muscles. These
scapular muscles (Fig. 1) contribute to keeping the medial border of the scapula protracted against
the posterior thoracic wall, and denervation or paralysis of any of these muscles results in the
winging of the medial border of the scapula as it lifts off the thoracic wall. In addition, the scapula
may translate medially or laterally along the posterior thoracic wall due to unopposed muscle
contraction of the other functioning scapular muscles, a distinction known as medial (serratus
anterior paralysis) or lateral (trapezius or rhomboid paralysis) winging (Table 1). Scapular winging
may present in a variety of clinical contexts, and may be due to traumatic- or sports-related injury
[2, 4, 5, 8–22], iatrogenic injury [1, 2, 12, 15, 16, 19, 23–27], or spontaneous in nature [6–8, 11, 27–
30]. Here we discuss incidence and demographics, pertinent anatomy, the nature of the injury,
diagnostic tests, and treatment options for scapular winging due to serratus anterior, trapezius, and
rhomboid muscle paralysis.
Etiology
Serratus anterior palsy
The commonest cause of scapular winging is serratus anterior paralysis, a dysfunction attributed to
traumatic [2, 4, 8, 9, 11], non-traumatic [6, 8, 11, 28, 41, 51–53], and idiopathic [6, 8, 11, 28–30]
lesions of the long thoracic nerve. Reported causes of non-traumatic injury to the long thoracic nerve
include viral illness (influenza [11]; tonsillitis-bronchitis [6, 28]; poliomyelitis [6]), allergic-drug
reactions [28], drug overdose [11], toxic exposure (herbicides and tetanus antitoxin [28]), muscular
dystrophy-facioscapulohumeral dystrophy [41, 54–56], C7 radiculopathy [52], and aortic coarctation
[6].
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Most trauma-induced long thoracic nerve injury are neurapraxias as a result of blunt trauma
[4, 8, 9, 11], such as sudden depression of the shoulder girdle [9] or unusual twisting of the neck and
shoulder [4]. Trauma may also be due to repetitive movements, as seen in athletics [4, 13] and
house-hold activities such as hedge-clipping [11], digging [11], car washing [57], or prolonged lying in
bed with the arms abducted and propping up the head to read [7]. In addition, long thoracic nerve
palsy may be due to direct mechanical pressure by an inflamed and enlarged sub coracoid or
subscapular bursa along the pathway of the nerve [58]. Long thoracic nerve injury may also be
iatrogenic as consequence of chiropractic manipulation [26], the use of a single axillary crutch [59],
mastectomies with axillary node dissection [1, 25], scalenectomies [1], surgical treatment of
spontaneous pneumothorax [1], and post-general anesthesia for various clinical reasons [1, 2].
Electrical shock may also cause long thoracic nerve palsy [40].
Although the association between serratus anterior paralysis and trauma is well established, there is
no consensus of exactly how trauma injures the long thoracic nerve. Initial hypotheses were linked to
the observation that the fifth and sixth cervical branches of the long thoracic nerve pass through the
substance of the scalenus Medius muscle, suggesting that spasms of this muscle could block
conduction through the long thoracic nerve [32]. This hypothesis is unlikely, though, as the nerve to
the unaffected rhomboids also.
-Snapping scapula is characterized by symptomatic crepitus between scapula and the chest wall.
Crepitation: clearly reproducible, generally audible, palpable
When surgical treatment? -when conservative fails; open or arthroscopic
Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery ,Volume 22, Issue 7, July 2006, Pages
755-761

Arthroscopic Management of the Painful Snapping Scapula
Author: EYIYEMI O. Pearse M.A., F.R.C.S.(Orth)a, Juan Bruguera M. D. b Samir N. MASSOUD
F.R.C.S.I.(Orth) a ,Giuseppe Sforza M. D. a ,Stephen A. Copeland F. R. C. S. a ,OFER Levy M.D.,
M.Ch.(Orth)a
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arthro.2006.04.079Get rights and content
[In the absence of a definable anatomic abnormality arthroscopic bursectomy for the painful
snapping scapula can result in satisfactory outcomes in approximately 70% of patients.]
Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate the results of the arthroscopic management of the
snapping scapula syndrome. Type of Study: Case series. Methods: Thirteen patients underwent
surgery for painful scapular snapping that had not responded to adequate conservative treatment.
They had no evidence of anatomic abnormalities on plain radiographs. All patients
underwent bursectomy and resection of bands of fibrous tissue at the superomedial angle. Bone was
resected from the superomedial angle only if it appeared to be prominent during arthroscopy. This
occurred in 3 cases. The patients’ outcomes were assessed subjectively by their ability to return to
work and their return to leisure, as well as the Constant score. Results: At the time of follow-up, 9
patients (69%) reported an improvement in their symptoms. Their median Constant score was 87
(range, 95 to 58). Four patients felt that their symptoms were unchanged or worse. Their median
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Constant score was 55 (range, 66 to 32). Of 9 employed patients, 8 returned to their previous
careers. This group included 2 patients with physically demanding jobs. Of 9 patients who played
sports regularly, 6 returned to their pre symptomatic level of sporting activity. There were no
complications. Conclusions: Subscapular bursectomy is a safe procedure with a low rate of morbidity.
In the absence of a definable anatomic abnormality, arthroscopic bursectomy for the painful
snapping scapula can result in satisfactory outcomes in approximately 70% of patients. More clearly
defined indications for and contraindications against surgery are required to avoid poor results.
Complete resolution of the snapping in the subscapular bursa is not necessary to obtain a satisfactory
result. Level of Evidence: Level IV, case series, no control group.

The Snapping Scapula: Diagnosis and Treatment
LT Michael KUHNE, M.D., M.C., U. S. N. a Nicole BONIQUIT, B. A. b Neil GHODADRA, M. D. b Anthony
A. Romeo, M. D. b CDR Matthew T. Provencher, M.D., M.C., U. S. N. a, , Correspondence
information about the author CDR Matthew T. Provencher Email the author CDR Matthew T.
Provencher
PlumX Metrics DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arthro.2008.12.022
Abstract
As a largely under-recognized problem, snapping scapula stems from the disruption of normal
mechanics in scapulothoracic articulation. It is especially common in the young, active patient
population, and symptoms are frequently seen with overhead and throwing motions. Understanding
the anatomy of the scapula and surrounding neurovascular structures is crucial in making a
differential diagnosis and providing both nonoperative and surgical treatments. Common causes of
snapping scapula include bursitis, muscle abnormality, and bony or soft-tissue abnormalities.
Anatomic variations, such as excessive forward curvature of the superomedial border of the scapula,
may also be a cause for snapping. Benign tumor conditions of the scapula can also predispose one to
snapping scapula syndrome and should be thoroughly investigated during the course of treatment.
Patients with snapping scapula syndrome typically present with a history of pain with overhead
activities. Snapping scapula is associated with audible and palpable crepitus near the superomedial
border of the scapula. Various imaging studies may be used to rule out soft-tissue and bony masses,
which may cause impingement at the scapulothoracic articulation. In most cases nonoperative
treatment is curative and includes physical therapy for scapular muscle strengthening and
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications. Corticosteroid injections may also be used for
therapeutic and diagnostic purposes. In most cases overuse injuries and repetitive strains respond
well to nonoperative treatments. When nonoperative measures fail, surgery is a proven modality,
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especially if a soft-tissue or bony mass is implicated. Both open and arthroscopic techniques have
been described with predictable results.

Snapping Scapula: posterior scapular pain is common problem and is usually do to:
•
•
•

Myo-fascial pain
Sedentary lifestyle
Scapular Dyskinesis

-Scapular Dyskinesis is not necessary a pathologic term. In fact, it may be found in asymptomatic
subject or in patient with pain in the shoulder girdle
-Burkhart recognized the importance of Scapular Dyskinesis in overhead athletes complaining of
shoulder pain introduced the acronym SICK Scapula (Scapular malposition, Inferior medial border
prominence, Coracoid pain and malposition and dyskinesias of Scapular motion) to indicate clinical
findings that are present in the DYSKINETIC syndrome.

Scapular Dyskinesis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

scapular dyskinesis is present in a high percentage of most shoulder injuries;
the exact role of the dyskinesis in creating or exacerbating shoulder dysfunction is
not clearly defined;
shoulder impingement symptoms are particularly affected by scapular dyskinesis;
scapular dyskinesis is most aptly viewed as a potential impairment to shoulder
function;
treatment strategies for shoulder injury can be more effectively implemented by
evaluation of the dyskinesis;
a reliable observational clinical evaluation method for dyskinesis is available and
rehabilitation programs to restore scapular position and motion can be effective
within a more comprehensive shoulder rehabilitation program me.

Consensus statement: British Journal of Sports Medicine

Clinical implications of scapular dyskinesis in shoulder injury: the 2013 consensus
statement from the ‘scapular summit’
[‘’…since scapular dyskinesia is a common finding, a basic problem is deciding if the presence of
scapular dyskinesia is an important abnormality – perpetuating symptom…’’]
[‘’…based on evidence Today, scapular dyskinesia (dynamic) and position (static) test are not helpful
test to completely diagnose shoulder pain. These tests should be considered as impairment
assessment tools…’’]
1. W Ben Kibler1,
2. Paula M Ludewig2,
3. Phil W McClure3,
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4. Lori A Michener4,
5. Klaus Bak5,
6. Aaron D Sciascia1
Abstract
The second international consensus conference on the scapula was held in Lexington Kentucky. The
purpose of the conference was to update, present and discuss the accumulated knowledge regarding
scapular involvement in various shoulder injuries and highlight the clinical implications for the
evaluation and treatment of shoulder injuries. The areas covered included the scapula and shoulder
injury, the scapula and sports participation, clinical evaluation and interventions and known
outcomes. Major conclusions were (1) scapular dyskinesis is present in a high percentage of most
shoulder injuries; (2) the exact role of the dyskinesis in creating or exacerbating shoulder dysfunction
is not clearly defined; (3) shoulder impingement symptoms are particularly affected by scapular
dyskinesis; (4) scapular dyskinesis is most aptly viewed as a potential impairment to shoulder
function; (5) treatment strategies for shoulder injury can be more effectively implemented by
evaluation of the dyskinesis; (6) a reliable observational clinical evaluation method for dyskinesis is
available and (7) rehabilitation programs to restore scapular position and motion can be effective
within a more comprehensive shoulder rehabilitation program me.
Gross anatomy
Effective shoulder position, motion, stability, muscle performance and motor control are heavily
dependent on the scapular performance. Anatomically, the scapula is part of both the glenohumeral
(GH) joint and the acromioclavicular (AC) joint, and is the interposed bony linkage between the
HUMERUS and the clavicle/axial skeleton. Physiologically, it is the stable base of origin for muscles
that contribute to the dynamic GH stability and produce arm motion, and scapular stability is needed
for force production from muscles arising from the scapula. Mechanically, the coordinated coupled
motion between the scapula and HUMERUS, the so-called scapulohumeral rhythm (SHR), is needed
for efficient arm movement and allows for GH alignment to maximize joint stability.
Shoulder movement including scapular dyskinesis
Knowledge regarding the role of scapula in shoulder function has been gradually accumulating. It has
been difficult to track scapular motion because of the relatively deep position of the scapula, the
overlying muscles and the potentially complex nature of the position and motion of the scapula
during planar arm motions and functional tasks. Early studies of scapular motion in healthy
individuals defined two-dimensional SHR2 ,3 and the muscle force couples involved.3 ,4 More clinically
relevant three-dimensional motion was derived from early motion analysis studies using surface
markers and indwelling bone pins.5–9 These studies established the three-dimensional motion and
translation patterns and the magnitudes of motions about the established axes, and derived the
normative data for scapular motions. This information could be used to clarify the altered motions
and became the basis for clinical tools to assess normal and altered scapular position and motion.
Recent information is being developed by the use of biplanar fluoroscopy, which provides more
precise measurements without invasive methods.10
Altered scapular motion and position have been termed scapular dyskinesis. The definition of
dyskinesis is the alteration of normal scapular kinematics.11 ‘Dys’ (alteration of) ‘kinesis’ (motion) is a
general term that reflects the loss of normal control of scapular motion. An alternative term that is
often used interchangeably is ‘dyskinesia’. Dyskinesia is usually applied to abnormally active
(voluntary) movements mediated by neurologically controlled factors such as tardive dyskinesia.
Since there are many other factors that can cause the altered position and motion, such as clavicle
fractures, AC joint separations and muscle detachments, the more inclusive term dyskinesis is
preferred.11 Dyskinesis by itself is not an injury or a musculoskeletal diagnosis.12 Dyskinesis has been
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hypothesized to relate to changes in GH angulation, AC joint strain, subacromial space dimension,
shoulder muscle activation and humeral position and motion.
Causes of dyskinesis
Multiple factors may cause dyskinesis. Bony causes include thoracic kyphosis or clavicle fracture nonunion or shortened mal-union. Joint causes include high grade AC instability, AC arthrosis and
instability and GH joint internal derangement. Neurological causes include cervical radiculopathy,
long thoracic or spinal accessory nerve palsy. Soft tissue mechanisms for scapular dyskinesis involve
inflexibility (tightness) or intrinsic muscle problems. Inflexibility and stiffness of the pectoralis minor
and biceps short head can create anterior tilt and protraction due to their pull on the coracoid.13 Soft
tissue posterior shoulder inflexibility can lead to GH internal rotation deficit (GIRD), which creates a
‘wind-up’ of the scapula on the thorax with reduced humeral internal rotation and horizontal
abduction. Alterations in periscapular muscle activation are related to scapular dyskinesis. Serratus
anterior activation and strength is decreased in patients with impingement and shoulder pain,
contributing to the loss of posterior tilt and upward rotation causing dyskinesis.14 In addition, the
upper trapezius/lower trapezius force couple may be altered, with delayed onset of activation in the
lower trapezius, which alters scapular upward rotation and posterior tilt. Altered scapular motion or
position both decrease linear measures of the subacromial space,15–17 increase impingement
symptoms,5 ,18 decrease rotator cuff strength,19–21 increase strain on the anterior GH ligaments22 and
increase the risk of internal impingement.23
Treatment of scapular dyskinesis
There are numerous specific treatment strategies c to improve shoulder pain and functional loss. To
date, the large majority is related to rehabilitation since scapular dyskinesis is likely due in large part
to alterations in muscle activity, flexibility and/or balance.11 ,30–32 However, surgical treatments,
either relating directly to injuries around the scapula (scapular muscle detachment, A-C separation)
or indirectly to G-H joint internal derangements may be appropriate. Much more work is needed to
be carried out to adequately understand the content and application of the various treatment
options.
Scapula and shoulder injury
What is known and what is not known
There is substantial evidence of scapular kinematic abnormalities in persons with shoulder
pain,28 ,29 ,33 ,34 across a variety of shoulder pathologies, and this body of literature continues to
grow.35 Three-dimensional scapular kinematic patterns during normal arm elevation are well
described to include upward rotation, posterior tilting and varying internal/external rotation
dependent on the plane and angle of elevation,9 ,36 while acknowledging substantial individual
subject variability and variations in measurement approaches. Increasingly, literature is providing
greater knowledge on scapular kinematics in specific populations.37–40 This is casting doubt on
current theories regarding external and internal impingement.
Impingement
Greater knowledge is available regarding the three-dimensional proximity of the rotator cuff to the
acromion during arm elevation.10 ,41 It is increasingly apparent that two-dimensional or threedimensional representations of minimal ACROMIOHUMERAL distance are not fully characterizing the
complex relationships between shoulder kinematics and rotator cuff mechanical impingement
risk,10 ,41 ,42 as these minimal distances are not consistent with rotator cuff tendon proximity to
potential impinging structures. The ACROMIOHUMERAL distances are typically minimized at 90°
HUMEROTHORACIC elevation, while the supraspinatus humeral insertion has cleared the
undersurface of the anterolateral acromion earlier in the range of HUMEROTHORACIC
elevation.10 ,41 The rotator cuff is ‘available’ for impingement under the acromion below
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approximately 70° of arm elevation,10 thus impingement of the tendon may occur, but no direct
imaging has confirmed this. Further mechanistic studies are needed to determine what structures
and PATHOMECHANICS are responsible for the symptoms in patients with rotator cuff disease. It may
be that dynamic alteration of the positions of the humeral head, rotator cuff and acromion, rather
than a static alteration like a bone spur, may create increased pressure and/or alter the geometry of
the subacromial space.43 Bursal compression rather than rotator cuff compression may be the source
of pain during positive impingement tests performed at angles of humeral elevation above 90° of
elevation. Also, internal impingement on the glenoid may be occurring during a positive NEER test.44
There is increasing recognition of internal impingement beyond the throwing population, and beyond
the position of abduction external rotation in which it was originally identified.44 ,45 Mechanical
internal impingement risk as defined by GH contact pressure and impingement area has recently
been demonstrated to be affected by scapular position in a cadaver model.42 In this model, a
scapular position of less upward rotation and increased internal rotation (protraction), commonly
seen in scapular dyskinesis, increased the area of contact of the HUMERUS with the posterior
superior glenoid and increased scapular internal rotation also increased the GH contact pressure.
In patient populations diagnosed with ‘shoulder impingement’, however, scapular kinematic
deviations that have been identified have typically been small in magnitude and inconsistent in
direction.34 For example, several studies have demonstrated decreased scapular upward rotation in
‘shoulder impingement populations as compared with controls,28 ,32 while others report the
increased scapular upward rotation.38 ,46 These disparate findings are believed to be at least in part
due to the fact that mechanical impingement is probably a physical condition rather than a clearly
identifiable diagnostic entity. Anatomical and biomechanical investigations of clinical impingement
tests characterize inconsistent risk from the coracoacromial arch or glenoid-labral complex relative to
specific rotator cuff structures.44 ,47 Additionally, this mechanical risk during clinical impingement
testing may be no greater than proximity risk during certain ranges of active arm elevation
motions.48 It is not clear what the source of the pain is during positive clinical impingement testing. A
diagnostic label of ‘shoulder impingement’ is very broad, incorporating a variety of potential
pathologies that range from local problems such as rotator cuff/long-head biceps disease, bursitis
and labral pathology to distant problems such as scapular dyskinesis. It is increasingly advocated that
this diagnosis is no more specific than a diagnosis of anterior or posterior shoulder pain, and no more
effective in directing treatment.48–50 The diagnosis of ‘shoulder impingement’ may be one exclusion
(ruling out cervical referred pain, adhesive capsulitis, GH instability, etc.), while still including a
complex set of clinical conditions with multifactorial etiology.
Activation sequencing patterns and muscle performance of the muscles that stabilize the scapula are
altered in patients with impingement and scapular dyskinesis. Increased upper trapezius activity,
imbalance of upper trapezius/lower trapezius activation so that the lower trapezius activates later
than normal and decreased serratus anterior activation have been reported in patients with
impingement.19 ,28 ,32 Increased upper trapezius activity may be clinically observed as shrugging, a
clinical sign of dyskinesis. This activation may alter scapular kinematics and produce symptoms
consistent with impingement due to the lack of acromial elevation. Frequently, lower trapezius
activation is inhibited or is delayed, which may clinically be observed as scapular winging, with
production of impingement symptoms due to loss of acromial elevation and posterior tilt. Serratus
anterior activation has been shown to be decreased in patients with impingement symptoms,
potentially reducing scapular external rotation and upward rotation with arm elevation.51
A shortened pectoralis minor has been suggested to be a contributing cause of symptoms in patients
with impingement,52 but has been shown to alter three-dimensional scapular kinematics in healthy
subjects only.13 This tight muscle creates a position of scapular protraction at rest and may limit
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scapular posterior tilt or external rotation upon arm motion, potentially predisposing patients to
impingement symptoms.13
Impingement is truly a syndrome, not a precise diagnosis, with multiple possible causative factors.
Alteration of scapular kinematics can be a key component in the production of the symptoms
associated with impingement. This implies a need for a comprehensive physical examination to
evaluate all local causative factors (subacromial/AC pathology, shoulder rotation deficits and intraarticular pathology) and distant causative factors (kinetic chain deficits and scapular dyskinesis) that
alter scapular motion and change the dimensions and pressures in the subacromial space and alter
SHR.43
Rotator cuff tears
Studies of patients with demonstrated rotator cuff tears have shown increased scapular upward
rotation of some magnitude.53 ,54 Also, in a large prospective study of patients with MRI proven full
thickness rotator cuff tears, scapular dyskinesis was identified as a major factor associated with lower
functional scores.55 It is not clear whether the observed dyskinesis is a cause, an effect or a
compensation for rotator cuff pathology. If it is a cause, it could be that the increased upward
rotation and posterior tilt alter the size of the subacromial space and change rotator cuff clearance
under the coracoacromial arch, producing mechanical abrasion and wear; that increased anterior tilt
and internal rotation will create glenoid ante tilting during arm motion, predisposing the rotator cuff
to internal impingement or that increased strain within the rotator cuff tendon due to decreased
scapular muscle activation may increase the observed apoptotic changes within the tendon
cells.8 ,28 ,56–59 It is known that dyskinesis causes a weakness in demonstrated rotator cuff strength
due to decreased activation and that the strength deficit can be improved by correction of the
dyskinesis.20 ,21 If dyskinesis is an effect, it is probably due to the inhibitory effect of pain on
individual muscle activation and the disruption of normal muscle activation patterns, and on the
effect of pain avoidance upon kinematic patterns.60 If the dyskinesis is an effect of the rotator cuff
disease process, the altered mechanics could be considered a negative decompensation and could be
expected to exacerbate the dysfunction of the entire shoulder complex. It appears that one effect,
the increased upward rotation in patients with rotator cuff tears, may be a compensation in an
attempt to increase or maximize arm elevation or positioning in the face of weakened or absent
rotator cuff activation. In this situation, it could be considered a positive compensation. Whatever
the relationship, scapular dyskinesis has been identified in those with rotator cuff disease; therefore,
it should be identified and considered in treatment.
The clinical examination can be helpful in treatment planning. A positive SAT (see Clinical Evaluation
section) will demonstrate that altered scapular motion in upward rotation and anterior/posterior tilt
is part of the reason for impingement symptoms. Treatment considerations in these patients should
include increased flexibility in pectoralis minor and short head of the biceps, and strengthening of
serratus anterior as a scapular stabilizer in retraction and lower trapezius as a retractor, if these
respective impairments are present. A scapular stability series of exercises may be effective to
achieve these goals.61 ,62 A positive SRT (see Clinical Evaluation section) involves repositioning the
scapula in external rotation and posterior tilt21 or primarily retraction.20 A positive examination can
indicate a lack of scapular stability during loaded arm elevation, and thus involvement of muscle
weakness or control. Treatment is indicated to improve scapular stability, rather than to the rotator
cuff, as the first step in the rehabilitation process.
Superior labral injuries
A high incidence of association of scapular dyskinesis with labral injuries has been described.63 ,64 The
altered position and motion of internal rotation and anterior tilt is believed to change GH alignment,
placing increased tensile strain on the anterior ligaments,22 increases ‘peel-back’ of the biceps/labral
complex on the glenoid,65 potentially creates pathological internal impingement42 ,66 and weakens
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the rotator cuff co-contraction strength. These effects are magnified in the presence of GIRD, which
creates increased protraction due to ‘windup’ of the tight posterior structures in follow through.
Evaluation of dyskinesis in patients with suspected labral injury will be a key component for
rehabilitation. Correction of the symptoms of pain found in the modified dynamic labral shear
test67 can be frequently demonstrated by the SRT. This indicates the presence of dyskinesis as part of
the pathophysiology and the need for scapular rehabilitation to improve scapular stabilization,
including mobilization of tight anterior muscles and institution of the scapular stability series of
strengthening exercises. In addition, identification of scapular dyskinesis may be an important part of
the prevention process for labral injury.28 ,65
AC separations
The AC joint, through both the coracoclavicular (CC) and AC ligaments, represents the critical link in
coordinated scapula-clavicular kinematics. A-C joint disruption or injury may disrupt the synchronicity
of motion in multiple planes by altering the screw axis of the coordinated motion.68 This alteration
may manifest as scapular dyskinesis and the spectrum of subsequent shoulder symptoms.
The current system of classification has led to some controversy regarding the treatment of these
injuries since it does not accurately depict the pathoanatomic, does not consistently guide treatment
and is not predictive of outcomes. Traditionally, conservative care has been advocated yet several
recent authors have noted the shortcomings of this approach. Schlegel et al69 reported on 20
athletes managed non-operatively and followed up at 1 year. There were no significant differences in
the range of motion or rotational strength. Interestingly, and likely due to loss of a stable scapular
base, bench press strength was decreased 17% on average and 20% were unsatisfied with their
result. In another study, 34 patients with type 3 injuries were followed and evaluated by defined
measures at a mean 28 months by GUMINA et al.68 In total, 70.6% of patients exhibited scapular
dyskinesis, and of these 58.3% met criteria for SICK scapular syndrome. Patients with dyskinesis
achieved significantly lower Constant and Simple Shoulder Scores.
The examination and demonstration of scapular dyskinesis can aid in the development of treatment
strategies. Patients with A-C injuries can be evaluated with the role of the A-C joint in coordinated
scapula-clavicular motion as the foremost concern. Careful clinical physical examination can allow
discrimination among those patients who demonstrate scapular dyskinesis and those which do not.
The clinical demonstration of scapular dyskinesis shows the altered scapular position and motion
which are believed to be key contributors to shoulder dysfunction after this injury. These patients
may be counselled that surgical treatment can help in restoring the biomechanics and improve the
function. Surgical treatment should be directed towards restoring normal A-C mechanics and SHR by
repair/reconstruction of both A-C and C-C ligaments. In clinical practice, it is assumed that patients
who demonstrate normal scapular mechanics can usually be treated with non-operative
rehabilitation.
Multidirectional instability
GH stability is based on the relative positions of the scapula and HUMERUS and stabilizing muscle
activity providing functional stability rather than static anatomic stability based on joint constraints.
Scapular position and motion are integral to the functional stability.
Scapular dyskinesis is frequently seen in micro traumatic or non-traumatic types of instability such as
MDI. One of the salient features of MDI is that symptoms and instability occur in the mid ranges of GH motion, where concavity/compression, GH bony alignment and muscle activation play the most
important roles, rather than at end ranges of motion, where capsuloligamentous restraints are most
important. Patients with MDI often have increased scapular protraction, in some cases decreased
upward rotation and simultaneous humeral head migration away from the center of the joint as the
arm moves.28 ,70 ,71 This position allows the humeral head to translate inferiorly out of the glenoid
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socket creating the instability. Altered scapular muscle activation patterns are believed to create the
abnormal scapular kinematics which produces scapular protraction. Inhibition of the subscapularis,
lower trapezius and serratus anterior, coupled with increased activation of pectoralis minor and
latissimus dorsi, have been demonstrated to place the scapula in a protracted position.71–73 Increased
rotator cuff activation and biceps activation occur potentially as a compensation for the altered
scapula-humeral rhythm which tends to allow the humeral head to migrate away from the joint
centre.71 The combination of capsular laxity, altered scapular kinematics and muscle activity during
elevation is believed to cause the glenoid to be positioned on a downward angle allowing the
humeral head to be predisposed to escaping inferiorly.
Evaluation for the presence or absence of scapular dyskinesis should be included as part of a
comprehensive examination of the unstable shoulder. Careful observation of the resting scapular
position and dynamic motion of the scapula with arm motion will demonstrate protraction in many
cases of MDI. This will be especially noted in the arm positions associated with instability symptoms.
The SRT, by stabilizing the scapula in retraction, alters the glenoid position and decreases latissimus
dorsi activation, and may decrease or eliminate the instability symptoms with arm motion. This
positive test directs treatment towards the strengthening of the lower trapezius and serratus
anterior and increasing flexibility in pectoralis minor and latissimus dorsi.
Scapular muscle detachment
This clinical problem is not well known or well categorized and only preliminary results have been
reported.74 The pathoanatomic appears to be an anatomical or physiological detachment of the
lower trapezius and rhomboids from the spine and medial border of the scapula. The large majority
of cases present after an acute traumatic tensile load, half involving seat belt restrained motor
vehicle accidents, but there are multiple other causes such as throwing, catching or lifting a heavy
object with the arm at full extension, pulling against a heavy object, hanging on the rim after dunking
a basketball and electrical shock such as electrocution or cardioversion. The presenting symptom
cluster is very uniform with early post-traumatic onset of localized pain along the medial scapular
border. The pain increases in intensity as the condition evolves and averages 6.7/10 numeric pain
rating at rest and 8.3/10 upon use. There are major limitations of arm use away from the body in
forward flexion or overhead positions. Increased upper trapezius activity and spasm, resulting from
the lack of lower trapezius activity, may create migraine-like headaches. Neck and shoulder joint
symptoms may be present due to dyskinesis and will often become the focus of treatment, including
surgery with infrequent positive results.
The physical examination also exhibits a consistent cluster of findings including the localized
tenderness, often a noticeable and palpable soft tissue defect, either due to the detachment or the
muscle atrophy, altered scapular resting position as well as dynamic dyskinesis including snapping
scapula, shoulder impingement and weakness in forward flexion and clinical decrease or relief of
symptoms with manual scapular corrective maneuvers. MRI and CT scan have not been beneficial in
making the diagnosis. Consistency of the history and physical examination findings allows for a
reliable clinical diagnosis. Most of these patients have had workups to rule out neurological or bony
causation, and have had varying types of treatment, including local or distant surgery and various
rehabilitation protocols. If they have failed an appropriate scapular rehabilitation programmed and
do not demonstrate other anatomic defects, surgical reattachment is indicated. This is accomplished
by direct reattachment through pairs of drill holes in the medial scapular border and scapular
spine.74 The detached and scarred rhomboids are mobilized and reattached onto the dorsal aspect of
the scapula about 1 cm from the medial edge. The lower trapezius is mobilized and reattached along
the proximal scapular spine. Preliminary results from a 2-year follow-up of a small cohort of patients
(n=72) show that pain scores following the procedure average 2.5/10, and ASES scores improve from
39/100 to 63/100. These results are durable at 2-year follow-up.
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In summary, there is limited understanding of the relationships between scapular dyskinesis (position
or motion) and risk of injury to the rotator cuff, glenoid labrum, subacromial bursae, coracoacromial
ligament or biceps long head. This area deserves additional investigation, particularly since scapular
dyskinesis has been associated with reduced shoulder function.75 It is also unclear which (if any) of
the anatomical structures noted above are the source of the pain complaints. This issue of an
unknown pain generator in impingement supports the argument for a diagnostic label of shoulder
pain of unknown etiology/origin. There is a limited understanding of how specific tissue pathology
relates to shoulder function, as evidenced by asymptomatic rotator cuff tears.76 ,77
Despite the large number of investigations identifying abnormal scapular kinematics in patients with
shoulder pathology, the cross-sectional nature of these investigations does not allow the
determination of cause versus effect. Interestingly, recent studies that have induced subacromial
pain78 or created rotator cuff dysfunction through experimental nerve block79 have both
demonstrated increased scapular upward rotation in response to these ‘perturbations’. This suggests
that the presence of increased scapular upward rotation in patients may be compensatory, while
decreased scapular upward rotation may be contributory to shoulder dysfunction. This premise is
further supported by the descriptive ‘normalization’ of scapular upward rotation after rotator cuff
repair.80 Greater investigation is necessary with regard to this question of causative versus
compensatory scapular alterations.
While kinematic alterations are frequently investigated, a gap in the literature is the elucidation of
anatomic alterations and their relationship to shoulder pain. Since the ability to effectively model
three-dimensional effects of alterations on rotator cuff tendon proximity to potential impinging
structures is lacking, the specific influences of shoulder anatomical alterations have not been
investigated. Anatomical alterations alone, or in combination with scapular kinematic changes, may
have effects on mechanical impingement risk. Finally, there is a lack of knowledge regarding whether
deficits in the complex three-dimensional motion of the scapula are most important in affecting
shoulder dysfunction. Current clinically based evaluation protocols are not sensitive enough to
discriminate precisely.
Future directions
While understanding that the pain generator(s) is of scientific interest, it is uncertain that this pursuit
will be the most effective in the near term in optimizing treatment intervention effectiveness for
patients with shoulder pain. Characterizing the relationships between kinematic abnormalities and
shoulder function/dysfunction may be more effective in improving intervention outcomes. This
pursuit may also assist the diagnostic challenges surrounding shoulder pain of unknown etiology. It is
increasingly apparent that the diagnostic label of ‘shoulder impingement syndrome’ is too broad to
effectively guide treatment planning. Subgrouping shoulder pain patients by specific tissue
pathologies may assist in surgical treatment planning50; however, subgrouping based on movementbased diagnostic categories43 may be more effective for rehabilitative interventions. For example,
subgroups of patients with posterior shoulder tightness81 would have a differentially targeted
conservative treatment approach than those with GH micro instability or scapular
dyskinesis.82 Clinical providers should recognize their ‘training bias’, for example, surgeons are
trained to look for pathoanatomical contributors to pain and dysfunction, while rehabilitation
professions look for movement-related contributors. Yet, these different professions use the same
diagnostic label (‘shoulder impingement’) with different underlying understanding of the problems.
In order to allow preventive and effective rehabilitative interventions, greater understanding of the
mechanisms of rotator cuff/long-head biceps disease, labral pathology, bursitis and anterior or
posterior shoulder pain is needed. Mechanical impingement is likely a physical phenomenon
internally or under the coracoacromial arch; however, better methods are needed to clearly identify
the relatively small group of patients who truly have mechanical compression as the primary source
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of their impingement symptoms. The complex relationships between kinematic and anatomical
mechanisms of soft tissue stress in the GH joint should be scientifically investigated using the most
current technologies available through high resolution imaging and three-dimensional
musculoskeletal modelling.
Scapula and sports participation
What is known and what is not known

The scapula plays a major role in sports participation performance as a central segment in the
kinetic chain.65 ,66 ,83–87 Overhead tasks are performed through the utilization and integration
of multiple body segments and muscles. Sequential activation of specific muscle groups
resulting in the performance of a specific dynamic action is known as kinetic chain
function.88 During throwing and serving tasks, the scapula is the pivotal link between the
larger centralized body segments that produce stability and generate force and the smaller
localized segments of the arm that produce mobility and apply force to the ball or racquet. It is the
link within the kinetic chain which allows the transfer of energy from the pelvic and trunk muscles to
the overhead moving arm.
Proper utilization of the kinetic chain allows the multiple body segments to optimally contribute to
the performance or execution of the specific task. In the tennis serve, a specific set of sequential
actions have been described which begin distally at the lower extremity and cease with the segments
of the upper extremity.83 ,89 The most effective serve motion creates adequate knee flexion, trunk
rotation and core stability which allows the scapula to fully retract for increased energy storage and
transference.83 ,88 Similar use of the kinetic chain is necessary for overhead throwing in
baseball.83 The scapula is positioned between the trunk and the arm; to maximize its potential while
minimizing injury risk requires the kinetic chain links preceding the arm to be utilized appropriately.
To achieve optimal scapular control, an overhead thrower must control the trunk over the back leg,
have the forearm pronated during cocking, the front leg and hips directed at the target, and
hip/trunk move synchronously in rotation towards the target.83 This will allow maximal scapular
retraction to occur resulting in the ability to fully horizontally abduct and externally rotate the
shoulder, increasing the ability to develop maximal velocity.83 In both scenarios, the larger muscles
and segments serve as the initiators and regulators of function. However, the alteration of a
particular segment in the kinetic chain can result in either altered performance or injury to a more
distal segment.90 ,91
Clinical implications
Sports participation results in slight differences in side-to-side motion and in scapular resting position
in overhead athletes.66 ,84–86 The differences are increased or decreased upward rotation, increased
internal rotation and/or variable changes in anterior/posterior tilt. Recent evidence has confirmed
that some groups of throwing athletes have specific compensations in position, but display the same
direction of motions during arm motion.87 These findings require that side-to-side evaluation be done
to check for abnormal asymmetries, and that the observed alterations be treated only if they are
found in association with injury. However, if alterations are found with injury, they should be
addressed since the altered scapular positions have been hypothesized to have implications for
decreases in muscle function and in injury.19–21 ,28 ,30 ,32 ,51 ,66 ,92–94 Muscle activation is coordinated in
task-specific balanced force patterns to for stabilization and control of dynamic coupled motion. The
key scapular muscles for scapular stability and mobility are the upper and lower trapezius muscles
and serratus anterior.
Swimming
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Scapular muscle weakness or imbalance in overhead athletes has been shown to negatively affect
the muscle's performance95 ,96 as well as neuromuscular control.93 ,97 In swimmers who have no
shoulder pain, the prevalence of scapular dyskinesis increased during one single training session to
82%.96 Weakness of the scapular muscles leads to excessive protraction of the scapula, presenting as
medial border prominence and forward rounded shoulder posture, which can alter rotator cuff
muscle output during arm elevation.19–21 This deleterious position also is presumed to reduce the
subacromial space leading to increased symptoms of impingement. The medial border prominence
appears to be the result of abnormal muscle activations, either due to muscle involvement of
shoulder rotation tightness, pectoralis minor inflexibility, weakness, fatigue or nerve injury, and is
usually treated by rehabilitation.11 In addition to the altered scapular position, abnormal scapular
motion can occur when muscle function is suboptimal.
Throwing athletes
Scapular dyskinesis is important as a component of the disabled throwing shoulder.65 It is associated
with labral tears,65 ,98 internal impingement (the combination of partial rotator cuff injury and labral
tears)42 ,99 and elbow injuries.100 It is considered as a part of the shoulder at risk, and should be
checked as a part of the routine preparticipation evaluation. Common causative factors for shoulder
pain in sports participation are the GIRD or total range of motion. These range of motion alterations
can result from capsular, muscular and possible osseous alterations.101 They create scapular
dyskinesis in the form of scapular protraction due to a wind up effect as the arm, while continuing
into forward flexion, internal rotation and horizontal adduction in follow through, pulls the scapula
into internal rotation and anterior tilt. Since optimized scapular function is a key factor in optimal
sports participation, recognition of dyskinesis and restoration of scapular retraction capability should
be a standard part of injury prevention strategies. Also, scapular dyskinesis resulting from fatigue was
shown to be an important factor in producing errors of arm proprioception.102 However, the exact
relationship between scapular position and/or motion and injury is unclear. Abnormal scapular
motion or scapular dyskinesis has been described as a non-specific response to a painful condition in
the shoulder rather than a specific response to or a definite cause of specific GH pathology.31 Various
shoulder soft tissue pathologies including impingement (internal and external),23 anterior capsular
laxity,22 labral injury65 and rotator cuff weakness83 have been found in association with scapular
dyskinesis in overhead athletes complaining of shoulder pain.65 ,103 However, the confounding issue is
that scapular asymmetries have been noted in overhead athletes that are asymptomatic as well as
those injured. At this time, it is unknown if scapular dysfunction is a cause and/or an effect of
shoulder injury in overhead athletes.
Future directions
More information is required regarding the precise role of the scapula in each sport. This could help
in determining specific evaluation and treatment strategies.
Clinical evaluation
What is known and what is not known
Acknowledgement: Portions of the ‘Examination’ section of this paper were taken and modified with
permission from McClure P, Greenberg E, KAREHA S. Evaluation and management of scapular
dysfunction. Sports Med Arthroscopy 2012; 20:39–48.
The goal of scapular assessment is to identify abnormal scapular motion (dyskinesis), determine any
relationship between altered motion and symptoms and identify the underlying causative factors of
the movement dysfunction.11 ,31 ,104 Clinical assessment of scapular dyskinesis is inherently
challenging due to the three-dimensional nature of scapular movement and soft tissue surrounding
the scapula obscuring direct measurement of bony positioning. Several methods of identifying
scapular dyskinesis have been described; although many of these tests have been shown to possess
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adequate levels of reliability, the validity of most tests remains questionable due to a lack of direct
correlation with symptoms.11 ,12 Clinical evaluation of scapular dysfunction in patients with shoulder
pain should include three basic elements: (1) visual observation to determine the presence or
absence of scapular dyskinesis, (2) the effect of manual correction of the scapular dysfunction on
symptoms and (3) evaluation of surrounding anatomic structures that may be responsible for the
observable dyskinesis.11
The Lateral Scapular Slide Test (LST) is a static measurement of the side-to-side difference of the
distance from the inferior angle of the scapula to the adjacent spinous process.24 The validity of this
test has been questioned due to the findings that both symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals
will demonstrate asymmetry when measured in this manner.105 ,106 Additionally, it is possible to have
symmetrical pathological dyskinesis so validity is questionable when comparison is made only to the
contralateral side. A lack of validity was also found in a systematic review,12 which found that the LST
was unable to differentiate between those with and without shoulder pain.107 ,108 The static and twodimensional nature of this test fails to fully assess the dynamic three-dimensional motion found to
occur with scapular movement.26 ,105 ,109 This inadequacy of measurement along with questionable
validity of results requires the use of other methods of scapular assessment during clinical
examination.
Visual dynamic assessment schemes of classifying the presence of scapular dyskinesis during
shoulder motion have been developed in an attempt to resolve the issues with linear or static
measures.25–27 These methods are considered more functional and more inclusive with the ability to
judge scapular movement in three-dimensional patterns. KIBLER et al25 were the first to describe a
visually based system for rating scapular dysfunction that defined three different types of motion
abnormality and one normal type. Reliability values for this system were too low to support clinical
use and the test was subsequently refined in two later studies using a simplified method of
classification.26 ,27
The SDT26 is a visually based test for scapular dyskinesis that involves a patient performing weighted
shoulder flexion and abduction movements while scapular motion is visually observed. This test
consists of characterizing scapular dyskinesis as absent or present and each side is rated separately.
Dyskinesis is defined as the presence of either winging (prominence of any portion of the medial
border or inferior angle away from the thorax) or dysrhythmia (premature, or excessive, or stuttering
motion during elevation and lowering). Good inter-rater reliability of this test (75–82% agreement;
weighted κ=0.48–0.61) was achieved after brief standardized online
training http://www.arcadia.edu/academic/default.aspx?id=15080. Concurrent validity was
demonstrated in a large group of overhead athletes, finding those judged as demonstrating
abnormal motion using this system also demonstrated decreased scapular upward rotation, less
clavicular elevation and less clavicular retraction when measured with three-dimensional motion
tracking.109 These results support the assertion that shoulders visually judged as having dyskinesis
utilizing this system demonstrate distinct alterations in three-dimensional scapular motion,
particularly during flexion. However, while visually observed dyskinesis resulted in altered threedimensional motion, those with dyskinesis were no more likely to report symptoms.109
Another dynamic test developed by UHL et al27 used essentially the same criteria as the SDT (winging
or dysrhythmia) to classify an abnormality in scapular motion into the ‘yes’ classification and normal
movement was classified as ‘no’. They studied both symptomatic patients with various soft tissue
pathologies as well as an asymptomatic group. The ‘yes/no’ test was found to have superior interrater reliability (79% agreement; κ=0.41) and demonstrated better specificity and sensitivity values
when using asymmetry found with three-dimensional testing as a gold standard.27 An important
finding in this study was a higher frequency of multiple-plane dyskinesis during shoulder flexion in
patients (54%) compared with asymptomatic subjects (14%), while no differences between groups
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were detected during scapular plane elevation. It appears that the optimum position for evaluating
scapular dyskinesis dynamically is in forward flexion. Another interesting finding was that the
prevalence of overall scapular dyskinesis was essentially equal between those with and without
shoulder pain, respectively, 76% and 77% in SCAPTION and 71% and 71% in flexion.
The presence of scapular dyskinesis or abnormal scapular position is not able to diagnose the
presence or absence of shoulder pain, as reported in a recent systematic review.12 In this systematic
review, the diagnostic accuracy values indicated that some tests had moderate-to-high specificity or
sensitivity, but no test provided value in shifting the pretest probability when the test was used. This
is likely due in large part to the common finding of scapular dyskinesis in those with and without
shoulder pain. Moreover, scapular asymmetry (side-to-side differences) is a common finding in
healthy individuals,27 ,86 ,110 further complicating the ability to identify when scapular motion or
position is abnormal. Based on evidence to date, scapular dyskinesis (dynamic) and position (static)
tests are not helpful tests to completely diagnose shoulder pain. These tests should be considered as
impairment assessment tools.
Since scapular dyskinesis is a common finding, a basic problem in evaluation is deciding if the
presence of scapular dyskinesis is an important abnormality-perpetuating symptom. The possibility
exists that alterations of scapular motion could be compensatory strategies to avoid stress on painsensitive tissue. Symptom alteration tests have been developed as a way to infer scapular malposition is driving symptoms by manually correcting scapular movement during provocation testing.
If altering scapular position causes an immediate decrease in symptoms, this provides direct
evidence that scapular dyskinesis is a contributing factor to shoulder symptoms. The two main
symptom alteration tests are the SAT test24 ,111 and the SRT.20 ,21
The SAT involves manually assisting scapular upward rotation during shoulder elevation and
determining the effect on pain.63 This test was later modified by Rabin incorporating scapular
posterior tilting as well.111 A positive test is when pain with elevation is either decreased or abolished
during the assisted maneuver. This test has demonstrated acceptable levels of reliability.111 It is
unknown if the SAT can identify those who have scapular dyskinesis or mal-position that is
perpetuating their symptoms.
The SRT involves manually positioning and stabilizing the medial border of the scapula with
simultaneous posterior tilting in a slightly retracted position on the thorax.20 ,21 This test was
developed in order to help in identifying patients in whom strength loss in shoulder elevation may be
due to a loss of proximal stability of the scapula or that the scapular mal-position may be promoting
pain. The test is considered positive when the patient demonstrates a reduction of pain or an
increase in shoulder elevation strength when the scapula is stabilized during isometric arm elevation
in the scapular plane at 90°.31 ,63 KIBLER et al20 studied this test in symptomatic and asymptomatic
subjects and found no change in pain, and all subjects had improved strength output regardless of
the symptoms. The SRT was also studied in overhead athletes, where roughly half of those with pain
(46/98) during impingement testing had reduced pain and 26% had a substantial increase in
isometric elevation strength.21 It is unclear if the SRT is helpful based on these equivocal
findings,20 ,21 and future studies are needed to confirm if this test can identify a subset of patients
with shoulder pathology that may benefit from interventions designed to improve scapular muscle
function.
Examination of the surrounding tissue should be performed in order to identify those impairment
factors that may be responsible for causing the altered scapular motion. Implicated as possible
contributors to the development of scapular dyskinesis are the deficits in strength or motor control
of scapular-stabilizing muscles,11 ,21 ,24 ,112 postural abnormalities113–115 and impaired flexibility.13 ,98 A
comprehensive examination of these components is necessary.
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Muscle strength of key scapular stabilizers can be assessed utilizing standard positions and
procedures described by Kendall et al.116 The key muscles to test are the serratus anterior, middle
trapezius and lower trapezius, as these are muscles that have been identified with key roles for
scapular stabilization and movement.14 ,31 ,51 ,93 ,112 ,117 An important concept in testing these muscles
is that even though resistance is applied through the arm, weakness is identified by early ‘breaking’
of the scapula rather than the arm. In patients with rotator cuff or deltoid weakness, the arm may
need to be supported and resistance applied directly to the scapula118 to accurately determine
scapular muscle weakness.
Many authors have suggested that forward head posture and increased thoracic kyphosis may
contribute to scapular protraction and lead to adaptive shortening of postural muscles or muscular
strength imbalances.113 ,115 ,119 ,120 A protracted scapular position may be associated with a narrowed
subacromial space,121 ,122 upright posture with increased subacromial space123 and a flexed thoracic
spine and forward shoulder position alters scapular motion and results in diminished force output
with elevation.113 Adaptive shortening of the pectoralis minor muscle has been identified as a
contributor to abnormal scapular kinematics and implicated as a factor that may contribute to
shoulder impingement syndrome.13 ,124 SAHRMANN has described an assessment method for
pectoralis minor length that involves taking a linear measurement with the patient supine from the
treatment table to the posterior aspect of the acromion, with any measurement greater than 2.54
cm suggesting tightness. Although highly reliable, the validity of this method is questioned as it failed
to discriminate those with shoulder pain.125 Another assessment method that has been described
involves using a tape measure or caliper to record the linear distance between the anatomic origin
and insertion of the pectoralis minor muscle.126 This measure was found to have satisfactory
interrater reliability (intraclass coefficient=0.82–0.87) and good concurrent validity, but practicality
for routine clinical use is questionable. This linear measure requires careful palpation and must be
normalized to the size of the individual, but a threshold for ‘tightness’ has not been established.
Posterior shoulder tightness (capsular or rotator cuff) has been associated with excessive scapular
protraction127 and may contribute to scapular dyskinesis.98 Three methods of assessing posterior
shoulder tightness are (1) internal rotation at 90° abduction,128 ,129 (2) spinal level reached with
reaching behind the back130 and (3) horizontal adduction with the arm at 90° flexion and the scapula
blocked from moving into abduction.127 These methods have demonstrated acceptable levels
reliability for clinical use. Gerber et al131 showed that different parts of the posterior capsule restrict
internal rotation with the arm by the side versus 90°. Therefore, authors have recommended that
clinicians utilize multiple assessment methods in order to allow for a more comprehensive
assessment of posterior shoulder tightness.132 Measurements of shoulder internal rotation are
affected by humeral and glenoid version and therefore make it difficult to distinguish between softtissue tightness and bony alterations causing diminished internal rotation.
Future directions
Much more data needs to be assembled to make the clinical evaluation more diagnostic and more
specific for treatment. While these data are being assembled, the fairly comprehensive evaluation
protocol outlined should be used to create a clinical picture of the variety of alterations that can be
demonstrated to be part of scapular dyskinesis. This examination should be included as a routine
part of the shoulder examination.
Rehabilitation
What is known and what is not known
Optimal rehabilitation of scapular dyskinesis requires addressing all of the causative factors that can
create the dyskinesis and then restoring the balance of muscle forces that allow scapular position
and motion.30 Causative factors can be grouped into: (1) neurological factors include long thoracic,
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spinal accessory and dorsal scapular nerve palsies, evaluated by appropriate muscle testing, typical
scapular position and diagnostic electromyography studies133; (2) joint derangement factors include
labral injury, GH instability, biceps tendinitis and A-C separations31; (3) bone factors include clavicle
and scapular fractures29; (4) inflexibility factors include shoulder rotation tightness (GIRD and Total
Range of Motion Deficit)101 and pectoralis minor inflexibility13; (5) muscular factors include lower
trapezius and serratus anterior weakness, upper trapezius hyperactivity or scapular muscle
detachment11 ,29 and (6) kinetic chain factors include hip/leg weakness and core weakness.88 The
bone and joint internal derangement factors may require surgical repair before rehabilitation may be
maximally effective. They may have to be healed before restoration of muscle performance.
Restoration of the scapular muscle force couples requires core strength and facilitation by kinetic
chain activation.61 ,134 This establishes the proximal stability to prevent postural perturbation and
force generation and maximizes activation sequencing for the scapular retraction muscles. Once the
stable proximal base is established, scapular rehabilitation can proceed along specific guidelines. An
algorithm guideline has been proposed that is based on restoration of soft tissue inflexibilities and
maximizing muscle performance.135
Several principles guide the progression through the algorithm. Acquisition of flexibility in the
muscles and joints is usually required first because the tight muscles and capsule can inhibit strength
activation. Also, muscles should be trained in sport or activity specific patterns. Research has
demonstrated maximal scapular muscle activation when muscles are activated in functional patterns
(vs isolated), when the muscles are activated in specific diagonal patterns using kinetic chain
sequencing.136 Also, the activation is facilitated when the scapula is placed in a retracted position,
thus increasing serratus anterior and lower trapezius activation as stabilizers in
retraction.20 ,21 Exercises should also emphasize lower trapezius and serratus anterior activation and
reduce upper trapezius activation.
Using these principles, many rehabilitation interventions can be considered.61 ,134–136 A reasonable
programmed could start with standing low-load/low-activation exercises with the arm below
shoulder level, to meaningfully activate the scapular retractors (>20% maximal voluntary isometric
contraction) without putting the arm in an impingement position.62 It could then progress to prone
and side-lying exercises that increase the load, but still emphasize lower trapezius and serratus
anterior activation over upper trapezius activation.14 Additional loads and activations can be
stimulated by integrating ipsilateral and contralateral kinetic chain activation and adding distal
resistance.14 Final optimization of activation can occur through weight training emphasizing proper
retraction and stabilisation.135
Although the guidelines, principles and protocols may appear to be straightforward, the actual
rehabilitation process is frequently complicated and prolonged. Many patients come into
rehabilitation with well-established flexibility deficits, muscle activation patterns and compensatory
motions so that overcoming these obstacles requires a prolonged rehabilitation course. The lower
trapezius is frequently inhibited in activation, and specific effort may be required to ‘jump start’ it.
Tightness, spasm and hyperactivity in the upper trapezius, pectoralis minor and latissimus dorsi are
frequently associated with lower trapezius inhibition, and specific therapy should address these
muscles. Finally, special attention should be paid to the GH joint because internal derangements can
inhibit scapular muscle activation that may not correct until the internal derangement is corrected.
Rehabilitation outcomes
What is known and what is not known
Multiple studies have identified methods to activate scapular muscles that control scapular motion
and have identified effective body and scapular positions that allow optimal activation.14 ,61 ,62 ,135–
139
Scapular muscle performance is improved and clinical symptoms are decreased with the use of
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these exercises, but equivocal results regarding a change in scapular motion, position or dyskinesis
occur in patients with shoulder pain.33 ,140–142 Only two randomized clinical trials have examined the
effects of a scapular focused programmed by comparing it to a general shoulder rehabilitation, and
the findings indicate the use of scapular exercises result in higher patient-rated outcomes.82 ,143
Multiple clinical trials have incorporated scapular exercises within their rehabilitation programs and
have found positive patient-rated outcomes in patients with impingement syndrome.144 Studies in
other populations are also starting to indicate positive outcomes. A multicenter study of patients
with chronic full-thickness rotator cuff tears showed that an exercise programmed that included
scapular exercises reduced symptoms and patients opted for no surgery in 80% of the
patients.145 Three studies documented that a rehabilitation programmed that included scapular
exercises improved symptoms and function and avoided surgery in up to 50% of patients with
superior labral tears.146–148
It appears that it is not only the scapular exercises but also the inclusion of the scapular exercises as
part of a rehabilitation programmed that may include the use of the kinetic chain is what achieves
positive outcomes. When the scapular exercises are prescribed, multiple components must be
emphasized, including activation sequencing, force couple activation, concentric/eccentric emphasis,
strength, endurance and avoidance of unwanted patterns.
Future directions
The effects of scapular-focused exercise programs have not been studied across all relevant shoulder
diagnoses. The use of scapular exercises in the rehabilitation sequence varies in published protocols.
Most place scapular emphasis at the beginning, but some do not advocate scapular exercise until
later in the rehabilitation programmed. Studies need to determine if there is an optimal placement,
and to determine progression of exercise. It is not known why scapular dyskinesis is not consistently
abolished in patients who improve scapular muscle performance. It is also not precisely known how
improvements in strength, motor control or scapular motion (if altered) relate to change in
symptoms and function. Finally, the exact ‘dose’ and load of the exercises is not known. It may be
best to emphasize high-repetition/low-weight exercises,149 but more information needs to be
developed. More information is needed to guide treatment decision-making.
Conclusions
Biomechanical and clinical knowledge regarding the role of the scapula in shoulder function and
dysfunction is growing, and the concepts regarding how to evaluate and treat scapular dyskinesis are
evolving. There is enough information to emphasize the clinical implications for treating shoulder
patients.
This consensus conference revealed that scapular involvement in almost all types of shoulder
pathology may play an important, but as of now not a completely understood role in creating or
exacerbating the shoulder dysfunction. Shoulder impingement symptoms in particular appear to be
affected by scapular position and motion. Scapular dyskinesis is probably most aptly viewed as a
potential impairment to optimum shoulder function and shoulder be evaluated and treated as part
of the comprehensive treatment protocol.
Evaluation for scapular dyskinesis is primarily by clinical observation. A specific methodology has
been identified with the tests showing to be reliable, but not specific. It can provide a good picture of
the variety of alterations that can be associated with scapular dyskinesis.
Scapular rehabilitation protocols have been developed that have the potential to improve scapular
muscle strength, alter scapular position and alter shoulder symptoms. They are best utilized within a
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comprehensive programmed and should be implemented when all of the causative factors for
scapular dyskinesis have been identified and addressed.
-Q: WHAT ARE YOUR DIAGNOSES? A:63 (to summarize is 102%?)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Voluntary anterior shoulder subluxation
Voluntary posterior shoulder subluxation
Positional anterior shoulder subluxation
Positional posterior shoulder subluxation
A major psychiatric problem

5%
19%
11%
67%
0%

3 participant of 63
12
7
42

-Dyskinesia: Bassem El Hassan (Mayo Clinic) 10’ (name of lecture: What is

Dyskinesia/Winging??)

-14 muscle move and stabilize the shoulder; 8 work on GH joint:
1. Pectoralis major (innervated by medial and lateral pectoral N; C5-8, TH1)
2. Deltoid (innervated by Axillary N; C5-6)
3. Supraspinatus (innervated by Suprascapular N; C5-6)
4. Infraspinatus (innervated by Suprascapular N; C5-6)
5. Teres minor (innervated by Axillary N; C5-6)
6. Subscapularis (innervated by upper and lower Subscapular N; C5-6)
7. Teres major (innervated by lower Subscapular N; C5-6)
8. Latissimus dorsi (innervated by Thoracodorsal N; C5-7)
-6 work on Scapula-Thoracic articulation:
1. Serratus anterior (innervated by Long Thoracic N; C5-7)
2. Trapezius (innervated by XI Cranial N-Accessory-motor supply, sensory
(proprioception) ventral rami of C3-5
3. Elevator scapulae (innervated by dorsal Scapular N; C3-5)
4. Rhomboid major (innervated by dorsal Scapular N; C3-5)
5. Rhomboid minor (innervated by dorsal Scapular N; C3-5)
6. Pectoralis minor (innervated by Pectoral N; C6-8, TH1)
Abnormalities in the Scapula-thoracic function does affect all Sports activities specially those require
throwing
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Scapular dyskinesis: commonly (67%-100%) seen in association with all type of Shoulder pathology.
Impairment of normal ST motions. Alteration is static resting position, dynamic motion with arm
motion. Medial border prominence, ‘’jerk’’ with arm raising, lowering
Scapular Winging??? -what is the difference from dyskinesis. Dyskinesia and Winging are just
description of altered position of the Scapula on the chest wall and not necessary indicate that one is
surgical and other is not!
Know the difference between operative and non-operative treatment (Hugh Jackman vs Hugh
Yakman-meaning on picture slide-funny)

Dyskinesia non-operative treatment:

operative treatment:

• Pectoralis minor tightness
Pectoralis minor tightness
• Altered AC joint or GH rotation-IR, ER
FX Claviculae, AC joint injury
• Arthritis
GH joint injury-labral, biceps, RM, arthritis
• Latissimus dorsi tightness
Snapping Scapula
• Serratus anterior weakness, inhibition
Scapular muscle detachment
• Core weakness
Long Thoracic, Accessory N injury
• Snapping Scapula
• Lower Trapezius weakness, inhibition
• Upper Trapezius tightness, weakness
Try to understand SCAPULA and what are the pathologic lesion that You can determine to be
correctable to help You patient (I think I’m beginning to understand Your problem-try opening Your
eyes and all will become clear)

Rhomboid major and minor and Elevator scapulae suspend and internally rotate the Scapula.

Typical movement of the scapula occurs in the sagittal, coronal, and transverse planes. The
primary movements consist of two translations: superior/inferior, and protraction/ retraction,
as well as three rotations: upward/downward, internal/external, and anterior/posterior.
Upward rotation is primary and posterior tilt secondary during normal overhead UE elevation
with internal/external rotation being minimal until 100°. [1],[2]
Review of the normal ratio of glenohumeral (GH) to scapulothoracic (ST) motion analyzed by
Doody et al [3] under three-dimensional analysis found that the ratio of GH to ST motion changes
from 7.3: 1 in the first 30° of elevation to 0.78: 1 between 90 and 150°. BAGG and Forrest found
a ratio of 4.4:1 during early phase, and 1.7:1 within 80 to 140° of shoulder elevation. [4]
Burkhart et al [5] has used the acronym SICK to refer to the syndrome associated with scapular
dyskinesia. “SICK” Scapula Syndrome refers to Scapular Malpositioning, Inferior medial border
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prominence, Coracoid pain and malposition and DysKinesis of scapular movement. It’s an
overuse Syndrome. The scapula is protracted and is in anteriorly tilted position secondary to
tight pec minor or short head of the biceps at the insertion to the coracoid process. Coracoid
tenderness is an important sign of scapular dysfunction, which is secondary to constant traction
from tightness at the tendon’s insertion. Dysrhythmia is defined as early or excessive scapular
elevation or shrugging on arm elevation and/or a rapid downward rotation during arm lowering,
or a non-smooth or stuttering motion during these actions.
Clinical Presentation
Overhead athletes have higher prevalence of scapular dyskinesia of about 61% as compared
with non-overhead athletes. [6]
Symptoms of isolated SICK scapula: anterior shoulder pain (most common), posterior superior
scapular pain, superior shoulder pain, proximal lateral arm pain or any combination of above.
Posterosuperior scapular pain may radiate into the ipsilateral paraspinous cervical region or
patient may complain of radicular/TOS type symptoms. The onset is almost always insidious.
KIBLER classification of scapular dysfunction.

[7]

1. Type I or Inferior dysfunction. The primary external visual feature is the prominence of the
inferior angle as a result of anterior tilting of the scapula in the sagittal plane. Inferior pattern
presentation is better visualized while in the hands-on-hips position or during eccentric
lowering from overhead elevation. According to KIBLER, Type 1 pattern is most commonly
found in patients with rotator cuff dysfunction.
2. Type 2 or Medial dysfunction. The primary external visual feature is the prominence of the
entire medial scapular border due to internal rotation of the scapula in the transverse plane. As
with Type 1, the Type 2 presentation becomes more evident in the hands -on-hips position and
during active eccentric lowering from overhead. Medial pattern dysfunction most often occurs
in patients with glenohumeral joint instability.
3. Type 3 or Superior dysfunction. Characterized by excessive and early elevation of the scapula
during UE elevation. This pattern has been referred to as compensatory shoulder hiking or
shrug and is most often seen in patients with rotator cuff dysfunction and deltoid -rotator cuff
force couple imbalances. [8]
Diagnostic Procedures
Current tests and measures, while proven to be reliable, have not altogether shown strong
validity by demonstrating correlation with biomechanical motion, symptoms, pathology, or
outcomes.[9]
Recommendations for appropriate clinical measures include:
1. Clinical observation of scapular dyskinesis.
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KIBLER classification of dysfunction Type 1, 2, or 3 (see video above) or Scapular Dyskinesis Test
(SDT) recommended by McClure et al. It is recommended that several repeated bouts of arm
elevation be observed to assess the effects of fatigue on scapular stabilization.
2. Symptom altering tests.

Scapular retraction test' .[10]Baseline AROM and pain is evaluated. This test is positive if pain
is reduced as the therapist assists active elevation by applying a posterior tilt and external
rotation motion to the scapula. This application may be used in conjunction with other tests
such as NEER'S, HAWKIN'S-Kennedy, and JOBE'S relocation.

Scapular assistance test' .[11]Baseline AROM and pain is evaluated. The therapist then applies
an assist to scapular dynamics. This test is positive if ROM is increased or pain is reduced as the
therapist manually assists scapular upward rotation during active UE elevation.

Lateral scapular Slide test (LSST) [12]: Measurements are taken from spine of scapulae to
T2/T3, Inferior angle of scapulae to T7/T9 and superior angle of scapulae to T2. The
measurements are taken in 3 positions, (A) sitting/standing with arms resting on the side, (B)
Hands on the waist, Thumbs Posteriorly (45 abduction), (C) 90 degrees abduction and maximal
internal rotation. Measurement should not vary more than 1 to 1.5 cm, more the 1.5 cm
difference significant.
Isometric Scapular Pinch test: Patient in standing position and is asked to actively squeeze or
retract the scapulae together as hard as possible. Normal Response: An individual able to hold
the squeeze or 15 to 20 sec without any burning pain or noticeable weakness. Positive: Burning
pain present. Watch for: patient relaxing the contraction.
Scapular Load test: As in position (2) for LSST, Manual load is applied in anterior, posterior,
inferior or superior direction to the arm, and scapula should not move more than 1.5 cm.
Wall pushup test: Patient performs wall pushups for 15 to 20 times. Weakness of scapular
muscles (mainly serratus anterior) or winging usually shows up with 5 to 10 pushups. For
stronger or younger population, perform the test on floor.
3. Manual muscle testing.
MMT for the middle and lower trapezius, and serratus anterior.
4. Pectoralis minor muscle tightness.
Current measures examine mm length at resting positions, not at maximal
length. Unfortunately, there are no validated clinical measures to identify a patient as having a
tight pectoralis minor muscle.
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5. Static Measurements
Static measurements consist (1) inferior: difference in vertical height of the superomedial
scapular angle of the dropped scapula compared to contralateral angle. (2) Lateral
displacement: difference of superomedial scapular angle from midline (3) abduction: difference
in angular degrees of medial scapular margin from plumb line.
Management / Interventions
Intervention is aimed at reducing posterior capsule [13] and pectoralis minor restriction [14] and
restoring periscapular mm balance through exercises promoting early and increased serratus
anterior, lower, and middle trapezius activation while minimizing upper trapezius activity. [15]
•
•

•
•

Manual grade 4 mobilization to reduce posterior capsule tension, cross -body stretch. [13]
Manual stretching and soft tissue mobilization to decrease pec minor tension (cadaveric studies
imply that a position of 150 degrees elevation with 30 degrees scapular retraction is
optimal).[14]
Exercises of side lying forward flexion, external rotation, prone extension, and prone horizontal
abduction to strengthen middle and lower trapezius over upper trapezius. [16],[17]
Quadruped and variable push-up positions to activate serratus anterior. [15]
Rehab Protocol
Phase I
Flexibility
1. Soft tissue Release: Pec Release, Posterior RTC release, Posterior capsule Release, Upper
traps and elevator scapulae release (Manual/self-release techniques)
2. T spine Mobility (manual Mobs/Manipulation)
3. T spine Extension Ex
4. Pec Stretch
5. Sleeper’s stretch
6. Genie Stretch
7. Upper traps stretch
Isometrics
1. Scapular Pinches
2. Robbery Pinches
3. Low Row Wall isometrics
4. Shoulder ER isometrics
5. Scapular Depressor isometrics
Isotonic
1. Scapular Pinches w/ TheraBand
2. Low Row w/ TheraBand
3. Shoulder ER/IR in standing
4. Dynamic Hug
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5. Scapular punches
6. Cheerleader Exercises.
Phase II
1. Seated Rows
2. High Rows
3. Prone Rows
4. Standing Robbery w/ TheraBand
5. Prone Y, I, T and W
6. Lawnmower/Standing D2 Cocking
7. Side lying ER
8. PNF D1/D2
9. Lats Pull downs
10. Scapular clocks
11. Wall washes
12. Thrower’s 10
13. Manually Resisted scapular strengthening
14. Stretches
Phase III
CKC exercises and advanced exercises.
1. Super 6: Upright Row, Dynamic Hug, Cocking/Deceleration, Cocking/acceleration, B/L D2, B/L
pullovers
2. Standing cable column punches
3. Bear crawl on Swiss ball
4. Playball Deceleration
5. Seated Pike lift
6. Push Plus/Scapular Pushups
7. Standing Snow Angels
8. Wall ball Scours
9. Stretches
Summary:
•

Avoid confusion with nomenclature Dyskinesia/Winging

•

Make it a habit to inspect and examine the Scapula-Thoracic articulation

•

Try to observe the changes in ST articulation with different Shoulder pathologies
Know how to appropriate examine of the ST articulation

•

-long thoracic nerve release: PHILIPPE CLAVERT 5’ MD, PhD-Shoulder and Elbow Service, University
Hospital-Strasbourg (name of lecture: Winging Scapula: Clinical presentation, indication for surgery
of Long Thoracic Nerve release)
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-Isolated Scapular Winging: paralysis of Serratus Anterior muscle, Long Thoracic N injury
Rare condition: nerve entrapment along the Serratus Anterior muscle
Anatomy: Serratus Anterior muscle function: -Scapula fixation=protraction of the Scapula; -accessory
muscle for breathing. Long Thoracic N=exclusively motor N (ant rami C5-C6 sometimes C7);

exit axillary plexus-2nd rib; -fascial expansion -ABD→ detorsion; - with the lateral thoracic
artery/branches (compression in ABD/Flexion)
Aims of the study: clinical and EMG study; prospective and continuous series of Long Thoracic N

releases. Patients and methods: 58 P; 23 F and 34 M one bilateral; mean age 35 Y (16-48); 1 WC; 28
overhead workers; sports. Swimming/tennis. Complains: unspecific pain around the shoulder;
difficulties with overhead activities
Exam: static ST winging; accentuated in elevation against resistance; all have had pre-operative EMG
Surgery: axillary approach; -release: coagulation of arterial branches (lateral thoracic) and fascial
expansion. Post-operative: no sling, immediate active mobilization, outpatient surgery-1 night.
Done also Arthroscopically: lateral decubitus, screen at the back of the patient, nurse at the foot,
head free for anesthesia. Do bursectomy, look for Thoracodorsal is vessel-release Thoracodorsal A.
(crow’s foot landmark). F/U: at 6W-3M-6M-1Y (minimum of 6M), clinical evaluated, control EMG
Results: Clinical: all improved for pain at 6M, one pain free at 3M, at 6M no winging. EMG: preoperative increased latency of 8,7 ms (5,8-13); pos operative latency at 8,8 M of 5,5 ms (4-8)
Discussion: primary and idiopathic Scapula alate, -Spontaneous recovery uncertain-mostly partial
with residual complain
When the entrapped of nerve confirmed and without recovery of 3M FTH→N release may be
proposed

-Snapping scapula Bassem El Hassan (Mayo Clinic) 5’ (name of lecture: Snapping scapula
syndrome)
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Snapping scapula syndrome: definition:
• pain and tenderness in superomedial border of Scapula,
• +- crepitus
• ST Bursitis, Snapping scapula syndrome, Washboard Scapula
Arthroscopic scapulothoracic decompression in the prone position-show 15 slides for OP.

How to treat a pathologic scapula? Different techniques for different pathologies: GEORGE
S. ATHWAL MD, FRCSC, London, Ontario, Canada-Roth/McFarlane-Hand and upper limb
10’

Outline:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Work up
Soft tissue
Bony
Neurologic
Muscular
Functional

Work up:
• History
• Physical: inspection
•
Palpation
•
ROM
•
Neurologic
•
Muscular
•
Special Test (SST-Scapular Stabilization Test)
Scapular goals:
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• Stable
• Pain free
• Active ROM
BONY:
• Malunion
• Nonunion
• Osteochondroma
• Rib malunion
NEUROLOGIC:
• Long Thoracic nerve → Pectoralis major transfer
• Spinal Accessory Palsy → Eden Lange
• Spinal Accessory Palsy → KIBLER Rhomboid Transfer (we see lots of slides of all procedure)
• Spinal Accessory Palsy → Elhassan triple transfer
MUSCULAR:
• Scapular Muscle detachment-Ben KIBLER
FUNCTIONAL:
•
•
•

Muscle pattering
Dynamic Instability
Conversion disorder

1. Soft tissue- Snapping Scapula: ELASTOFIBROMA Dorsi (show slide of open removal-pretty
big ELASTOFIBROMA)
2. Bony: malunion/nonunion /osteochondroma /rib malunion
3. Neurologic: Long Thoracic nerve → Pectoralis Major Transfer; Spinal Accessory Palsy →
Eden Lange / KIBLER Rhomboid Transfer / Elhassan triple transfer
4. Muscular: Scapular Muscle detachment-Ben KIBLER/ Muscular Dystrophies: Facioscapulohumeral Dystrophy (those should do fine according to author); Limb Gridle
Dystrophy and other (unpredictable, hard to treat according to author)
5. Functional: Muscle pattering / Dynamic Instability / Conversion disorder

The Eden-Lange procedure is an orthopedic procedure to alleviate the symptoms of trapezius
palsy when more conservative measures, such as spontaneous resolution and surgical nerve repair,
have failed or are likely to fail.[1][2][3] The rhomboid major, rhomboid minor, and elevator
scapulae periscapular muscles are transferred laterally on the scapula to replace the functions of the
lower, middle, and upper fibers of the trapezius, respectively. The transferred muscles hold the
scapula in a more medial and upwardly rotated position, without winging.

Medial scapular muscle detachment: clinical presentation and surgical treatment
W. Ben KIBLER, MD a, Aaron SCIASCIA, MS, ATC, NASM-PES a, / Tim UHL, PhD, ATC, PT, FNATA b.
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a Shoulder Center of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA
b Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Kentucky, College of Health Science,
Lexington, KY, USA
Background: This study describes the clinical presentation and preliminary outcomes in a cohort of
patients treated for detachment of the medial scapular stabilizing muscles.
Methods and methods: The study included 72 patients who underwent reattachment of the lower
trapezius and rhomboid muscles. Patients presented with a history of a high level of medial scapular
border pain during activity and inability to perform overhead or forward flexion activities. Clinical
examination demonstrated palpable tenderness along the medial scapular border, palpable defect
along the medial border muscles, scapular dyskinesis, decreased scapular/rotator cuff strength, and
modification of symptoms by manual scapular repositioning. Surgical exploration revealed
detachment of the lower trapezius muscle or rhomboid muscles, requiring muscle reattachment to
the scapula.
Clinical outcomes were measured by the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) self-report
form, with comparisons made between the overall scores and subcomponents obtained at initial
evaluation, discharge from active care, and post discharge follow-up.
Results: Time from injury to treatment averaged 52 months, and time from surgery to discharge was
7.4 months. ASES scores significantly improved from initial evaluation (39 16) to discharge (63 21) (P
< .001). At medium-term follow-up (n ¼ 23), ASES scores significantly improved from initial
evaluation (38 14) to discharge (69 20) (P < .001)
Conclusions: Scapular muscle detachment appears to be a clinically identifiable syndrome with a
homogeneous set of history and physical findings. Surgical treatment can significantly reduce pain
and improve functional outcomes.
Level of evidence: Level IV, Case Series, Treatment Study. 2014 Journal of Shoulder and Elbow
Surgery Board of Trustees. Procedure is described in article.
-One can also look for: Tendon transfer options for trapezius paralysis : a biomechanical study
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Department of Biomechanics Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN JeanDavid WERTHEL MD , SUENGHWAN Jo MD, Eric Wagner MD, Alex Hooke, John W. Sperling MBA MD,
Kai-Nan An, PhD, Bassem Elhassan MD Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
MN
J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2015 Aug;24(8):1307-13. doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2015.01.008. E pub 2015 Apr 1.

Outcome of triple-tendon transfer, an Eden-Lange variant, to reconstruct trapezius
paralysis.
Elhassan BT1, Wagner ER2.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
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This study describes the technique and evaluates the outcome of the triple-tendon (T3) transfer, an
Eden-Lange variant, to the scapula to stabilize the scapulothoracic articulation in the treatment of
symptomatic trapezius paralysis.
METHODS:
T3 transfers were performed in 22 patients with a history of persistent trapezius paralysis secondary
to spinal accessory nerve injury. The indications for surgery included shoulder pain and weakness and
limited range of motion of the shoulder. The T3 transfer included transfer of the elevator scapulae to
the lateral aspect of the spine of the scapula, the rhomboid minor to the spine of the scapula just
medial to the elevator scapulae insertion, and the rhomboid major to the medial spine of the
scapula, including all muscles bony insertions.
RESULTS:
At an average follow-up of 35 months, winging was corrected in all patients, with improvement of
shoulder asymmetry. All patients had significant improvement of pain (P < .01) and range of motion,
including active shoulder abduction that improved from an average of 71° preoperatively to 118°
postoperatively (P < .02) and shoulder flexion from an average of 102° to 150° (P < .01). There were
also significant improvements in aggregate Constant Shoulder Score (P < .01), subjective shoulder
value (P < .01), and Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand score (P < .01). All patients were very
satisfied with the outcome of surgery.
CONCLUSION:
This study shows that the T3 transfer is effective in stabilizing the scapulothoracic articulation and
restoring the function of the trapezius, and thus, in improving pain and shoulder function in patients
with symptomatic trapezius paralysis.

POSTERIOR INSTABILITY Wednesday 23rd January 2019 05:00-07:00 PM
Wednesday 23rd January 2019 05:00-07:00 PM-started with last case from morning
session: Clinical case discussion 10’ Case presentation PALADINI (CERVESI HospitalCattolica-Italy) -Discussion El HASSAN/CLAVERT/BARTH/ATHWAL/Participant
Case: male, 26 Y, Volleyball player, no history of previous shoulder problem.
Car accident using secure belt, low energy trauma, no Fracture, no Cuff tear, no Ligament avulsion:
Shoulder pain and decreased of function.
RTG and MRI no lesion but on exam we can see winging of left scapula → the Q: Is this a Long
Thoracic nerve palsy? And proposed A: REHAB, Pec Major transfer, Split Pec Major transfer, EdenLang procedure, Scapulothoracic arthrodesis, SCAPULOPLEXY without arthrodesis, Micro neurolysis
of Long Thoracic nerve, Nerve transfer surgery. Conservative treatment:
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After 14 months good recovery of function. No Volleyball now. →New car accident:
using secure belt, high energy trauma, no Fracture, no Cuff tear, no Ligament avulsion: Shoulder pain
and decreased of function. Long Thoracic nerve palsy. Operative treatment: Scapulothoracic
arthrodesis
After 1 Y: good recovery, no pain, good strength
After 2 Y: pain, good strength, good function (on RTG we can see broken cerclage wire of
Scapulothoracic arthrodesis) →revision operation, waiting for new car accident.
05:00-06:10 PM
POSTERIOR INSTABILITY Chairman: NOURISSAT

SOFT TISSUE PROCEDURES. Reverse Hill-Sachs REMPLISSAGE. Concept and re-live surgery
JEAN KANY 5’ Reverse Hill-Sachs REMPLISSAGE. Another way.

Disclosure: Vim’s consultant, FH Orthopedics: consultant and royalties (Arrow Shoulder prothesis),
MITEK: consultant
What are the lesions? 1. Soft Tissue pathology (hyperlaxity) 2. Bone defects-Reverse Hill-Sachs,
posterior Bony Bankart 3. Glenoid dysplasia (WALCH type C)
Surgical options: 1. Soft Tissue procedure: posterior labral repair, tightening of posterior capsule→
when there is NO Bony Lesion (Pollock et all, Clin Orto Relate Research, 1993; 291: 85-96; HOVIS et
all, Am J Sports Med, 2002; 30(6): 886-890)
3.Glenoplasty: if Glenoid retroversion angle >7° (Scott DJ, Jr., J Bone Joint Surg Am, 1967; 49: 471476; Norwood et al, Am J Sports Med, 1984; 12: 25-30; Gerber et all, Clin Orto Relate Research, 1987;
216: 70-79; ORTMAIER RI et all, J Shoulder Elbow Surg, 2017; 26: 1278-1286)
Hypothesis: combined anterior and posterior lesions
AS reversed Bipolar fixation: 1. Reverse Hill-Sachs Remplissage, 2. Posterior Bankart repair+- capsular
shift. He-KANY do first anchor thro RI and posterior portal very high-almost vertical.

Conclusion on Posterior Shoulder Instability:
•
•

no posterior Glenoid bone loss→ AS reversed Bipolar fixation.
Posterior Glenoid bone loss → JF KOUVALCHOUK (pediculate bone block)
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Concept and re-live ARNAUD GODENÈCHE 5’ (name of lecture: Arthroscopic Reverse HillSachs REMPLISSAGE, posterior Bankart procedure)

-woman, 44Y, no trauma, painful and feeling of instability when she woke up, symptoms
after painkillers, night epileptic seizures (CT-A shows posterior Bankart and posterior HillSachs)
Literature: Arthroscopy,22 (2), 227.e1-227.e6, Feb 2006
Arthroscopic Fixation of the Subscapularis Tendon in the Reverse Hill-Sachs Lesion for Traumatic
Unidirectional Posterior Dislocation of the Shoulder (-anterior remplissage not Arthroscopic Mc
Laughlin)
TILMANN KRACKHARDT 1, Bernhard SCHEWE, Dirk Albrecht, KUNO Weise PMID: 16458812
DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2005.10.004
Abstract
Posterior unidirectional instability of the shoulder following trauma is frequently associated with a
cartilage-bone defect on the anterior joint surface of the humeral head. This defect can catch on the
posterior joint surface during internal rotation of the arm, which causes re dislocation of the humeral
head in a posterior direction, thus increasing joint destruction. We describe a new arthroscopic
surgical technique in which the subscapularis tendon is mobilized and attached to the defect using
nonabsorbable or bioabsorbable suture anchors. In a manner analogous to open surgery with
arthrotomy and transposition of the subscapularis tendon insertion into the defect, this arthroscopic
technique fills up the defect, blocks extension during internal rotation of the arm, and safely avoids
re dislocation of the humeral head in a dorsal direction. The arthroscopic technique we describe is
easy and safe to perform. Complicated tightening of the posterior joint capsule is no longer
necessary following acute injury.

Literature: Richard E. DUEY and Stephen S. Burkhart (Arthroscopy, 2013): Arthroscopic
Treatment of a Reverse Hill-Sachs Lesion- posterior Bankart + anterior remplissage with MGHL
Arthroscopic Mc Laughlin? -idea from Stephane AUDEBERT, 2 cases/ Outline: Quick Facts,
Pathoanatomic, Risk Factors, My approach
Quick Facts:
• Pain>Instability
• Subluxation>>Luxation
• Etiology:
1. Traumatic,
2. Atraumatic/Muscle pattering,
3. Atraumatic/ Structural-Ehlers-Danlos, Glenoid Hypoplasia
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Pathoanatomic in 2019: Reverse ALPSA-rare
Kim lesion-common (non-displaced)
Reverse Hill-Sachs-rare
RHAGL-? /Incidence
Bone loss (not loss, never there-dysplasia)
Mechanism of Injury: Acute Traumatic Dislocation
Repetitive Micro Trauma → recurrent posterior subluxation: posterior loading
activities, Football players, Weightlifters

Epidemiology: Rifle shooters, Baseball batters
-Am J Sports Med 41 (11), 2645-9, Nov 2013: Risk Factors for Posterior Shoulder Instability in Young
Athletes ; Brett D Owens 1, Scot E Campbell, Kenneth L Cameron ; PMID: 23982394,
DOI: 10.1177/0363546513501508
(A prospective cohort study in which 714 young athletes, F/U 4Y, risk factors: increased glenoid
retroversion (P < .0001), increased IR&ER strength (P = .029)) He (A. GODENÈCHE) also made
conclusion that: 1° increased retroversion=increased risk for 17%-is not listed in Abstract.
Abstract
Background: While posterior glenohumeral instability is becoming increasingly common among
young athletes, little is known of the risk factors for injury.
Purpose: To determine the modifiable and nonmodifiable risk factors for posterior shoulder
instability in a high-risk cohort.
Study design: Case-control study (prognosis); Level of evidence, 2.
Results: Complete data on 714 participants were obtained. During the 4-year surveillance period, 46
shoulders sustained documented glenohumeral instability events, of which only 7 were posterior in
direction. The baseline factors that were associated with subsequent posterior instability during
follow-up were increased glenoid retroversion (P < .0001), increased external rotation strength in
adduction (P = .029) and at 45° of abduction (P = .015), and increased internal rotation strength in
adduction (P = .038).
Conclusion: This is the largest known prospective study to follow healthy participants in the
development of posterior shoulder instability. Posterior instability represents 10% of all instability
events. The most significant risk factor was increased glenoid retroversion. While increased
internal/external strength was also associated with subsequent instability, it is unclear whether these
strength differences are causative or reactive to the difference in glenoid anatomy. This work
confirms that increased glenoid retroversion is a significant prospective risk factor for posterior
instability.
Increased retroversion: standard posterior soft tissue repair-no change outcome: Owens et all,
KATTHAGEN et all, MAURO et all, Gottschalk et all (all short-term outcome data)
Risk factors for posterior Bankart failure (according to Bradly et all, AJSM; 2018):
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• Dominant shoulder (p=0.005)
• Associated RC tear (p=0.029)
• < 3 Anchor used (OD=3,5)
• Glenoid bone loss (p<0.001)
• Female sex (p=0.001)
My treatment in 2019: posterior Labral Lesion: Posterior Soft Tissue Bankart Repair (3 Anchor) and ER
Brace for 6W/ Posterior Bone loss: 1. distal Clavicular Bone autograft, 2. Iliac Crest Bone autograft
Comment during and after lecture:
ARNAUD GODENÈCHE does Mason-Allen stich for every anchor. Before very operation, patient must
have proper FTH!
GEORGE S. ATHWAL: problem with the size of graft during surgery, and lots of time position to
inferior. He never saw normal cartilage in distal Clavicle when he took this as bone block and is poor
quality. He asks if OP after first dislocation or wait to next to luxation and do FTH.
J. BARTH: if he puts graft low, he always performs anterior remplissage. Always 3D-CT for better
understanding of Glenoid anatomy. Take distal Clavicle only in young men, otherwise Iliac Crest bone
block. After first event wait for 3D-CT until then FTH.
M. PROVENCHER: reluctant to take distal Clavicle.
BUDDY SAVOIE: After first event wait for 3D-CT and do FTH.
GEORGE S. ATHWAL: if patient has done 3 months FTH he will go for surgery-better early than late.
ARNAUD GODENÈCHE: for OP suggest posterior Bankart.
J. KANY: no decision with 3D-CT; if 3D-CT is abnormal-NO OP and if normal and patient has posterior
Bankart he will go for posterior Bankart OP.
GEORGE S. ATHWAL: if trauma and after REHAB no improvement, then he’ll go for OP.
L. LAFOSSE: do posterior Bankart OP + capsular shift.
BUDDY SAVOIE: do posterior Bankart OP + capsular shift + anterior remplissage.
GEORGE S. ATHWAL: do posterior Bankart OP + capsular shift.
J. KANY: he will do nothing until he sees anterior part of Glenoid. After OP immobilization in neutral
or ER for 3 weeks and after this time 3W at night.
A. GODENÈCHE: After OP immobilization in neutral or ER for 3 weeks and after this time 4W at night.
G. S. ATHWAL: After OP immobilization in neutral or ER for 3 weeks and after this time 4W at night.
L. LAFOSSE: graft should never be to proud (meaning should not look over Glenoid). He puts 2 K wires
simultaneously in bone block (I don’t know what that means) and put graft lower than Glenoid (I
don’t know either what that means)

Rotator interval closure SAVOIE 5’ (name of lecture: when is RI closure indicated)

• As a part of Rx MDI
• Asa an adjunct to ‘’routine’’ reconstruction when some laxity is present
• Always (with a graft) when hyper lax patients have surgery
Examination of Hyper lax Shoulder:
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• Ligaments are completely loose
• No inherent stability
• Balance muscle tone gets humeral head located and depends on Scapular retraction
Severe MDI/Hyperlaxity:
• BEIGHTON criteria: these patients will have more than +9 findings
• Add: ankle sprains, hip subluxation, etc.
• Rotator interval always loose
Rotator interval anatomy:
• Intraarticular: SGHL, capsule/ Extraarticular: CHL-both bends, capsule
Hyperlaxity Surgery:
• Plicate capsule with absorbable suture
• Posterior plication of Tendon and Capsule
• Modified GALLIE for IGHL
• SGHL/CHL allograft reconstruction
Results:
•
•
•

As an adjunct increased success by 3-5%
Hyperlaxity Rx with GALLIE + interval closure: 88% at 5 Y
EDS points; CHL/SGHL + GALLIE + post tendon/capsule plication: 15 Patients (9 all revision
surgery, all stable at 2Y and loose by 7-10Y)
My comment: William E. GALLIE (Canadian surgeon 1882-1959) and LEMESURIER originally described
use of autogenous fascia Lata to create new ligaments between anterior-inferior aspect of the
capsule and anterior neck of HUMERUS in 1927.
The BEIGHTON score is a set of maneuvers used to judge if there is evidence of joint hypermobility.
There are 9 points, and a score of 4 or more is considered a sign of there likely being generalized joint
hypermobility present. The 9 points are made up of the following
•

One point if, while standing and bending forward, the individual can place their palms on the
ground with the legs straight
• One point for each elbow that extends more than 10 degrees
• One point for each knee that extends more than 5 degrees
• One point for each thumb that, with the wrist flexed, can be manipulated to the forearm
• One point for each fifth finger that extends beyond 90 degrees.
Another quick tool allied to the BEIGHTON score is the hypermobility questionnaire, which can be
used instead of a physical examination.1 An answer of ‘yes’ to two or more of the questions gives a
very high prediction of the presence of hypermobility, with 85% sensitivity and specificity against the
BEIGHTON score. The five questions are:
Can you now (or could you ever) place your hands flat on the floor without bending your knees?
Can you now (or could you ever) bend your thumb to touch your forearm?
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As a child did you amuse your friends by contorting your body into strange shapes OR could you do
the splits?
As a child or teenager did your shoulder or kneecap dislocate on more than one occasion?
Do you consider yourself double-jointed?
It is important to note that the BEIGHTON score is best used as a screening tool. Thereafter other
sites should be examined for hypermobility, such as the temporomandibular joint, cervical spine,
shoulders, thoracic spine, hips, ankles, and feet.

When to use it
Hypermobility should be looked for in anyone with mechanical joint pains or recurrent soft tissue
injuries, including ligament and tendon strains and joint dislocations. It is a risk for musculoskeletal
injury that is often overlooked.
Managing the condition is difficult to discuss in a short paragraph, but the Hypermobility Syndromes
Association website has produced a great guide for clinicians on the subject, including management
and further treatment.
Hypermobility is also a feature of the hereditary disorders of connective tissue, including joint
hypermobility syndrome, Ehlers Danlos syndrome, MARFAN syndrome and Stickler syndrome. It is a
diagnostic criterion for the joint hypermobility syndrome and Ehlers Danlos syndrome hypermobility
subtype (formerly classified as type III).
The evidence
The BEIGHTON score is modification of the Carter & Wilkinson scoring system previously used as an
indicator of widespread hypermobility and reduced the number of sites needing to be examined.1 It
was intended as a research tool and is still very much used for epidemiological and clinical studies in
current practice.2
CONCLUSION:
•

RI closure as a part of primary repair can improve success and stability by 3-5%
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•
•

MDI: arthroscopic surgery with true RI plication to shorten the CHL is the surgical treatment
of choice in most cases with results generally >85% at 5Y F/U
Graft reconstruction of the RI CHL/SGHL along with the IGHL and Post Capsule in the EDS
patients may be the only to achieve temporary (5-7Y) stability

Posterior BANKART procedure in 2019 Clinical Case discussion 10’ Case Presentation
NOURISSAT Discussion KANY/GODENÈCHE/ATHWAL/SAVOIE/BARTH/LAFOSSE/Participant
Case1: 23 Y, medical student, left shoulder, dominant arm, recreational rugby player, traumatic
onset, reduction in ER, complain about pain when moving shoulder and >>subluxation<<
RTG-we can see superior HH migration, clinical exam-right ER>90°, painful normal ROM, posterior
pain. On CT-A we can see minimal post capsule lesion and little fraying of post labrum on AS picture.

BONE BLOCK PROCEDURE Re-live surgery: AS Anterior approach through the rotator
interval, Johannes Barth (Grenoble, FR) 5’

Disclosure: 1. No royalties or stock options 2. Consulting income from Arthrex, Wright and SBM 3. No
research and education support 4. No other support
Arthroscopic Posterior Bone Graft for Posterior Instability: The Trans rotator Interval Sparing Cuff
Technique
Barth, Johannes MD*; GROSCLAUDE, Sophie MD†; LÄDERMANN, Alexandre MD‡; DENARD, Patrick J.
MD§; GRAVELEAU, Nicolas MD∥; WALCH, Gilles MD¶
Author Information
Techniques in Shoulder & Elbow Surgery: September 2011 - Volume 12 - Issue 3 - p 67-71
Doi: 10.1097/BTE.0b013e31822bd5e9
(‘’ inside the box’’ to avoid: IS damage, Suprascapular nerve branches lesions)
Abstract
Posterior glenoid augmentation with a bone graft is sometimes required in the management of
posterior shoulder instability. We describe a new arthroscopic technique that consists of passing the
graft through an anatomic portal: the rotator interval. This approach diminishes the damage on
posterior structures. We believe that this less invasive approach might allow earlier motion recovery
and reduce the complications related to an extensive or blind posterior approach.
Clinical relevance: new technique relevant to arthroscopic management of posterior glenohumeral
instability.
Nerve at risk posteriorly: distance (Glenoid rim-nerve course od spine Glenoid notch) =18 mm (14-25)
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AS do on Lateral decubitus/ CONCLUSION:
• AS PBB (post bone block) is feasible
• Graft must not be too proud
• BB large surface of contact to the Glenoid
• Labrum reconstruction is not necessary on top of BB in our experience
JF KOUVALCHOUK 1993:
• Posterior bone block
• Harvest from the Acromion
• Pediculate on Deltoid
• ISP sling effect
• Capsular fixation
Orthopedics & Traumatology: Surgery & Research Volume 103, Issue 8, Supplement, December 2017,
Pages S203-S206
Technical note
Posterior shoulder instability managed by arthroscopic acromial pediculate bone-block. Technique
Author links open overlay panel P. MÉTAIS, J. GRIMBERG, P. CLAVERT, J. -F. KOUVALCHOUK, F.
SIRVEAUX, G. NOURISSAT, J. Garret, P. MANSAT, A. GODENÈCHE, the French Arthroscopy Society
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.otsr.2017.09.001Get rights and content open archive Referred to by
P. MÉTAIS, J. GRIMBERG, P. CLAVERT, J.-F. KOUVALCHOUK, F. SIRVEAUX, G. NOURISSAT, J. Garret, P.
MANSAT, A. GODENÈCHE
INSTABILITÉ POSTÉRIEURE DE L’ÉPAULE TRAITÉE PAR BUTÉE ACROMIALE PÉDICULÉE POSITIONNÉE
SOUS ARTHROSCOPIE. Note de technique
Revue de CHIRURGIE ORTHOPÉDIQUE ET TRAUMATOLOGIQUE, Volume 103, Issue 8, Supplement,
December 2017, Pages S174-S178
Abstract
In posterior shoulder instability (recurrent dislocation, involuntary posterior subluxation or voluntary
subluxation that has become involuntary), surgery may be considered in case of failure of functional
treatment if there are no psychological contraindications. Acromial bone-block with pediculate
deltoid flap, as described by KOUVALCHOUK, is an alternative to iliac bone-block, enabling triple
shoulder locking by the blocking effect, the retention hammock provided by the deltoid flap and
posterior capsule repair. Arthroscopy allows shoulder joint exploration and diagnosis of associated
lesions, with opening and conservation of the posterior capsule; it greatly facilitates bone-block
positioning and capsule reinsertion. The present report describes the procedure in detail.
-post OP: immobilization for 6W in ER
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Re-live surgery: Arthroscopy Posterior approach LAFOSSE 5’ Re-live surgery: Open acromial
pediculate bone-block. SIRVEAUX 5’

Clinical Case discussion 20’ Case Presentation NOURRISSAT Discussion
KANY/GODENÈCHE/ATHWAL/SAVOIE/BARTH/LAFOSSE/SIRVEAUX/Participant
Case: 22 Y, female, nurse student, overweight, posterior instability, pain and instability, no
traumatic onset, failed rehabilitation
On CT-A: In 5° of retroversion-labral tear, in 15° of retroversion-no labral tears (one is right,
and one is left, but don’t remember which is which°, probably 5° is left due to comments
that follow)
They did posterior bone block fixation-2 Screws
Comment in discussion:
L. LAFOSSE: problem with screw-bone resorptions around graft. Metallic screw is better than
resorbable for this case.
BUDDY SAVOIE: didn’t see resorptions with distal Clavicle, but saw with Iliac Crest
Q: what will they do on both shoulders?
F. SIRVEAUX: he will start on left side and if works do right side-both Bankart OP, maybe on right
bone block
J. BARTH: C2 type on right side; on left Bankart OP, on right he’s not sure for surgery
G. ATHWAL: check what kind of FTH has she done, suspicious-that happened at same time in ER so
he proposes FTH!
J. KANY: do soft tissue procedure-bipolar on left and bone block on right (JF KOUVALCHOUK)
L. LAFOSSE: explain that CT was done in ER and RTG in IR. He will OP left-soft tissue Bankart +
remplissage; on right-no OP, just FTH
BUDDY SAVOIE: no OP only brace + FTH. Focus on Scapula, even Botox on Pectoralis muscle. If OP-left
Bankart + close RI, right-no bone block
GODENÈCHE: he sees no lesion
L. LAFOSSE: done bone block on both side; she failed on left side and right side is OK
G. ATHWAL: think she has muscle pattern luxation
06:10-06:40 PM
STERNO-CALVICULAR JOINT Chairman: PHILIPPE VALENTI (Paris, FR) (name of lecture:

Sternoclavicular joint unstable and degenerative)

Anatomy: Saddle joint, unstable, IA disc. Stabilizers: Ligaments-Ant SC and stronger post SC, Cost-C
and inter Clavi/ Muscular envelope – SCM, PM, Subclavius muscle
Danger: posterior dislocation, during reduction, surgery chronic case open or AS
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Movement is tri-axial: elevation-depression, protraction-retraction, ant-post rotation/ 4°clavicular
elevation for every 10° FE arm. During ST motion movements are transmitted through the SCJ
Fusion of SC joint= you limit movements of GH joint and ST joint

Degenerative and unstable SC joint: I prefer a soft Tissue Procedure. Josh Dines 8’

Background:
• SC joint pivotal articulation for movements of the shoulder girdle
• May rotate as much as 40° with combined movements
• Dislocation rare and typically secondary to high energy forces
Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Volume 22, Issue 1, January 2013, Pages 64-69; Shoulder

Reconstruction of the sternoclavicular joint in active patients with the figure-of-eight
technique using hamstrings
[6 P, 3 anterior SC instability, 2 posteriors SC instability, 1 MDI SC instability, fixed with fig. of 8
hamstring, DASH improved, all returned to full activity]
Author links open overlay panel Georg Singer MD, Peter FERLIC MD, Tanja Kraus MD, Robert EBERL
MD, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jse.2012.02.009
Background: Dislocations of the sternoclavicular joint are rare injuries caused by massive forces
applied to the joint. A high rate of complications has been reported following this injury emphasizing
the importance of an accurate diagnosis and therapy.
Methods
We report a series of patients with chronic anterior or posterior sternoclavicular instability treated
with figure-of-eight GRACILIS- or semitendinosus-tendon reconstruction. Tendon grafts were
collected from the patient's ipsilateral knee. Preoperative and postoperative DASH scores were
compared to evaluate the outcome.
Results
Six patients (mean age, 22 years; range 15-46; male = 3; female = 3) were included. The patients
sustained an isolated dislocation of the sternoclavicular joint resulting from a high-energy trauma.
Anterior instability was observed in 3 patients, posterior instability in 2 patients and the remaining
patient showed multidirectional instability. The mean time from injury to operation was 8 months
(range, 4-33). The semitendinosus tendon was used in 4 patients, the GRACILIS tendon in 2 patients,
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respectively. Follow-up examination was after 22 months (range, 14-34). The DASH score improved
from 54.3 points (range, 45.7-68.8) preoperatively to 28.8 points (range, 25.8-34.5) postoperatively.
All patients returned to full activity without limitations including competitive contact sports.
Conclusion
Stabilization of the sternoclavicular joint with the figure-of-eight technique seems to be a feasible
alternative for young and active patients with remaining instability following conservative treatment.
-advantage of the figure-of-eight technique using hamstrings:
•
•

Excellent biomechanical stability in anterior/posterior direction
Use of autologous Tendon maximizes healing potential (quicker return to service in young
military patient’s w/s allograft
• No Hardware removal necessary
He does in this specific topic 1 case every 2 years and during OP try also to reconstruct
costoclavicular ligament

Chronic anterior SC instability: corrective Clavicular osteotomy, Karel WIESER, BALGRISTUniversity, Zurich

When and why Clavicular osteotomy?
•
•
•

Symptomatic patients with dynamic anterior instability
Dislocation is provoked by elevation-abduction and horizontal extension of the arm
Reorientation of medial end of clavicle so that joint containment is preserve throughout full
range of motion
Method-surgical technique: prone position, Necklace skin incision, Arm in SC sub lux position,
osteotomy in medial 1/3 and fixation with tubular plate
Outcome-quantitative 3D Analysis 8n=4; F/U=64 M; CS: 58 → 73; SSV: 42 → 79%; all P reported good
to very good stability of SC joint (HIRSIGER S, JSES 2018)
CONCLUSION:
•
•
•

Alternative to soft tissue procedure
Potential solution in revision cases (if soft tissue procedure fails)
Quantitative analysis of normal and abnormal SC relations may be necessary to optimize
corrective osteotomy
He does treat patients in this specific topic, if possible, with FTH but if OP than osteotomy. After OP 6
W to 3 M limits ER.
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Clinical Case discussion 10’ Case Presentation VALENTI Discussion
NEYTON/PALADINI/PROVENCHER/DENARD/Participant
Case: 57 Y-Woman, anterior traumatic dislocation of SC joint, painful swelling, not reducible,
unaesthetic bump of the chest
Imaging: RTG-AP view, CT, MRI,
Treatment: degenerative and unstable SC joint:
• Conservative / injections
• Resection arthroplasty open/AS
• Resection arthroplasty + Ligament plastic
• Medial Clavicle osteotomy
LIGAMENTOPLASTY: which material? Autograft (Semi T, GRACILIS, PL, SCM), Allograft-synthetic
material. Which technique? Liga. Cost-Clavicular figure-of-eight; Liga. CC + C Sternal + capsular
plication

Q: best image exam?
P. DENARD: just RTG if degenerative, or MRI if plan for OP, if trauma-CT.
M. PROVENCHER: do CT on both side, MRI only if infection suspected or vessel pathology.
L. NEYTON: do CT on both side, MRI only if infection suspected or vessel pathology.
P. PALADINI: 3D CT of both sides.

Q: Treatment?
L. NEYTON: Resection arthroplasty open/AS or maybe start with conservative / injections.
P. DENARD: in 7 out of 10 patients do nothing, 2 of 10 do open surgery- resection arthroplasty.
M. PROVENCHER: point out that most of the time is not only S-C joint but more, he always starts with
conservative / injections.
P. PALADINI: always starts with conservative / injections and if fails do open surgery- resection
arthroplasty.

Q: Material?
L. NEYTON: Semi Tendinous autologous and fig. of 8
M. PROVENCHER: allograft if patient is young- Semi Tendinous, drill through Sternum
P. DENARD: allograft if patient is young and not by cortical drill on Sternum
P. PALADINI: allograft if patient is young and not by cortical drill on Sternum
M. PROVENCHER: has a case with vessel anomaly-suggests do pre-OP vessel imaging. Problem is
vein!
L. LAFOSSE: when he has done reconstruction on distal Clavicle, the problem of S-C joint disappeared.
No other in panel has such experience.
EL HASSAN: a lot of time the patients have problem with S-C stability

ACROMIO-CLAVICULAR JOINT AND FRACTURES Thursday 24th January 2019
08:00-10:10 AM
08:00-09:00 AM
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ACROMIO-CLAVICULAR JOINT Chairman: Funk
Fight should we operate on acute AC joint dislocations? 15’ Referee: Funk Yes SCHEIBEL 5’ No
ZUMSTEIN 5’ Vote who is the winner

ACJ Dislocation Acute Lennard Funk
Should we operate on acute AC joint dislocations: YES, Markus Scheibel (SCHULTHESS
Clinic Zurich, CHARITE-UNIVERITAETSMEDICIN, Berlin)

ISAKOSS Consensus Statement: ROCKWOOD I, II=non operative; ROCKWOOD IV, V= operative (3
weeks); ROCKWOOD III=? non operative/ operative (BEITZEL et al; Int Orthopedic, 2014)
Limited healing potential (Weinstein at all, Am J Sports Med, 1995)
Persistent instability after non-operative treatment:
•

‘’for sever dislocation, with AC displacement of 2 cm or more, early surgery produces better
result ‘’ (Bannister et all, JBJS Br, 1989)
• ‘’in this study better results were achieved by surgical treatment with the hook plate than by
conservative treatment’’ (GSTETTNER et all, JSES, 2008)
• ‘’although hook plate fixation resulted in superior radiologic alignment, it was not clinically
superior to non-operative treatment of acute complete dislocation of AC joint’’ (COTS, Int
Orthopedy 2015)
Complication after non-operative treatment:
• Pain
• Cosmesis
• Scapular dyskinesia/ SICK Scapula syndrome
• Impaired function (BEITZEL et al, Arthroscopy, 2014)
Tight Rope > Hook plate:
‘’available comparative studies have shown no significant Clinical difference but a tendency towards
better result with a higher degree of acceptance among Patients for the Arthroscopic and minimally
invasive non-rigid double button procedure’’ (Jensen et all, UNFALCHIRURG 2015)
‘’the clinical score analysis revealed that patients with high grade injuries showed significant clinical
benefits from the c DBS procedure as compared with the c HP treatment’’ (Stein et all, AJSM 2018)
Prevalence of concomitant lesions:
Study:

Type:
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Pauly et all, KSSTA 2009

Rockwood III, IV, V

40

22,5%

TISCHER et all, AJSM 2009

Rockwood III, IV, V

77

18,2%

Pauly et all, JSES 2014

Rockwood III, V

125

30,4%

ARRIGONI et all, Arthroscopy
2014

Rockwood III (acute/chronic)

98

23,4/41,4%

Jensen et all, Int Orthopedic

Rockwood III, V

376

53%

2017
(acute/chronic)
Rockwood type V > type III / chronic > acute / men = woman
Why should we operate on acute AC-joint dislocation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acute injury… ,, why would you wait until it’s a chronic problem’’
Ligaments cannot, heal’’ in dislocated position
Cosmesis is better with surgical intervention
Avoid secondary problem (pain, Scapular dyskinesia etc.)
Modern Arthroscopic technique (cc and ac stabilization) with better results
Treat intraarticular lesions at the same time

Should we operate on acute AC joint dislocations: NO, MA. ZUMSTEIN, MD 5’ (Shoulder,
Elbow & Orthopedic Sports Medicine, university of Berlin, INSELSPITAL Switzerland)

Reason not to operate: ACUTE > weeks:
• Literature
• My experience / My results with my technique
Literature: Rockwood type III:
7., high’’ level reviews:
1. Phillips AW, Clin Orthopedics
2. Spencer EE, Clin Orthopedics
3. CECCARELLI E, J Orthopedic
4. BONTEMPO NA, Br JSM
5. Smith TO, KSSTA
6. BEITZL K, Arthroscopy
7. Korsten T, Int. Orthopedic
Conclusion systematic Rockwood type III:
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• Better cosmesis without surgery
• Non-significant different satisfaction
• Non-significant pain: 24% (cons) vs 6% (operative)
• Longer rehabilitation
• Later back to work or sports
• More complication
• Expensive (Korsten T, Int. Orthopedic)
Prospective study: Rockwood type III: conservative vs operative, level I, II: 4 study centers-78 P, 42
operative, 36 conservatives; FU > 2 Y
Literature: Rockwood type III, IV, V: 83 P, 40 operative, 43 conservatives, acute < 28 days, FU > 2 Y
(Canadian Orthopedic Trauma Society)-multicenter randomized clinical conservative vs operative
Treatment of Acute AC joint dislocation
ORIGINAL ARTICLE
General Health Status After Nonoperative Versus Operative Treatment for Acute,
Complete Acromioclavicular Joint Dislocation
Results of a Multicenter Randomized Clinical Trial
MAH, Jeffrey M. B.Sc. the Canadian Orthopedic Trauma Society (COTS)
Journal of Orthopedic Trauma: September 2017 - Volume 31 - Issue 9 - p 485-490
Doi: 10.1097/BOT.0000000000000881
Abstract
Objective:
To assess the general health status of patients after nonoperative (non-op) versus operative (OP)
treatment for acromioclavicular (AC) joint dislocations.
Design:
Multicenter randomized controlled clinical trial conducted in 11 Canadian trauma centers. A total of
83 patients with acute (≤28 days old), complete (Rockwood grades III, IV, or V) dislocations of the AC
joint were included in this study.
Intervention:
Participants were randomized to non-op treatment or OP treatment with hook plate fixation.
Main Outcome Measures:
Physical and mental health were evaluated using the Short Form-36 version 2 survey at baseline, 6
weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, and 2 years.
Results:
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In the Non-op group, 33 patients had grade III injuries, 3 patients had grade IV injuries, 5 patients had
grade V injuries, and the injury grade was unknown for 2 patients. In the OP group, 37 patients had
grade III injuries and 3 patients had grade V injuries (no difference in Type IV and V Non-op vs.
OP, P = 0.12). Fifty-eight percent of patients in the non-op group and 63% of patients in the OP group
completed the 2-year follow-up. The Non-op group had better physical health scores than the OP
group at 3 months after treatment (52.13 vs. 45.75, P < 0.001). There were no significant differences
between the physical health scores of the 2 groups at any other point (6 weeks, 45.81 vs. 41.21, P =
0.03; 6 months, 54.50 vs. 51.61, P = 0.02; 1 year, 55.10 vs. 53.96, P = 0.37; 2 years, 55.24 vs.
57.13, P = 0.17). Mental health scores were similar between the Non-op and OP groups at each
follow-up interval (6 weeks, 49.29 vs. 51.27, P = 0.49; 3 months, 52.24 vs. 55.84, P = 0.13; 6 months,
54.89 vs. 55.05, P = 0.93; 1 year, 55.35 vs. 56.72, P = 0.35; 2 years, 56.41 vs. 55.43, P = 0.56). In both
treatment groups, the preinjury physical and mental health scores were better than published
population norms before declining to a level equal to or below the norm after dislocation. Physical
health recovered to a level above the norm at 6 months in the non-op group and 2 years in the OP
group. Mental health recovered at 3 months in the OP group and 6 months in the non-op group.
Conclusions:
Hook plate fixation does not lead to improved general health status compared with non-op
treatment. Presently, there is no definitive evidence that hook plate fixation is superior to non-op
treatment for acute complete AC joint dislocations.
Level of Evidence:
Therapeutic Level I
Literature: Rockwood type III, IV, V:
No difference:
•
•
•
•

CS
DASH
Return to work
Cosmesis

difference:
RTG
COMPLICATION

Results of Operative and Nonoperative Treatment of Rockwood Types III and V Acromioclavicular
Joint Dislocation: A Prospective, Randomized Trial With an 18- to 20-Year Follow-up
Antti JOUKAINEN, MD, PhD, HEIKKI KRÖGER, Prof., Lea NIEMITUKIA, MD,
Abstract
Background:
The optimal treatment of acute, complete dislocation of the acromioclavicular joint (ACJ) is still
unresolved.
Purpose:
To determine the difference between operative and nonoperative treatment in acute Rockwood
types III and V ACJ dislocation.
Study Design:
Randomized controlled trial; Level of evidence, 2.
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Methods:
In the operative treatment group, the ACJ was reduced and fixed with 2 trans articular Kirschner
wires and ACJ ligament suturing. The Kirschner wires were extracted after 6 weeks. Nonoperatively
treated patients received a reduction splint for 4 weeks. At the 18- to 20-year follow-up, the
Constant, University of California at Los Angeles Shoulder Rating Scale (UCLA), Larsen, and Simple
Shoulder Test (SST) scores were obtained, and clinical and radiographic examinations of both
shoulders were performed.
Results:
Twenty-five of 35 potential patients were examined at the 18- to 20-year follow-up. There were
11 patients with Rockwood type III and 14 with type V dislocations. Delayed surgical treatment for
ACJ was used in 2 patients during follow-up: 1 in the operatively treated group and 1 in the
nonoperatively treated group. Clinically, ACJs were statistically significantly less prominent or
unstable in the operative group than in the nonoperative group (normal/prominent/unstable:
9/4/3 and 0/6/3, respectively; P = .02) and in the operative type III (P = .03) but not type V
dislocation groups. In operatively and nonoperatively treated patients, the mean Constant scores
were 83 and 85, UCLA scores 25 and 27, Larsen scores 11 and 11, and SST scores 11 and 12 at
follow-up, respectively. There were no statistically significant differences in type III and type V
dislocations. In the radiographic analysis, the ACJ was wider in the nonoperative than the
operative group (8.3 vs 3.4 mm; P = .004), and in the type V dislocations (nonoperative vs
operative: 8.5 vs 2.4 mm; P = .007). There was no statistically significant difference between study
groups in the elevation of the lateral end of the clavicle. Both groups showed equal levels of
radiologic signs of ACJ osteoarthritis and calcification of the coracoclavicular ligaments.
Conclusion:
Nonoperative treatment was shown to produce more prominent or unstable and radiographically
wider ACJs than was operative treatment, but clinical results were equally good in the study
groups at 18- to 20-year follow-up. Both treatment methods showed statistically significant
radiographic elevations of the lateral clavicle when compared with a non-injured ACJ.
-but there might be additional lesion-iceberg concept (Pascal Boileau)
additional lesion: acute-20-40%:
• Chondral
• SLAP
• Partial or full thickness rupture of RM
• Bankart/Labral lesions
Only 20% of lesions have been treated operatively
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Why do I not operate on them? -I treat a lot of Ice Hockey players, Handball, Wrestlers (1 Ice Hockey
player needed surgery in last 8 Y-RW IV with persistent pain)
Prospective consecutive study (2013-2017):
• N=90
• F/M 12/78
• Mean age 43 Y
• Mean FU 26 M
Bernese classification of AC dislocation (my comment, can’t find this -PubMed doesn’t show
anything):
Type A=stable; corresponds to RW I-III; threshold: CC difference>10mm, ACϞDC Diff. ≥ 12mm, GCPC
Diff. ≥ 15mm → ≥ 100% horizontal and 100% vertical
Type B=unstable; corresponds to RW IV, V
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Orthopedics. 2017 Jan 1;40(1): e35-e43. Doi: 10.3928/01477447-20160915-01. E pub 2016 Sep 21.

BiPOD Arthroscopic Acromioclavicular Repair Restores Bidirectional Stability.
De Beer J, SCHAER M, LATENDRESSE K, RANIGA S, Moor BK, ZUMSTEIN MA.
Abstract
Stabilizing the acromioclavicular joint in the vertical and horizontal planes is challenging, and most
current techniques do not reliably achieve this goal. The BiPOD repair is an arthroscopically assisted
procedure performed with image intensifier guidance that reconstructs the coracoclavicular
ligaments as well as the acromioclavicular ligaments to achieve bidirectional stability. Repair is
achieved with a combination of 2-mm Fiber Tape (Arthrex, Naples, Florida) and 20-mm Poly-Tape
(Neo ligaments, Leeds, England) to achieve rigid repair, prevent bone abrasion, and promote tissue
ingrowth. This study is a prospective review of the first 6 patients treated for high-grade acute
acromioclavicular injury with the BiPOD technique. The study included 6 men who were 21 to 36
years old (mean, 27 years). At 6-month follow-up, complications were recorded, and radiographic
analysis was used to determine the coracoclavicular distance for vertical reduction and the amount
of acromioclavicular translation on the Alexander axillary view was used to determine horizontal
reduction. One patient had a superficial infection over the tape knot. The difference in
coracoclavicular distance between the operated side and the uninvolved side was 9±2 mm
preoperatively and 0.3±2 mm at 6-month follow-up. On Alexander axillary view, all 6 patients
showed stable reduction, which is defined as a clavicle that is in line with the acromion. The findings
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show that BiPOD acromioclavicular reconstruction restores bidirectional stability of the
acromioclavicular joint at 6 months. [Orthopedics. 2017; 40(1): e35-e43.].
Clinical result (N=60, F/U=26M)

TYPE B
Acute < 3 weeks
SSV (%)
91,9
*
CS (%)
96,7
ns
Taft score (12 points)
10,8
ns
ACJI score (100 points)
90,7
ns
*= significant (p<0,01)
ACJI = Acromioclavicular Joint Instability Score (ACJI)

TYPE B
Chronic > 3 weeks
86.3
91,8
9,8
85,2

Take home message: should we operate on acute AC joint dislocation:
-Literature: GRADE III
GRADE III-V
Additional lesion

X
√?

-My experience; eminence is not evidence

X

-My results with my technique
If there are persistent problems > weeks

X
√?

Debate ALLO, auto grafts or synthetic AC reconstructions 20’
SCHEIBEL/ZUMSTEIN/BARTH/SUGAYA/Participant Clinical Case Discussion 20’ Case
Presentation Funk How to manage chronic AC joint dislocations, recurrences and
complications Discussion SCHEIBEL/ZUMSTEIN/BARTH/Participant 20’
Q: Should we operate on acute ACJ dislocation? (A 35)
Yes 43% =15 participants 15/35, NO 57% = 20 participants 20/35
Q: what do you use routinely for chronic ACJ reconstructions: (A 35)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

K-wires
BOSWORTH Screw
Weaver-Dunn
Modified Weaver-Dunn
Tight rope single
Tight rope Twin Tail
Graft rope
Dog Bone
Internal Brace
Hook plate
Lockdown/infinity Loc.
LARS Liga. (or similar)
Autograft

0%
2,86% (A=1)
5,71% (A=2)
8,57% (A=3)
5,71%(A=2)
8,57% (A=3)
2,86% (A=1)
11,43% (A=4)
0%
5,7%(A=2)
2,86% (A=1)
8,57% (A=3)
17,14% (A=6)
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14. Allograft
15. Others
Q: What approach? (A=36)

20% (A=7)
0%

1. Open
47,22% (A=17)
2. All arthroscopic
16,67% (A=6)
3. Combined
36,11% (A=13)
4. Percutaneous
0%
PANNEL answer on approach:
M. SCHEIBEL: Arthroscopically assisted with allograft
H. SUGAYA: Arthroscopy + mini open
J. BARTH: Arthroscopy + open, uses Palmaris longus
M. ZUMSTEIN: all Arthroscopic, with allograft-Achilles Cord-synthetic material that has ingrowth of
collagen of ligaments
Participant JEFF from Sydney: special devices with Togo Lock system, goes through Claviculae not
around
M. ZUMSTEIN: need to correct horizontal and vertical stability. ACJ is behind the patient (I don’t
know what he meant with this).
Recurrence rate on RTG is 5-20% according to Funk and 43% according to ZUMSTEIN, but all of those
are not symptomatic
B. SAVOIE: after 2Y every patient is asymptomatic. RTG show recurrence rate not symptoms
M. SCHEIBEL: complication is due to suture or button, his experience in 15%, be careful if age>50Y
and time >2W after dislocation. During OP we should do little over reduction.
B. SAVOIE: with OP control horizontal stability, and he has 50% complication rate (or did he mean,
that he notices 50% complication rate in other surgeons?)
EL HASSAN: that some do OP on patient that has on RTG displacement, but the patient is good before
that (has other shoulder problem) and the Q: what did we operate?
M. ZUMSTEIN: CC distance is important only if >1cm compared to contra lateral shoulder otherwise
one can’t measure!
L. FUNK: how many of You did change OP technique in last 7 Y-the A was 50%. Other Q: how many of
You are 100% satisfied with your operation- the A was 0%. Third Q: how many of You is preparing to
change your operation- the A was 70%.
CASE 1:
• 48 Y, M, heavy manual worker
• Smoker & very large
• Fell off his lorry 6 M ago
• ACJ dislocation
• Unable to work
• Claim against work
• 3 M REHAB
Examination:
•
•
•
•

ACJ deformity-fixed
Very painful to rise arm > 70°
No pain in rotation in neutral
Tender over ACJ region
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• Scarf+++vee
• No cuff weakness
• No GHJ stiffness, no neuro
Q for panel: what classification on this case?
M. SCHEIBEL: bidirectional instability in this case.
H. SUGAYA: routinely take 3D-CT to assess CC distance and uses Rockwood classification
J. BARTH: doesn’t really on Rockwood classification, uses Clinical picture-reducible or not!
M. ZUMSTEIN: panoramic view bilateral and those patient on Workers’ compensation do MRI

Comes 6 M after surgery (we can see RTG- Tight rope Twin Tail, with diastasis over CC distance)
-revision OP: LARS ligament (modified) & reverse CAL transfer; biopsies negative: 3 M post OP RTG
was good; 1Y later another injury at work-lifting heavy box and felt against the wall-severe pain in
A&E → we can see RTG ACJ dislocation (same as first time)
-revision OP: semi-T + LARS ligament + Hook plate→7 weeks post OP sudden pain -don’t know what
happened again
Q: do you think the X-ray and CT would have looked the same a half year after the operation?
L. FUNK: rule out low grade infection after second OP. He regrets that he operated at first time-be
careful if patient is older >50Y and non-cooperative! He said every OP he has done for this patient
was necessary expect the first one!
Participant JEFF from Sydney: he would do DEZIS between Clavicle and Coracoid-cited old literature
and 50% do well after such OP

09:10-10:00 AM
FRACTURES Chairman: VERBORGT
Relive surgery of glenoid fracture MARKUS SCHEIBEL 20’ (lateral decubitus, we saw video)
J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2016 May;25(5):781-90. Doi: 10.1016/j.jse.2015.09.012. E pub 2015 Dec 2.
Arthroscopic reduction and fixation of large solitary and multifragmentation anterior glenoid rim
fractures.
Scheibel M1, Hug K2, Gerhardt C2, Krueger D2.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
The optimal treatment of large anterior glenoid rim fractures is still a matter of debate. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate the clinical and radiologic results of an arthroscopic reduction and
fixation of acute displaced large solitary or multifragmentation anterior glenoid rim fractures using
anchors or bioabsorbable compression screws.
METHODS:
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Twenty-three consecutive patients (7 women, 16 men; mean age, 47.9 [15-74] years) were treated.
The patients were followed up clinically (range of motion, instability testing, and shoulder outcome
scores) and with conventional radiographs (true anterior-posterior, axillary, and BERNAGEAU views).
RESULTS:
With a minimum follow-up of 24 months, 21 patients could be evaluated. The average Constant
score was 84.5 points, the Rowe score was 90.8 points, the Melbourne Instability Shoulder Score was
96.2 points, the Western Ontario Shoulder Instability Index was 89.2%, and the subjective shoulder
value averaged 92.1%. No patient had suffered recurrent instability. The radiologic evaluation
revealed signs of osteoarthritis in 7 cases, which was pre-existing in 1 patient. Patients with
osteoarthritis were on average 10 years older at the time of surgery compared with patients without
osteoarthritis. A postoperative step-off of the glenoid was detected in 7 cases and averaged 2 (1-3)
mm. We could not find a correlation between the step-off and the presence of osteoarthritis.
CONCLUSION:
Arthroscopic reconstruction of acute large solitary and multi fragmented fractures of the glenoid rim
shows good and excellent clinical results. In most cases, an anatomic reduction and healing of the
glenoid fracture can be achieved. The rate of osteoarthritis needs further investigation.

Tuberosity fractures. How do I manage? CHUNYAN Jiang (Peking) 5’

Arthroscopic approach for GT/LT fracture, cannulated screws, sutures anchors
Concerns about screws: Cumbersome OR set-up, difficulty for small fragment fixation, further
comminution, or collapse
AS suture bridge GT FX repair
Concerns about anchors: over-reduction of fragment, cost, difficulty for lateral row in bulky fragment
J. CHUNYAN: Great Tuberosity is very fragile!
L. LAFOSSE: he has 9 failures out of 12 patients when he used metallic anchors and now, he uses only
resorbable one. Problem is finding right position for anchor.

Clinical Case Discussion 20’ Case Presentation VERBORGT Discussion CALVO/CASTAGNA/El
HASSAN/JIANG/KANY/Participants 20’
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Case 1: 26Y, M, RHD, ski accident, left shoulder dislocation, lawyer, sports++, RTG and CT-show
anterior bony Bankart. Q: what would you do? -repair or LATARJET? -timing? -open or AS?
O. VERBORGT: He did AS repair with anchors. Same approach as for Bankart lesion, uses PushLock2,9 mm + darts. He won’t use metallic anchor.
All from panel would fix this AS no one would go for LATARJET!
J. KANY: operate after 4W from accident and if no resorptions of fragment, he’ll fix it.
E. CALVO: operate after 4W from accident
C. JIANG: operate after 1W from accident and even after 3M and on first time dislocation he won’t
do LATARJET
A. LAEDERMANN: ask if they have literature to support OP and say there is NO literature for this and
suggests conservative treatment with good results.
B. SAVOIE: fix it, but if conservative do immobilization in ER, NOT IR, fragment may reduce
spontaneously
G. WALCH: don’t OP on this patient, it will fix spontaneously
Case 2: 50Y, M, RHD, manual worker, shoulder dislocation-reduces ER. CT-Glenoid fracture. Q: what
would you do? -conservative or surgery? (We can also see small anterior Bankart)
A. CASTAGNA: conservative treatment
J. KANY: Arthroscopic treatment
E. CALVO: conservative treatment and if patient become unstable in future, he will go for LATARJET
C. JIANG: conservative for 3M but each M he’d do CT, look for stable Humeral Head-if unstable do
EDEN-HYBBINETTE
Participant: conservative treatment
O. VERBORGT: He did AS repair with anchors. At AS the view of fragment -the fragment was large-not
the same as we saw on picture of CT or RTG

Case 3: 38Y, M, RHD, IT specialist, motor bike accident. CT-Glenoid fracture (on the middle, worse
than previous case). Q: what would you do? -conservative or surgery?
O. VERBORGT: He did AS repair with screw.
A. CASTAGNA: Arthroscopy
J. KANY: Arthroscopy + open
E. CALVO: Arthroscopy
C. JIANG: chance for conservative if OP AS + mini open
Orthopedic Heritage, Published: 09 May 2018

The Eden-HYBBINETTE procedure is one hundred years old! A historical view of the
concept and its evolutions
Guillaume VILLATTE, Sally SPURR, Cyrus BRODEN, Antoine Martins, Roger Emery & Peter Reilly
Rudolf THEIS Eden (1883–1925) was a German surgeon (Fig. 1). After studying medicine in Marburg,
Munich, Göttingen and Berlin, he became a general surgeon in Jena in 1913. At the beginning of the
First World War, he served on the Western Front in 1916, coming back to Jena to practice at the
Military Hospital in 1916. In 1918, the University of Jena appointed him Professor of Surgery and his
attraction to bone surgery led him to work with ERICH LEXER at Albert LUDWIGS University in
Freiburg. It was in Freiburg that he carried out several research projects, especially on anterior
shoulder stabilization and nerve transplantation. He died at the age of 41 after a bicycle accident,
from a pulmonary embolism following a cervical spine and/or femoral neck fracture (treated
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conservatively). Eden performed his eponymous procedure for the first time on the 25th of April
1917. His first related publication was in 1918 [5].
Oscar Samuel HYBBINETTE (1876–1939) was a Swedish surgeon, following his graduation in 1904, he
travelled widely to surgical congresses and to visit foreign colleagues (Fig. 2). In 1921, HYBBINETTE
became a Consultant at SABBATSBERG Hospital in Stockholm. He was initially criticized for his lack of
experience and research work; however, he quickly gained a strong reputation because of his surgical
skills, hospital managerial prowess and moreover, his ability to train and mentor younger surgeons.
He was named a Professor at the Karolinska Institute in 1931, where he worked in a range of
orthopedic fields, including shoulder stabilization and hip joint diseases. He died at the age of 63,
from a cerebral hemorrhagic stroke whilst singing a tenor solo. HYBBINETTE’S first performed his
eponymous procedure just 10 days after Eden, but his first related publication being in 1932 [6].
The historical procedure [5, 6] (Fig. 3)
The procedure was performed through a DELTO-pectoral approach with an initial vertical tenotomy
of the subscapularis. The capsule was then opened (in a T-shape manner) and the sub-periosteum
raised, allowing for the exposure of the anterior glenoid. In place of the potential bony defect, a
“pocket” was created to seat the bone graft. Both Eden and HYBBINETTE initially used a tibial cortical
bone graft, but subsequently differed in autograft donor. Both surgeons used a graft approximately
3 × 2 cm in size, wedged into the “pocket”. To finish, Eden reefed the capsule to the glenoid (the graft
being extra-articular), whereas HYBBINETTE tightly fixed the capsule over the graft (intra-articular) to
increase stability and then repair the subscapularis tendon. Post-operative mobilization began
two weeks later.
Fig. 3

Illustration of the evolution of the glenoid morphology (axial view): a normal anatomy (no dislocation
event), b bipolar bony defects and anterior capsule-labral lesions (after several dislocations),
and c historic Eden-HYBBINETTE bone-block procedure with intra-articular graft and no fixation
device
Origin of the graft
After his initial description of using a tibial graft, HYBBINETTE rapidly changed to an iliac crest graft
and documented his ongoing use of harvest from this area. Iliac crest remains the main autograft
donor site cited in the literature since in general; it has excellent bone quality and is easy to harvest.
Different kinds of iliac crest graft have been tested; some authors prefer a tricortical graft because of
its solidity whilst others choose BICORTICAL graft from the outer or inner table of the crest, arguing
for more important cancellous bone surface contact and a better fit with the glenoid curvature.
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Other autograft donor sites such as the fourth rib (GOSSET procedure) and the distal clavicle have
been described on rare occasions. More recent articles detail the use of osteochondral allografts
from sites such as the distal tibia [7, 8], tibial plafond [9], iliac crest [10], femoral or humeral head
[11] and glenoid [12]. The stated advantages of allograft include of avoiding complications related to
harvest [13], reduced surgical time, allografts are thought to allow for the easy filling of massive bone
defects and better compliance with the shape of a patient’s glenoid curvature. WILLEMOT et al. [14]
proved in a cadaveric study that all grafts restored the glenoid to within 10% of normal for depth and
curvature although none was able to replicate patients’ anatomy perfectly.
Positioning and fixation
Graft positioning and fixation have evolved in parallel. Eden and HYBBINETTE initially described a
lying graft wedged in the glenoid neck, stabilized with soft tissue sutures. However, related to the
graft, lack of stability and failure of osteointegration rapidly became a problem. The first
improvement was the use of screws (usually two). It is a simple solution that allowed to stabilize the
graft in a lying or a standing position. Adjustable-length sutures and double endo-buttons were also
used recently in the same goal. The second solution was to change the way the graft was placed into
the glenoid neck. Lange [15] in the 1940s and ALVIK [16] in the 1950s described this modification,
and it has more recently been referred to as the “J-shaped or J-bone graft” [17]. After exposing the
anterior neck of the glenoid, a vertical slot parallel to the cartilage-bone border (5 mm medially) is
chiseled. The slot is in the posterior-medial plane and its depth is about 10 mm. The graft is modelled
into a “J” shape with a burr and a saw to expose a long cortico-cancellous section, tapering at its
extremity. The graft is then hammered into the slot with an impactor until the cancellous bone of the
second section (the bigger part of the “J”) is pressed firmly against the rim. To finish, the graft is
adjusted to the curvature of the glenoid cartilage to avoid any Articular protrusion.
Surgical approach
The main contention related to the DELTO-pectoral approach remains the cutting of the
subscapularis tendon. Even with a good tendon repair, complete and partial vertical tenotomy
causes atrophy, fatty infiltration of the subscapularis muscle and clinical signs of insufficiency [18].
Horizontal splitting is therefore recommended.
Since 2007, all-arthroscopic procedures have been carried out. Whilst no specific instrumentation is
essential, a dedicated guide or arthroscopic LATARJET instrumentation is useful, making the
procedure technically easier [19]. The anterior glenoid rim and the graft (auto or allograft) are
prepared with a motorized shaver and burr to exhibit good cancellous bone contacts and fitting. The
graft is inserted through the anterior portal (extended to 2–3 cm) and the rotator interval without
interfering with the subscapularis tendon [12, 19, 20]. Having fixed the graft to the glenoid, a
“Bankart-like procedure” soft tissue repair can then be carried out.
Conclusion
The Eden-HYBBINETTE procedure is one of the oldest and its descendants are still a common
intervention for chronic anterior shoulder instability. Its initial concept of glenoid anatomic bony
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augmentation and the changes that the procedure has undergone during the last 100 years make it a
good solution for both primary surgery and revision cases.

ANTERIOR INSTABILITY I Thursday 24th January 2019 05:00-07:15 PM
05:00-05:30 PM
ANTERIOR INSTABILITY AND HYPERLAXITY Chairman: SUGAYA
EHLER-DANLOS. How do I diagnose? How do I manage? GEOFFROY NOURRISSAT 5’

-HISTORY:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

400 BC: Hippocrates: first description: Nomads and Scythians had lax joints and multiple
scars
1901 EHLERS: Cutis lax
1908 Danlos: skin abnormalities + joint hyperlaxity
1936 Weber: EDS
1949 Johnson and Falls: inhered AD diseases
1955: collagen disorder
1970 BEIGHTON: heterogeneous transmission
1972 PINNEL: discover the first genetic deficiency
1990 AULICINO: 1/2500 live birth

The 2017 international classification of the Ehlers–Danlos syndromes
Corresponding Author FRANSISKA MALFAIT E-mail address: Fransiska.Malfait@Ugent.be
Correspondence to: FRANSISKA MALFAIT, Center for Medical Genetics, Ghent University Hospital, De
PINTELAAN 185, B‐9000 Ghent, Belgium. E‐mail: Fransiska.Malfait@Ugent.be
Abstract
The Ehlers–Danlos syndromes (EDS) are a clinically and genetically heterogeneous group of heritable
connective tissue disorders (HCTDs) characterized by joint hypermobility, skin hyperextensibility, and
tissue fragility. Over the past two decades, the VILLEFRANCHE Nosology, which delineated six
subtypes, has been widely used as the standard for clinical diagnosis of EDS. For most of these
subtypes, mutations had been identified in collagen‐encoding genes, or in genes encoding collagen‐
modifying enzymes. Since its publication in 1998, a whole spectrum of novel EDS subtypes has been
described, and mutations have been identified in an array of novel genes. The International EDS
Consortium proposes a revised EDS classification, which recognizes 13 subtypes. For each of the
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subtypes, we propose a set of clinical criteria that are suggestive for the diagnosis. However, in view
of the vast genetic heterogeneity and phenotypic variability of the EDS subtypes, and the clinical
overlap between EDS subtypes, but also with other HCTDs, the definite diagnosis of all EDS subtypes,
except for the hypermobile type, relies on molecular confirmation with identification of (a) causative
genetic variant(s). We also revised the clinical criteria for hypermobile EDS in order to allow for a
better distinction from other joint hypermobility disorders. To satisfy research needs, we also
propose a pathogenetic scheme, that regroups EDS subtypes for which the causative proteins
function within the same pathway. We hope that the revised International EDS Classification will
serve as a new standard for the diagnosis of EDS and will provide a framework for future research
purposes.
INTRODUCTION
The Ehlers–Danlos syndromes (EDS) are a heterogeneous group of heritable connective tissue
disorders (HCTDs) characterized by joint hypermobility, skin hyperextensibility, and tissue fragility.
The clinical and genetic heterogeneity of this condition has long been recognized. The 1988 “Berlin
Nosology” recognized 11 subtypes, defined by Roman numerals, based on clinical findings and mode
of inheritance [BEIGHTON et al., 1988]. The subjective interpretation of several semiquantitative
clinical signs, such as joint hypermobility, skin hyperextensibility, tissue fragility and bruising,
however, led to clinical uncertainty, diagnostic confusion regarding the type of EDS and the inclusion
of phenotypically similar conditions under the broad diagnosis of EDS. With the elucidation of the
biochemical and molecular basis of many of these EDS types, a revised classification, the
“VILLEFRANCHE Nosology,” was published in 1998 [BEIGHTON et al., 1998]. This classification
delineated six subtypes, for which major and minor clinical criteria were defined, and which included
the biochemical and molecular basis, when known. The Roman numerals were substituted by a
descriptive name, which captured the characteristic manifestations of each type. One underlying
assumption was that most, if not all, of these types of EDS were a consequence of alterations in
fibrillar collagen genes or in genes that encoded collagen modifiers.
With the elucidation of the biochemical and molecular basis of many of these EDS types, a revised
classification, the “VILLEFRANCHE Nosology,” was published in 1998. This classification delineated six
subtypes, for which major and minor clinical criteria were defined, and which included the
biochemical and molecular basis, when known.
CLASSIFICATION OF EDS
Classical EDS (C EDS)
•

Inheritance: Autosomal dominant

•

Major criteria: 1. Skin hyperextensibility and atrophic scarring 2. Generalized joint hypermobility
(GJH)

•

Minor criteria
1. Easy bruising
2. Soft, doughy skin
3. Skin fragility (or traumatic splitting)
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4. MOLLUSCOID pseudo tumors
5. Subcutaneous spheroids
6. Hernia (or history thereof)
7. Epicanthal folds
8. Complications of joint hypermobility (e.g., sprains, luxation/subluxation, pain, flexible
flatfoot)
9. Family history of a first degree relative who meets clinical criteria
•

Minimal criteria suggestive for C EDS:

1. Major criterion (1): skin hyperextensibility and atrophic scarring. Plus
2. – Either major criterion (2): GJH
3. – And/or: at least three minor criteria
Confirmatory molecular testing is obligatory to reach a final diagnosis.
•

Molecular basis
More than 90% of C EDS patients harbor a heterozygous mutation in one of the genes encoding type
V collagen (COL5A1 and COL5A2) [SYMOENS et al., 2012; RITELLI et al., 2013; ZOPPI et al., 2015] (see
also “Ehlers–Danlos Syndrome, Classical Type,” by Bowen et al., this issue). Rarely, specific mutations
in the genes encoding type I collagen can be associated with a C EDS‐phenotype. These include the
heterozygous COL1A1 c.934C>T, p.(Arg312Cys) substitution [MALFAIT et al., 2007a]. Patients
harboring this mutation are particularly at risk for vascular rupture, whereas patients harboring other
COL1A1 arginine‐to‐cysteine substitutions are associated with other specific phenotypes (see also
“Ehlers–Danlos Syndromes, Rare Types,” by Brady et al., this issue). Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Poly
Acrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) demonstrates the migration of an extra band in the cell
fraction, and sometimes also in the medium fraction. This band, which disappears after reduction
with β‐mercaptan ethanol, consists of disulfide‐bonded α chains [MALFAIT et al., 2007b].
Furthermore, biallelic COL1A2 mutations that lead to complete absence of the proα2(I) collagen
chain may also present with a classical EDS‐like phenotype, but these patients are at risk for
developing severe cardiac‐valvular problems. Moreover, inheritance of this condition is autosomal
recessive (see also “Cardiac‐valvular EDS,” below, and “Ehlers–Danlos Syndromes, Rare Types,” by
Brady et al., this issue). SDS PAGE demonstrates complete absence of (pro‐) α2 chains of type I
(pro)collagen extracted from dermis [SCHWARZE et al., 2004; MALFAIT et al., 2006].

•

Verification of clinical diagnosis
Molecular screening by means of targeted resequencing of a gene panel that includes at least the
COL5A1, COL5A2, COL1A1, and COL1A2 genes, or by WES or WGS, is indicated. When no mutation is
identified, this approach should be complemented with a CNV detection strategy to identify large
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deletions or duplications. In case of unavailability of genetic testing, transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) findings of collagen flowers on skin biopsy can support the clinical diagnosis, but
cannot confirm it. Absence of these confirmatory findings does not exclude the diagnosis, as specific
types of mutations (e.g., deep intronic mutations) may go undetected by standard diagnostic
molecular techniques; however, alternative diagnoses should be considered in the absence of (a)
COL5A1, COL5A2, COL1A1, or COL1A2 mutation(s).
More than 90% of C EDS patients harbor a heterozygous mutation in one of the genes encoding type
V collagen (COL5A1 and COL5A2).
Classical‐Like EDS (CL EDS)
•

Inheritance: Autosomal Recessive

•

Major criteria:
1. Skin hyperextensibility, with velvety skin texture and absence of atrophic scarring
2. GJH with or without recurrent dislocations (most commonly shoulder and ankle)
3. Easy bruise able skin/spontaneous ecchymoses

•

Minor criteria
1. Foot deformities: broad/plump forefoot, brachydactyly with excessive skin; pes planus;
hallux valgus; piezo genic papules.
2. Edema in the legs in absence of cardiac failure
3. Mild proximal and distal muscle weakness
4. Axonal polyneuropathy
5. Atrophy of muscles in hands and feet
6. Acrogenic hands, mallet finger(s), clinodactyly, brachydactyly
7. Vaginal/uterus/rectal prolapse

•

Minimal criteria suggestive for CL EDS: All three major criteria AND a family history compatible with
autosomal recessive transmission.

•

Confirmatory molecular testing is obligatory to reach a final diagnosis.

•

Molecular basis
CL EDS is caused by a complete lack of Tenascin XB (TNX) due to biallelic TNXB mutations, that lead to
nonsense‐mediated mRNA decay, or biallelic deletion of TNXB. As a result, the TNX protein is
completely absent. TNXB is the only gene associated with CL EDS.

•

Verification of diagnosis
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Molecular analysis of the TNXB gene should be used as the standard confirmatory test. Difficulties in
DNA testing are related to the presence of a pseudogene (TNXA), which is more than 97% identical to
the 3′ end of TNXB (exons 32–44). With the only exception of exon 35, which partially shows a TNXB‐
specific sequence, exon and intron sequences in this region are identical or almost identical in both
the gene and the pseudogene. This has implications both for sequencing and deletion/duplication
analysis. For sequence analysis of TNXB, two approaches are recommended.
1. Sanger sequencing of the entire TNXB gene.
2. Next‐generation sequencing of TNXB + Sanger sequencing of the pseudogene region.
Both approaches will require sequence analysis of the pseudogene‐homolog region in a few large
multi‐exon’s amplicons. If no or only one causative mutation is identified by classic sequencing,
additional methods that allow detection of large deletions/duplications should be added. So far, no
method can specifically detect TNXB CNVs in the highly homologous exons 32–34 and 36–44. CNV
analysis of exon 35 is currently used to detect deletions in this region, including the 30 kb deletion
previously described by SCHALKWIJK et al. [2001]. TNX, a large 450 K Da extracellular matrix
glycoprotein, secreted by skin fibroblasts, can be detected with antibodies directed against its
carboxyterminal end. Patients with CL EDS are completely depleted of the TNX protein in serum. We
refer to the paper of SCHALKWIJK et al. [2001] for more detailed information concerning the used
method to detect TNX.
Absence of these confirmatory findings does not exclude the diagnosis, as specific types of mutations
(e.g., deep intronic mutations) may go undetected by standard diagnostic molecular techniques;
however, alternative diagnoses should be considered in the absence of a TNXB mutation.
Table I. Clinical Classification of the Ehlers‐Danlos Syndromes, Inheritance Pattern, and Genetic Basis

1

Clinical EDS subtype

Abbreviation

IP

Genetic basis

Protein

Classical EDS

C EDS

AD

Major: COL5A1, COL5A1

Type V
collagen

Rare: COL1A1

Type I
collagen

c.934C>T, p. (Arg312Cys)
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2

Clinical EDS subtype

Abbreviation

IP

Genetic basis

Protein

Classical‐like EDS

CL EDS

AR

TNXB

Tenascin
XB

3

Cardiac‐valvular

CV EDS

AR

COL1A2 (biallelic mutations

Type I

that lead to COL1A2 NMD

collagen

and absence of pro α2(I)
collagen chains)

4

Vascular EDS

V EDS

AD

Major: COL3A1

Type III
collagen

Rare: COL1A1

Type I
collagen

c.934C>T, p. (Arg312Cys)

c.1720C>T, p. (Arg574Cys)

c.3227C>T, p. (Arg1093Cys)

5

Hypermobile EDS

H EDS

AD

Unknown

Unknown

6

ARTHROCHALASIA EDS

A EDS

AD

COL1A1, COL1A2

Type I
collagen

7

DERMATOSPARAXIS EDS

D EDS

AR

ADAMTS2

ADAMTS‐2

8

KYPHOSCOLIOTIC EDS

K EDS

AR

PLOD1

LH1

FKBP14

FKBP22
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9

10

11

Clinical EDS subtype

Abbreviation

IP

Genetic basis

Protein

Brittle Cornea syndrome

BCS

AR

ZNF469

ZNF469

PRDM5

PRDM5

B4GALT7

β4GalT7

B3GALT6

β3GalT6

SLC39A13

ZIP13

CHST14

D4ST1

DSE

DSE

COL12A1

Type XII

SPONDYLODYSPLASTIC EDS

MUSCULOCONTRACTURAL

SP EDS

MC EDS

AR

AR

EDS

12

Myopathic EDS

M EDS

AD
or

collagen

AR

13

•

Periodontal EDS

P EDS

AD

C1R

C1r

C1S

C1s

IP, inheritance pattern; AD, autosomal dominant; AR, autosomal recessive, NMD,

-positive diagnosis of Ehlers–Danlos syndromes (EDS) (according to F. MALFAIT, Int J Genetic, 2017):
Joint hyperlaxity + 2 of A/B/C
A: systemic manifestation of a more generalized connective tissue disorders
B: positive family history
C: musculoskeletal complication
-Skin disorder + BEIGHTON score: Kids: 7/9, Adults 5/9
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Positive diagnosis (NOURRISSAT, JSES):
Joint symptoms:

Shoulder symptoms:

-dislocation
-pain
-intra articular hematoma
-sub cutaneous hematoma

-no ER > 90°
-global hyperlaxity
- painless atraumatic dislocation
- pain after dislocation

-clinics?
• Hypermobile shoulder
• Proprioceptive disorder and >>instable shoulder<<: subluxation-dynamic, -static
• Weak
-treatment
•
•
•
•

Multidisciplinary team
Painkillers+++
Expert physiotherapy
Compression suits
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Positive diagnosis: FIKREE A., Rheum Dis Clin N Am, 2013
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-surgery:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very rarely
Symptoms disappear with ageing
DO NOT DAMAGE CARTILAGE
It will never be a normal shoulder
Decrease pain
Avoid arthrodesis
High complication rate

-surgery: soft tissue procedure / capsular shift; Allograft?
-take home message:
•
•
•
•
•
•

EDS is not rare
When things look wrong in the history
Pain
After failed surgery
Multidisciplinary team
Avoid surgery

Update on hyper laxity and instability. PH VALENTI (Clinique Bizet, Paris) 5’.

Hyperlaxity and instability:
-many confusions in definition
-many confusions in treatment
-NEER CS, Foster CR, 1980, JBJS, Multidirectional Instability (MDI):
• Hypermobility of the shoulder
• Instability of two directions or more
• Sulcus sign
<<for involuntary inferior instability and MDI, should be treated by inferior capsular shift>>
Gerber 1988, conference SOFCOT, hyperlaxity definition:
•
•
•
•

Is constitutional
Not pathological
But represents a risk factor for instability
Doesn’t prevent any lesion after trauma
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MD Hyperlaxity:
• Hypermobility
• Asymptomatic
• Not pathologic
• Capsular redundancy
• GH Volume is increased
Doesn’t need any treatment! No inferior capsular shift!
Hyperlaxity definition:
• Excessive passive ROM in all planes
• Always in bilateral shoulder
• Associated in generally laxity in less than 50% / BEIGHTON score
Hyperlaxity:
• No pain
• No lesion
• Posterior subluxation
• Distension of the capsule and ligaments
• Increased of the joint volume
Hyperlaxity:
• Frequently associated with a convex Glenoid
• Small Glenoid
• Dysplasia
• Bilateral
Instability:
• Is pathological
• Lesion (Labrum, IGHL, bony lesion-Glenoid, Hill-Sachs)
• Caused by trauma, micro trauma
• This is pathological laxity
Anterior instability +/- Hyperlaxity:
• History dislocation, subluxation
• Apprehension test
• GAGEY test (IGHL)
• HERI test (IGHL)
• Clinical examination should be bilateral
Anterior instability +/- Hyperlaxity:
• Soft tissue lesion, Bony lesion
Anterior instability + Hyperlaxity:
•

Laxity both shoulder
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• Symptoms of anterior instability
• No Bony lesion
• Elongation of IGHL
• No lesion of the labrum
Treatment: anterior inferior capsular shift + AS TRILLAT
Posterior instability +/- Hyperlaxity:
• Painful
• Trauma
• Lesion of PI capsule
• Posterior inferior labrum (Kim lesion)
Treatment: repair Labrum + capsule-AS
Posterior instability +/- Hyperlaxity:
• Soft tissue lesion
• Bony lesion
Treatment: posterior Bankart + Mac Laughlin Vs REMPLISSAGE
Hyperlaxity posterior Subluxation:
• Without any pain
• More IR rotation in 90°abduction
• Young athlete
Treatment: no operation, physiotherapy, pacemaker (Moroder P, MINKUS M, BӦHM E, DAZINGER V,
Gerhardt C, SCHEIBL M; OBERE. EXTREM., 2017; 12(2): 103-108))
Multidirectional instability:
• Very rare
• Several traumas
• Without any hyperlaxity
• Can occur secondary to anterior surgical stabilization
• Misdiagnosis
PSS 2018 Lecture of CH Gerber: Skeletal factors and Instability?
• Overhang Acromion
• Acromion tilt
• Could predispose to an anterior or posterior instability?
What have we learned since 1980!
•
•
•
•

Hyperlaxity is not pathological
Instability is pathological
Hyperlaxity can be multidirectional
Instability can be multidirectional
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•
•

Instability can be combined with Hyperlaxity
MDI (NEER) can be MD Hyperlaxity and doesn’t need any inferior capsular shift

Clinical Case Discussion 15’ Case Presentation J. BARTH Discussion
VALENTI/BOILEAU/BARTH/Participant-Stephanie HINSE
Case: 33Y, M, Athlete, owning sport shop in Tignes
• 1 month ago, re-dislocation spontaneously reduced going downhill
• Mechanism: carving and says that arm was externally rotated
• Another episode same day
• Operated 7 years ago/LATARJET
• Sever post OP stiffness never completely recover (adapted but can’t sleep on his shoulder)
• Constant pain (VAS: 0 at rest but 7 at certain activity)
P. BOILEAU: thinks that re-dislocation happened because bone block was too small at the beginning
P. VALENTI: see no signs of pathologic instability, see Hill-Sachs’s lesion and NO reverse Hill-Sachs
P. BOILEAU: on CT 2012 the screw is not parallel with Glenoid → maybe the bone block was
overhanging
P. VALENTI: we need 3D-CT reconstruction
L. LAFOSSE: do the exam of patient in front of all audience, says-P has rupture in posterior inferior
capsule → posterior problem
B. SAVOIE: screw must go out! When the arm comes in position of luxation than it hits the screw
P. BOILEAU: during OP release the whole RI to gain the motion. He thinks that depth of lesion is not
so important but combination of position and depth. Position of lesion is very important! One could
have big Hill-Sachs and if good ER→ no engaging. Deep Hill-Sachs should not be fixed with
REMPLISSAGE

05:30-06:00 PM
ANTERIOR INSTABILITY Chairman: BOILEAU
Humeral side: Small, deep, large Hills-Sachs? Imaging assessment Jiang 5’ (name of lecture:
Hills-Sachs’s assessment)

•
•
•
•

X-ray: not reliable
CT: most common, 2-D vs 3-D
MRI
Intra OP?
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Humeral Head measurement method: a) Area method, b) Ratio method, c) Clock method, d) Volume
method,
Clock method for defect measurement (inter-observer reliability was excellent with interclass
correlation coefficient ranging from 0,817 to 0,938. Humeral clock and Glenoid clock strongly
correlated with Humeral Ratio (r=0.882, p<0.001) and Glenoid Surface Area and Glenoid Ratio
(r=0.793 and 0.717, p<0.001), respectively. The classic threshold of 25% of the Glenoid diameter
with the Glenoid Ratio method corresponds to 4 hours with the Glenoid clock method. Conclusion:
The Clock method is quick and reliable, with more studies being needed to investigate whether it is
correlated with surgical outcomes).
Am J Sports Med. 2014 Nov;42(11):2597-605. Doi: 10.1177/0363546514549543. E pub 2014 Sep 17.

Hill-Sachs lesions in shoulders with traumatic anterior instability: evaluation using
computed tomography with 3-dimensional reconstruction.
Ozaki R1, Nakagawa S2, Mizuno N1, Mae T3, YONEDA M4.
1 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Toyonaka Municipal Hospital, Osaka, Japan.
2 Department of Orthopedic Sports Medicine, YUKIOKA Hospital, Osaka, Japan
nakagawa@yukioka.or.jp.
3 Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.
4 Arthroscopy and Sports Medicine Center, NAKANOSHIMA Iwaki Hospital, Osaka, Japan.
Abstract
BACKGROUND:
In patients with traumatic anterior shoulder instability, a large Hill-Sachs lesion is a risk factor for
postoperative recurrence. However, there is no consensus regarding the occurrence and
enlargement of Hill-Sachs lesions.
PURPOSE:
To investigate the influence of the number of dislocations and subluxations on the prevalence and
size of Hill-Sachs lesions evaluated by computed tomography (CT) with 3-dimensional reconstruction.
STUDY DESIGN:
Cohort study (diagnosis); Level of evidence, 2.
METHODS:
The prevalence and size of Hill-Sachs lesions were evaluated preoperatively by CT in 142 shoulders
(30 with primary instability and 112 with recurrent instability) before arthroscopic Bankart repair.
First, the prevalence of Hill-Sachs lesions was compared with the arthroscopic findings. Then, the size
of Hill-Sachs lesions confirmed by arthroscopy was remeasured using the previous CT data. In
addition, the relationship of Hill-Sachs lesions with the number of dislocations and subluxations was
investigated.
RESULTS:
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Hill-Sachs lesions were detected in 90 shoulders by initial CT evaluation and were found in 118
shoulders at arthroscopy. The Hill-Sachs lesions missed by initial CT were 15 chondral lesions and 13
osseous lesions. However, all 103 osseous Hill-Sachs lesions were detected by reviewing the CT data.
In patients with primary subluxation, the prevalence of Hill-Sachs lesions was 26.7%, and the mean
length, width, and depth of the lesions (calculated as a percentage of the diameter of the humeral
head) were 9.0%, 5.3%, and 2.1%, respectively, while the corresponding numbers for primary
dislocation were 73.3%, 27.7%, 14.8%, and 7.0%, all showing statistically significant differences.
Among all 142 shoulders, the corresponding numbers were, respectively, 56.3%, 20.7%, 11.2%, and
4.8% in patients who had subluxations but never a dislocation; 83.3%, 33.4%, 19.1%, and 7.6% in
patients with 1 episode of dislocation; and 87.5%, 46.8%, 22.2%, and 10.2% in patients with ≥2
episodes, all showing statistically significant differences. There were no differences in lesion
measurements in relation to the number of subluxations.
CONCLUSION:
Computed tomography is a useful imaging modality for evaluating Hill-Sachs lesions except for purely
cartilaginous lesions. Hill-Sachs lesions were more frequent and larger when the primary episode was
dislocation than when it was subluxation. Among patients with recurrent episodes of complete
dislocation, the prevalence of Hill-Sachs lesions is increased, and the lesions are larger.

J Pediatric Orthopedy.2015 Jul-Aug;35(5):455-61. Doi: 10.1097/BPO.0000000000000322.

Traumatic Shoulder Dislocation Among Adolescents: Hill-Sachs Lesion Volume and
Recurrent Instability.
Kinsella SD1, Chauvin NA, Diaz T, Morey JM, Wells L.
1 *Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA †The Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia ‡Department of Radiology §The Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, The Perelman School of Medicine ∥Department of Radiology, The
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.

Abstract
BACKGROUND:
Accurate assessment of Hill-Sachs lesions (HSLs) and their relationship to the glenoid track is
essential to optimizing management following traumatic shoulder dislocation. The purpose of this
study was to measure the size of HSLs by a novel method with magnetic resonance (MR)
arthrography and to investigate the relationship between lesion size and instability history in
adolescents (below 19 y of age) with a history of traumatic dislocation.
METHODS:
All shoulder MR arthrograms queried to identify HSLs over a 4-year period were retrospectively
reviewed and independently evaluated by 2 blinded musculoskeletal radiologists. HSLs were
evaluated on axial T1-weighted fat-saturated images. For each consecutive image slice in which the
HSL was identified, a freehand region of interest was constructed along the compression fracture
cavity. Region of interest sum was multiplied by image slice thickness (and gap between slices if
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present) to generate a total HSL volume (mm). Subject chart review was then performed to acquire
demographic data, including shoulder dislocation history.
RESULTS:
A total of 30 patients met inclusion criteria and included 22 boys (mean age, 16.3 y) and 8 girls (mean
age, 16.4 y). Four patients had a history of 1 traumatic dislocation, 12 had a history of 2, and 14 had a
history of ≥3. The average size of the HSL for all patients was 3.8 mm (range, 0.52 to 11 mm). There
was no significant difference in HSL volume between the 21 skeletally immature (3.7 mm) and 9
skeletally mature (4.2 mm) patients (P=0.67). Patients with a history of 1, 2, or 3+ dislocations had an
average HSL volume of 1.3, 3.7, and 4.7 mm, respectively. The measurement method revealed
excellent inter-reader reliability (P=0.00). There was a statistically significant difference between
dislocation history group mean HSL volumes (P=0.019), as well as a statistically significant difference
between the number of dislocations and lesion volume (P=0.011).
CONCLUSIONS:
HSLs can be effectively measured in adolescent patients using MR arthrography and patients with
larger HSLs have more recurrent instability episodes, potentially meriting greater and earlier
attention to the defect.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Prognostic/diagnostic study level IV.

Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Volume 26, Issue 5, May 2017, Pages 888-894

Hill-Sachs’s lesion classification under arthroscopic findings
Author: Kazuhiro SHIBAYAMA MD, Hiroshi IWASO MD
Background
The Hill-Sachs lesion (HSL) plays a role in recurrent glenohumeral joint instability. Currently, there are
no studies based on the form characteristics of HSL. The purposes of this study were to report the
HSL form characteristics and to determine whether they are correlated with number of
prior subluxations and dislocations.
Methods
The study enrolled 134 consecutive patients diagnosed with anterior shoulder instability during
an arthroscopic procedure. We classified the arthroscopic findings into 4 types, as follows: type 1,
cyst type; type 2, gutter type; type 3, island type; and type 4, wide type. Subsequently, we
investigated the correlation between each type and the number of shoulder subluxations and
dislocations reported. The following data were analyzed: subluxation and dislocation history,
arthroscopic findings, and maximum lesion size.
Results
Of the patients evaluated, 18, 32, 30, and 54 were classified as types 1 to 4, respectively. The mean
numbers of shoulder dislocations were 3.3, 7.3, 6.0, and 12.0 for types 1 to 4, respectively. The wide
type was correlated with more subluxations and dislocations than the other types (P = .001, .046, and
.007, respectively). There were significant differences in mean width among all types (P < .0001). HSL
width was correlated with lesion type and angle.
Conclusion
We classified HSL into 4 types based on visual inspection and found a correlation between lesion type
and lesion size. However, HSL width was correlated with lesion type and angle; that is, the number of
dislocations and subluxations does not affect HSL width
Level of evidence: Basic Science Study, Development of Classification System
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Bone loss in anterior shoulder instability
•

Glenoid side: high failure rate: 4% recurrence rate (7/173) in patient without significant bone
defect vs 67% recurrence rate (14/21) in patient with significant bone defect
• Contact athlete with significant bone defect 89% recurrence rate
• ‘’Kissing lesion’’: bony defects + huge Hill-Sachs
Bipolar pathology, kissing lesion:
•
•
•

‘’engaging’’ vs ‘’non- engaging’’
‘’On-Track’’ vs ‘’Off-Track’’
The medial margin of the Glenoid Track was located 18.4+/-2.5 mm medial from the
footprint, which was equivalent to 84%+/-14% of the Glenoid width (Yamamoto N, JSES,
2007)

Update on anterior instability lesions (What are we talking about?) Glenoid side BANKART,
Bony BANKART, ALPSA, GLAD lesions, fractures, erosions Imaging assessment SUGAYA 5’

Labral lesion - Bankart lesion was long time considered as essential lesion
Capsular elongation is not reversible (according to progression of constraints-SOSLOWSKY et al,
2001)
Capsular Distension: irreversible plastic deformation (or elongation) of the capsule (McMahon, 2001)
Difficult to assess -if not unrecognized during arthroscopy

Clinical Case discussion 20’ Case Presentation BOILEAU Discussion
SUGAYA/JIANG/BOILEAU/VERBORGT/FUNK/Participant 20’
Clinical case: ‘’complex instability’’-15 Y, F, left shoulder, basketball player
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2011 1st anterior shoulder dislocation while awakening, reduction under anesthesia
3 weeks later: fall during basketball-2nd anterior shoulder dislocation
3 weeks later: open LATARJET procedure (2011)
3 months post OP: felt some anterior subluxation, but gets stable with rehab
2012 (1 Y after LATARJET): return to basketball for 2 years
2013: open LATARJET procedure on right shoulder
2016 (5 Y after LATARJET): traumatic? Posterior-inferior dislocation of left shoulder
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•

2016-09 2nd surgery on left shoulder: capsular shift-POST-INF-ANT + reverse Hill-Sachs
REMPLISSAGE
• She never returned to sports-currently (2018): permanent ANT-INF subluxation
• She has already seen 5 other surgeons
• She can reduce her shoulder, but instability persist
• She has MD Hyperlaxity
• Biology: normal (no infection); test for MARFAN and myopathy: normal
• Neurologic consultation: normal
• EMG: normal
• Psychiatrist consultation: ‘’this young lady has no psychiatrist disease’’-green light for
revision surgery
In summary:
• Female 22Y, cannot practice sport (stop competitive basketball)
• MD Hyperlaxity and Instability
• Failed open LATARJET and pan capsular shift
• Permanent ANT-INF subluxation
• No neurologic disease, no neuropathy, no psychiatrist disease
• 6 months of Physiotherapy + 6 months of electrical stimulation: no improvement
What is Your diagnosis?
1. Voluntary Instability
2. Involuntary Instability
3. Voluntary Instability becoming Involuntary Instability
What would You propose for this?
1. No revision surgery
2. 360° capsular shift, again
3. Labrum + bony surgery
4. Arthrodesis of the shoulder
5. Capsular shift + artificial ligament
6. Other ideas?
Panel comment:
L. FUNK: patient has had LATARJET-procedure that addresses only one part of anterior instability
M. PROVENCHER: on Q about the treatment-no matter how big bone block it will not work-she has to
do FTH and if OP-open capsular work-she has soft tissue problem
L. FUNK: most likely he will not OP and thinks he can improve stability with FTH but not stiffens
O. VERBORGT: recommend open surgery (don’t remember what specific)
C. JIANG: suggest acupuncture and as a last step arthrodesis

06:00-06:30 PM
ANTERIOR INSTABILITY AND BONE LOSS Chairman: SCHEIBEL
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What are the options? Distal tibia allograft/EDEN HYBINETTE/LATARJET/distal clavicle
Oliver VERBORGT & Laurent WILLEMOT (Orthopedic Center Antwerp, AZ Monica &
University Hospital Antwerp 7’ name of lecture: Anterior Instability and Glenoid Bone Loss:
What are the options?)

Coracoid transfers:
•

‘’Triple locking Effect’’ (PATTE, 1988):
1. Capsular repair (CAL), (my comment: the effect of repairing the capsule to the stump of
the conjoint tendon)
2. Extension osseous concavity, (my comment: increase of the anteroposterior glenoid
diameter)
3. Dynamic sling effect (my comment: the conjoint tendon acting as a sling on the inferior
subscapularis and inferior capsule)
Coracoid transfers for patients without important bone loss:
•
•
•
•

Young age
ALPSA
Hyperlaxity
Contact sports
(Tauber et all, 2004, JSES; BLAG & BOILEAU, 2007, JBJS-Br; PORCELLINI et al, 2009, JBJS-Am;
NEYTON et al, 2012, JSES; CERCIELLO et al, 2012, JOT; BERNHARDSON et al, 2014, AJSM)
Coracoid transfer open or Arthroscopic?
1. LAFOSSE, Arthroscopy 2007-Arthro LATARJET
2. BOILEAU, Ortho Clinics 210- Arthro Bristow- LATARJET + Bankart
3. Complication ∞ 30% (GRIESE, JSES 2013, NOURISSAT, SECEC 2013):
1. Neurologic injuries,
2. Non-union,
3. malposition
Non-union:
• Apprehension
• Hardware loosening and Glenoid cysts
• Uni cortical screw fixation
(Revision of a Failed LATARJET Procedure Using an Open Tricortical Iliac Crest Autograft Technique
Authors: WILLEMOT, Laurent; DECLERCQ, Geert; VERBORGT, Olivier Source: Techniques in Shoulder
& Elbow Surgery, Volume 16, Number 3, September 2015, pp. 69-73(5))
Effect of screw type and length:
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Influence of screw type and length on fixation of anterior glenoid bone grafts Volume: 10
issues: 1, page(s): 32-39
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Abstract
Background
Bone-grafting procedures for recurrent shoulder instability produce low recurrence rates, although
they are associated with complications such as graft non-union. Inadequate screw purchase is
considered to play a causative role. However, excessive screw length can endanger neurovascular
structures. The present study aimed to investigate how type and length of screws influences
construct rigidity in a simplified glenoid model.
Methods
Testing was performed on composite polyurethane foam models with material properties and
abstract dimensions of a deficient glenoid and a bone graft. Three screw types (cannulated 3.75 mm
and 3.5 mm and solid 4.5 mm) secured the graft in a bi-cortical–bi-cortical, bi-cortical–uni-cortical
and uni-cortical–uni-cortical configuration. Biomechanical testing consisted of applying axial loads
when measuring graft displacement.
Results
At 200 N, graft displacement reached 0.74 mm, 0.27 mm and 0.24 mm for the uni-cortical–unicortical and 0.40 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.24 mm for the uni-cortical–bi-cortical configuration of the
3.75 mm, 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm screw types. The 3.75 mm screw incurred significant displacements in
the uni-cortical configurations compared to the bi-cortical–bi-cortical method (p < 0.001).
Conclusions
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The present study demonstrates that common screw types resist physiological shear loads in a bicortical configuration. However, the 3.75 mm screws incurred significant displacements at 200 N in
the uni cortical configurations. These findings have implications regarding hardware selection for
bone-grafting procedures.
Eden-HYBINETTE:
•
•

WILLEMOT, VERBORGT, TSES 2015
FREE BONE GRAFTS: Iliac Crest Autograft (Scheibel, 2007, Arch ORTOP Trauma; Taverna,
2008, KSSTA; ANDERL, 2012, Arthroscopy; VERBORGT 2013, JSES, 2017, JAAOS)
• FREE BONE GRAFTS: Distal Clavicle Autograft: locally available, provides articular cartilage,
broader radius of reconstruction
• FREE BONE GRAFTS: ALLOGRAFTS: Glenoid (SKENDZEL, Arthroscopy), Distal Tibia
(PROVENCHER, Arthroscopy)/ Availability, Infectious disease, Cartilage viability
Effect on stability:
• Glenoid Augmentation: Intact, Bankart lesion, Bankart repair (3 Anchors), Isolated bone block
• Tri-Cortical Iliac Crest: 2X1,5X1 cm (Young, JSES, 2012); 2 AO screw 3,5 mm
• 135% more stable natural Glenoid after Isolated bone block
Which Graft fits best to restore Anatomy?
•

Secondary osteoarthritis: -14-35% (Mizuno, JSES, 2012; HOVELIOUS, JSES), multifactorial,
restoration of articular congruity
Methods in Vitro-Reconstruction:
• Cadaveric specimen (fresh frozen)
• 8 Scapulae (male, 67,9 y (53-75years old))
• 8 Iliac Crest (male)
• 8 Distal Tibia (male)
Experimental condition:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intact → defect 25%
LATARJET (Classic and Congruent Arc)
Iliac Crest (tricortical (inner and outer) and bi-cortical)
Distal Tibia Allograft
Glenoid Allograft
WILLEMOT et al, Arthroscopy, 2017
Looking for: width, surface, depth, axial curvature, coronal curvature
Which graft fits best?
• Glenoid Allograft-most accurate/ contra: Availability, Infectious disease, Cartilage viability
• Alternatives: Distal Tibia Allograft: coronal curvature, surface and depth
• ICBG bi-cortical: axial curvature and size
• CA LATARJET: poor
• ICBG tri-cortical: poor overall (WILLEMOT et al, Arthroscopy, 2017)
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Anterior shoulder instability:
•

A spectrum of surgical treatment: from soft tissue repair to Coracoid transfer and free bone
grafts between

Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery
Volume 17, Issue 5, September–October 2008, Pages 744-750

Recurrent anterior dislocation after the LATARJET procedure: Outcome after revision using
a modified Eden-HYBINETTE operation
Author John V. Lunn FRCSI, (Tr & Orth)Juan Castellano-Rosa MD, Gilles WALCH MD
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jse.2008.03.002Get rights and content
We assessed the results of the modified Eden-HYBINETTE operation as a salvage procedure after
failure of an index LATARJET. Outcomes, complications, and evidence of arthritis of the glenohumeral
joint were evaluated in 46 patients. Thirty-four (74%) were clinically and radiologically assessed at a
mean of 6.8 years (range, 2-17 years). Good or excellent results were recorded in 27 of the 34
patients (79%). Four patients had another dislocation, and 2 became recurrent dislocates. One
required an arthrodesis. Thirteen complained of a sensation of persistent apprehension. Twentythree (68%) returned to their pre-dislocation level of sport. Two gave up sports entirely. Radiographic
evidence of arthritis was present in 6 (18%) before revision surgery. At final review, 10 (29%) had
glenohumeral arthritis, graded as moderate or severe in 6 patients. Recurrence after an initial
LATARJET procedure may be successfully treated by the modified Eden-HYBINETTE procedure.
Patients may still experience a sensation of apprehension, but this does not appear to be clinically
significant.
Recurrence after surgery for anterior instability of the shoulder may be caused by trauma, technical
failure, misdiagnosis, as in the case of posterior instability, or patient factors such as hyperlaxity or
voluntary dislocation. Subsequent revision surgery is compromised by scar tissue obscuring normal
tissue planes, and the fragility or absence of anatomic stabilizing structures. It has been suggested
that after anterior coracoid transfer procedures, such as the Latarjet15 or the Bristow,7 the success of
revision surgery is low and that these procedures should not be performed.37 The use of screws close
to the glenohumeral joint has also been associated with articular damage in cases of misplacement
or breakage.39
The LATARJET procedure was first described in 1954.15 PATTE and Debeyre22 reported that the
effectiveness of this procedure was due to the triple blocking effect, consisting of (1) the conjoint
tendon acting as a sling on the inferior subscapularis and inferior capsule, (2) increase of the
anteroposterior glenoid diameter, and (3) the effect of repairing the capsule to the stump of the
conjoint tendon. The original technique, described by LATERJET, involved cutting the subscapularis
tendon but has been modified to a subscapularis split, thus preserving the integrity of its fibers.
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In 1958 Helfet7 described a similar procedure, the Bristow technique, in which the tip of the coracoid
is sutured to the CAPSULOPERIOSTEAL elements of the anterior glenoid. This was later modified to
screw fixation.19
The Eden-HYBINETTE procedure was described for the treatment of primary anterior shoulder
instability by Eden6 in 1918 and Hybinette11 in 1932 ( my comment : . HYBBINETTE’S first performed
his eponymous procedure just 10 days after Eden, but his first related publication being in 1932.) They
described the use of an L-shaped iliac crest bone block placed between the anterior glenoid and its
overlying periosteum, leaving the short arm of the graft overhanging the anterior glenoid. This
proved to be a relatively effective method of stabilizing the shoulder, with recurrence rates from 1%
to 20%.3, 8, 12, 18, 21, 24, 31
The technique was later modified by De Palma, who used screw fixation to stabilize the graft.5 A
number of factors have contributed to its decline in popularity, including donor site morbidity, its
nonanatomic nature, and, most importantly, a possible elevated incidence of arthritis in long-term
studies.3, 11, 35, 39
The failure rate of arthroscopic stabilization in cases of glenoid deficiency may explain why
procedures like the LATARJET or the Eden-HYBINETTE operation are increasingly performed.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to (1) assess the results of the modified Eden-HYBINETTE
procedure in preventing recurrent dislocation after failure of the index LATARJET procedure, (2)
determine whether complications occurred related to the revision surgery, and (3) look for evidence
of arthritis of the glenohumeral joint and its relationship to the revision procedure.

Relive surgery: #1 #2 Distal Tibia Allograft M. PROVENCHER (Steadman Clinic) 5’

Remember LATARJET is not perfect:
• Pulled-off conjoint
• Resorptions of Coracoid Bone Block
• Screw prominence & bending
• Malposition or non-union of autograft
• GH OA
• But test of time is hard to argue
Distal Tibia ‘’fits’’ humeral head:
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•
•

Lab work 2007
Why distal Tibia allograft? -very difficult to get, -Glenoid allograft, -Donor concerns, size/curvature matching, -asked questions: What don’t You use?
Case example: failed LATARJET:
•
•
•
•
•

26 Y, M,
Scope Bankart before 3 Y-failed for Instability in 15 months (recurrent dislocations)
Open LATARJET 1,5 Y prior-presented with shoulder ‘’slipping’’ and apprehension
Apprehension, mild crepitus, almost ‘’engaging’’ on rim
Good ROM (loss of ER=12°)

Am J Sports Med. 2018 Jul;46(9):2185-2191. Doi: 10.1177/0363546518773309. E pub 2018 May 24.

Changes in the Neurovascular Anatomy of the Shoulder After an Open LATARJET
Procedure: Defining a Surgical Safe Zone.
LAPRADE CM1, BERNHARDSON AS1,2, Aman ZS1, MOATSHE G1,2,3, CHAHLA J1, Dornan GJ1, LAPRADE
RF1,4, Provencher MT1,4.
Abstract
[medial structures are very close, ‘’naked’’ vessels, need to be careful, 1.2- 1.8 cm from lateral edge
of Glenoid]
BACKGROUND:
Although previous literature has described the relevant anatomy for an open anterior Bankart
approach of the shoulder, there is little known regarding the anatomic relationship changes in the
neurovascular structures after an open LATARJET procedure.
PURPOSE:
To define the neurovascular anatomy of the native shoulder in relation to the coracoid and to define
the anatomy after the LATARJET procedure in relation to the glenoid to determine distances to these
neurovascular structures with and without neurolysis of the musculocutaneous nerve (MCN) from
the conjoint tendon.
STUDY DESIGN:
Descriptive laboratory study.
METHODS:
Fourteen fresh-frozen male cadaveric shoulders (7 matched pairs) were utilized. The distances of 7
neurovascular structures (the main trunk of the MCN at its insertion into the conjoint tendon, the
MCN at its closest location to the coracoid process, the lateral cord of the plexus, the split of the
lateral cord and MCN, the posterior cord of the plexus, the axillary nerve, and the axillary artery) to
pertinent landmarks were first measured in the native state in relation to the coracoid. After the
LATARJET procedure, these landmarks were measured in relation to the glenoid. In addition,
measurements of the MCN distances were performed both with and without neurolysis of the MCN
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from the conjoint tendon. All measurements were performed using digital calipers and reported as
medians with ranges.
RESULTS:
The median MCN entry into the conjoint tendon was 56.5 mm (range, 43.0-82.2 mm) and 57.1 mm
(range, 23.5-92.9 mm) from the tip of the coracoid in the neurolysis group and non-neurolysis group,
respectively (P = .32). After the LATARJET procedure, the median MCN entry into the conjoint tendon
was 43.8 mm (range, 20.2-58.3 mm) and 35.6 mm (range, 27.3-84.5 mm) from the 3 o’clock position
of the glenoid in the neurolysis and non-neurolysis groups, respectively (P = .83). The median MCN
entry into the conjoint tendon was 35.6 mm (range, 25.1-58.0 mm) and 36.3 mm (range, 24.4-77.9
mm) from the 6 o’clock position in the neurolysis group and non-neurolysis group, respectively (P =
.99). After the LATARJET procedure, the closest neurovascular structures in relation to both the 3
o’clock and 6 o’clock positions to the coracoid were the axillary nerve at a median 27.4 mm (range,
19.8-40.0 mm) and 27.7 mm (range, 23.2-36.1 mm), respectively.
CONCLUSION:
This study identified a minimum distance medial to the glenoid after the LATARJET procedure to be
approximately 19.8 mm for the axillary nerve, 23.6 mm for the posterior cord, and 24.4 mm and 20.2
mm for the MCN without and with neurolysis, respectively. Neurolysis of the MCN did not
significantly change the distance of the nerve from pertinent landmarks compared with no
neurolysis, and routine neurolysis may not be indicated. However, the authors still advise that there
may be clinical benefit to performing neurolysis during surgery, especially given that the short length
of the MCN puts it at risk for traction injuries during the LATARJET procedure.
CLINICAL RELEVANCE:
The findings of this study provide an improved understanding of the position of the neurovascular
structures after the LATARJET procedure. Knowledge of these minimum distances will help avoid
iatrogenic damage of the neurovascular structures when performing procedures involving transfer of
the coracoid process.
-perform OP on Beach chair position, SSC split and L -capsulotomy, anterior Glenoid preparation, DTA
(Distal Tibial Allograft) preparation, graft insertion, final graft fixation and capsular repair
Arthroscopy. 2017 May;33(5):891-897. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2016.09.029. E pub 2016 Dec 22.

Distal Tibia Allograft Glenoid Reconstruction in Recurrent Anterior Shoulder Instability:
Clinical and Radiographic Outcomes.
Provencher MT1, Frank RM2, GOLIJANIN P3, Gross D4, Cole BJ2, Verma NN2, Romeo AA2.
Author information
Abstract
[27 patients (100% male), average age of 31 ± 5 years, average follow-up of 45 months (range, 3066), ASES: 63-91, (P < .01), WOSI: 46% to 11% of normal, (P < .01), SANE: 50-90.5, (P < .01)]
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PURPOSE:
To assess the clinical and radiographic outcomes of patients with recurrent anterior shoulder
instability treated with fresh distal tibia allograft (DTA) glenoid reconstruction.
METHODS:
Consecutive patients with a minimum 15% anterior glenoid bone loss associated with recurrent
anterior instability who underwent stabilization with DTA glenoid reconstruction were
retrospectively reviewed. Patients were evaluated with the American Shoulder and Elbow Society
score, Western Ontario shoulder instability index, and single numerical assessment evaluation score
at a minimum 2 years after surgery. All patients also underwent postoperative imaging evaluation
with computed tomography where graft incorporation and allograft angle were measured. Statistical
analysis was performed with paired t-tests, with P < .05 considered significant.
RESULTS:
A total of 27 patients (100% male) with an average age of 31 ± 5 years and an average follow-up of
45 months (range, 30-66) were included. There were significant improvements in preoperative to
postoperative American Shoulder and Elbow Society score (63-91, P < .01), Western Ontario shoulder
instability index (46% to 11% of normal, P < .01), and single numerical assessment evaluation score
(50-90.5, P < .01) outcomes. Analysis of computed tomography data at an average 1.4 years
postoperatively (available for 25 patients) showed an allograft healing rate of 89% (range, 80% to
100%), average allograft angle of 14.9° (range, 6.6° to 29.3°), and average allograft lysis of 3% (range,
0% to 25%). Grafts with lesser allograft angles (<15°) were better opposed to the anterior glenoid,
showing superior healing and graft incorporation. There were no cases of recurrent instability.
CONCLUSIONS:
At an average follow-up of 45 months, fresh DTA reconstruction for recurrent anterior shoulder
instability results in a clinically stable joint with excellent clinical outcomes and minimal graft
resorption. Optimal allograft placement resulted in superior bony incorporation with the native
glenoid.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
Level IV, therapeutic case series.
Orthopedics. 2017 Jan 1;40(1): e199-e205. Doi: 10.3928/01477447-20161006-06. E pub 2016 Oct 13.

Glenoid Reconstruction with Distal Tibia Allograft for Recurrent Anterior Shoulder
Instability.
Frank RM, Romeo AA, Provencher MT.
Abstract
Anterior glenoid bone loss is present in nearly all cases of recurrent anterior glenohumeral instability.
Treating glenoid bone loss in the setting of recurrent instability is challenging, and often, soft tissue
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stabilization procedures in isolation are inadequate. The nonanatomic, incongruous joint resulting
from most bony augmentation procedures has motivated investigators to find an alternative
solution. Recently, the use of fresh distal tibia allograft has been reported as an anatomic,
osteoarticular reconstructive option for restoring the glenoid arc and maintaining glenohumeral
congruency. This article describes the surgical technique for glenoid reconstruction with distal tibia
allograft for recurrent anterior shoulder instability. [Orthopedics. 2017; 40(1): e199-e205.].
LATARJET vs DTA comparative study:
Am J Sports Med. 2018 Apr;46(5):1030-1038. Doi: 10.1177/0363546517744203. E pub 2018 Feb 1.

Outcomes of LATARJET Versus Distal Tibia Allograft for Anterior Shoulder Instability
Repair: A Matched Cohort Analysis.
Frank RM1, Romeo AA2, Richardson C2, Sumner S2, Verma NN2, Cole BJ2, Nicholson GP2, Provencher
MT3.
Author information
Abstract
[100 patients (50 LATARJET, 50 DTA), mean ± SD age of 25.6 ± 6.1 years, F/U: 45 ± 20 months (range,
24-111) after surgery, undergoing DTA had significantly greater glenoid bone loss defects when
compared with patients undergoing LATARJET (28.6% ± 7.4% vs 22.4% ± 10.3%, P = .001), both
groups experienced significant improvements in all outcome scores after surgery (P < .05 for all), No
significant differences were found in postoperative scores between the LATARJET and DTA groups:
ASES, WOSI, SANE)]
BACKGROUND:
Anterior glenoid reconstruction with fresh distal tibia allograft (DTA) has been described for
management of recurrent shoulder instability, with encouraging early outcomes; however, no
comparative data with the LATARJET procedure are available.
PURPOSE:
The purpose of this study was to compare the clinical outcomes between patients undergoing DTA
and a matched cohort of patients undergoing LATARJET.
STUDY DESIGN:
Cohort study; Level of evidence, 3.
METHODS:
A review was conducted of prospectively collected data for patients with a minimum 15% anterior
glenoid bone loss who underwent shoulder stabilization via either the DTA or LATARJET procedure
and had a minimum follow-up of 2 years. Consecutive patients undergoing DTA were matched in a 1to-1 format to patients undergoing LATARJET by age, body mass index, history of contact sports, and
number of previous shoulder operations. Patients were evaluated pre- and postoperatively with a
physical examination and the following outcome assessments: Simple Shoulder Test, visual analog
scale, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons, Western Ontario Shoulder Instability Index, and Single
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Assessment Numeric Evaluation. Complications, reoperations, and episodes of recurrent instability
were analyzed. Statistical analysis was performed with Student t tests, with P < .05 considered
significant.
RESULTS:
A total of 100 patients (50 LATARJET, 50 DTA) with a mean ± SD age of 25.6 ± 6.1 years were analyzed
at 45 ± 20 months (range, 24-111) after surgery. Thirty-two patients (64%) in each group underwent
prior ipsilateral shoulder surgery (range, 1-3). Patients undergoing DTA had significantly greater
glenoid bone loss defects when compared with patients undergoing LATARJET (28.6% ± 7.4% vs
22.4% ± 10.3%, P = .001). Patients in both groups experienced significant improvements in all
outcome scores after surgery (P < .05 for all). No significant differences were found in postoperative
scores between the LATARJET and DTA groups: visual analog scale (0.67 ± 0.97 vs 1.83 ± 2.31),
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (91.06 ± 8.78 vs 89.74 ± 12.66), Western Ontario Shoulder
Instability Index (74.30 ± 21.84 vs 89.69 ± 5.50), or Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation (80.68 ±
7.21 vs 90.08 ± 13.39) (P > .05 for all). However, patients in the LATARJET group had superior Simple
Shoulder Test outcomes (P = .011). There were 10 complications (10%) for the entire cohort,
including 5 in the LATARJET group (3 of which required reoperation) and 5 in the DTA group (3 of
which required reoperation). The overall recurrent instability rate was 1% (1 patient).
CONCLUSION:
Fresh DTA reconstruction for recurrent anterior shoulder instability results in a clinically stable joint
with similar clinical outcomes as the LATARJET procedure. Longer-term studies are needed to
determine if these results are maintained over time.
Conclusion and closing remarks:
•
•
•
•

DTA Viable option-I use in revision (LATARJET, Crest) large bone and cartilage loss 25-30%
Scope and open options
Utilize Fresh Allograft principles-very little lysis
Excellent Adjunct, but # 1 still for me = LATARJET

06:30-06:45 PM
HUMERAL BONE LOSS RECONSTRUCTION Chairman: PROVENCHER
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Am J Sports Med. 2015 Nov;43(11):2763-73. Doi: 10.1177/0363546515597668. E pub 2015 Aug 27.

Relationship Between Glenoid Defects and Hill-Sachs Lesions in Shoulders with Traumatic
Anterior Instability.
Nakagawa S1, Ozaki R2, Take Y3, IUCHI R4, Mae T3.
Abstract
[Bipolar lesions prevalence was 44.2% in shoulders with 1 to 5 events, 69.0% in shoulders with 6 to
10 events, and 82.8% in shoulders with ≥11 events. Prevalence of bipolar lesions was 33.3% in
shoulders with primary instability and 61.8% in shoulders with recurrent instability.]
BACKGROUND:
While the combination of a glenoid defect and a Hill-Sachs lesion in a shoulder with anterior
instability has recently been termed a bipolar lesion, their relationship is unclear.
PURPOSE: To investigate the relationship of the glenoid defect and Hill-Sachs’s lesion and the factors
that influence the occurrence of these lesions as well as the recurrence of instability.
STUDY DESIGN:
Case-control study; Level of evidence, 3.
METHODS:
The prevalence and size of both lesions were evaluated retrospectively by computed tomography
scanning in 153 shoulders before arthroscopic Bankart repair. First, the relationship of lesion
prevalence and size was investigated. Then, factors influencing the occurrence of bipolar lesions
were assessed. Finally, the influence of these lesions on recurrence of instability was investigated in
103 shoulders followed for a minimum of 2 years.
RESULTS:
Bipolar lesions, isolated glenoid defects/isolated Hill-Sachs lesions, and no lesion were detected in
86, 45, and 22 shoulders (56.2%, 29.4%, and 14.4%), respectively. As the glenoid defect became
larger, the Hill-Sachs lesion also increased in size. However, the size of these lesions showed a weak
correlation, and large Hill-Sachs lesions did not always coexist with large glenoid defects. The
prevalence of bipolar lesions was 33.3% in shoulders with primary instability and 61.8% in shoulders
with recurrent instability. In relation to the total events of dislocations/subluxations, the prevalence
was 44.2% in shoulders with 1 to 5 events, 69.0% in shoulders with 6 to 10 events, and 82.8% in
shoulders with ≥11 events. Regarding the type of sport, the prevalence was 58.9% in athletes playing
collision sports, 53.3% in athletes playing contact sports, and 29.4% in athletes playing overhead
sports. Postoperative recurrence of instability was 0% in shoulders without lesions, 0% with isolated
Hill-Sachs lesions, 8.3% with isolated glenoid defects, and 29.4% with bipolar lesions. The presence of
a bipolar lesion significantly influenced the recurrence rate, but lesion size did not.
CONCLUSION:
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The prevalence of bipolar lesions was approximately 60%. As glenoid defects became larger, HillSachs lesions also enlarged, but there was no strong correlation. Bipolar lesions were frequent in
patients with recurrent instability, patients with repetitive dislocation/subluxation, and those playing
collision/contact sports. Instability showed a high recurrence rate in shoulders with bipolar lesions.
Humeral options: REMPLISSAGE; Wolf, Purchase et al, 2008; Connelly procedure
Possible concern of healing and loss of rotation (slight ROM IR, 8°-degree loss)
Does REMPLISSAGE have adverse effects?
•

Wolf et al, 2014-no adverse effects

•

BOILEAU et al 2012 and GARCIA et al 2016 did show negative effects because of
REMPLISSAGE

•

Possible decrease on ER

•

Particularly unfavorable results in throwing athlete -30% with new posterior shoulder pain

Am J Sports Med. 2016 May;44(5):1124-30. Doi: 10.1177/0363546515626199. E pub 2016 Feb 17.

Outcomes of the REMPLISSAGE Procedure and Its Effects on Return to Sports: Average 5Year Follow-up.
Garcia GH1, Wu HH2, Liu JN3, Huffman GR4, Kelly JD 4th4.
Abstract
[50 patients (51 shoulders), re-dislocation rate after REMPLISSAGE was 11.8% at an average of 5
years, with 95.5% of patients returning to full sports at an average of 7 months, 51,7% returned to
throwing sports, for throwing sports, 65.5% of patients complained of decreased range of motion
during throwing.]
BACKGROUND:
Short-term outcomes for patients with large, engaging Hill-Sachs lesions who underwent remplissage
have demonstrated good results. However, limited data are available for longer term outcomes.
PURPOSE:
To evaluate the long-term outcomes of REMPLISSAGE and determine the long-term rate of return to
specific sports postoperatively.
STUDY DESIGN:
Case series; Level of evidence, 4.
METHODS:
This was a retrospective review of patients treated with the REMPLISSAGE procedure from 2007 to
2013. All underwent preoperative magnetic resonance imaging demonstrating large Hill-Sachs lesions
by the Rowe criteria and glenoid bone loss <20%. All Hill-Sachs lesions were "off track" by an
arthroscopic examination and preoperative imaging. At final follow-up, patients underwent a range
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of motion evaluation and were administered a detailed outcome survey, which included Western
Ontario Shoulder Instability Index (WOSI) and American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) scores
as well as questions regarding sports, employment, physical activities, and dislocation events.
RESULTS:
A total of 50 patients (51 shoulders) were included in the study. The average patient age at surgery
was 29.8 years (range, 15.0-72.4 years), and the average follow-up time was 60.7 months (range,
25.5-97.6 months); 20.0% of patients underwent previous surgery on their shoulder. The average
postoperative WOSI score was 79.5%, and the average ASES score was 89.3. Six shoulders had
dislocation events (11.8%) postoperatively: 3 were traumatic, and 3 were atraumatic. Increased
preoperative dislocations led to a greater risk of a postoperative dislocation (P < .001). There was
also a trend toward higher postoperative dislocation rates in patients who underwent revision (P =
.062). The average loss of external rotation was 5.26° (P = .13). The rate of return to ≥1 sport was
95.5% of patients at an average of 7.0 months postoperatively; 81.0% returned to their previous
intensity and level of sport. Of patients who played a throwing sport, 65.5% (n = 19) stated that they
had problems throwing, and 58.6% (n = 17) felt that they could not normally wind up throwing a ball.
Direct rates of return to overhead sports were volleyball, 100%; basketball, 69%; baseball, 50%; and
football, 50%.
CONCLUSION:
The re-dislocation rate after REMPLISSAGE was 11.8% at an average of 5 years, with 95.5% of
patients returning to full sports at an average of 7 months. For throwing sports, 65.5% of patients
complained of decreased range of motion during throwing. The results should be considered
preoperatively in candidates for REMPLISSAGE who are engaged in throwing sports.

Hill-Sachs’s

vs

reverse Hill-Sachs:

• Traditionally: located on the posterosuperior lateral HH / vs antero-superior medial HH
• Small amount posterior cartilage damage / vs anterior cartilage damage, more extensive
-fresh allograft -Talus (Ankle) to HH
Clinical Case Discussion 15’ Case Presentation SCHEIBEL Discussion
VERBORGT/ATHWAL/PROVENCHER/COLLIN/Participant

What are the options? (Update on humeral bone loss management options CASTAGNA 5’
name of lecture: Shoulder Instability: humeral bone loss options
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Shoulder Instability:
•
•
•
•

Single/multiple lesions → (several pathological findings)
Altered biomechanics
Altered balance → Instability
Lesions: bone, cartilage, labrum, capsule, ligaments, tendons →muscle unbalance, postural
alteration → Shoulder Instability
Humeral Head bone defects (Hill-Sachs’s lesion) are caused by anterior Shoulder dislocation with
Impaction of the Posterior-superior Humeral Head onto the anterior Glenoid rim.
Cur. Rev Musculoskeletal Med. 2014 Mar;7(1):6-11. Doi: 10.1007/s12178-013-9194-7.
Management of humeral head deficiencies and glenoid track.
Di Giacomo G1, De Vita A, COSTANTINI A, de GASPERIS N, SCARSO P.
Abstract
When considering the management of shoulder anterior instability with glenoid bone loss ≥25 % of
the inferior glenoid diameter (inverted-pear glenoid), the consensus among recent authors is that
glenoid bone grafting should be done. Although the engaging Hill-Sachs lesion has been recognized
as a risk factor for recurrent anterior instability, there has been no generally accepted methodology
for quantifying the Hill-Sachs lesion considering the geometric interplay of various sizes and various
orientations of bipolar (humeral-sided plus glenoid-sided) bone loss. Keeping the glenoid track
concept in mind, if a Hill-Sachs lesion engages the anterior glenoid rim, with or without concomitant
anterior glenoid bone loss, it is possible to manage this pathology, reducing the risk of recurrent
shoulder instability after surgery. If the Hill-Sachs engages, "REMPLISSAGE" or "LATARJET" surgical
procedures are indicated depending on glenoid bone loss.
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Arthroscopy. 2019 Feb;35(2):361-366. Doi: 10.1016/j.arthro.2018.09.027. E pub 2019 Jan 3.
Is the Instability Severity Index Score a Valid Tool for Predicting Failure After Primary Arthroscopic
Stabilization for Anterior Glenohumeral Instability?
LOPPINI M1, DELLE Rose G2, BORRONI M2, MORENGHI E3, Pitino D2, Domínguez Zamora C4,
CASTAGNA A5.
Abstract
[ISIS 0-3: 5% RECURRENCE RATE; 3-6: 10%; > 6: 70% RECURRENCE RATE]
PURPOSE:
To assess the validity of the Instability Severity Index Score in predicting the rate of recurrence of
dislocation in patients undergoing arthroscopic Bankart repair.
METHODS:
The inclusion criteria were recurrent anterior traumatic glenohumeral instability and a minimum
follow-up of 5 years. According to the preoperative Instability Severity Index Score, patients were
divided into the following groups: ≤3 points (A), 4 to 6 points (B), and >6 points (C). The recurrence
rate was determined by telephone interviews. The estimated overall rate of success at 5 years was
defined as the estimated overall percentage of patients free of recurrence at 5 years.
RESULTS:
Six hundred seventy patients (572 men and 98 women) were included. The average age was 27 years
(range, 18 to 39 years) at the time of surgery. One hundred fourteen of 670 patients had a
recurrence of instability, with an overall recurrence rate of 17% (95% confidence interval [CI] 14.2%19.9%). The Instability Severity Index Score had a significant association with recurrence. Compared
with patients in group A, those in group B had double the risk of recurrence (hazard ratio [HR] = 2.43,
95% CI 1.38-4.28, P = .002), and patients in group C a 9 times greater risk of recurrence (HR = 9.42,
95% CI 5.20-17.7, P < .001). The estimated overall rate of success at 5 years was 84.8% (95% CI 81.887.3). The rate of success with an Instability Severity Index Score ≤3 points was 93.7% (95% CI 89.696.2), but it dropped to 85.7% (95% CI 81.7-88.9) in those with an Instability Severity Index Score of 4
to 6 points and became 54.6% (95% CI 42.8-64.9) in those with an Instability Severity Index Score >6
points. On multivariable analysis, the Instability Severity Index Score was found to significantly affect
the risk of recurrence, corrected by type of sport and glenoid bone loss.
CONCLUSIONS:
The Instability Severity Index Score is a validated tool with which to assess the recurrence rate of
dislocation after arthroscopic surgery in patients with shoulder instability. Arthroscopic stabilization
in patients with an Instability Severity Index Score ≤3 is associated with a significantly lower risk of
recurrence of glenohumeral instability compared with that in patients with an Instability Severity
Index Score >3 points.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE:
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III, case-control study.

Hill-Sachs lesions: when to be suspicious:
Important history and physical examination findings for Hill-Sachs lesions:

The Hill-Sachs Lesion: Diagnosis, Classification, and Management
Provencher, Matthew T. MD; Frank, Rachel M. MD; LECLERE, Lance E. MD; Metzger, Paul D. MD; Ryu,
J. J.; BERNHARDSON, Andrew MD; Romeo, Anthony A. MD
JAAOS - Journal of the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons: April 2012 - Volume 20 - Issue 4 p 242-252 Doi: 10.5435/JAAOS-20-04-242
Abstract
The Hill-Sachs lesion is an osseous defect of the humeral head that is typically associated with
anterior shoulder instability. The incidence of these lesions in the setting of glenohumeral instability
is relatively high and approaches 100% in persons with recurrent anterior shoulder instability.
Reverse Hill-Sachs’s lesion has been described in patients with posterior shoulder instability. Glenoid
bone loss is typically associated with the Hill-Sachs lesion in patients with recurrent anterior shoulder
instability. The lesion is a bipolar injury, and identification of concomitant glenoid bone loss is
essential to optimize clinical outcome. Other pathology (e.g., Bankart tear, labral or capsular injuries)
must be identified, as well. Treatment is dictated by subjective and objective findings of shoulder
instability and radiographic findings. Nonsurgical management, including focused rehabilitation, is
acceptable in cases of small bony defects and nonengaging lesions in which the glenohumeral joint
remains stable during desired activities. Surgical options include arthroscopic and open techniques.
History:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep shoulder pain
Previous shoulder instability events
Recurrent instability with provocative positioning
Mechanical symptoms (e.g., crepitus, clicking, catching)
History of shoulder reduction, especially manual reduction
Progressive ease of dislocation events: instability with daily events, likely concomitant
glenoid defects, likely more significant bony defects
• Recurrent instability events: often unprovoked, occurring with increasing frequency,
occurring after stabilization procedure
Physical examination:
•
•
•

Assess for instability (i.e., Apprehension test)
Assess for laxity (i.e., translation test)
Assess for concomitant injuries (rotator cuff tear, biceps tendon pathology, superior labrum
anterior-posterior lesion)
Key findings:
•

Apprehension at lesser degree of abduction (mid-range)
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•

Palpable chunk with engagement: Typically done under anesthesia. May become locked. In
advanced cases, crepitus during range of motions, extension of the lesion to the central
hummers, extensive anterior glenoid bone loss and glenohumeral osteoarthritis
Indications for Surgical Management of Hill-Sachs Lesions (according to: CDR Matthew T.
Provencher, MD, et al, April 2012, Vol 20, No 4 247)
Absolute:
•

Displaced humeral head fracture with humeral head fracture-dislocation and associated HillSachs’s injury
• Lesion >30% to 40% of the humeral head with chronic dislocation or recurrent anterior
instability. These cases typically require glenoid augmentation and/or management of the
humeral head (e.g., REMPLISSAGE, allograft).
• Reverse lesion with >20% to 40% of humeral head articular surface involvement and
symptoms of posterior instability, catching, or pain
Relative:
•
•
•
•

Lesion >20% to 35% of the humeral head with glenoid engagement on examination
Lesion >20% of the articular surface and signs of humeral head engagement on examination
Lesion >10% to 25% of the humeral head that does not remain well-centered in the glenoid
fossa after arthroscopic instability repair
Reverse lesion with humeral head cartilage involvement on 10% to 30% of the humeral
head, with symptoms of posterior instability, catching, or pain

Hill-Sachs Lesions: treatment options:
Non-surgical:
•

Small/ non engaging lesion: skillful neglect

Surgical:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rotational humeral osteoplasty (Weber, 1984)

•
•
•

Minimal Bipolar Bony deficiency: AS Bankart + REMPLISSAGE
Glenoid bone deficiency/erosion + mild Hill-Sachs’s lesion: LATARJET
Sever bone deficiency (Bi-polar): Allograft

Humeral head osteoplasty/ DISIMPACTION KAZEL ‘’HUMEROPLASTY’’

Soft tissue filing (AS REMPLISSAGE, Wolf, 2004)
Allograft filing
Partial or total replacement

Kyphoplasty
What I do in daily life:
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Classiﬁcations of Hill-Sachs Lesions

Imaging

Description

Rowe et al

Axillary radiograph

Calandra et al

Direct visualization

Mild, 2 cm long × ≤0.3 cm deep;
moderate, 2–4 cm long × 0.3–1 cm
deep; severe, 4 cm long × ≥1 cm deep.
Grade I, conﬁned to articular cartilage;
grade II, extension into subchondral.
bone; grade III, large subchondral
defect.

FRANCESCHI et al
FLATOW and Warner

Direct visualization
Direct visualization

Grade I, cartilaginous; grade II, bony
scuffing; grade III, hatchet fracture
Clinically insigniﬁcant, <20%; variable
signiﬁcance, 20% to 40%; clinically
signiﬁcant, >40%.

Hall et al

Notch view
radiograph

Percent involvement in 180° articular
arc

Richards et al

Axillary MRI imaging

Axillary degrees involved (anterior
articular margin, zero degrees)

(Provencher et al, J Am Accad Ortho Surg, 2012: 20: 242-52)

HUMERAL BONE LOSS RECONSTRUCTION: Relive surgery: Humeral Head Allograft,
Stephanie HINSE, MD, FRCSC, Verdun Hospital, University of Montreal, Canada & Gerber 3’

Defect size: assessed on CT at level CORACOID TIP: impacted segment as a % of total cartilage surface
→ >30-40%: reconstruction
Segmental Allograft reconstruction
JBJS Essent Surg Tech. 2014 Mar; 4(1): e4.
Published online 2014 Feb 26. Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.ST.M.00033 PMCID: PMC6355037 PMID: 30775111

Arthroscopic Hill-Sachs Remplissage with Bankart Repair: Strategy and Technique
Pascal Boileau, MD,1 Walter B. McClelland, Jr., MD,1 Kieran O’Shea, MD, FRCS(I),1 Pablo Vargas, MD,1
Miguel PINEDO, MD,1 Jason Old, MD, FRCSC,2 and Matthias A. ZUMSTEIN, MD3
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Anatomical and Functional Results After Arthroscopic Hill-Sachs Remplissage
Boileau, Pascal MD1; O’Shea, Kieran MD1; Vargas, Pablo MD1; PINEDO, Miguel MD1; Old, Jason
FRCSC1; ZUMSTEIN, Matthias MD1
The Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery: April 4, 2012 - Volume 94 - Issue 7 - p 618-626
Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.K.00101
Conclusions:
Arthroscopic Hill-Sachs remplissage, performed in combination with a Bankart repair, is a potential
solution for patients with a large engaging humeral head bone defect but no substantial glenoid bone
loss. The posterior capsulotenodesis heals predictably in the humeral defect. The slight restriction in
external rotation (approximately 10°) does not significantly affect return to sports, including those
involving overhead activities. The procedure, which may also be useful for revision of previous failed
glenohumeral instability surgery, is not indicated for patients with glenoid bone deficiency. Level of
Evidence:
Therapeutic Level IV

/ #2: Hill Sachs REMPLISSAGE BOILEAU 3’ Discussion 4’
P. PALADINI: with Coracoid one can cover up to 30% bone loss on Glenoid if bone loss>30% → bone
graft
M SCHIEBEL: they observed high resorption rate with allograft
P. BOILEAU: do first remplissage and later anterior Bankart, and he takes the capsule on Humeral side
and not on Glenoid side and uses 2 anchors. His indication for remplissage is recurrent anterior
instability with Hill-Sachs and NO Glenoid bone loss.
G. WALCH: he started with remplissage in France, and he thought P. BOILEAU
P. BOILEAU: stresses importance not to take too much capsule in remplissage and take it on Humeral
side

06:45-07:15 PM
BIPOLAR DEFECTS “Were you on or off the track today?” Chairman: ATHWAL

Shoulder instability in the setting of bipolar (glenoid and humeral head) bone loss: the
glenoid track concept PROVENCHER 5’

Every 1,5 mm loss of Glenoid = 5% Glenoid Bone Loss (GBL)
Understand how bone loss occur clinically…parallel:
Lab. Bone loss model = 45° osteotomy
• Relative to long axis of Glenoid
• Burkhart, Lo, Arthroscopy, 2000,2004; ITOI, JBJS, 2000
Clinical Bone loss = 0° osteotomy
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• SUGAYA, JBJS, 2005; Saito, AJSM, 2005
Axial and Sagittal CT: under calls Bone loss:
• Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Volume 25, Issue 1, January 2016, Pages 61-68
Shoulder

The effect of sagittal rotation of the glenoid on axial glenoid width and glenoid version
in computed tomography scan imaging
Author links open overlay panel
Daniel J. Gross MD a, PETAR GOLIJANIN BS a, Guillaume D. Dumont MD a, Stephen A. Parada MD b
,Bryan G. VOPAT MD a Steven E. Reinert MSc Anthony A. Romeo MD d CDR Matthew T. Provencher
MD, MC, USNR a
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jse.2015.06.017Get rights and content
Background
Computed tomography (CT) scans of the shoulder are often not well aligned to the axis of the scapula
and glenoid. The purpose of this paper was to determine the effect of sagittal rotation of the glenoid
on axial measurements of anterior-posterior (AP) glenoid width and glenoid version attained by
standard CT scan. In addition, we sought to define the angle of rotation required to correct the CT
scan to optimal positioning.
Methods
A total of 30 CT scans of the shoulder were reformatted using Osiris X software multiplanar
reconstruction. The uncorrected (UNCORR) and corrected (CORR) CT scans were compared for
measurements of both (1) axial AP glenoid width and (2) glenoid version at 5 standardized axial cuts.
Results
The mean difference in glenoid version was 2.6% (2° ± 0.1°; P = .0222) and the mean difference in AP
glenoid width was 5.2% (1.2 ± 0.42 mm; P = .0026) in comparing the CORR and UNCORR scans. The
mean angle of correction required to align the sagittal plane was 20.1° of rotation (range, 9°-39°;
standard error of mean, 1.2°).
Conclusion
These findings demonstrate that UNCORR CT scans of the glenohumeral joint do not correct for the
sagittal rotation of the glenoid, and this affects the characteristics of the axial images. Failure to align
the sagittal image to the 12 o’clock to 6-o'clock axis results in measurement error in both glenoid
version and AP glenoid width. Use of UNCORR CT images may have notable implications for decisionmaking and surgical treatment.
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-correct 2D CT or use 3D CT, GBL can be off by 8-10% due to CT formatting

Recurrent Shoulder Instability: Current Concepts for Evaluation and Management of
Glenoid Bone Loss
Provencher, CDR Matthew T., MD, MC, USN1; Bhatia, Sanjeev, MD2; GHODADRA, Neil S., MD2;
GRUMET, Robert C., MD3; Bach, Bernard R. Jr., MD2; Dewing, LCDR Christopher B., MD, MC, USN1;
LECLERE, LT Lance, MD, MC, USN1; Romeo, Anthony A., MD2
JBJS: December 1, 2010 - Volume 92 - Issue Supplement_2 - p 133-151
Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.J.00906
Metrics
Introduction
Recurrent instability of the glenohumeral joint is usually associated with a Bankart tear—a soft-tissue
injury of the glenoid labrum attachment. However, patients with recurrent shoulder instability often
present with osseous injury to the glenoid and humeral head as well. Understanding and
appropriately addressing irregularities in the osseous architecture of the glenohumeral joint are
critical to the overall success of surgical repair for the treatment of glenohumeral instability1. The
integrity of the osseous architecture of the glenoid has recently been highlighted as one of the most
important factors related to the success of surgical repair2,3. After the initial traumatic shoulder
dislocation, an associated glenoid rim fracture or attritional bone injury may compromise the static
restraints of the glenohumeral joint, making further instability more likely. With recurrent instability,
there can be further attritional glenoid bone loss.
Glenoid bone deficiency with recurrent shoulder instability is an increasingly recognized cause of
failed shoulder stabilization surgery. It is critical to evaluate all patients with recurrent shoulder
instability for the presence of osseous injuries to the glenoid. Specific findings in the history and the
physical examination provide important clues to the presence of glenoid bone loss, and a careful
preoperative evaluation to diagnose and quantify anterior glenoid deficiency is crucial for the success
of surgical treatment.
Appropriate preoperative imaging is essential for detection and quantification of osseous
abnormalities in patients with recurrent shoulder instability. The apical oblique view described by
Garth et al.4, the West Point view5, and the Didiée view6 are recognized as being the most sensitive
radiographs for detecting osseous abnormalities of the glenoid. Magnetic resonance imaging and
magnetic resonance arthrography may be used, but they are primarily employed to assess the
surrounding soft tissues. If any osseous lesion is discovered on radiographs, or with magnetic
resonance imaging, a computed tomography scan can provide valuable information about the extent
of the bone loss. Furthermore, a three-dimensional-reconstruction computed tomography scan
allows digital subtraction of the humeral head from images of the glenohumeral complex, providing
an en face sagittal oblique view of the glenoid. Precise measurements of the percentage of glenoid
bone loss can be calculated by modeling the inferior aspect of the intact glenoid as a true circle7,8.
It is preferable to accurately assess glenoid bone loss prior to surgical intervention, as this permits
informed consent and shared clinical decision-making with the patient regarding optimal treatment
strategies. Once a precise estimation of bone loss is made, decisions regarding the surgical approach
to be used, particularly those related to the risk of the recurrence of shoulder instability, can be
discussed with the patient. Although the exact treatment for each percentage of glenoid bone loss
has yet to be fully defined, the published literature supports the idea that, in patients with less than
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15% to 20% glenoid bone loss (usually less than 5 to 7 mm of bone), recurrent instability can be
successfully treated with soft-tissue stabilization alone. However, when bone loss is 25% to 30% of
the glenoid sphere (more than 6 to 8 mm of bone loss), open repair or bone augmentation
procedures should be considered. Osseous reconstruction techniques include the Bristow
procedure9, the LATARJET procedure10, use of iliac crest bone graft11,12, and allografting with use of
the femoral head13 or the distal part of the tibia14.
The principles of surgical management are guided by the extent of osseous deficiency, consideration
of combined glenoid and humeral bone defects, the surgeon’s personal experience with specific
reconstructive techniques, and patient-specific factors such as work and athletic demands.
Techniques for soft-tissue stabilization, the type and orientation of the glenoid bone graft, and
treatment of concomitant pathologic conditions are all variables that should be carefully considered
to optimize the likelihood of a well-functioning shoulder joint after surgical repair.
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Not all bone loss is the same: this patient is different in History, Presentation and outcomes
depending upon procedure chosen

Classification and Analysis of Attritional Glenoid Bone Loss in Recurrent Anterior Shoulder
Instability
AJSM, Volume: 45 issues: 4, page(s): 767-774
Article first published online: December 22, 2016; Issue published: March 1, 2017
John W. McNeil, MD*, BRENDIN R. Beaulieu-Jones, BA†, Andrew S. BERNHARDSON, MD‡, LCDR
Lance E. LECLERE, MD, MC USN§, Christopher B. Dewing, MD‖, Joseph R. Lynch, MD‡, PETAR
GOLIJANIN, BS†, George Sanchez, BS¶, CAPT Matthew T. Provencher, MD, MC USNR¶,
*University of Texas Houston, Houston, Texas, USA
†Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth, Hanover, New Hampshire, USA
‡Naval Medical Center San Diego, San Diego, California, USA
§Naval Health Clinic Annapolis, Annapolis, Maryland, USA
‖Rockwood Sports Orthopedics, Spokane Valley, Washington, USA
¶Steadman Philippon Research Institute, Vail, Colorado, USA
#The Steadman Clinic, Vail, Colorado, USA
Corresponding Author: **Matthew T. Provencher, MD, The Steadman Clinic, 181 W Meadow Drive,
Suite 400, Vail, CO 81657, USA (email: mprovencher@thesteadmanclinic.com). PMID: 28006107
Abstract
[139 Patients, 3D CT, Attritional Bone Loss (fragment is smaller than should be) associated with more
instability event, younger age, longer duration instability, traumatic ER reduction, Scope outcome if
Attritional Bone Loss = 3X Failure]
Background:
Recognition and proper treatment of glenoid bone loss (GBL) are important for successful
management of anterior shoulder instability. Although GBL has been described as the amount of
bony loss from the front of the glenoid, there is also a fragment of bone that is usually displaced and
often undergoes attrition. Thus, due to attritional bone loss (ABL) of the fragment, insufficient bone
is left to fully reconstruct the glenoid.
Purpose:
To (1) evaluate ABL of the glenoid fragment in recurrent anterior shoulder instability and (2)
correlate ABL with clinical history, fragment size, and radiographic findings.
Study Design:
Cross-sectional study; Level of evidence, 3.
Methods:
GBL was evaluated on 3-dimensional computed tomography (3D CT) en-face view and was measured
as percentage loss. The bone fragment size was measured, and attrition of the fragment was
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determined by evaluation of the amount remaining relative to the initial defect; patients were
stratified into minimal (<34%), moderate (34% to <67%), and severe (≥67%) attritional loss groups.
Clinical history and demographics were correlated to ABL, and GBL and ABL were compared.
Results:
The overall median percentage GBL was 15.3% (interquartile range [IQR], 9.9%-20.0%), with a mean
(±SD) percentage GBL of 16.5% ± 9.0%. Study participants had a corresponding median percentage
ABL of 75.8% (IQR, 53.8%-95.7%) and a mean percentage ABL of 72.0% ± 24.4%. A total of 61.2% of
patients (n = 85) exhibited severe ABL, while 30.2% had moderate ABL and 8.6% had minimal ABL.
The total time of instability was significantly associated with percentage of attritional bone loss (P <
.05). In addition, the time of instability was greatest in patients in the third tercile of ABL (≥87.5%; P =
.08). A significant difference was found in total time of instability among patients in the highest
tercile of ABL (38.6 months) versus both the middle (26.7 months) and lowest (32.8 months) terciles
(P < .05).
Conclusion:
The study results indicate that in most patients with recurrent anterior instability, GBL presents with
extensive attrition of the bone fragment independent of initial glenoid bone loss; therefore, surgeons
should be cognizant that the remaining bone fragment is unable to reconstitute glenoid bone stock.
In addition, the results showed more attritional bone loss in patients with a longer duration of
instability symptoms, indicating a role for incorporating symptom duration in determining proper
management.
-not all bone loss is the same:
•
•
•
•

Acute fracture
5%
Bony loss-partial resorption ‘’Partial Attritional’’
78%
Bony loss-complete resorption ‘’ Complete Attritional’’
11%
These patients are different in history, presentation and outcomes depending upon
procedure chosen

Operative Techniques in Sports Medicine, Volume 27, Issue 1, March 2019, Pages 2-11

Assessment of Bone Loss in the Shoulder
Author :Matthew T. Provencher MD, CAPT, MC, USNR*†Liam A. Peebles BA*Travis J. Dekker MD†
Zachary S. Aman BA*Mitchell I. Kennedy BS*
https://doi.org/10.1053/j.otsm.2019.01.002Get rights and content
The accurate identification and quantification of both glenoid bone loss and the presence of a HillSachs lesion is essential in the setting of anterior shoulder instability as it directly dictates patient
outcomes. The ability to diagnose and address these potential osseous defects of the glenohumeral
joint based on patient history, physical exam, and the findings of various imaging modalities in a
clinical setting is fundamental to the overall success of a surgeon's treatment algorithm. Multiple
methods exist to quantify bone loss based on diagnostic imaging or arthroscopy, and the surgeon
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should be mindful of the respective pearls and pitfalls of each imaging modality and their ability to
accurately diagnose shoulder bone loss. Pertinent findings in a patient's history such as age, level of
activity, enlistment status, and events of recurrent anterior glenohumeral instability can help one not
only predict the presence of bone loss, but the location and size of the defect as well. Furthermore,
symptoms and signs of chronic instability along with accurate quantification of glenoid bone loss are
essential in the algorithm of selecting the correct surgical procedure to provide optimal stabilization
and maximize clinical outcomes.
Table 1. A Modified Treatment Algorithm Based on the Nature of the Hill-Sachs Lesion and
Glenoid Defect Size can be Used to Guide Surgical Treatment Decision Making
Tract
Relation

Glenoid
Defect Size

Suggested Treatment

On-track

<25%

Arthroscopic Bankart repair

≥25%

LATARJET procedure

<25%

Arthroscopic Bankart repair with REMPLISSAGE procedure

≥25%

LATARJET procedure with humeral bone graft or REMPLISSAGE
procedure (if engaging lesion persists after the LATARJET procedure)

Off-track

The Effect of a Combined Glenoid and Hill-Sachs Defect on Glenohumeral Stability: A
Biomechanical Cadaveric Study Using 3-Dimensional Modeling of 142 Patients
Article Information: AJSM, Volume: 43 Issue: 6, page(s): 1422-1429
Article first published online: March 20, 2015; Issue published: June 1, 2015
Robert A. ARCIERO, MD*, †, Anthony PARRINO, MD†, Andrew S. BERNHARDSON, MD, LT, MC, USN‡,
VILMARIS Diaz-Doran, MS, B Me†, ELIFHO OBOPILWE, MS, B Me†, Mark P. Cote, DPT, MSCTR†, Petr
GOLIJANIN, BS§, Augustus D. MAZZOCCA, MD, MS†, Matthew T. Provencher, MD, CDR, MC, USNR§
†Department of Orthopedic Surgery, University of Connecticut Health Center, Farmington,
Connecticut, USA
‡Department of Orthopedics, Naval Medical Center, San Diego, California, USA
§Sports Medicine Division, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Corresponding Author:
*Robert A. ARCIERO, MD, Department of Orthopedic Surgery, University of Connecticut Health
Center, 263 Farmington Avenue, Farmington, CT 06034, USA (email: arciero@nso.uchc.edu).
PMID: 25794869
Abstract
Background:
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Bone loss in anterior glenohumeral instability occurs on both the glenoid and the humerus; however,
existing biomechanical studies have evaluated glenoid and humeral head defects in isolation. Thus,
little is known about the combined effect of these bony lesions in a clinically relevant model on
glenohumeral stability.
Hypothesis/Purpose:
The purpose of this study was to determine the biomechanical efficacy of a Bankart repair in the
setting of bipolar (glenoid and humeral head) bone defects determined via computer-generated 3dimensional (3D) modeling of 142 patients with recurrent anterior shoulder instability. The null
hypothesis was that adding a bipolar bone defect will have no effect on glenohumeral stability after
soft tissue Bankart repair.
Study Design:
Controlled laboratory study.
Methods:
A total of 142 consecutive patients with recurrent anterior instability were analyzed with 3D
computed tomography scans. Two Hill-Sachs lesions were selected based on volumetric size
representing the 25th percentile (0.87 cm3; small) and 50th percentile (1.47 cm3; medium) and
printed in plastic resin with a 3D printer. A total of 21 cadaveric shoulders were evaluated on a
custom shoulder-testing device permitting 6 degrees of freedom, and the force required to translate
the humeral head anteriorly 10 mm at a rate of 2.0 mm/s with a compressive load of 50 N was
determined at 60° of glenohumeral abduction and 60° of external rotation. All Bankart lesions were
made sharply from the 2- to 6 o’clock positions for a right shoulder. Subsequent Bankart repair with
trans osseous tunnels using high-strength suture was performed. Hill-Sachs lesions were made in the
cadaver utilizing a plastic mold from the exact replica off the 3D printer. Testing was conducted in
the following sequence for each specimen: (1) intact, (2) posterior capsulotomy, (3) Bankart lesion,
(4) Bankart repair, (5) Bankart lesion with 2-mm glenoid defect, (6) Bankart repair, (7) Bankart lesion
with 2-mm glenoid defect and Hill-Sachs lesion, (8) Bankart repair, (9) Bankart lesion with 4-mm
glenoid defect and Hill-Sachs lesion, (10) Bankart repair, (11) Bankart lesion with 6-mm glenoid
defect and Hill-Sachs lesion, and (12) Bankart repair. All sequences were used first for a medium HillSachs lesion (10 specimens) and then repeated for a small Hill-Sachs lesion (11 specimens). Three
trials were performed in each condition, and the mean value was used for data analysis.
Results:
A statistically significant and progressive reduction in load to translation was observed after a
Bankart lesion was created and with the addition of progressive glenoid defects for each humeral
head defect. For medium (50th percentile) Hill-Sachs lesions, there was a 22%, 43%, and 58%
reduction in stability with a 2-, 4-, and 6-mm glenoid defect, respectively. For small (25th percentile)
Hill-Sachs lesions, there was an 18%, 27%, and 42% reduction in stability with a 2-, 4-, and 6-mm
glenoid defect, respectively. With a ≥2-mm glenoid defect, the medium Hill-Sachs group
demonstrated significant reduction in translation force after Bankart repair (P < .01), and for the
small Hill-Sachs group, a ≥4-mm glenoid defect was required to produce a statistical decrease (P <
.01) in reduction force after repair.
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Conclusion:
Combined glenoid and humeral head defects have an additive and negative effect on glenohumeral
stability. As little as a 2-mm glenoid defect with a medium-sized Hill-Sachs lesion demonstrated a
compromise in soft tissue Bankart repair, while small-sized Hill-Sachs lesions showed compromise of
soft tissue repair with ≥4-mm glenoid bone loss.
Clinical Relevance:
Bipolar bony lesions of the glenoid and humeral head occur frequently together in clinical practice.
Surgeons should be aware that the combined defects and glenoid bone loss of 2 to 4 mm or
approximately 8% to 15% of the glenoid could compromise Bankart repair and thus may require
surgical strategies in addition to traditional Bankart repair alone to optimize stability.
Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Volume 16, Issue 5, September 2007, Pages 649-656
Original article

Contact between the glenoid and the humeral head in abduction, external rotation, and
horizontal extension: A new concept of glenoid track
Nobuyuki Yamamoto MD a EIJIITOI MD b HIDEKAZU Abe MD a Hiroshi Minagawa MD a Nobutoshi Seki
MD a Yoichi Shimada MD a KYOJI Okada MD a
Show more
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jse.2006.12.012Get rights and content
To date, no anatomic or biomechanical studies have been conducted to clarify what size of a HillSachs lesion needs to be treated. Nine fresh-frozen cadaveric shoulders were tested in a custom
device. With the arm in maximum external rotation, horizontal extension, and 0°, 30°, and 60° of
abduction, the location of the entire rim of the glenoid was marked on the humeral head using a
Kirschner wire. The distance from the contact area to the footprint of the rotator cuff with the arm in
60° of abduction was measured by a digital caliper. With an increase in arm elevation, the glenoid
contact shifted from the inferomedial to the superolateral portion of the posterior aspect of the
humeral head, creating a zone of contact (glenoid track). The medial margin of the glenoid track was
located 18.4 ± 2.5 mm medial from the footprint, which was equivalent to 84% ± 14% of the glenoid
width. A Hill-Sachs lesion has a risk of engagement and dislocation if it extends medially over the
medial margin of the glenoid track.
In conclusion, we introduced a new concept, the glenoid track, which enabled us to simultaneously
evaluate bony defects of the humeral head and the glenoid. When there is no glenoid defect, the
width of the glenoid track is 84% of the glenoid width. When there is a bony defect at the anterior
rim of the glenoid, the defect width should be subtracted from the 84% length to obtain a true width
of the glenoid track. If the medial margin of a Hill-Sachs lesion is more medial than the glenoid track,
standard stabilization procedures such as Bankart repair are unlikely to restore the shoulder stability.
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Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery, Volume 32, Issue 8, August 2016, Pages
1509-1514
Original Article

Radiographic Analysis of the Hill-Sachs Lesion in Anteroinferior Shoulder Instability After
First-Time Dislocations
Giovanni Di Giacomo M .D. a PETAR GOLIJANIN B. S. b George Sanchez B. S. c Matthew T. Provencher
M. D., M.C., U. S. N. R. c
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arthro.2016.01.022Get rights and content
Purpose
To identify the relation between the Hill-Sachs (H-S) angle and arm position at the time of the initial
dislocation, and to see if this correlates with the glenoid track.
Methods
A total of 102 patients (89 male patients, 87.2%), with a mean age of 32 years (range, 17 to 38 years),
were divided into 2 groups, abduction (ABD) and adduction (ADD), dependent on the position of the
arm at the time of the instability event. All patients were evaluated with bilateral computed
tomography scans (3-dimensional) to define the H-S position on the glenoid track and to measure the
H-S angle. One-way analysis of variance was used to compare the H-S angle between the 2 groups.
Results
Dislocation occurred in ABD in 45 patients (44.1%) and in ADD in 57 (55.9%). The H-S angle was 32.4°
± 4.7° in the ABD group versus 16.1° ± 2.9° in the ADD group. All patients' injuries were “on-track”
glenoid injuries in both groups.
Conclusions
This study identified a difference in the H-S angle relative to arm position at the time of initial
dislocation. Patients whose injury occurred in the ABD position showed a higher H-S angle, leading to
an increased risk of engagement, because the long axis of the H-S lesion is parallel to the glenoid in a
position of function. Thus, arm position at the time of the initial instability event may be a risk factor
for engagement and higher risk of recurrence.
Level of Evidence
Level IV, prognostic case series.
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Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery, Volume 30, Issue 1, January 2014, Pages
90-98
Level V Evidence with Video Illustration

Evolving Concept of Bipolar Bone Loss and the Hill-Sachs Lesion: From “Engaging/NonEngaging” Lesion to “On-Track/Off-Track” Lesion
Giovanni Di Giacomo M. D. a EIJI ITOI M.D., Ph. D. b Stephen S. Burkhart M. D. c
Show more
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arthro.2013.10.004
Abstract
For anterior instability with glenoid bone loss comprising 25% or more of the inferior glenoid
diameter (inverted-pear glenoid), the consensus of recent authors is that glenoid bone grafting
should be performed. Although the engaging Hill-Sachs lesion has been recognized as a risk factor for
recurrent anterior instability, there has been no generally accepted method for quantifying the HillSachs lesion and then integrating that quantification into treatment recommendations, taking into
account the geometric interplay of various sizes and various orientations of bipolar (humeral-sided
plus glenoid-sided) bone loss. We have developed a method (both radiographic and arthroscopic)
that uses the concept of the glenoid track to determine whether a Hill-Sachs lesion will engage the
anterior glenoid rim, whether there is concomitant anterior glenoid bone loss. If the Hill-Sachs lesion
engages, it is called an “off-track” Hill-Sachs lesion; if it does not engage, it is an “on-track” lesion.
Based on our quantitative method, we have developed a treatment paradigm with specific surgical
criteria for all patients with anterior instability, both with and without bipolar bone loss.
It is generally accepted that anteroinferior glenoid bone loss comprising 25% or more of the inferior
glenoid diameter must be addressed by glenoid bone grafting, using either a coracoid graft
(LATARJET procedure), iliac graft, or allograft.1, 2 However, there are no clear guidelines on how to
address patients with bipolar lesions who have varying degrees of bone loss of the glenoid as well as
the proximal humerus (Hill-Sachs defects). The geometric interplay of these bipolar lesions can be
subtle, yet it is critical to understand the pathologic importance of this interplay in developing logical
criteria for their surgical treatment.

Orthopedic Journal of Sports Medicine:
Bipolar Bone Loss in Male Athletes with Traumatic Anterior Shoulder Instability: An
Evaluation Using a New Scoring System
SHIGETO NAKAGAWA, MD, PHD*, HIROTO HANAI, MD
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Department of Orthopedic Sports Medicine, YUKIOKA Hospital, Osaka, Japan.
Tatsuo Mae, MD, PhD, ...First Published July 9, 2018 Research Article Find in PubMed
https://doi.org/10.1177/2325967118782420
Abstract
Background:
The combination of a glenoid defect and a Hill-Sachs lesion in a shoulder with anterior instability
has recently been termed “bipolar bone loss,” but the prevalence and influence of this condition
on postoperative recurrence after arthroscopic Bankart repair are still unclear.
Purpose:
To investigate bipolar bone loss in male athletes using a new scoring system and to evaluate its
efficacy by comparing it with the glenoid track concept.
Study Design:
Case-control study; Level of evidence, 3.
Methods:
The sizes of both lesions were evaluated retrospectively in 80 male athletes (85 shoulders) using
computed tomography. The glenoid defects and the length, width, and depth of the Hill-Sachs
lesions were classified into 5 size categories and were allocated scores from “0” for no defect to
“4” for the largest defect. Patients were then classified into 5 classes according to the total score
for both lesions: class 1, 0-1 point; class 2, 2 points; class 3, 3 points; class 4, 4 points; and class 5,
≥5 points. The prevalence of bipolar bone loss and postoperative recurrence rates for patients
with at least 2 years of follow-up were compared among the classes. The recurrence rate for each
class was also compared between shoulders with an off-track lesion and shoulders with an ontrack lesion as well as among 3 sporting categories: rugby, American football, and other sports.
Results:
Based on the combination of glenoid defect size and Hill-Sachs lesion length, the postoperative
recurrence rate was 0% for shoulders in class 1, 12.5% for class 2, 33.3% for class 3, 28.6% for
class 4, and 31.3% for class 5, while the recurrence rates were 0%, 16.7%, 28.6%, 27.3%, and
31.6%, respectively, for the combination of glenoid defect size and Hill-Sachs lesion width and 0%,
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8.3%, 26.7%, 28.6%, and 35.3%, respectively, for the combination of glenoid defect size and HillSachs lesion depth. Postoperative recurrence was frequently recognized regardless of the
presence of off-track Hill-Sachs lesions. No recurrence was recognized in class 1 shoulders among
rugby players, in classes 1 and 2 among American football players, and in classes 1 through 3
among other athletes based on the combination of glenoid defect size and Hill-Sachs’s lesion size.
Conclusion:
Our scoring system for bipolar bone loss was useful to evaluate the influence on postoperative
recurrence in male athletes. The postoperative recurrence rate was influenced by the extent of
bipolar bone loss and the sporting category regardless of the presence of off-track lesions.

Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery, Volume 36, Issue 1, January 2020, Pages
56-6
Original Article

Glenoid Track Instability Management Score: Radiographic Modification of the Instability
Severity Index Score
Giovanni Di Giacomo M .D .a Liam A. Peebles B. A. c Mattia Pugliese M.D., M. Sc. e Travis J. Dekker M.
D. b PETAR GOLIJANIN B. S. d Anthony Sanchez B. S. c CAPT Matthew T. Provencher M.D., MC, USNR b c
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arthro.2019.07.020
[used CT scan instead of X-ray, on-track = 0 points versus off-track = 4 points, 261 patients
operatively treated from 2009 to 2014, GTIMS n = 189/261, 72.4% vs. ISIS n = 72/261, 27.6%]
Purpose
The purpose of this study is (1) to test the proposed treatment algorithm, the Glenoid Track
Instability Management Score (GTIMS), which incorporates the glenoid track concept into the
instability severity index score (ISIS), and (2) to compare treatment decision-making using GTIMS
versus ISIS in 2 cohorts of patients with operatively treated anterior instability.
Methods
A multicenter, retrospective review of two consecutive groups consisting of 72 and 189 patients
treated according to ISIS and GTIMS, respectively, was conducted. Inclusion criteria for all patients
were ≥2 confirmed traumatic anterior shoulder instability events and a physical examination
demonstrating a positive anterior apprehension and relocation test. The GTIMS was graded for all
189 patients in the cohort, which uses 3-dimensional computed tomography as the sole radiographic
parameter to assess on-track (0 points) versus off-track (4 points) Hill-Sachs lesions. This method
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differs from ISIS, which uses multiple plain radiographs for the 4-point imaging portion of the score.
Outcomes scores were compared within the GTIMS and ISIS groups, as well as between them for
overall comparisons based on the Western Ontario Shoulder Instability Index (WOSI), the Single
Assessment Numerical Evaluation (SANE) score, and the mean rates of recurrent instability.
Results
A total of 261 consecutive patients from 2009 to 2014 who presented with recurrent anterior
shoulder instability were treated according to either ISIS (n = 72/261, 27.6%) or GTIMS (n = 189/261,
72.4%). At a mean follow-up time of 33.2 months (range 24-49 months), the overall cohort mean ISIS
of 2.9 ± 2.2 (range 0-9) was significantly higher than the mean GTIMS of 1.9 ± 1.9 (range = 0-9, P <
.001). Of the 72 ISIS treated patients, 50 (69.4%) had an ISIS score of ≥ 4 and underwent a LATARJET,
and the 22 patients (30.6%) with an ISIS score of < 4 underwent an arthroscopic Bankart repair.
Based on GTIMS in the 189-patient cohort, using the same cutoff of 4 to indicate the need for a
LATARJET, 162 patients were treated with arthroscopic Bankart repair (85.7%) and 27 with LATARJET
(14.3%). The overall outcomes improved for patients treated with a LATARJET in both groups (GTIMS
WOSI from 1099 [47.7% normal] to 395 [81.3% normal]; GTIMS SANE from 48 to 81; ISIS WOSI from
1050 [50% normal] to 345 [83.4% normal]; ISIS SANE from 50 to 84; P < .01). Similar positive
outcomes were seen in patients treated with arthroscopic Bankart repair (GTIMS WOSI from 1062
[49.2% normal] to 402 [80.6% normal]; GTIMS SANE from 49 to 82; ISIS WOSI from 1080 [51.8%
normal] to 490 [76.7% normal]; ISIS SANE from 48 to 77; P < .01). Of note, the patients with
arthroscopically indicated ISIS had significantly worse outcomes scores than those treated
arthroscopically according to GTIMS (P < .01). Of the 189 patients graded with GTIMS, there would
have been 33 more LATARJET procedures recommended based on ISIS score. Thus, the distribution
of procedures based on ISIS versus GTIMS was significantly different (χ2 = 45.950; P < .001), indicating
a higher rate of recommending LATARJETS when using ISIS versus GTIMS.
Conclusions
When ISIS scoring and plain radiograph parameters only are used, this predicted a 2-fold increase in
recommending a LATARJET versus GTIMS scoring criteria, which uses advanced imaging and the onand off-track principle to delineate anterior instability treatment more conservatively with promising
postoperative patient outcomes. Overall, there were minimal differences in outcomes between
GTIMS and ISIS LATARJET patients; however, better outcomes were seen in patients indicated for
arthroscopic Bankart repair according to GTIMS and on-off track computed tomography scanning
indications.
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Level of Evidence
II, Prospective Cohort Study.
-Overall comparison GTIMS vs. ISIS:
•
•
•

Bankart indicated ISIS patients had worse outcomes scores than patients treated according
to GTIMS (p<0.01)
Of 189 GTIMS-graded patients, would have been 33 more LATARJET recommended
according to ISIS
GTIMS uses higher caliber imaging…, but needs additional testing

-what does the literature tell us:

•

AJSM: Does the Arthroscopic LATARJET Procedure Effectively Correct “Off-Track”
Hill-Sachs Lesions?

•

The LATARJET procedure provides an effective treatment for “off-track” engaging Hill-Sachs
lesions

•

Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery Volume 26, Issue 4, April 2017, Pages 573579: Interobserver and interobserver variability of glenoid track measurements.

•
•
•

Hill-Sachs Lesion Measures for calculation of Track=Very Poor!
Hill-Sachs Measures vs. Cuff very challenging even in MRI
Track concept-cadaver original…can we make this clinical?

•

JBJS: Clinical Validation of the Glenoid Track Concept in Anterior Glenohumeral
Instability

•

application of the glenoid track concept to our cohort was superior to using glenoid bone loss
alone about predicting postoperative stability

•

AJR: MRI Evaluation of Bipolar Bone Loss Using the On-Track Off-Track Method: A
Feasibility Study

• But: here MRI did very well to measure the track
AJSM: Does the Arthroscopic LATARJET Procedure Effectively Correct “Off-Track” Hill-Sachs

Lesions?
Johannes E. Plath, MD*†, Daniel J.H. Henderson, MD*, Julien COQUAY, MD*
Volume: 46 Issue: 1, page(s): 72-78
Article first published online: September 27, 2017; Issue published: January 1, 2018
Johannes E. Plath, MD*, †, Daniel J.H. Henderson, MD*, Julien COQUAY, MD*, Klaus DÜCK, MD*,
David HAENI, MD*, Laurent LAFOSSE, MD*‡
*Alps Surgery Institute, Annecy, France
†Department of Trauma Surgery, KLINIKUM Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany
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Corresponding Author: ‡Laurent LAFOSSE, MD, Alps Surgery Institute, Clinique Générale D’ANNECY, 4
CHEMIN de la Tour la Reine, 74 000 Annecy, France (email: lafosseshoulder@yahoo.fr). PMID:
28952782
Abstract
Background:
The glenoid track concept describes the dynamic interaction of bipolar bone loss in anterior
glenohumeral instability. Initial studies have successfully demonstrated this concept’s application in
clinical populations. In clinical practice, the LATARJET procedure is commonly the preferred
treatment in addressing “off-track” Hill-Sachs lesions. The effectiveness of this procedure in restoring
such lesions to an “on-track” state, however, has not yet been evaluated or described in the
literature.
Hypothesis:
The LATARJET procedure would transform “off-track” Hill-Sachs lesions to “on-track” lesions. Lesions
would remain “on-track” during follow-up, despite glenoid remodeling.
Study Design:
Case series; Level of evidence, 4.
Methods:
Patients with “off-track” Hill-Sachs lesions treated with the arthroscopic LATARJET procedure
between March 2013 and May 2014 were included. Glenoid track and coracoid graft contact surface
area measurements using 3-dimensional computed tomography (3D-CT) were performed
preoperatively and at 6-week, 6-month, and at least 12-month (final) follow-up. The mean final
follow-up was 23 months. The glenoid diameter, as a percentage of the native glenoid, was also
calculated from this imaging.
Results:
Twenty-six patients met the inclusion criteria. 3D-CT scans were available for all patients
preoperatively and postoperatively, with 21 patients (81%) undergoing 6-month follow-up CT and 19
patients (73%) undergoing final follow-up CT. Hill-Sachs lesions remained “on-track” at all follow-up
time points. The mean glenoid diameter changed significantly from 84.6% preoperatively to 122.8%
at 6 weeks (P < .001) and from 120.5% at 6 months to 113.9% at final follow-up (P = .005). This was
also reflected in significant remodeling seen in the coracoid graft articular contact area (6 weeks to 6
months, P = .024; 6 months to final follow-up, P = .002). This persisting glenoid arc enlargement at
final follow-up avoided “off-track” Hill-Sachs lesions in 6 of 19 patients (32%), which would otherwise
have occurred had the coracoid graft remodeled to native glenoid dimensions.
Conclusion:
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The LATARJET procedure provides an effective treatment for “off-track” engaging Hill-Sachs lesions,
despite an evident glenoid remodeling process. At a mean of 23 months postoperatively, a mean
persisting enlargement of the glenoid arc of 14% beyond native dimensions remained, avoiding a
recurrent “off-track” lesion in 32% of patients, which would otherwise have occurred with complete
remodeling.

Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery Volume 26, Issue 4, April 2017, Pages 573-579:

Interobserver and interobserver variability of glenoid track measurements
Author: Adrian K. Schneider FMH(Orth), MD ab Gregory A. Hoy MBBS, Dip Anat., FRACS(Orth)ac
Eugene T. Ek MBBS(Hons), PhD, FRACS(Orth)ac Andrew H. ROTSTEIN MBBS, FRANZCR d Julie Tate BSc
(Hons), Pg Cert (CT)d David Mc D Taylor MBBS, MD, MPH, DRCOG, FACEM e Matthew C. Evans MBBS,
FRACS(Orth)ac https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jse.2016.09.058
Background
A method of assessing combined glenoid and humeral bone loss in traumatic shoulder instability with
an associated treatment protocol was recently published. The aim of this study was to investigate its
reliability and reproducibility.
Methods
Seventy-one patients with unilateral anteroinferior shoulder instability underwent computed
tomography scans, from which 3-dimensional images were derived. En face views of both glenoid
fossae and with 3 views of the humeral head were provided to 4 assessors to determine
interobserver reliability. From these measurements, the shoulder was assigned a treatment
classification. Two observers repeated their assessments 1 month later to determine interobserver
reliability. For each measurement, the mean coefficient of variability was calculated.
Results
Assessment of glenoid bone loss showed good interobserver (4 observers agreeing in 90.1% of cases)
and good interobserver agreement (94% and 96%). There was a poor level of interobserver reliability
regarding the on-track or off-track classification (72%). Interobserver reliability for this measurement
was less variable (90% and 80%). There was a poor level of agreement between observers (65%)
regarding treatment classification. The coefficient of variability for the Hill-Sachs lesion measured
19.2%, indicating a high level of variability for this measurement compared with <4% for all other
measures.
Conclusion
Linear bone loss on the glenoid can be measured reliably and reproducibly; however, evaluation of
Hill-Sachs lesions demonstrates a high level of variability, and poor interobserver reliability.
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JBJS: Clinical Validation of the Glenoid Track Concept in Anterior Glenohumeral Instability
SHAHA, James S. MD1, a; Cook, Jay B. MD1; Rowles, Douglas J. MD2; BOTTONI, Craig R. MD1; SHAHA,
Steven H. PhD, DBA3; TOKISH, John M. MD4
The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery: November 16, 2016 - Volume 98 - Issue 22 - p 1918-1923
Doi: 10.2106/JBJS.15.01099
Abstract
Background:
Glenoid and humeral bone loss are well-described risk factors for failure of arthroscopic shoulder
stabilization. Recently, consideration of the interactions of these types of bone loss (bipolar bone
loss) has been used to determine if a lesion is “on-track” or “off-track.” The purpose of this study was
to study the relationship of the glenoid track to the outcomes of arthroscopic Bankart
reconstructions.
Methods:
Over a 2-year period, 57 shoulders that were treated with an isolated, primary arthroscopic Bankart
reconstruction performed at a single facility were included in this study. The mean patient age was
25.5 years (range, 20 to 42 years) at the time of the surgical procedure, and the mean follow-up was
48.3 months (range, 23 to 58 months). Preoperative magnetic resonance imaging was used to
determine glenoid bone loss and Hill-Sachs’s lesion size and location and to measure the glenoid
track to classify the shoulders as on-track or off-track. Outcomes were assessed according to
shoulder stability on examination and subjective outcome.
Results:
There were 10 recurrences (18%). Of the 49 on-track patients, 4 (8%) had treatment that failed
compared with 6 (75%) of 8 off-track patients (p = 0.0001). Six (60%) of 10 patients with recurrence
of instability were off-track compared with 2 (4%) of 47 patients in the stable group (p = 0.0001). The
positive predictive value of an off-track measurement was 75% compared with 44% for the predictive
value of glenoid bone loss of >20%.
Conclusions:
The application of the glenoid track concept to our cohort was superior to using glenoid bone loss
alone about predicting postoperative stability. This method of assessment is encouraged as a routine
part of the preoperative evaluation of all patients under consideration for arthroscopic anterior
stabilization.
Level of Evidence:
Therapeutic Level III. See Instructions for Authors for a complete description of levels of evidence.
October 2015, Volume 205, Number 4 -American Journal of Roentgenology (AJR)
Musculoskeletal Imaging
Original Research
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AJR: MRI Evaluation of Bipolar Bone Loss Using the On-Track Off-Track Method: A Feasibility Study
SOTERIOS Gyftopoulos1, Luis S. Beltran1, Jared Bookman2 and Andrew Rokito3
Citation: American Journal of Roentgenology. 2015;205: 848-852. 10.2214/AJR.14.14266
OBJECTIVE. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the simultaneous MRI evaluation of
Hill-Sachs lesions and glenoid bone loss by use of the on-track off-track method can be used to
predict engagement during arthroscopy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS. The records of 75 consecutively registered patients (60 male patients,
15 female patients) with a history of previous anterior shoulder instability who underwent
preoperative MRI of the shoulder and arthroscopy at our institution were reviewed. A total of 76 MRI
examinations were included. Two readers reviewed the MR images of each patient blindly and
independently and used the on-track off-track method to predict engagement. These results were
compared with the findings related to engagement seen during arthroscopy, which was performed
by one of seven orthopedic surgeons. Statistical analyses included Fisher exact test, logistic
regression, ROC analysis, and calculation of intraclass correlation coefficients.
RESULTS. Using the on-track off-track technique of reading MR images, the reviewers correctly
predicted 13 of the 18 engaging (off-track) lesions (sensitivity, 72.2%). Among the 58 shoulders that
did not engage (on-track), they correctly predicted 51 (specificity, 87.9%). Overall, the accuracy of the
on-track off-track method was 84.2% with a positive predictive value of 65.0% and negative
predictive value of 91.1%.
CONCLUSION. Our study showed that the on-track off-track method can be used in MRI to accurately
assess the bipolar bone loss seen in patients with anterior shoulder instability for predicting the
presence of engaging, or off-track, lesions. This information can be used preoperatively to help guide
the type of stabilization procedure performed on patients with anterior shoulder instability.
-let me leave you with a case:

Calculation of track
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-is truly off-Track at only 0.5 mm Difference or a ‘’tweener’’; but: it’s one of the best ways to measure
and predict outcome!

Recurrent anterior shoulder instability: accuracy of estimations of glenoid bone loss with
computed tomography is insufficient for therapeutic decision-making
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

POLYDOOR Emile HUIJSMANS,
Pieter Bas de Witte,
Richard V. P. de Villiers,
DERK Willem WOLTERBEEK,
Piet Warmerdam,
NIEL Ruben Kruger &
Joe F. de Beer

Skeletal Radiology volume 40, pages1329–1334(2011)
Objective
To evaluate the reliability of glenoid bone loss estimations based on either axial computed
tomography (CT) series or single sagittal (“en face” to glenoid) CT reconstructions, and to assess their
accuracy by comparing with actual CT-based bone loss measurements, in patients with anterior
glenohumeral instability.
Materials and methods
In two separate series of patients diagnosed with recurrent anterior glenohumeral instability, glenoid
bone loss was estimated on axial CT series and on the most lateral sagittal (en face) glenoid view by
two blinded radiologists. Additionally, in the second series of patients, glenoid defects were
measured on sagittal CT reconstructions by an independent observer.
Results
In both series, larger defects were estimated when based on sagittal CT images compared to axial
views. In the second series, mean measured bone loss was 11.5% (SD = 6.0) of the total original
glenoid area, with estimations of 9.6% (SD = 7.2) and 7.8% (SD = 4.2) for sagittal and axial views,
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respectively. Correlations of defect estimations with actual measurements were fair to poor; glenoid
defects tended to be underestimated, especially when based on axial views.
Conclusion
CT-based estimations of glenoid bone defects are inaccurate. Especially for axial views, there is a high
chance of glenoid defect underestimation. When using glenoid bone loss quantification in
therapeutic decision-making, measuring the defect instead of estimating is strongly advised.
Fight Glenoid Track 15’ Referee: ATHWAL I believe in the track concept SUGAYA 5’ I don’t care Funk
5’ Vote who is the winner

-Glenoid Track-I don’t care. L. Funk 5’

‘’the extent to which beliefs are based on evidence is very much less than believers suppose’’Bertrand Russell, The Skeptical Essays, 1928
- ‘Glenoid Track’-ITOI & Yamamoto:
•

Defined as the contact area between the Glenoid and the Humeral head while keeping the
arm in maximum external rotation, maximum horizontal extension, and 0° to 90° of
abduction relative to the trunk
• If the Hill-Sachs lesion extends medially over the Glenoid Track, there is a risk of engagement
• Yamamoto-Cadaver (Yamamoto N., ITOI E., Abe H., et al JSES, 2007)
• Metzger-MRI/MRA (Metzger et al, AOSM, 2010)
• Omori -In-Vivo (Omori et al, AJSM, March 2014)
Evolving Concept of Bipolar Bone Loss and the Hill-Sachs Lesion: From “Engaging/Non-Engaging”
Lesion to “On-Track/Off-Track” Lesion. Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery
Volume 30, Issue 1, January 2014, Pages 90-98:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measure the diameter (D) of the inferior Glenoid, either by Arthroscopy or from 3-D CT scan
Determine the width of the anterior Glenoid bone loss (d)
Calculate the width of the Glenoid Track (GT) by the formula: GT= 0.83D-d
Calculate the width of the HIS, which is the width of the Hill-Sachs lesion (HS) plus the width
of the bone bridge (BB) between the rotator cuff attachment and the lateral aspect of the
Hill-Sachs lesion: HIS=HS-BB
5. If HSI>GT, the HS is off track or engaging. If HSI<GT, the HS is on track or non-engaging.
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Arthroscopy: The Journal of Arthroscopic & Related Surgery, Volume 30, Issue 1, January 2014, Pages
90-98
Level V Evidence with Video Illustration

Evolving Concept of Bipolar Bone Loss and the Hill-Sachs Lesion: From “Engaging/NonEngaging” Lesion to “On-Track/Off-Track” Lesion
Author: Giovanni Di Giacomo M. D. a EIJI ITOI M.D., Ph. D. b Stephen S. Burkhart M. D. c
Show more
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.arthro.2013.10.004
Abstract
For anterior instability with glenoid bone loss comprising 25% or more of the inferior glenoid
diameter (inverted-pear glenoid), the consensus of recent authors is that glenoid bone grafting
should be performed. Although the engaging Hill-Sachs lesion has been recognized as a risk factor for
recurrent anterior instability, there has been no generally accepted method for quantifying the HillSachs lesion and then integrating that quantification into treatment recommendations, taking into
account the geometric interplay of various sizes and various orientations of bipolar (humeral-sided
plus glenoid-sided) bone loss. We have developed a method (both radiographic and arthroscopic)
that uses the concept of the glenoid track to determine whether a Hill-Sachs lesion will engage the
anterior glenoid rim, whether there is concomitant anterior glenoid bone loss. If the Hill-Sachs lesion
engages, it is called an “off-track” Hill-Sachs lesion; if it does not engage, it is an “on-track” lesion.
Based on our quantitative method, we have developed a treatment paradigm with specific surgical
criteria for all patients with anterior instability, both with and without bipolar bone loss.
-AJSM: Challenging the Current Concept of Critical Glenoid Bone Loss in Shoulder Instability: Does
the Size Measurement Really Tell It All?
[‘’Current glenoid bone loss measurements are unable to provide an adequate estimation on the
actual biomechanical effect of glenoid defects’’]
Challenging the Current Concept of Critical Glenoid Bone Loss in Shoulder Instability: Does the Size
Measurement Really Tell It All?
Philipp Moroder, MD*† Department for Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Center for Musculoskeletal
Surgery, Campus Virchow, CHARITÉ-UNIVERSITÄTSMEDIZIN Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Philipp DAMM, DR ING‡ Julius Wolff Institute, CHARITÉ-UNIVERSITÄTSMEDIZIN Berlin, Berlin, Germ
Guido WIERER, MD§ Department of Orthopedics and Traumatology, Paracelsus Medical University,
Salzburg, Austria
Elisabeth BÖHM† Department for Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Center for Musculoskeletal Surgery,
Campus Virchow, CHARITÉ-UNIVERSITÄTSMEDIZIN Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Marvin MINKUS, MD† Department for Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, Center for Musculoskeletal
Surgery, Campus Virchow, CHARITÉ-UNIVERSITÄTSMEDIZIN Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Fabian PLACHEL, MD†
Abstract
Background:
Bone loss at the anterior glenoid rim is a main reason for failure of soft tissue based surgical
stabilization procedures in patients with anterior shoulder instability.
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Purpose:
To evaluate the capability of conventional glenoid bone loss measurement techniques to provide an
adequate estimation of the actual biomechanical effect of glenoid defects.
Study Design:
Descriptive laboratory study.
Methods:
Thirty consecutive patients with unilateral anterior shoulder instability and varying degrees of
glenoid defect were included. Patient-specific computer tomography–based 3-dimensional shoulder
models of the affected and unaffected sides were created. The bony shoulder stability ratio (SR) was
determined in various potential dislocation directions with finite element analysis. Values obtained
from conventional glenoid defect size measurement techniques (Pico and SUGAYA) were correlated
with the finite element analysis results. Additionally, a mathematical model was developed to
theoretically analyze the correlation between glenoid defect size measurements and the SR.
Results:
The authors found substantial interindividual differences of the SR of the unaffected shoulders in all
directions of measurement. Bone loss at the anterior glenoid rim significantly reduced the SR in the 2
o’clock (P = .011), 3 o’clock (P < .001), and 4 o’clock (P < .001) directions referring to a right shoulder.
The correlation between the defect size measurements and the SR for the 2 o’clock (rho = −0.522
and −0.580), 3 o’clock (rho = −0.597 and −0.580), and 4 o’clock (rho = −0.527 and −0.522) directions
was statistically significant. However, it showed only moderate strength and was nonlinear as well as
dependent on the inherent shape of the concavity. As shown by the mathematical model, bone loss
has the most considerable effect at the edge of the glenoid rim, and an increasingly concave-shaped
glenoid leads to an increase in loss of SR provoked by the same extent of bone loss.
Conclusion:
Current glenoid bone loss measurements are unable to provide an adequate estimation on the actual
biomechanical effect of glenoid defects because (1) the relation between the glenoid defect size and
its biomechanical effect is nonlinear and (2) patients with shoulder instability have constitutional
biomechanically relevant glenoid concavity shape differences.
Clinical Relevance: These findings challenge the current concept of setting a general threshold for
critical glenoid bone loss, which requires bony reconstruction surgery.

-BLAG & BOUILEAU, JBJSB, 2007:
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ISIS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Male
< 20 years old
Contact sport
Competitive sport
Large Hill-Sachs
Glenoid bone loss

→ arthroscopic stabilization → 70% recurrence rate at 31 months

ANTERIOR INSTABILITY II Friday 25th January 2019 08:00-10:00 AM
08:00-09:00 AM
ANTERIOR INSTABILITY AND ROTATOR CUFF TEAR Chairman: Funk

Update on associated rotator cuff tears and anterior instability in young active patients
SAVOIE 5’ (address of lecture: Update instability and rotator cuff tears)

-EVALUATION OF LAYERS:
• Get an accurate history/mechanism
• Concussive injury (explosion) produces significant injury to both Labrum and rotator cuff
• All others will have fa primary and secondary injury
- ‘’YOUNG’’ PATIENT = INSTABILITY:
• Usually, high velocity trauma or explosions
• Concussive wave separate layers
• Very symptomatic
- ‘’OLDER’’ PATIENT = ROTATOR CUFF:
• Labrum almost irrelevant
• Repair the RCT and they will do well
-PLAN 2 SURGERIES:
• Surgery 1 is reconstruction: be efficient-double loaded anchors and focus on inferior capsule
• Surgery 1 is RCR: DR TOE best (Double Row Trans Osseous Equivalent – my comment)
-REMPLISSAGE FOR HILL-SAHS TO START REPAIR:
• Over tap to place RC anchor
• Shift the ISP superiorly to help close RC gap
-MIDDLE REPAIR 2ND ANCHOR:
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•
•

Anchor placement: center of defect or at 3:00
Sutures below and through/around fragment: keep knots away from articular surface, this is
your biofeedback part of the repair, so be precise!

- 2ND SURGERY: RCR:
•
•
•

Move to bursa
Standard RCR
Usually SAD or DCE no need unless for visualization

-REHABILITATION:
•
•

Unlike regular reconstructive surgery start pain free passive ROM for these young patients
Older patients have much larger RCT when shoulder dislocate so we always go slowly but in
these young patients with high level trauma rapid rehab is OK
-CONCLUSIONS:
•
•
•

Anatomic restoration (Caspary principle) provides excellent results – key is to correct all
pathology
Decide pre op which is primary pathology and focus on correcting that one the best if you
must choose, but best to fix it all
Results are generally good

Hidden de gloving rotator cuff tears secondary to glenoid-humeral dislocation.
GODENÈCHE 5’

-investigate cuff tear after 1st dislocation! clinical exam, US, MRI, or CTA in any doubt
-new lesion << de gloving rotator cuff tears>>:
•
•
•

RCT after 1st dislocation involving 2 or + tendons → immediate tendon repositioning
Formation of scar tissue between tendons and tuberosities (difficult diagnosis)
If 3 tendons (SCP): intraarticular LHB dislocation
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-rare lesion but not so rare (12%):
•
•
•

Retrospective study, monocentric, one surgeon (AG-himself my comment)
2010-2015: 67 patients operated on RCT secondary to GH dislocation
8 patients with degloving tear (12%); 7 anterior-1 posterior dislocation, 1 transitory
neurologic lesion
-study: 1st dislocation in all patients, average age 55Y (38-61), severe weakness, ++reduction in ER
strength, +/- IR, US falsely negative in 50%:
•

Rapid arthroscopic trans tendon repair (2-12 weeks), double row for SSP and ISP, SCP repair
if involved, LHB tenotomy in 2 or tenodesis in 5, 1 preop torn
• No adjuvant procedure for instability
• Average FU 3.2 Y (2.1-7.2): CONSTANT, DASH, SSV, SST
-results: no recurrence of instability!
Median functional score at

Median time of 3.2 years

Constant score Total
Pain
Activity
Mobility
Strength

Preoperative
Median
27
6
8
13
0
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Range
17-54
2-10
6-10
8-30
0-8

Postoperative
Median
Range
89
62-95
15
8-15
19
12-20
40
40-40
15
2-20
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Age and gender adjusted
Constant score
DASH score
SSV
SST
-take home message:
•
•
•
•
•

31

24-57

86
2
18

72-91
0-4
10-30

97
6
12
90

83-100
3-30
9-12
60-100

Think about it-1st GH dislocation > 40 Y, weakness ER, +/. IR
MRI or CTA in any doubt (US falsely negative in 50%)
Arthroscopic repair recommended
No adjuvant procedure for instability
Very good clinical result

Update on rotator cuff tears and anterior instability in older patients CALVO 5’

-instability in the elderly:
1. Frail anatomy: how to approach the acute dislocation?
2. Frequent concomitant RCT: how should it be suspected or diagnosed?
3. Low recurrence rate: conservative or surgical treatment?
4. Varied pathoanatomic: procedure of choice?
-acute dislocation in the elderly:
1. Associated fractures frequent-CT scan if: RTG evidence of Glenoid or humeral FX; to assess
the size of Hill-Sachs lesion; chronic dislocation
2. Frail anatomy: gentle manipulation if acute; reduction under GA if subacute, osteoporosis or
fracture
-instability in the elderly: frequently associated with RCT (35-86%)
-when RT should be suspected:
1. Very common (35-86%), GOMBERWALLA MM, Sekiya JK, Clin Orto 2011
2. ‘’concomitant RCT should be suspected if Pain and weakness persist after a trial of FTH’’,
Paxton et al, Orto Clin North Am 2014
3. US, CTA or preferably MRI should be performed
4. Ut neurologic injury is also frequent (50-65%): EMG, TOOLANEN G et al, Acta Orto 1993,
Robinson CM et al, JBJS 2012
-instability in the elderly: low recurrence rate (0-31%)
-when surgery should NOT be carried out?
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1. First time dislocation
2. No or non-displaced fractures
3. No or chronic RCT with good return of function
4. SCP intact
5. Stable and functional ROM after reduction
-when surgery should be carried out?
1. Displaced GT fracture (<5mm superior or >10mm posterior)
2. SCP avulsion
3. Posterior-superior RC disfunction
4. Significant anterior Glenoid defect
5. Recurrent Instability
-instability in the elderly: varied pathology (Labral tears, capsular tears, RCT, fractures, arthritis…)which surgical procedure?
-which surgical procedure/technique?
1. For the ‘’typical’’ case (Bankart + RCT) →RCT isolated repair. ‘’classic’’ approach (PEVNY T et
al, Arthroscopy, 1998)
2. Bankart isolated repair: useless
3. Combined RCT + Bankart repair: stiffness (Hawkins RI et al, Clin Orto, 1986; GUMINA S,
POSTACHINI F, JBJS Br, 1997)
4. For fracture-same procedure/technique as for young
-which surgical procedure/technique?
1. REVERSE if: Arthritis
2. Complex fracture
3. Irreparable RCT
4. Large Hill-Sachs’s lesion
5. Chronic dislocation
-rotator cuff tears and anterior instability in the elderly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In acute dislocation: consider CT, gentle manipulation (UGA?)
Suspect RCT if pain and weakness persist
Rule out nerve injury
Surgery if: Displaced GT fracture (<5mm superior or >10mm posterior)
SCP avulsion, Posterior-superior RC disfunction, Significant anterior Glenoid defect
Recurrent Instability
5. RCT + Bankart repair / reverse arthroplasty
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Fight Instability and cuff tear 15’ Referee: CLAVERT
Instability repair and cuff repair LAFOSSE (relive surgery) 5’:

Presented a case:
• Male, 55Y
• Fall, 3 July 2015→anterior dislocation
• Reduced under GA
• Developed impossibility active elevation
-A-MRI, 3 September 2015:
• SSP-GOUTALLIER III
• ISP-II
• SCP-III
• LHB subluxation
EMG, 9 September 2015:
• Axillary nerve 10%
• Myelinic lesion
• Good prognosis
29 October 2015 (4 months post trauma):
• No active motion
• No skin sensibility of shoulder
CONCLUSION:
•

Diagnosis: when ant. dislocation → always look for RCT, if ant. dislocation + RCT→ check for
associated nerve problem
• Treatment: arthroscopic RCR +- Bankart if feasible; isolated RCR may stabilize the shoulder; if
cuff is not reparable & patient unstable → AS TRILLAT; if Axillary nerve → AS neurolysis
In conversation he said: during AS start with arthrofibrosis-neurolysis, don’t do anything on anterior
Labrum-NO Bankart
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@TRILLAT procedure L. NEYTON (relive surgery) 5’ (name of lecture: @TRILLAT procedure
for anterior instability and RC tear)

TRILLAT procedure:
• Partial osteotomy of Coracoid process
• Lowering and medialization of the CP
• Sling effect of SCP
Indication:
• Recurrent anterior instability and RC tear in patients over 60 years old
• Bony lesion
In conversation he said: don’t do LATARJET if patient is older than 55Y-exclude patient with
syringomyelia with failed operation and recurrence instability. Learning curve is between 10 to 25
cases
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